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Abstract: 
The paper discusses role of the Orosius' work Histories against the Heathen in 
the Latin Christian historiography of the fourth and fifth centuries. It states that 
it is the purest example of the genre of universal history. Through not entirely 
without pagan predecessors like Diodorus Siculus or Pompey Trogus, it is the 
typical genre of the Christian historiography. The paper deals with conditions 
and causes for its development and argues that Orosius, despite the general 
universalistic setting, provided its work with a distinctive Roman mark. 
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It is a pretty well established fact that – despite some pagan predecessors – 
multidimensional view of history as an universal process mainly belongs to the 
area of Christian history in Antiquity.1 Classical Roman historiography remai-
ned concentrated on Rome as the world's centre almost ever since Cato the 
Elder, who at least paid his attention also to other Latin communities.2 There-
fore Roman historians only considered subjugate peoples if it appeared neces-
sary for their general picture, leaving Pompey Trogus as the virtually only Latin 
writing representative of some sort of world history.3 The historian of Celtic 
origin from the first century BC tried with his Historiae Philippicae to create 
a non-Roman alternative to the Livy's "all-Roman" vision.4 He could even be 
accused of anti-Roman sentiments, although he felt pretty much in Roman 
way.5 Breviaries of late Antiquity, otherwise a valuable source for Jerome, Oro-
sius and other Christian historiographers since they always preserved a strict 
religious neutrality, remained faithful to an exclusively Roman point of view. 
In the Greek historiography there had existed (already in Herodotus) better 
accessories for the development of universal history as an independent genre, 
but concrete projects in this area remained scarce, with Diodorus Siculus as the 
most important example of them. 

The situation with Christian writers used to be much different from the very 
beginning of Christian historiography in its own right. Many factors contribu-
ted to such development, and Orosius' major work can't be properly understo-
od without examining them first. 

Origins of Christian Universal History 

If mere Christian interest for history was motivated by some important circum-
stances, both internal and external,6 it can't be denied that a vast majority of 
early historiographic production of Christians served defensive apologetic pur-

1 See e. g. Salvatore D'Elia, "Storia e teologia della storia nel De civitate Dei", in: La storiografia ecclesias-
tica nella tarda antichità, ed. S. Calderone (Messina, 1980), especially 393 s. 

2 On him and his historical work e. g. Michael von Albrecht, Geschichte der römischen Literatur (Munich, 
1997), particularly 317–322 (hereinafter: von Albrecht, Geschichte der römischen Literatur), or brief-
ly Oto Luthar et al. (eds.), Zgodovina historične misli: Od Homerja do začetka 21. stoletja (Ljubljana, 
2006), 150–153. 

3 Giuseppe Zecchini, "Latin Historiography: Jerome, Orosius and the Westen Chronicles", in: Greek 
and Roman Historiography in Late Antiquity: Fourth to Sixth Century, ed. G. Marasco (Leiden–Boston, 
2003), here 322 (hereinafter: Zecchini, "Latin Historiography"). 

4 On him von Albrecht, Geschichte der römischen Literatur, 686–689. 
5 Ibid., 688. 
6 See Friedhelm Winkelmann, "Historiographie", in: Reallexikon für Antike und Christentum, Vol. 15 

(Bonn, 1990), here 746 ss. (hereinafter: Winkelmann, "Historiographie"). 
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poses.7 Here, already the Christian entrance on the stage of the Roman world 
ipso facto demanded also the introduction of a new type of history, with the 
main objection of the pagan Roman public to Christianity being its complete 
novelty as opposed to the ancient cults and rites of maiores. Christians could 
only respond by claiming for themselves the Jewish legacy and history, unders-
coring its precedence in comparison to Greek and Roman traditions and their 
philosophers or even gods.8 This necessary move, which on the part of Christi-
ans also contributed to their somehow ambiguous relation with Judaism in a 
not unimportant manner,9 of course widened the limited horizon of Roman 
historiography mentioned above almost immediately. Momigliano has correc-
tly remarked that a newcomer to the Christian community had to learn an enti-
rely new history which covered much wider area than the Roman one.10 But to 
prove the real antiquity of Christian teachings and traditions (as opposed to 
the fact that the Christian religion had appeared in the Roman world only some 
two or three hundred years ago) took early Christian apologist even further, to 
old Orientals and their historical and cultural achievements, thereby preparing 
a suitable terrain for the emergence of an universal view of history. 

Tertullian, the famous zealot from Carthage and the first Latin writing the-
ologian, was perhaps also the first to enumerate all the sources and cultural 
circles, by which the temporal superiority of the Christian religion could be 
proven, although he already in the very beginning divested himself of citing 
them by saying: 

Haec quibus ordinibus probari possint, non tam difficile est nobis exponere quam 
enorme, nec arduum, sed interim longum. Multis instrumentis cum digitorum sup-
putariis gesticulis adsidendum est; reseranda antiquissimarum etiam gentium 
archiva, Aegyptiorum Chaldaeorum Phoenicum; advocandi municipes eorum, per 
quos notitia subministrata est, ali[o]qui[n] Manethon Aegyptius et Berosus Chal-
daeus, sed et Hieromus Phoenix, Tyri[i] rex; sectatores quoque ipsorum Mende-
sius Ptolemaeus et Menander Ephesius et Demetrius Phalereus et rex Iuba et Apion 

7 Cf. now Aleš Maver, Religiosi et profani principes: Rimski cesarji od Avgusta do Teodozija v latinskem 
krščanskem zgodovinopisju 4. in 5. stoletja (Maribor, 2009), here 17 s. (hereinafter: Maver, Religiosi et 
profani principes). 

8 Cf. Michael Fiedrowicz, Apologie im frühen Christentum: Die Kontroverse um den christlichen 
Wahrheitsanspruch in den ersten Jahrhunderten (Paderborn, 2000), 209 s. Perhaps the finest example 
of Christian argumentation in this regard can be found in the early Christian apologist Theophilus of 
Antioch, Against Autolicus, 3, 29–30. 

9 This relationship was recently even called somehow "schizophrenic" by Klemen Jelinčič Boeta, Judje 
na Slovenskem (Klagenfurt–Ljubljana–Vienna, 2009), 34. 

10 Arnaldo Momigliano, "Pagan and Christian Historiography in the 4th Century AD", in: The Conflict 
between Paganism and Christianity in the Fourth Century, ed. A. Momigliano (Oxford, 1963), here 57 
(hereinafter: Momigliano, "Pagan and Christian Historiography").
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et Thallus et, si quis istos aut probat aut revincit, Iudaeus Iosephus, antiquitatum 
Iudaicarum vernaculus vindex. Graecorum etiam censuales conferendi, et quae 
quando sint gesta, [a]ut concatenationes temporum aperiantur, per quae luceant 
annalium numeri; peregrinandum est in historias et litteras orbis. Et tamen quasi 
partem iam probationis intulimus, cum per quae probari possint, adspersimus.11 

He could refer to many Oriental writers like Manethon, Berosus or the Jew 
Joseph Flavius who had found themselves in situations very similar to that of 
Christians: since Alexander the Great, there had been a constant danger for 
their ancestral traditions to be lost in the wide sea of Greek (and later Roman) 
culture.12 Together with other apologists like the mentioned Theophilus, Ter-
tullian thus created a valuable basis for the development of a specifically Chri-
stian historical-apologetic response to pagan objections, mainly visible in one 
and by far oldest of the – according to Momigliano – specifical genres of Chri-
stian historiography, Christian chronography.13 This genre is both the crucial 
predecessor and cousin of the later Orosian universal history. It certainly lacks 
the narrative breadth of Orosius' work, but is on the other hand similar to it 
in its scope and in its tendency to cover cultural spheres of the entire known 
world, both past and present. Being created by the beginning of the third cen-
tury AD, when the oldest known Christian chronographer, Judas, had compo-
sed its work, most likely in close connection to the Severian persecution of the 
Church,14 it reached an early peak in the chronographic work De temporibus 
of the mysterious Julius African whose solutions probably influenced Eusebius 
of Caesarea, the Grand Master of the genre, himself.15 Julius African compo-
sed it during the reign of the last Severians in the first half of the third century 
AD. Of much greater impact, however, had been the Chronicle composed by 
Hippolytus of Rome (who died after 235 AD) who based it on the Old Testa-
ment schema of seventy weeks found in the Book of Daniel. Both Julius African 
and Hippolytus belonged to the chiliastic current of early Christian theology 
expecting the world's end 6000 years after its creation, i. e. some centuries after 
their lifetimes. While being mainly superseded by Eusebius' version, Hippolytus' 
chronicle has remained a lasting influence for the Byzantine chronographers in 

11 Tertullian, Apologeticum 19, 5–7. 
12 Cf. e. g. Anthony Grafton, Forgers and Critics: Creativity and Duplicity in Western Scholarship 

(Princeton, 1990), passim. 
13 On its origins cf. Brian Croke, "Origins of the Christian World Chronicle", in: History and Historians in 

Late Antiquity, eds. B. Croke in A. M. Emmett (Sydney–Oxford, 1983), 116–131 (hereinafter: Croke, 
"Origins").

14 On him see briefly Winkelmann, "Historiographie", 750, as well as Maver, Religiosi et profani principes, 
30 s. 

15 Cf. Croke, "Origins", 123 s. 
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one crucial point: they have ignored the Eusebius' innovation and always begun 
their works with the creation.16

As mentioned above, Eusebius of Caesarea, "father of the Church history", 
can be seen as the most important Christian chronographer as well.17 His con-
tribution to the Christian chronicle and thus indirectly to the universal history 
is immense. Not only did he end the connection of the chronography with the 
chiliastic thought and started his own work with the more terrestrial Patriarch 
Abraham in 2105 BC instead of the common creation of the world (in both of 
these novelties he wasn't always followed by later colleagues), but also deve-
loped a type of chronicle which was duly imitated by an entire "diachronic 
syndicate"18 of Christian writers from Syria to Ireland. 

Among his followers and continuators Sulpicius Severus, an ascetic monk 
of aristocratic origin, who lived and worked in the second half of the fourth 
and in the beginning of the fifth century AD,19 should be particularly menti-
oned. He was one of the only few Westerners who began his own Chronicle 
with the beginning of the world. By a more extensive narration he also created 
an important bridge between the Eusebian chronicle and the Orosian univer-
sal history although ideologically he could hardly be a greater antipode to the 
Spanish historian. Not only was he much more pessimistic about the future. 
He almost despised Roman traditions and history and thus based his account 
mainly on Biblical narrative what was somehow echoed in Augustine's City of 
God where the Biblical history was put to the spotlight once more. 

The apologetic tendency, realized in chronographic works, wasn't the only 
(if very important) source of the Christian universal history. Its other impetus 
was theologically perhaps even more decisive, for Christians have understood 
human history as history of salvation where God's actions were in interaction 
with human responses. Thus God's position as Lord of the Universe must be 
reflected in entire history of the world, not only in its Roman part. This empha-
sis is crucial for Orosius who is widely seen as one of the finest representatives 
of the historical providentialism.20 His position is clear from the following pas-
sage of his Histories against the Pagans: 

16 Momigliano, "Pagan and Christian Historiography", 63. 
17 See Croke, "Origins", 124 ss. 
18 The expression itself was coined by Robert A. Markus, "Church History and Early Church Historians", 

in: Studies in Church History 11: The Materials, Sources and Methods of Ecclesiastical History, ed. D. 
Baker (Cambridge, 1975), 8. 

19 On him see Zecchini, "Latin Historiography", 335–338. 
20 See e. g. François Paschoud, "La polemica providenzialistica di Orosio", in: La storiografia ecclesiastica 

nella tarda antichità, ed. S. Calderone (Messina, 1980), 113–133. 
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Neminem iam esse hominum arbitror, quem latere possit, quia hominem in hoc 
mundo Deus fecerit. Unde etiam peccante homine mundus arguitur ac propter 
nostram intemperantiam conprimendam terra haec, in qua vivimus defectu cet-
erorum animalium et sterilitate suprum fructuum castigatur. Itaque si creatura 
Dei, merito et dispensatio Dei sumus; quis enim magis diligit, quam ille qui fecit? 
Quis autem ordinatius regit, quam is qui et fecit et diligit? Quis vero sapientius et 
fortius ordinare et regere facta potest, quam qui et facienda providit et provisa 
perfecit?21 

There had been a particular expression of God's guidance in history already 
for Christians at least two centuries before Orosius. For God, who had created 
the world, also freely gave and took the earthly power in the framework of the 

21 Orosius, Historiae adversus paganos 2, 1, 1 s. See also Hans-Werner Goetz, Die Geschichtstheologie des 
Orosius (Darmstadt, 1980), 45 ss. (hereinafter: Goetz, Die Geschichtstheologie). 

St Augustine of Hip-
po. He was mentor 
of Orosius' histori-
cal work and co-
mmissioned the 
Histories against 
the Heathen (Peter 
Brown, Augustinus 
von Hippo: Eine 
Biographie (Munich, 
2000)) 
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so called translation imperii, translation of the Empire(s). The idea itself wasn't 
unknown to some pagan writers like Emilius Sura or Pompey Trogus,22 but 
could only rise to prominence in Christian historiography and theology con-
nected to the famous dreams of the Babylonian ruler Nebuchadnezzar, descri-
bed in the Book of Daniel.23 Its way into Christian historical writing had led 
through Ireneus of Lyon, Tertullian and Hippolytus of Rome and it was adopted 
by Jerome as well, what of course served as an important impetus for Orosius.24

An early version of the Christian theory on the translation of the empires 
was expressed by Tertullian in his early treatise To the Heathen (Ad nationes), 
although he, as will be shown, differs from Orosius in his choice of the empires, 
favoured by God on the different stages of history. The African theologian put 
it that way: 

22 Manfred Fuhrmann, Rom in der Spätantike: Porträt einer Epoche (Düsseldorf–Zürich, 1998), 112. 
23 On this current in Christian theology and historiography see Peter Guyot and Richard Klein (eds.), 

Das frühe Christentum bis zum Ende der Verfolgungen: Eine Dokumentation (Darmstadt, 1997), par-
ticularly 228 and 434, and especially Goetz, Die Geschichtstheologie, 71–80.

24 Goetz, Die Geschichtstheologie, 72 s. 

The famous dipty-
chon of Stilicho and 
his wife Serena (ca. 
395 AD). Stilicho, 
of Vandal origin, 
is one of the major 
negative figures in 
Orosius' work (Peter 
Heather, Der Unter-
gang des Römischen 
Weltreiches (Stuttgart, 
2007)) 
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Regnum universae nationes <suis quae>q<ue te>mporibus habuerunt, ut Assyrii, 
ut Medi, ut Persae, ut Aegypt<ii; est adh>uc penes quosdam, et tamen qui amise-
runt, non sine religionibus et cultu et + depropitiorum deorum moraban <tur, 
donec Romanis> cessit universa paene dominatio.25 

Certainly, the mere idea of the translation of the empire(s) has demanded 
the wide context of universal history and so contributed largely to its deve-
lopment, together with apologetic and chronographic foundations and the 
image of God as the sole Lord over human history.

Orosius' Universal History 

Although declared a fool by Enlightenment and after many centuries of almost 
undivided acknowledgment, mainly because of his infinite optimism (which 
must seemed unauthentic already to his immediate successors26), Orosius defi-
nitely was an innovative Christian historian. It was he who created the first true 
universal history of the Latin Christian historiography. As shown above, there 
had existed many foundations for it, some for two, some even for three centu-
ries, but elements of universal history had been mainly incorporated into works 
of moderate narrative extent like chronicles, most notably that of Sulpicius 
Severus. 

It took the young Spanish presbyter and it took special circumstances 
to make the decisive step forward. The circumstances were provided by the 
revived pagan-Christian polemics after the Gothic sack of Rome in 410.27 The 
most prominent response came, of course, by St Augustine himself. But since he 
didn't see himself as a historian, he commissioned an expanded list of calami-
ties which had shocked the world from the very beginning and chose the Spa-
nish fugitive Orosius, his relatively recent acquaintance, for the job.28 Orosius 
accomplished the task in 417/18 and both surpassed and frustrated Augustine's 

25 Tertullianus, Ad nationes 2, 17–18. 
26 However, see on realistic foundations of it Adolf Lippold, "Inrtroduzione", in: Orosio, Le storie contro i 

pagani I (Milan, 2001), here XXII s. 
27 See now a detailed survey in Mischa Meier and Steffen Patzold, August 410 – ein Kampf um Rom 

(Stuttgart, 2010). See also Rajko Bratož, "Gotsko zavzetje Rima: pomen dogodka za zgodovino pozne-
ga rimskega cesarstva in za razvoj Zahodnih Gotov", Studia historica Slovenica 11, Nr. 2/3 (2011): 
829–866. 

28 See Orosius, Historiae adversus paganos, Prologus (Praeceptis tuis parui, beatissime pater Augustine). 
Authenticity of this report was most notably doubted by Eugenio Corsini, Introduzione alle "Storie" di 
Orosio (Turin, 1968). 
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expectations.29 On one hand, he brought the vision of the human history as a 
series of calamities ad absurdum, constantly claiming, however, that tempora 
Christiana had brought an important and lasting improvement. On the other 
hand, he used the traditional schema of four empires to underline the particu-
lar position of the Roman Empire in the history of salvation thus evidently (and 
probably intentionally) overlooking attempts by his mentor to undermine the 
sacred position of Rome in thoughts of many Christians of the Theodosian era. 
To achieve both of his goals, Orosius wrote an extensive work covering – in a 
somehow narrowed optics of listing of human hardships – all regions known 
to him. By taking into account political and military events, mainly excluded 
by Church historians, he also connected Christian historiography to its Classi-
cal pagan predecessors, although with the geographical scope of the work he 
greatly exceeded their borders.30 His innovations are manifold. First of all, he 
adapted the traditional succession of the empires to his own needs and proba-
bly also wishes, replacing the otherwise indispensable Persians by Carthage. He 
introduces the idea of the translation as follows: 

Quapropter omnem potestatem a Deo esse omnemque ordinationem, et qui non 
legerunt sentient et qui legerunt recognoscunt. Quod si potestates a Deo sunt, 
quanto magis regna, a quibus reliquae potestates progrediuntur ; si autem regna 
diversa, quanto aequius regnum aliquod maximum, cui reliquorum regnorum 
potestas universa subicitur, quale a principio Babylonium et deinde Macedonicum 
fuit, post etiam Africanum atque in fine Romanum quod usque ad nunc manet, 
eademque ineffabili ordinatione per quattuor mundi cardines quattuor regnorum 
principatus distinctis gradibus eminentes, ut Babylonium regnum ab oriente, a 
meridie Carthaginiense, a septentrione Macedonicum, ab occidente Romanum : 
quorum inter primum ac novissimum, id est inter Babylonium et Romanum, 
quasi inter patrem senem ac filium parvum, Africanum ac Macedonicum brevia 
et media, quasi tutor curatorque venerunt potestate temporis non iure hereditatis 
admissi; quod utrum ita sit, apertissime expedire curabo.31

His elaborate vision wasn't intended only to show God's providential care 
in action in human history, but functioned also as a tool to stress the providen-
tial role of Rome in it (much in opposition to Augustine's wishes). For Oro-
sius inverted the image of Nebuchadnezzar's dreams where the fourth and 

29 David Rohrbacher, The Historians of Late Antiquity (London–New York, 2002), here 148 (hereinafter: 
Rohrbacher, The Historians). On their relation see further Sabine Tanz, "Orosius im Spannungsfeld 
zwischen Eusebius von Caesarea und Augustin", Klio 65, Nr. 2 (1983): 337–346. 

30 Zecchini, "Latin Historiography", 321. 
31 Orosius, Historiae adversus paganos 2, 1, 3–6. 
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last empire had appeared to be the weakest as well, following the footsteps of 
Melito of Sardes and other champions of the "Christian theology of Rome" who 
had underscored a particular connection between the rise of Christianity and 
happiness of the Roman state.32 

Such a base enables Historiae adversus paganos to gradually become some 
kind of a historical panegyric to Rome and her empire, especially after the birth 
of Christ who had chosen to be born civis Romanus and during the reign of 
Augustus, the first Roman emperor, according to Orosius.33 Unsurprisingly, 
there is no need for a possible fifth, Messianic empire, since it's the deepest 
presbyter's conviction that Rome would last until the end of days.34 

The obvious fixation on Rome also provides Historiae with a striking fea-
ture for the first true universal history of the Latin historiography. Despite of 
the whole universalistic setting, it's obviously Orosius' idea that Barbarians, the 

32 See a critical examination of Melito's statements in Richard Klein, "Das Bild des Augustus in der 
frühchristlichen Literatur", in: Rom und das himmlische Jerusalem: Die frühen Christen zwischen 
Anpassung und Ablehnung, ed. R. von Haehling (Darmstadt, 2000), here particularly 212 s. 

33 Rohrbacher, The Historians, 143; Goetz, Die Geschichtstheologie, 81. 
34 See also Rohrbacher, The Historians, 145. 

The Good Shepherd from the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, Ravenna. Galla Placidia was Theodosius' 
daughter, Athaulf's wife and one of the most powerful women in the fifth century (Peter Dinzelbacher 
and Werner Heinz, Europa in der Spätantike 300-600: Eine Kultur- und Mentalitätsgeschichte (Darmstadt, 
2007))  
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current threat to Rome in his own lifetime, could only be converted to Christi-
anity intra fines, inside the borders of the Roman Empire.35 For him, their final 
submission to it is not questionable, as visible from his explanation of Athaulf's 
plans: 

se (sc. Athaulfum) inprimis ardenter inhiasse, ut oblitterato Romano nomine 
Romanum omne solum Gothorum imperium et faceret et vocaret essetque, ut vul-
gariter loquar, Gothia quod Romania fuisset et fieret nunc Athaulfus quod quon-
dam Caesar Augustus, at ubi multa experientia probavisset neque Gothos ullo 
modo parere legibus posse propter effrenatam barbariem neque reipublicae inter-
dici leges oportere, sine quibus respublica non est respublica, elegisse saltim, ut 
gloriam sibi de restituendo in integrum augendoque Romano nomine Gothorum 
viribus quaereret habereturque apud posteros Romanae restitutionis actor, post-
quam esse non potuerat immutator.36 

Such a list of calamities in human history which became an universal 
history with a strong Roman accent couldn't, of course, satisfy Augustine, but 
nevertheless enriched the Christian historiography of Late Antiquity and pro-
vided Christian public with its cherished textbook for the millennium to come. 
 

Aleš Maver

OROZIJ IN KRŠČANSKA UNIVERZALNA ZGODOVINA V POZNI ANTIKI 

POVZETEK 

Klasično grško in rimsko zgodovinopisje praktično ni poznalo žanra univer-
zalne zgodovine. Nekaj nastavkov in posameznih zgledov zanjo je obstajalo pri 
grških zgodovinarjih, medtem ko so rimski ostajali osredotočeni zgolj na Rim 
že od zgodnjih dni. 

35 As emphasized already by Zecchini, "Latin Historiography", 328. 
36 Orosius, Historiae adversus paganos 7, 43, 5–6. 
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Krščanska historiografija v antiki je bila v bistveno drugačnem položaju. 
Več dejavnikov jo je naravnost sililo k temu, da je širila meje zgodovinopisnega 
zanimanja izven rimskih meja. Za bistvene dejavnike vznika univerzalne zgo-
dovine lahko štejemo apologetsko tendenco domala vsega zgodnjega pisanja 
kristjanov o zgodovini, predstavo o človeški zgodovini kot delu zgodovine 
odrešenja, ki jo kajpak usmerja Bog, in nauk o prenašanju imperija. 

K nalogam apologetov je že od vsega začetka sodilo, da so morali doka-
zovati starost svojih izročil v primerjavi z grškimi in rimskimi. To jih je vodilo 
k poseganju po judovski zgodovini, pa tudi po rešitvah, ki so jih izoblikovali 
drugi orientalski pisci, sami prav tako soočeni z nevarnostjo "utopitve" v heleni-
stičnem in pozneje rimskem morju. Svetovna kronika je postala že v 3. stoletju 
glavno historiografsko orodje kristjanov in s tem najpomembnejša predhodni-
ca univerzalne zgodovine. 

Ideja o prenašanju imperija po drugi strani ni bila zgolj judovsko-krščanski 
domislek, vendar se je lahko šele v krščanski misli razcvetela, oprta na svetopi-
semske temelje. Že zgodaj, v 2. stoletju, je prešla v nabor apologetskih prijemov, 
od koder so jo lahko v zgodovinopisje prenesli že Orozijevi predhodniki. 

Toda šele prezbiter iz Brakare je ustvaril značilen primer žanra univerzal-
ne krščanske zgodovine v ožjem pomenu besede. Povod za njegov podvig je 
bila polemika med kristjani in pogani po padcu Rima leta 410. Čeprav je delo 
nastalo na Avguštinovo pobudo, je v marsičem preseglo naročilo škofa iz Hipo-
na. Po drugi strani je postalo s svojim povzdigovanjem vloge Rima v človeški 
zgodovini celo pravo nasprotje njegovih zamisli. Vsekakor pa je Orozij z njim 
napisal besedilo, ki se po eni strani najbolj v krščanski historiografiji v antiki 
približuje klasičnim grško-rimskim zgledom, po drugi strani pa s svojim geo-
grafskim horizontom bistveno preseže njihove meje. Toliko bolj paradoksna je 
v tem okviru Orozijeva misel, da je spreobrnitev barbarov v krščanstvo mogoča 
le znotraj meja Rimskega cesarstva. 
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Introduction

In 1915, Toynbee was among the first to write about Unit Slovenia, and even 
about the independent state of Slovenia under the protectorate of Europe. That 
was one more reason to discuss the relevance of his ideas for modern Sloveni-
ans. On this occasion we met Toynbee in unusual milieu while we put in the 
limelight his Study of History's civilizations development schema in connec-
tion with Thomas Kuhn's Structures of Scientific Paradigms in a way nobody 
tried in history yet, at least as far as we know. The special focus is put on the 
development of Slovenian exact sciences in the light of Toynbee-Kuhn's model 
of development.

Toynbee's model is useful. It is evidently too narrow because it offered just 
five stages of development: genesis (grow), crisis, breakdown, disintegration 

The back of Toyn-
bee's Nationality 
book where he men-
tioned the independ-
ent Slovenia for the 
first time (Toynbee, 
Nationality)
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with universialisation, and revolution which enables a new growth. Kuhn's 
model with normal and revolutionary intervals of growth is even worse, prob-
ably borrowed from the old-fashion Ludwig Boltzmann's eulogy to Slovene 

The title page of 
Toynbee's book 
where he agitated 
for the independent 
Slovenia (Toynbee, 
Nationality, 167)
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Jožef Stefan.1 But the conglomerate of both seems to work properly. Certainly 
some extra stages will save the situation, as usual in such cases. 

Toynbee for the Independent Slovenia

Arnold Toynbee (* 1889; † 1975) used to be the most prolific thinker ever work-
ing for the British Foreign Office. After he somewhat suspiciously arranged to 
be refused twice as an army volunteer because of the dysentery he supposedly 
endorsed while wondering around the lands of his beloved Greeks, Toynbee 
worked for the Political Intelligence Department of the British Foreign Office 
during the First World War. Several Toynbee's classmates were butchered in 

1 Paul Hoyningen-Huene, Reconstructing Scientific Revolutions: Thomas S. Kuhn's Philosophy of Science 
(Chicago–London, 1993), 167 (hereinafter: Hoyningen-Huene, Reconstructing Scientific Revolutions: 
Thomas S. Kuhn's Philosophy of Science). 

Toynbee's pioneering discussion of the independent Slovenia in 12th row on the left (Toynbee, 
Nationality, 252)
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European battlefields and Toynbee never forgave himself for not being one of 
those poor fellows. He was among the important British delegates to the Paris 
Peace Conference in 1919, and he was among the rare expert who attended the 
similar conference after the Second World War. After the First World War, Toyn-
bee criticized Greek Atrocities committed against the Turkish civilians. Because 
the youngster, Toynbee, didn't know how to hold his tongue, he lost his chair 
at King's College London where he used to be the professor of Modern Greek 
and Byzantine History, because the angry Greek emigrants in London spon-
sored the chair. Toynbee loved the Greeks but just didn't know how to keep 
his mouth shut and, which was worse, was not aware that the Greeks spon-
sored his job. After the debacle with his beloved Greeks, Toynbee became the 
director of studies at Chatham House, Balliol College, Oxford University, and 
kept his job between the years 1924–1943. Toynbee and his later second wife 
Veronica were co-editors of the Royal Institute of International Affairs' annual 
Survey of International Affairs, which became the top source of information for 
international specialists in Britain, and worldwide. That was the position where 
the father of the writer of those lines, Prof. Dr. Stane Južnič, met Toynbee after 

Enlarged Toynbee's pioneering discussion of the independent Slovenia in 12th row on the left (Toynbee, 
Nationality, 252)
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Stane was transferred to London as the young partisan telegraph lines manager 
with the rare ability to speak languages including some English. That's why the 
members of the British mission in Yugoslavia liked Stane Južnič and in that way 
enabled his extraordinary career in the years to come. Stane Južnič got his fist 
usable myopic glasses in London, and accomplished the exam for his driving 
license in heavy London rain. Stane Južnič's instructor described the London 
rain as the very best milieu to make a good driver which Stane really became for 
all his life. Most important of all, Stane met Toynbee in London, got the proof-
copies of Toynbee's Study of History, and gave them to the writer of the present 
tractate with the words: Toynbee used to be a pretty small fellow who eventu-
ally had the handy answers for all the questions you might pose to him. Later 
the present writer seems to endorse the same opinion on his master's and Ph.D. 

Enlarged Toynbee's map of Slovenia with Istria and Trieste included but Maribor left outside in spite of 
Toynbee's red painting indicating the Slovenian majority in the Maribor Town and its neighborhood. 
Toynbee was well aware of mixed Italian-Croatian-Slovenian population in Istria, and he also noticed 
the strong Gottschee German minority without supporting his contemporary Gottscheer idea of their 
independent state. Toynbee sacrificed the national feelings for politics worldwide, but don't blame him 
for that (Toynbee, Nationality, 167)
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supervisor, Dr. Prof. Vasilij Melik of Ljubljana. All that was like a revelation for 
the writer of the present tractate who felt in life-long love with Toynbee's model 
of the development of civilizations, with higher religions included somewhere 
in the back of Toynbee's thought.

Be how it might, Toynbee's opinion on the necessarily creation of the 
independent Slovenian State was decisive, although Toynbee was unable to 
materialize his ideas in 1919 because of Woodrow Wilson's (* 1856; † 1924) ad 
hoc decisions posed in Paris Peace Conference. Toynbee disliked Wilson and 
described Wilson's heritage wrongly in his Study of History by putting Wilson's 
birthplace mistakenly into Carolina instead of Virginia. Toynbee's enemies criti-
cized heavily that unhappy mismatch with Wilson's birthplace especially after 
Toynbee repaired the error by replacing Wilson with some other guy of minor 
importance, while still keeping the example vivid as the proof of his worldwide 
theory. However, if Toynbee was unable to fulfill his ideas on the independent 
Slovenian State after the First World War, he was probably somewhat more suc-

Enlarged Toynbee's map of Slovenia with Istria and Trieste (Toynbee, Nationality, 167)
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cessful after the Second World War. He eventually passed away to soon to wit-
ness the complete independency of Slovenian State, but without Trieste and 
Istria which Toynbee gratefully voted for Slovenia. On the other hand, Toynbee 
ceded Maribor for Germans, but Toynbee's younger contemporary, the brave 
general Rudolf Maister (* 1874; † 1934), eventually pushed the Maribor's des-
tiny into the opposite Slovenian direction. Would Toynbee feel somewhat dis-
appointed with the overview of European borders in 3rd millennia? Was he a 
prophet of Slovenian independence, whose words become flesh in our genera-
tion?

Toynbee discussed the Slovene Unit in state of South Slavs, but he also 
described the independent Slovenian state under the European Protectorate. 
Several times he purposely used the name Slovenia, just to get his readers used 
for the novelty. He certainly insisted to add the town of Trieste to the new state 
even if he was aware of the prevailing numbers of Italians in Trieste Town and 

Toynbee's map of 
Tyrol and Venice area 
for a difficult border 
between the future 
border between Italy 
and Austria (Toynbee, 
Nationality, 269)
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the minority of only about 30,000 Slovenians in Istria. Toynbee centered his 
decisions on Trieste as the contemporary and future Mid-European Harbor ser-
vicing the inland German and Bohemia. Toynbee was a prolific user of Orient 
Express and other railway connections of the area therefore he put the mid-
European railway connections in the limelight. He knew that the Croatians of 
Istria were a separate unit because he realized how different was Slovenian lan-
guage compared to Croatian, Bosnian, or Serbian. Toynbee was aware of his-
torical development differences between Carniola and Littoral, and he had also 
heard about the strength of German settlers in Ljubljana, Kočevje, Klagenfurt 
(Celovec), or Maribor. The last two cities Toynbee did not offer to the future 
Slovenian State, which tells again without further comment the great Rudolf 
Maister's credits for Slovenian Maribor several years later. In spite of some dis-
crepancies Toynbee was certain that the new Slovenian State will become a god 
match. The new Slovenian State was supposed to be a unit separated from the 
great German Reich on its North. Slovenia should occupy the lands on the right 
bank of Drava River with the ethnically mixed population. Toynbee felt that 
Ljubljana (Laibach) and Kočevje (Gottschee) were a kind of German enclaves 
in Slovenian milieu, although he probably examined Ljubljana just from the 
windows of his Orient Express on his way to Greece or Anatolia. Toynbee did 
not put forward the predominantly Catholic Religion of the future citizens of 
Slovenia State although he certainly knew all the details about the Mid-Euro-
pean faiths. In those early ages Toynbee did not consider the higher religions 
so much important as he proved later with the printing of the last parts of his 
Study of History in 1954. As a young expert and brand-new formed atheist, 
Toynbee took the civilization as primary units and higher religions were their 
byproducts inherited later by the new civilization after the disintegration of the 
old one. In his 1954 continuations of the Study of History Toynbee reversed the 
roles and made the (immortal) higher religions primary subjects of his Study 
with civilizations acting as their mortal servants. That was probably one of the 
points which made Toynbee less popular in 1960s in USA after his amazing suc-
cess in 1940s. Toynbee figured out that history ought to have a goal, but his 
younger contemporaries just happen to like their flower-power lives of John 
Lennon's Imagine, without a worldwide goal.

On the other hand, it seems that Toynbee did not know the history of lit-
erature in Slovenian Language,2 and he was even less aware of the history of 
sciences in Slovenian milieu. Don't blame him because even George Bush the 
junior (* 1946) never really endorsed the difference between Slovenia and Slo-

2 Arnold Toynbee, Nationality & the War (London–Toronto–New York, 1915), 249, 250, 252, 254, 
257–259, 506 (hereinafter: Toynbee, Nationality).
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vakia. Toynbee even drew a map showing that Slovenian Territory, Albania, and 
Tatar Crimea were the only European places missing the significant National 
Awareness.3 Slovenia looked like a white island between the powerful national 
states, It's not exactly clear what lead Toynbee towards such opinion about Slo-
venia because the nationalistic political struggles were in addenda in Slovenian 
area after 1848, and eventually reached the similar although lower level com-
pared to numerous inhabitants of Bohemia. Probably Toynbee had in mind that 
Slovenia never had an independent state up to his times, and the similar case 
was true for Albania or Crimea, the last one still a kind of dispute between its 
Ukrainian masters and Russians.

Toynbee must have felt as a kind of discoverer of Slovenia as somewhat 
terra incognita for his fellow Englishman in spite of Janez Vajkard Valvasor FRS 
(1641 ; † 1693) or Valvasor's friend Edmund Halley's several visits to Slovenia 
after Valvasor passed away. In the same time Toynbee and his fellow English 
Foreign Officials discovered – Ukrainians. Toynbee was pretty proud and in the 
same time astonished after he kind a simultaneously with Slovenian revelation 
discovered the 30 million nation of Ukrainians, a nation never heard of us far!4 
Toynbee had a political feeling for future Slovenians, and he also had the one 
for Ukrainians while describing their story of confused national pride crisis. 
Many Ukrainian endorsed their own national feeling, but some of them prefer 
their two strong neighbors, the Catholic Poles and the Orthodox Russians. The 
Ukrainian national crisis never ended and is still present today. If Toynbee could 
have spoken from his time to the modern Ukrainians, did his words still have 
the meaning and the message for modern Slovenians? The fact is that Toynbee 
was not a kind of Western racist neglecting all the deeds of Nonwestern nations 
as most of his contemporaneous colleges were. That feeling for Nonwestern 
Nations won Toynbee's prize among Japanese in 1960s, but also enabled him to 
understand Slovenes or Ukrainians as people without historical state, but pos-
sessing the future due to their important geographical positions. On the other 
hand Toynbee preferred not to visit sub-Sahara Africa because he just wanted to 
examine the places of civilizations relevant for his Study of History. But, in com-
parison with his sharp critics, the Eurocentric Hough Redwald Trevor-Roper 
the Baron Dacre of Glanton (* 1914; † 2003) who denied all African history, 
Toynbee should be figured as a nonracist. 

3 Toynbee, Nationality, 501.
4 Arnold Toynbee, The New Evrope (London–Toronto–New York, 1916), 75.
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Toynbee & Kuhn Evolutions 

In his advanced years Toynbee eventually confessed that he never learned 
much about the science or technology, but he certainly felt the need to criti-
cize the threats of worldwide environment pollution from the viewpoint of a 
concerned, learned, and scarred citizen. Thomas Kuhn (* 1922; † 1996) was 
trained as physicists and metamorphosed to historian in the time when Toyn-
bee finished his Study of History. After Toynbee's death, Kuhn slowly entered 
the fuzzy field of philosophy of science, although he always felt insecure in 
that role, because he lacked the adequate undergraduate philosophical train-
ing. Kuhn certainly had his point, as the Canadian Prof. Dr. Roy Laird from 
Ottawa's Carleton University recently told me during our simultaneous visit 
in Norman's Oklahoma University: when asked a question, a philosopher of 
science will try to give a short answer, whereas a historian will provide a long 
duiscussion. The philosophers (of science) love short answers and descrip-

Toynbee's map of Europe with the Slovenian, Albanian, and Crimean lands supposedly settled with the 
nationally unconscious people (Toynbee, Nationality, 501)
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tions, while historians (of the same science) prefer the long ones. The sociolo-
gist of science seems to be on the side of historians although Kuhn despised 
them together with the postmodern cultural theorist in spite of the fact that 
they used Kuhn's Structure more than anybody else and finally penetrated 
most of the contemporary history of science. Kuhn's generation of early histo-
rian of science entered the field to collect more data for their future philoso-
phy of science,5 but from the mid-1940s to the mid-1960s the history of sci-
ence became the profession of its own with its own textbooks and university 
chair, as did the philosophy of science. Both were founded as couple in USA, 
although it seems that they married just of convenience. The logical positivists 
went as far to declare that history of science was of no particular interest to the 
philosophy of science who seeks the timeless general truth about science, but 
some modern philosophers contradict Kuhn as historians and philosophers 
in the same person.6 It became unusual to move between both fields, although 
the present writer must confess, that he is just committing that crime with 
those lines while risking to publish outdated caricature unaware o philosophi-
cal developments of research particular branches of sciences.7 It doesn't seem 
reasonable that Toynbee and Kuhn met too often, and this tractate fills that gap 
because it will became oblivious that Toynbee and Kuhn basically followed the 
same ideas although in the somewhat separated fields of classical historiogra-
phy and the new-coming history of science, while the later was still catching 
fishes in no-man's water during Toynbee's lifespan, and probably even during 
Kuhn's lifetime. One of the main differences was that European scientists try to 
keep the history of their sciences in their pockets, while between 1955–1979 
the American historian of science professionalized their work in many history 
of science university chairs in the mood of cultural scholarship of 19th cen-
tury where they began to preach precisely the prayer which European scien-
tists didn't want to hear: the historian should disregard more recent scientific 
knowledge as far as possible.8

5 K. Brad Wray, Kuhn's Evolutionary Social Epistomology (Cambridge, 2011), xi, 89–91 (hereinafter: 
Wray, Kuhn's Evolutionary Social Epistomology); Seymor H. Mauskopf, Tad Schmaltz, "Introduction," 
in: Integrating History and Philosophy of Science, ed. Seymor H. Mauskopf, Tad Schmaltz (Dordrecht–
Heidelberg–London–New York, 2012) (hereinafter: Integrating History and Philosophy of Science) 
14, 26; Jane Maienschein, "History and Philosophy of Science at Work: Making Regenerative Medicine 
Research Better", in: Integrating History and Philosophy of Science, 201.

6 Hanne Andersen, On Kuhn (Belmont, 2001), 15 (hereinafter: Andersen, On Kuhn); Kenneth L. Caneva, 
"What in Truth Divides Historians and Philosophers of Science", in: Integrating History and Philosophy 
of Science, 56; Hasok Chang, "Beyond Case-Studies: History as Philosophy", in: Integrating History and 
Philosophy of Science, 122 (hereinafter: Chang, "Beyond Case-Studies: History as Philosophy"). 

7 David Marshall Miller, "The History and Philosophy of Science History", in: Integrating History and 
Philosophy of Science, 39.

8 Hoyningen-Huene, Reconstructing Scientific Revolutions: Thomas S. Kuhn's Philosophy of Science, 19.
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Toynbee and Kuhn researched different entities being the civilizations/reli-
gions and scientific paradigms respectively, but they eventually proposed the 
similar mechanism of the evolution of their respective subjects. Toynbee's data 
were much more numerous, therefore he proposed more advanced scheme of 
five-stage development compared to two-stage one which satisfied Kuhn who 
was eventually able to deal just with half a dozen examples. But Kuhn's kind 
of history of science had grown up, became broader, and pregnant with many 
new case studies. In the meanwhile Kuhn's model of development became 
too simple and even Toynbee's system is probably not complicated enough 
to describe the complicated world around us. But, let's try it anyway. Our (and 
Toynbee's) schema covers five stage evolutions of the paradigms including: 
genesis/growths, breakdowns, disintegration with universal paradigms,9 crisis, 
and revolutions. The stage called normal science in Kuhn's vocabulary seems 
to fit criteria for the genesis/growths and for the universal paradigms of disin-
tegration stage. Kuhn's revolutions therefore must cover other three phases of 
our Toynbee's model which means that one cycle of adapted Toynbee's system 
should cover two full cycles of Kuhn's normal science & revolution paradigm. 
In his mature years Kuhn developed Darwin's view where the period of nor-
mal science was punctuated by theory changes being a scientific revolution or 
by specialty formation where a new field branches from the old parent field, 
which is eventually what we witness after the First World War. It is important 
to note that Kuhn's theory change, as a form of social change, is not always a 
paradigm change,10 because the experimental and technological or application 
research seems to be important as well. Kuhn's description of revolutions were 
eventually materialized with the geological theory of the plate tectonic or con-
tinental drift in 1960s, after Kuhn's Structure was published.11

There were four branches of physics which formed their own row of para-
digms before the unification and simultaneous diversification in 20th century: 
mechanics, optics, electricity-magnetism, and the theory of heat. They were 
clearly separated between Galileo and Helmholtz's time, although they vividly 
mutually interacted all the time. In a way, they resemble Toynbee's main geo-
graphically separated sites which formed their own row of civilizations before 
their globalization in 20th century: the Near East fertile triangle with Egyptian, 
Mesopotamian, Persian, and all kind of Hellenic outputs, Indian peninsula 

9 Stanislav Južnič, "Teorija znanosti – geneze fizikalnih paradigem", Anthropos, No. 1–2 (1985): 276–
285; Stanislav Južnič, "Teorija znanosti – rast fizikalnih paradigem", Anthropos 33, No. 4–6 (2001): 
445–460; Stanislav Južnič, "Teorija znanosti – zlom fizikalnih paradigem", Anthropos 34, No. 1–3 
(2002): 199–212; Stanislav Južnič, "Razpad paradigme", Anthropos 35, No. 1–4 (2003): 379–398. 

10 Wray, Kuhn's Evolutionary Social Epistomology, 7, 10, 124, 125, 179. 
11 Ibid., 191–200.
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probably connected with early Mesopotamia, the Far East (China, Japan, and 
their satellites), and American Andean or Yucatan milieu. Toynbee certainly 
ignored the possibilities of African, Australian, or Pacific civilizations which 
will probably prove to be a huge mistake after the future incoming researching 
generations will add their part of knowledge. Accidentally, the number of Toyn-
bee's sites corresponds to the number of paradigmatic rows in physics, but the 
paradigms of physics always had a considerable number of neighbors in math-
ematics, astronomy, chemistry, biology, and even humanistic. As far as we know, 
Toynbee's geographically separated sites do not enjoy such company because it 
should belong to the still unproven extraterrestrial origin.

Paradigms in Physics meet Toynbee's Civilizations

While listening to Alfred Zimmern's Oxford lectures Toynbee imagined the 
Antic Mediterranean Civilization as vivid as Toynbee's own contemporary 
one.12 In spite of the bloody challenges of the First World War in Anatolia which 
he witnessed, Toynbee imagined the civilizations mostly as the 'States of Mind', 
unrelated to the race or habitats and therefore subject to change or adapta-
tion. In his first book of the Study of History he made fool of Aryan genealo-
gists who urged to find their ancestors among the Aryan Barbarians following 
their mistaken belief of pure blood Aryan race during their resettlements from 
the nobody's lands of Eurasian steppes.13 With such move Toynbee denied the 
inherited ethnicity which could sound doubtful even to the modern nation-
alist. But we are very happy to state that Toynbee's "States of Mind" fit much 
closer the description of scientific paradigms where the devotion of scientists 
to their particular schools or trend is certainly much less rigid compared to the 
devotions of nationalists. At least, the quarrel among scientists did not cause 
many wars up to now, as far as we could figure out. Although not a Eurocentric, 
Toynbee denied the historical roles of Sub-Sahara African societies which were 
brought to nonsense by Toynbee's noble rival Hough Redwald Trevor-Roper.14 
We have to regret our own mistake not to write much about the African early 
modern accomplishments in physics which are far from clear in the modern 

12 Gordon Martel, "The Origins of World History: Arnold Toynbee before the First World War", Australian 
Journal of Politics and History 50, Issue 3 (2004): 350.

13 Rebeca Gill, "'Now I have seen evil, and I cannot be silent about it': Arnold J. Toynbee and his Encounters 
with Atrocity, 1915–1923", in: Evil, barbarism and empire: Britain and abroad, c. 1830–2000, ed. 
Tom Crook et al (Hampshire–New York, 2011), 188; Kenneth W. Thompson, Toynbee's Philosophy of 
World History and Politics (Baton Rouge–London, 1985), 82, 107. 

14 Frederick Hale, "H R Trevor-Roper vs. Arnold Toynbee: A post-Christian Religion and a new Messiah in 
an age of reconciliation?", Verbum et Ecclesia 26, No 1 (2005): 95.
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historiography, but we feel that it would be done in some future research. With 
all that in mind we are ready to begin our Toynbee-Kuhn's analysis of the gen-
esis of paradigms in early physics.

Toynbee challenge-and-response could be compared to Kuhn's teacher 
James Bryant Conant's (* 1893; † 1978) trial-and-error scheme without prevail-
ing Kuhn's paradigm15 which Conant sarcastically criticized as a kind of Deus 
ex machina. Between the years 1955–1957, Conant served as US Ambassador 
to Germany on friendly terms with Sir Winston Churchill. Conant occasion-
ally met Toynbee whit whom he shared the slightly anti-Semitic views of their 
social classes. In spite of that, Conant never publicly brought to Kuhn's atten-
tion the changes in research in physics which develop as the responses to five 
different kinds of challenges which belong to two distinct species according to 
the arranged Toynbee's schema:

I. Challenges of the phenomena:

1. Experimental and theoretical problems of the old ways of research 
2.   a)  Challenges of new previously neglected or inaccessible area 

of research 
  b) Challenges of new geographical-political surroundings.

II. Challenges of ideas:

3.  Short rate challenges of ideas emerging from the related branches of 
research (in mathematical or biological sciences, or other) 

4.  Long rate challenges of ideas emerging from the related branches of 
research (in mathematical or biological sciences, or other)

5.  Obstructions of the new ways of research by savage ideas or/and econ-
omy.

Genesis 

The mechanics witnessed its genesis already in Antics period. The genesis of 
first paradigm of research of magnetism belongs to the Renaissance. In the early 
modern and later physics we met the genesis of first paradigms of optics, elec-
tricity and heat. We'll try to use all those to establish some rules or/and laws of 
worldwide value.

15 Steve Fuller, Thomas Kuhn A Philosophical History for Our Times (Chicago–London 2000), 181.
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Microscope of time 

Even a quick overview shows clearly enough that there was no era in history 
to deserve the name of "the era of genesis of paradigms in physics". During the 
comparatively interval of time between the years 1600–1785 the previously 
unique Antic physics of Aristotle split into several basic branches, also called 
the classics branches. In the Catholic Lands of Holy Roman Empire of German 
Nation those changes emerged just two or three decades before the Papal sup-
pression of Jesuit Society in 1773, and in Collegium Romanum itself only after 
the suppression. The suppression of the Jesuit Society also formally ended the 
scholastic lecturing with the strict use of Aristotle's eight books of Physics, after 
which the teachers usually used the parts of Aristotle's works On the Heavens, 
Generation and corruption, Meterologika, and On the Soul.

William Gilbert's share in the genesis of first paradigm of magnetism was 
not taken into account on this point. We added Benjamin Franklin's early work 
to the English contributions because the young Franklin lived in the English 
colonial America. In three geneses of the physics paradigms of optics, heat 
research, and electricity 22 important literati deserved to be mentioned as 
pioneers: Francesco Maria Grimaldi (* 1618; SJ; † 1663 ), Isaac Newton, Eras-
mus Bartholin (* 1625; † 1698), Christiaan Huygens (* 1629; † 1695), Robert 
Hooke, Olaus Christianson Roemer (Römer, * 1644; † 1710); Francis Hauksbee 
(† 1713), John Théophile Désaguliers, Stephen Gray (* 1670; † 1736), Charles-
François de Cisternay du Fay (Dufay, * 1698; † 1739), Jean-Antoine Nollet (* 
1700; † 1770), Pieter van Mussenbroeck, Benjamin Franklin, Wilson, William 
Watson (* 1715; † 1788), Pierre-Charles Le Monnier (Lemonnier, * 1716; † 
1799), Guillaume Amontons (1663; † 1705); Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit (* 1686; 
† 1736), René Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur (* 1683; † 1757), Anders Celsius (* 
1701; † 1744), Joseph Black (* 1728; † 1799), and Lavoisier. Their research con-
tributions were summed of for genesis even in if they later worked in secondary 
states of paradigms, just to put in the limelight the nations which contributed 
extraordinary to the genesis of the early paradigms in physics.
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Table 1: National structure of the researchers who developed the genesis of early modern paradigms in 

physics.16

Optics Electrics Heat All together

Englishman 36 53.516 / 89.5

Scots / / 18 18

French 12.5 37.5 31 81

Dutch   7 12   6.5 25.5

Swedes / /   8   8

Danes 14.5 / / 14,5

Poles / /   6.5   6.5

Italians   9 / /   9

National structure of the bearers of the scientific research which made the 
genesis of early modern paradigms of physics possible clearly shows the advan-
tages of the British and French who accomplished most of work. The British and 
French with their Royal Society and Academy covered more than three quarters 
of researchers dedicated to the welfare of genesis of early modern paradigms in 
physics. Because of the comparatively slow exchanges of views of those times 
with just a couple of the relevant scientific journals, the ideas of early paradigms 
in physics just slowly spread from the centers to other European cites. The Ger-
man speaking researchers contributed mostly to the research during the before-
paradigmatic genesis of the very first paradigm of heat research, where they acted 
more as the researchers of chemistry and phlogiston theory. Because today Slo-
venian land mostly belonged to German and Italian heat or optical influences of 
those early modern times, we could fairly suppose that today's Slovenian milieu 
mostly contributed to the research of light and heat in the times between the Lju-
bljana literati circle of the Count Volfgang Engelbert Auersperg (* 1610; † 1673) 
and the similar Ljubljana intellectual milieu of Hacquet's friend, the crystallogra-
pher Baron Žiga Zois von Edelstein (* 1747; † 1819).

The first paradigm and especially its second delayed rise were usually less 
strong compared to its successors. In fact, there was usually more than one suc-
cessor, and there was also more than one descendant of particular paradigm or 
civilization. For instance, the Syrian civilization was a descendant of Minoyan 

16 The half points in table correspond to the researchers whose national identities seems to be dual.
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(Aegean) civilization, and in the same time Syrian civilization descended from 
Sumerian-Acadian, Egyptian, and Hittite civilization. On their part the Western-
ers pretended to be the descendants of Hellenes and also counted Jews as their 
ancestors.17 Toynbee's criticism of Greek-Turkish war in 1924, the fossilization 
of Jewish civilization in 1934, and his opposition to the Jewish oppression of 
Palestinian Arabs in 1961 board a grudge to his former beloved Greeks as well 
as to his former Jewish friends. For Toynbee, the Jewish Civilization was just a 
prelude for Christianity and therefore, after the Jews fulfilled their historical 
task, their civilization must have stagnated into the fossil. Such kind of fossili-
zation would be hardly possible in Kuhn's frame where there was no place for 
a failed scientific revolution which probably excludes peripheral or nonmain-
stream research.18 The same fate of stagnation bothered the educated Arme-
nian merchant in Turkish Anatolia before their Bartholomew Night in 1915.19 
The similar fate of being the descendant of couple of parents was the destiny 

17 Arnold Toynbee, Istraživanje Historije (Beograd, 1971), 399, 409.
18 Wray, Kuhn's Evolutionary Social Epistomology, 28.
19 William Hardy McNeill, Arnold Toynbee: a Life (New York–Oxford, 1989), 246; Natan Aridan, Abba 

Eban, "The Toynbee Heresy", Israel Studies 11, Issue 1 (2006): 83; Arnold Toynbee, Experiences (New 
York–London, 1969), 244–246, 266–267; Arnold Toynbee, Armenian Atrocities The Murder of a 
Nation (London/Toronto–New York, 1915), 20, 116.

Toynbee on the right among his fellows of Royal Institute of International Affairs in the time when pub-
lic smoking was not yet a crime (Author's private archives) 
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of quantum mechanics which emerged from several parent paradigms of phys-
ics and also of chemistry. On its side, the mechanical paradigm gave birth to 
the several different paradigms of physics in the fertile 18th century. In that way 
the new paradigms emerged under the influence of several disintegrated old 
paradigms, which have partly served as the explanation for somewhat different 
bunches of phenomena. Those bunches of phenomena seems to be analogous 
to Toynbee's geographical areas. 

Slovenian Contributions to Genesis of Paradigms with B. Hacquet

The genesis of paradigms in physics witnessed the shift from early static think-
ing of lay researchers into the dynamic perfection of theory and experiment, 
which gathered its own collection of doubtless statements in its nucleus. The 
genesis claims to provide the pass from the growing number of research con-
tributions into their new quality. It develops as the mutation of the before-par-
adigmatic science under the limited influences of the theory and experiments 
performed in related more advanced branches of research.

The changes performed during the genesis of paradigm of physics belong 
to the following species:

1.  Special characteristics of scientific research which developed parallel 
with the genesis of the first paradigms of physics. Those characteris-
tics mirror the changes in Western Catholic Civilization between the 
young Newton and French Revolution, therefore between the years 
1662–1785:

  a) Growing specialization of the researches of natural phe-
nomena which enabled the primary roles of the Academies as 
the "Societies of the Literati".

  b) Short papers in Academic journals replaced the books. Sev-
eral books of those times resembled the shape of textbooks 
while they again and again discussed whole branch or even 
physics as a whole. Those books were therefore unable to adapt 
quickly enough to the emerging discoveries of early modern 
science, as the journals eventually could.

  c) In 1773 in the Catholic part of the word the European States 
took the Jesuit schools in their hands, occasionally with the 
help of the educated Academicians and the exclusive Catholic 
Orders devoted to teaching, as were the Piarists (Scolopi).
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2.  Crisis and revolutions in several aspects resembled the genesis. They 
had several common general characteristics:

  a) Legendary books under the pens of Newton, Priestley, Fara-
day, Maxwell, and similar fellows, and their contemporaneous 
textbooks systematize the discoveries in the new paradigm as 
they recently appeared for quantum gravity enabling the stu-
dents (and philosophers) to escape witnessing the making of 
scientific theories, which could be disgusting as Bismarck's sau-
sages production.20

  b) Dialogue (quarrel) between the researchers replaced the 
debates upon natural phenomena which was common in 
more "peaceful" times which could met the criteria of modern 
Kuhnian scholarship.21

  c) Creative minorities or schools organize the systematic col-
lection of information on the problems of the particular 
branch of science which faces the revolution.

3.  Paradigms of physics have several common characteristics. Few com-
mon characteristics of genesis of the first paradigms in optics, electrics, 
and heat research are put in the limelight:

  a) Challenges whose responses are considered to be the gen-
esis of early modern paradigms in physics:

•	  West Europeans learned the Venetian glassmaking 
industry in the mid-17th century.

•	  Huge observatories established in 1660s bettered their 
telescopes.

•	  Experiments with the huge electrical charges of Ley-
den Jars showed the light, smell, sound, and magnet-
ism, which resembled the lightning after 1745–1746.

•	   Challenges of the steam engine technology asked for 
the more accurate caloric measurements in the mid-
18th century.

 b) Law of compensation for particular genesis: 
•	  Relative isolation of Cambridge stimulated the devel-

opment of the original optical ideas of Isaac Barrow or 

20 Dean Rickles, "Quantum Gravity Meets & HPS", in: Integrating History and Philosophy of Science, 163.
21 Wray, Kuhn's Evolutionary Social Epistomology, 26.
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his student Isaac Newton. On the other hand the same 
relative isolation postponed the publication of New-
ton's optical research with the Royal Society because 
of Newton's quarrel with Hooke.

•	  After the researchers doubted the excellence of the 
phlogiston theory of combustion the heat research 
was left without a prevailing theory in the second half 
of 18th century. The phlogiston usefully explained the 
loss of matter during the combustion of woods until 
Lavoisier proved that metals apparently gained weight 
during the combustion. Lavoisier might be the only 
scientist besides Galileo, Newton, and Einstein, who 
accomplished scientific revolutions twice, with his 
(part in) discovery of oxygen (1777) and his fatal blow 
put in the limelight of his Reflections on Phlogiston 
(1786).

    To match Lavoisier's challenge, the phlogiston supporters 
headed by Joseph Priestley (* 1733; † 1804) ashamed them-
selves, at least from the modern point of view, with the ad hoc 
supposition of negative gravity of phlogiston.22 Several years 
after Lavoisier's basic breaking-through publications the Lju-
bljana professor B. Hacquet († 1815) still endorsed the phlo-
giston air as the old-fashion name used for the modern oxygen. 
According to Hacquet, the combusted iron supposedly added 
some phlogiston matters without losing its weight, which the 
chemists didn't properly explain as far. Hacquet tried to solve 
the problem with the calc nonmetallic porous plastic parts of 
the iron. While burned in closed vessel with the material con-
taining phlogiston, the phlogiston penetrated the material and 
reduced a perfect metal. After the reduction the body became 
homogenous in all its parts, much more compact and rigid, 
with its elasticity dependent on the regular weaving of fibers. 
The molecules of a body do not dress (with the phlogiston 
cover) in greater amount while those perfect metallic mole-
cules dress again a greater quantity of phlogiston. They resus-

22 Nader M. Ktait, Rosen's Paradox and Kuhn's Paradigm Shifts, Dissertation for Master of Arts in 
Philosophy, San Diego State university (San Diego, 2011), 39–40, 43; Joseph A. Bishop, The incred-
ible existence of theoretical entities: a realist critique, Dissertation for Master of Arts in Philosophy, San 
Diego State university (San Diego, 2011), 41, 42, 44. 
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citated by operating some sophisticated particles from the fire 
of the fusion in perfect metal, and the dissipation of the vitri-
olic acid, or sulfurous acid from the same volatilized phlogis-
ton, producing causes of the aforesaid phenomenon. Giovanni 
Arduino translated Hacquet's letter and discussed his ideas 
of imperfect metalized heterogeneous parts of iron which 
formed because of lack of sufficient phlogiston or inflammable 
principle.23 Arduino described the mercury as third principle, 
following the first metallic principle and the second phlogis-
ton principle (as the cause of heat) according to Linnaeus, but 
some chemists disagree.24 

    Somewhat later Arduino criticized Scopoli's Mineralogy and 
Giovanni Antonio Scopoli (* 1723; † 1788) accepted Arduino's 
remarks while still using phlogiston theory,25 as did Hacquet. 
In the articles about self-ignition published in 1773 in Wienner 
Allerley, in Rozier's Paris 1785 publication, and again in 1791, 
Hacquet discussed self-ignition in mines after the endorsement 
of light air deprived of phlogiston, which was also called living-
air. Hacquet published two articles on self-ignition observed in 
Transylvanian Mine and in Carpathians, both with the Journal 

23 Balthasar Hacquet (=Anonymous B), "Osservazione Metallurgico – Mineralogiche, con Figure, sopra 
le rinomate Minere di ferro di Eisenartz nella Stiria, a sopra i modi praticati nell'escavarle, e fonderle, e 
nel ridurre il Ferro crudo, o di prima fusione in Ferro buono malleabile, ed in Acciaro: pervenute ano-
nime, e solamente marcate B, al Signor Giovanni Arduino, Pubblico Soprintendente all'Agricultura, 
ec. e da esso recate dal Francese alla nostra Favella, con aggiunta di alcune sue Annotazioni. Seguito 
delle Osservazioni," Giornale d'Italia spettante alla scienza Naturale e principalmente all'Agricoltura, 
alle arti ed al Commercio 11, Number 18 (1774): 144; Balthasar Hacquet, Physikalisch-politische Reise 
aus den Dinarischen durch die Julischen, Carnischen, Rhätitschen in die Norischen Alpen im Jahre 1781 
und 1783 unternommen von Hacquet, vol. 1 (Leipzig, 1785), 138 (hereinafter: Hacquet, Physikalisch-
politische Reise); Balthasar Hacquet, Physische und technische Beschreibung der Flintensteine, wie sie 
in der Erde vorkommen und dessen Zurichtung zum ökonomischen Gebrauch, sammt Abbildung der 
dazu gehörigen Werkzeuge von Hacquet (Wien, 1792), 10 (hereinafter: Hacquet, Physische und techni-
sche Beschreibung der Flintensteine).

24 Giovanni Arduino, "Riflessioni del Traduttore, in aggiunta a quelle della precedente Memoria, 
sopra la Teoria del Ferro," in: Balthasar Hacquet (=Anonymous B),"Osservazione Metallurgico – 
Mineralogiche, con Figure, sopra le rinomate Minere di ferro di Eisenartz nella Stiria, a sopra i modi 
praticati nell'escavarle, e fonderle, e nel ridurre il Ferro crudo, o di prima fusione in Ferro buono 
malleabile, ed in Acciaro: pervenute anonime, e solamente marcate B, al Signor Giovanni Arduino, 
Pubblico Soprintendente all'Agricultura, ec. e da esso recate dal Francese alla nostra Favella, con 
aggiunta di alcune sue Annotazioni. Riflessioni del Traduttore, in aggiunta a quelle della precedente 
Memoria, sopra la Teoria del Ferro", Giornale d'Italia spettante alla scienza Naturale e principalmente 
all'Agricoltura, alle arti ed al Commercio 11, Number 18 (Venice: Benedetto Milocco): 145.

25 Antonio Scopoli, "Su la differenza, che passa fra i Metalli nascosti, e i mineralizzati," in: Opuscoli scelti 
sulle scienze e sulle arti Tratti degli Atti delle Accademie, e delle altre Collezioni Filosofice, e Letterarie, 
dalle Opere più recenti Inglesi, Tedesche, Francesi, Latine, e Italiane, e de Manoscritti originali, e inediti 
1, no. 4 (Milano, 1788), 217, 221.
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de physique edited by the rector of Veterinary school in Lyon, 
Abbé François Rozier (* 1734; † 1793). In the same volume 
Rozier published the later famous Cavendish's research of air,26 
and next month he published Lavoisier's work on oxygen.27 
The Journal de physique was the very last of many Rozier's 
Journals. Among others, Rozier began to publish the Observa-
tions et mémoires sur la physique, sur l'histoire naturelle, et sur 
les arts et métiers in 1773, and Hacquet may have consulted 
his 1781 issue kept in Ljubljana Franciscan Library. That par-
ticular volume put in the limelight the answer of Guyton de 
Morveau mailed to Romé de l'Isle in May 1781 about simple 
and absorbent earth, and two letters of Jean-André De Luc (* 
1727; † 1817) on aerometry while De Luc in vain nearly gener-
ated a consensus on the foundation of thermometry.28 Guyton 
de Morveau was certainly one of the politically most success-
ful chemists of all times.29 After Hacquet left Idrija for Ljublja-
na in 1773 he published his observations of the fires in Idrija 
mine with Wienner Allerley. Hacquet experienced two great 
Idrija subterranean fires, the first one in the year of his arriv-
al to Idrija in October 1766, and the other just before he left 
Idrija in January 1773. He criticized the idea of Gabrijel Gru-
ber's older colleague, the Bošković's follower Jesuit Paul Mako 
von Kerek Gede, assuring the reader that he (Hacquet) never 
observed any subterranean fire caused by the thunder.30 Mako's 
book on thunders was extremely popular and two years later 
Jurij Vega and his classmates republished its German transla-
tion bind with their exam theses in Ljubljana. Hacquet sharply 

26 Henry Cavendish, Journal de physique 1785, 26 (January): 38–51.
27 Antoine Lavoisier, Journal de physique 1785, 26 (February): 142–148.
28 Observations et mémoires sur la physique, sur l'histoire naturelle, et sur les arts et métiers, Volume 17 

(1781), 216, 351, and volume 18 (1781), 68–73, 363, 480; Chang, "Beyond Case-Studies: History as 
Philosophy", 113–114.

29 C. G. Gilespie, "Comment on J. Simon's Chemistry," Medical History 51, no. 4 (2007): 553–555.
30 Balthasar Hacquet, "Abhandlungen über die brennende Schwaden der Berggruben," Wiener Allerley, 

Eine Monatsschrift, ed. Chr. Gottlob Klem (1773): 266–267.
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criticized Gabrijel Gruber31 and most of other (former) Jesuits 
whose hierarchy "worked like electric spark through human 
body, although the younger Jesuits already searched their 
own ways."32 Hacquet disliked the Jesuits' centralistic organi-
zation, but he welcomed his colleague from Lvov University, 
Bošković's collaborator ex-Jesuit Joseph Xavier Liesganig (* 
1719; † 1799), whom Hacquet mentioned as his friendly "pro-
fessor of mathematics".33 In 1751 Liesganig and Wilhelm Hein-
rich Sebastian Bucholz (* 1734; † 1798) researched mineralogy 
of Carpathians following the Emperor Franz's order and in 
1794 Liesganig passed his itinerary to Hacquet. The selfproud 
Hacquet eventually commented that Liesganig's noted did not 
endorse profound theories. Liesganig measured the meridian 
in Lower Styria, later measured the geographic longitude and 
latitude of Lvov,34 and probably directed Hacquet towards the 
ideas of Liesganig's friend Bošković. Hacquet eventually also 
made botanical excursions with former Ljubljana professor of 
physics Wulfen in Salzburg area in 1779, although Franc Ksaver 
Wulfen (* 1728; † 1805) did not mention Hacquet by name in 
his report.35 On the other hand, Hacquet disliked freemasons 

31 Balthasar Hacquet, Oryctographia Carniolica, oder Physikalische Erdbeschreibung des Herzogthums 
Krain, Istrien, und zum Theil der benachbarten Länder, vol. 2 (Leipzig, 1781), 9; and vol. 3 (Leipzig, 
1784), 51, 151–153; Balthasar Hacquet, B. Hacquet Veneti-Iliri-Slovani. Poslovenil in priredil Rasto 
Švajgar, ed. Rasto Švajgar (Nova Gorica, 1996), 77; Balthasar Hacquet, La vita di Belsazar Hacquet ed 
il suo viaggio a vela sulla Sava da Lubiana a Semlin. Autobiografia di Joannes Antonius Scopoli, ed. G. 
Pilleri, D. Mušič (Waldau–Bern, 1984), 29; Viktor Kopatkin, "Gabrijel Gruber S.J. in njegov prekop", 
Kronika 1, no. 1 (1934): 8–14; Miroslav Pahor, "Gabrijel Gruber ali ladjedelstvo-navtika-navigacija", 
in: Slovensko morje in zaledje. Zbornik za humanistične, naravoslovne in družboslovne raziskave, št. 
4–5 (1981): 14, 21, 23; Ivan Vrhovec, Ljubljansko življenje na vodah (Ljubljana, 1991), 89; Helmut 
W. Flügel, Gertrud Wach, Belsazar Hacquets und Ehrenbert von Molls "Reise in die Norischen Alpen" 
1785: 225 Jahre geologische Feldforschung in der Ostalpen (Wien, 2011), 8 (hereinafter: Flügel, Wach, 
Belsazar Hacquets und Ehrenbert von Molls "Reise in die Norischen Alpen" 1785in die Norischen Alpen" 
1785).

32 Balthasar Hacquet, Hacquet's neueste physikalisch-politische Reisen in den Jahren 1791. 92. und 93. 
durch die Dacischen und Sarmatischen oder Nördlichen Karpathen (Nürnberg, 1794), X, XII (herei-
nafter: Hacquet, Hacquet's neueste physikalisch-politische Reisen); Balthasar Hacquet, Die Karpaten: 
Balthasar Hacquet und das "vergessene" Gebirge in Europa, ed. Kurt Scharr (Innsbruck–Wien–
München–Bozen, 2004), 180, 242 (hereinafter: Hacquet, Die Karpaten).

33 Ignacy Zenon Siemion, "Prace Chemiczno-analityczne Baltazara Hacqueta" (The Chemical works of 
Balthasar Hacquet), Analecta Studia i Materiały z Dziejów Nauki (Warsaw) 5, No. 2 (10) (1996): 98; 
Reinhold Lorenzi, "B. Hacquet, der erste Ostalpen-Geologe," in: XXXVIII. Jahresbericht des k.k. Staats-
Gymnasium in Villach Am Schlusse des Schuljahres 1906/07, ed. A. Zeehe, (Villach, 1907), IX; Hacquet, 
Hacquet's neueste physikalisch-politische Reisen, VI; Hacquet, Die Karpaten, 34.

34 Hacquet, Die Karpaten, 213, 224; Heinz Meixner, "Geschichte der mineralogischen Erforschung 
Kärntens," in: Carinthia II (Klagenfurt: Naturwissenschaftlischer Verein) 141/61(1951): 21. 

35 Reinhold Lorenzi, "B. Hacquet, der erste Ostalpen-Geologe," in: XXXVIII. Jahresbericht des k.k. Staats-
Gymnasium in Villach Am Schlusse des Schuljahres 1906/07, ed. A. Zeehe, (Villach, 1907): XII.
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(Ignaz von Born, Johann Jacob Ferber), Jesuits (G.Gruber), 
Jews, and Slavs.36 Even the freemason Gerard van Swieten, 
whose son supported Hacquet's early career, disapproved Hac-
quet's Lvov professorship in 1787, but Hacquet won decisive 
support of Galician Gubernator between the years 1780–1794 
and the first president (prvomestnik) of Carniola Agricultural 
Society (October 26, 1767–1773), the Baron Josef Brigido of 
Brezovica (Josip, * 1736 Trieste; † 1817 Vienna). Brigido seems 
to be a long time Hacquet's supporter even if Hacquet's col-
laborator Anton Tomaž Linhart himself later disliked Josef's 
brother the first and last Ljubljana Archbishop Mihael Leo-
pold Brigido of Lupoglav (Marenfels) and Brezovica (* 1742 
Trieste; † 1816 Trieste) as Linhart described in his letters to 
Martin Kuralt (* 1757; † 1845) signed on February 18, 1788 
and March 13, 1787. Josef Brigido was the master of Viennese 
Freemason's Lodge "The Truth" in the years 1786 and 1787.37 
Josef Brigido seems to be the exception among the freemasons 
because Hacquet mostly disliked that organization as he dis-
liked most of other organizations. Hacquet certainly refused all 
kind of crowds or ideologies.

    Hacquet used the experiments of Liesganig's collaborator min-
ing advisor Bucholz, Rozier, and Russian Academician after 
1783 Johann Gottlieb Georgi (* 1729; † 1802) of Russian Admi-
ralty in Petersburg.38 Several years after Lavoisier's fundamen-
tal caloric publications Hacquet still believed in phlogiston air 
instead of modern oxygen in Hacquet's chemical analysis of 
water spring in Carpathians.39 Later in 1790s Hacquet began to 
abandon the phlogiston theory with oxygen old-fashionable 

36 Flügel, Wach, Belsazar Hacquets und Ehrenbert von Molls "Reise in die Norischen Alpen" 1785in die 
Norischen Alpen" 1785, 2; Ivan Vrhovec, Die wohllöbliche landesfürstl. Hauptstadt Laibach (Laibach, 
1886), 60, 63.

37 Flügel, Wach, Belsazar Hacquets und Ehrenbert von Molls "Reise in die Norischen Alpen" 1785in die 
Norischen Alpen" 1785, 10.

38 Balthasar Hacquet, "Über eine Selbstentzündung; vom Hrn Prof. Hacquet," Chemische Annalen fur 
Freunde der Naturlehre, Arzneygelahrtheit, Haushaltungskunst und Manufakturen von Lorenz Crell 
(Helmstaedt–Leipzig, 1791): 306, 307.

39 Hacquet, Physikalisch-politische Reise, 138; Hacquet, Physische und technische Beschreibung 
der Flintensteine, 318; Reinhold Lorenzi, "B. Hacquet, der erste Ostalpen-Geologe," in: XXXVIII. 
Jahresbericht des k.k. Staats-Gymnasium in Villach Am Schlusse des Schuljahres 1906/07, ed. A. Zeehe, 
(Villach, 1907), XX.
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described as living air without phlogiston.40 Hacquet finally 
accepted Lavoisier's caloric and latent heat on atomic prin-
ciples for all atmospheric data. Hacquet recognized acid and 
alkali as building elements of salts, while he denied the exist-
ence of omnipresent acid flying in or out of mater as the invis-
ible principle like magnetic, electric or living element.41 

   To differ from their supposed but probably untrue French 
compatriot Hacquet, the mathematicians and physicists of 
Paris Academy supported Lavoisier's critique of the phlogiston 
from its very beginning. That was certainly no surprise because 
Lavoisier figured as one of the most distinguished Academy 
members. Berthollet was welcomed to the club of new theory 
in 1785. In England or in the Empire which included today 
Slovenian lands the opposition was much harder and sporadi-
cally continued even after the publication of Lavoisier's Chem-
istry Textbook in 1789 which changed the most important, 
the old-fashion chemical nomenclature, because the choices 
of languages or measures cannot be isolated from the theory 
itself.42 In German linguistic area, which included most parts of 
today Slovenian lands, Lavoisier's theory was endorsed among 
the first by Sigismund Friedrich Hermstaedt (* 1760; † 1833) of 
Berlin and by the Dutch Nikolas Jacquin in Vienna. Before Sco-
poli moved from Idrija to Banská Štiavnica in today's Slovakia 
in 1769, Jacquin lectured in Mine Academy Banská Štiavnica 
(Schemnitz). In 1786 the student of Abraham Gottlob Wer-
ner in Freiberg, the Munich philosopher Franz Xaver Baader 
(* 1765; † 1841), was still in crossroads full of doubts between 
the theory of caloric (Wärmestoff) and phlogiston. Therefore 
in his treatise he politely used the neutral name "Heat Mater 
(Wärmematerie)". Baader did not endorse the early Kinetic 
Theory or the description of heat as a movement because he 
considered the movement as the effect of heat and not vice 

40 Balthasar Hacquet, "Etwas über die Karpatischen Gebirge, und einige Mineralwasser", Chemische 
Annalen fur Freunde der Naturlehre, Arzneygelahrtheit, Haushaltungskunst und Manufakturen von 
Lorenz Crell (Helmstaedt–Leipzig, 1791), 138.

41 Hacquet, Hacquet's neueste physikalisch-politische Reisen, 158, 160–162; Georg Jakob, Belsazar 
Hacquet und die Erforschung der Ostalpen und Karpaten (München, 1913), 119.

42 Wolfgang Pietsch, "The Underdetermination Debate: How Lack of History Leads to Bad Philosophy", 
in: Integrating History and Philosophy of Science, 102 (hereinafter: Pietsch, "The Underdetermination 
Debate: How Lack of History Leads to Bad Philosophy").
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versa.43 The submicroscopic movement causing the heat was 
a huge novelty of the new generation of researchers, later 
lead by the Slovene Jožef Stefan. In Ljubljana Lyceum Library, 
that means also in Ljubljana higher schools, the professor 
Janez Krstnik Kersnik taught new Lavoisier's chemistry with 
the numerous textbooks of the count Jean-Antoine-Claude 
Chapital de Chanteloupe (* 1756; † 1832), who lectured on 
Lavoisier's chemistry in Montpelier after 1781. In 1799 Claude 
Chapital de Chanteloupe became the Imperial minister for 
interior and he had his name noted among 71 others in Eiffel's 
Tower. Richard Kirwan (* 1733; † 1812), Priestley, Torbern Olof 
Bergmann (Bergman, * 1735; † 1784), James St. John, William 
Nicholson (* 1753; † 1815), Henry Cavendish (* 1731; † 1810, 
and even Lavoisier's collaborator the Count Antoine-François 
Fourcroy (* 1755; † 1809) defended phlogiston outside Stahl's 
metaphysical concepts as something which loses ground in 
new chemistry, although they clearly knew with Lavoisier that 
the phlogiston used to be kind of Proteus. The phlogiston all 
the time changed his form and shape to stay alive in the scien-
tific thought. According to the older generation of researchers, 
including Scopoli or Scopoli's younger antagonist Hacquet, the 
phlogiston was something that should exist in any case under 
whichever name somebody prefers including caloric, phlogis-
ton, or simply fire, as St John put in the limelight.44 Hacquet in 
his advanced age, together with the new-coming generation 
which was not educated in strict phlogiston concept any more, 
simply forget the phlogiston concept. The similar destiny faced 
the ether concept after the Einstein's generation in the fash-
ion Max Planck sarcastically commented while stating that the 
older scientist must die to enable the smooth acceptation of 
the new ideas.45 The phlogiston certainly disappeared during 
the hard political battle which also blew away the head of its 
chief antagonist called Lavoisier, although the poor old phlo-
giston was not more nor less touchable compared to the light, 
heat, electricity or something alike. It sounds that the phlogis-

43 Franz Xaver Baader, Vom Wärmestoff, seiner Verheilung, Bindung und Entbindung, vorzüglich beim 
Brennen der Körper, vol. 1, paragrapha 2 & 3 and vol. 2, paragraph 5 (Wien–Leipzig, 1786).

44 Victor Boantza, Ofer Gal, "The 'Absolute Existence' of Phlogiston: The Losing Party's Point of View", 
British Journal for the History of Science 44 (2011): 341–342.

45 Wray, Kuhn's Evolutionary Social Epistomology, 188.
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ton just got a bad luck. Lavoisier certainly did not have much 
more luck than his defeated victim, the phlogiston. On the 
other side, the Jacobin phlogiston supporter Joseph Priestley 
had to put his anchor in USA, but kept his head on his shoul-
ders.46 In spite of Lavoisier's fate, his new caloric chemistry may 
have been regarded as the product of revolutionary France in 
the same way as the French metric system whose propaganda 
in Habsburg Monarchy could have contributed to the prema-
ture death of Lavoisier's younger contemporary, the Slovene 
mathematician Jurij Vega.

  c) Law of the saturated challenge (golden role) in particular 
genesis:

•	  Phlogiston theory supported the development of early 
modern chemistry, but it contradicted the Newton's 
theory of heat, which seems to matter much more. 
The analysis of combustion in phlogiston chemistry 
obstructed the independent research of the theory of 
heat during the early 18th century.

•	  Nollet was a virtuosic performer of experiments and 
the pioneer of the electric characteristic of Leyden jar, 
but he eventually got no usable generalization of the 
electric theory in his pocket. Therefore Franklin, the 
self-taught man from the land of "Wild Wild West", 
appropriated all the cream of Nollet's efforts.

  d) Model of retreat-and-return:
•	  In genesis of the first paradigm of optics Newton's 

retreat in early 1670s enabled his glorious return with 
the publication of Optics in 1704, after Hooke passed 
away.

Stages of Development in Physics

Genesis and growths are the first of the five stages of the development of physical 
paradigms. Their description provided useful insight to our scheme borrowed 
from Toynbee. The growth of the paradigm resembles the evolutions. The char-
acteristic of the growth is the unending conglomerate of the challenges from 
new phenomena with the comparatively complete responses. The growth in 

46 Chang, "Beyond Case-Studies: History as Philosophy", 117.
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itself doesn't have a goal or direction. In that aspect it resembles the Darwin's 
evolution which did not follow theological goals although without them Dar-
win's evolution looked as nonsense to many of his religious contemporaries. In 
his description of the competition between paradigms Kuhn also refused any 
far reaching goals, but he did not copy Darwin's evolution. Kuhn eventually 
just searched his parallels with Darwin's natural selection ideas.47 By neglect-
ing their eventual goals, Kuhn's growth of paradigms was somewhat different 
from the growth of civilizations of the mature Toynbee who made several of 
his American, British, and other opponents angry, after Toynbee endorsed some 
semi-atheistic kind of adoration of the higher religions. In spite of those short-
comings the growth of the paradigms in physics always brings the advance-

47 Thomas A. C. Reydon, Paul Hoyningen-Huene, "Discussion: Kuhn's Evolutionary Analogy in the 
Structure of Scientific Revolutions and the Road Since Structure", Philosophy of Science 77, No. 3 
(2010): 471, 474–475; Andersen, On Kuhn, 72.

Toynbee with his el-
der sons few years 
after he first dis-
cussed the independ-
ent Slovenian state 
(Author's private ar-
chives)
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ment to the knowledge of the researched physics phenomena. The theorists, 
experimental researchers, and technologies collect more and more data on 
the questioned phenomena, and mutually compare them without delay. The 
new challenges follow one another while pouring deeper and deeper from the 
inner problems of the researched branch of physics. The growing paradigmatic 
research perfects itself, while transforming itself into its own surroundings.

After the growths lost their breaths, the breakdowns of physical paradigms 
occupied the front stages as the second of five stages of development of para-
digms in physics. We exclusively limited ourselves on the research of heat which 
seems to be most important for early modern German speaking lands includ-
ing the area of Slovenia on the very south of the Holy Roman Empire of German 
Nation. While researching all levels of the development, we indorsed even the 
less important publications printed in the Habsburg Monarchy. Our goal was to 
put in the limelight some general characteristic of physical paradigms. We find 
that the paradigms, whose breakdowns were not caused by incompetence, but 
by the unavoidable need of spreading into the new areas of research, developed 
the longest universal states after their breakdowns. The Antique mechanics was 
certainly the greatest record breaker of them all. We researched the similarities 
between the universal state of the old and the growth of the new paradigm, 
while putting in the limelight their relation to their mutual universal research 
methods. The universal research methods certainly resemble Toynbee's univer-
sal churches and we could even copy good old Toynbee by reversing our view-
point to the extent when paradigms of physics will became the mortal servants 
of their immortal universal research methods. Universal states of paradigms 
certainly parallel Toynbee's universal states of civilizations also because the 
people involved usually didn't feel like post-disintegration group at all. To try 
some more symmetry, it's extremely hard to decide if our contemporary para-
digm of physics, or our whole civilization have already passed its disintegration, 
or it still enjoys its fertile state of growth. 

The disintegrations are the third of the five stages of the development of 
physical paradigms, adorned with the extravagant characteristics of universal 
paradigms and universal methods, including the laws which govern their devel-
opment. We compared our Toynbee-Kuhnian model with interesting hypoth-
esis considering the chemical-thermal tradition of Helmholtz' Berliner school 
with Einstein included as later Berliner employee, and the particle-dynamical 
tradition of Cavendish school with Bohr included as one time Cavendish stu-
dent. The first group highly praised the first and second laws of thermodynam-
ics while they entered the former experimental areas as theorists. The particle-
dynamists used experimental methods to solve formerly exclusively theoretical 
problems, and they endorsed the mechanistic or electromagnetic theory. The 
discrepancies repeated the wave-particle controversy between Helmholtz-
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Hertz' German group and William Crookes-J.J.Thomson English group, while 
the German experimental physicist and mathematician Julius Plücker of Bonn 
seems to be on the wrong side for both of them. The question was: could we 
connect the particle-dynamic of J. J. Thomson's disciple Rutherford's research 
group with the similar Galileo's use of experimental methods for previously 
exclusively theoretical problems three centuries before Rutherford? The more 
difficult question is still waiting: did the controversy between chemical-thermal 
and particle-dynamical tradition end with Copenhagen interpretation of quan-
tum mechanics, or the hypothesis of heir quarrel is still usable as the descrip-
tion of contemporary science? There are also some individual problems: if the 
Scottish born and raised, Maxwell, is connected with the chemical-thermal 
tradition because of his collaboration with Boltzmann, who eventually mar-
ried a half Slovenian maiden, where should we put Maxwell's teacher Faraday? 
Faraday's innovative field electrodynamics had previously demonstrated its 
equivalence with the action-at-a-distance fellows as the predecessor of wave-
particle dualism of modern quantum mechanics?48 Crookes endorsed Faraday's 
hypothesis on fourth aggregate state as one of his main weapons against his 
rival Berlin school of Helmholtz. To make matter worse, Maxwell was the first 
director of the Cavendish labs which later, under John Rayleigh, J.J. Thomson, 
and Rutherford, became the leading center of the particle-dynamical tradition.

We researched the characteristics of pre-paradigmatic surroundings and 
the laws which govern their development in space and time. We examined 
our model in different historic situations. The special concern was put on the 
development of thermodynamics, also in the area of Habsburg monarchy. We 
tried to find useful ways of determining the particular surrounding destined to 
develop into the future paradigm of physics.

The crisis follows the disintegration and brings the times of troubles into 
account. The crisis seems to cover the fourth of the five stages of the develop-
ment of physical paradigms. This difficult stage eventually ended with a revolu-
tion in Kuhn's sense which paved the way to the growth of a new paradigm. 
The revolutions endorse the final events of the development of physical para-
digms. The scientist and statesmen of revolutionary eras seems to endorse the 
fifth stage of our and Toynbee's model. The revolution is certainly a dangerous 
word due to its connection with the Karl Marx's vocabulary, but it seems that 
nobody invented a better phrase as far. 

48 Wolfgang Pietsch, "The Underdetermination Debate: How Lack of History Leads to Bad Philosophy", 
in: Integrating History and Philosophy of Science, 99–100.
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Conclusion

Useful historical ideas are always at hand for those willing to use them. Arnold 
Toynbee certainly passed away a long ago, but his ideas are still alive for our 
contemporary independent Slovenian Republic, as well as for modern theories 
of civilizations. Toynbee's more than just alive and he seems to deserve a special 
credit for his foretelling of Slovenian independent future, which was so often 
foretold but so rarely supported with mighty politicians' moves. Those strong 
reasons favored the publishing on Toynbee's heritages focusing the Slovenian 
milieu.

Toynbee was never a historian of science because that field hardly existed 
during Toynbee's formative years. Toynbee's younger contemporary, Thomas 

Toynbee in the time 
he first discussed the 
possibility of inde-
pendent Slovenian 
state (Author's private 
archives)
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Kuhn, certainly deserved the title of historian and even philosopher of science. 
Toynbee became the leader of the holistic theory of civilizations, and Kuhn, 
for his part, endorsed the holistic theory of scientific paradigms. They prob-
ably never figured out how their theories mutually resembled each other, but 
that comes as no surprise. Their era seems to be born to grow the ideas of such 
holistic kind, and such novelties usually emerge simultaneously in the different, 
apparently unrelated research fields. Somewhat later, usually after he passed 
away, the researchers of history became the researched history, and we could 
put in the limelight several striking resemblances between Toynbee and Kuhn's 
models from our distant enough historical perspective.

Stanislav Južnič

TOYNBEEJEVA KNJIGA NESMISLOV ZA SLOVENCE

POVZETEK 

Arnold Toynbee slovi kot eden poglavitnih zagovornikov samostojne slov-
enske državne tvorbe ob začetku prve svetovne vojne. Njegovih zaslug ne 
gre podcenjevati, čeprav sam ni dočakal osamosvojitve Slovenije. Seveda kot 
vodilni znanstvenik svoje dobe ni postal politični voditelj, kljub temu pa so vsi 
oblastniki morali upoštevati njegove ugotovitve, ki jih je vsako leto objavljal v 
Survey of International Affairs. V tem oziru zna biti za Slovence še posebej zan-
imivo Toynbeejevo življenjsko delo Študij zgodovine, ki je bila med piščevimi 
najbližjimi dolgo znana pod šaljivim delovnim naslovom Knjiga nesmislov.

Spajanje Toynbeejevih razmišljanj in pogledov Thomasa Kuhna na razvoj 
celotnih civilizacij oziroma znanosti kot njihovega najbolj prodornega dela se 
zdi uporabno pri opisu razvoja fizike s poudarkom na Srednji Evropi in Sloven-
iji znotraj nje. Zgodovina posameznih paradigem fizike je v ta namen dopolnje-
na s Toynbeejevo vizijo o petih stopnjah razvoja civilizacij: geneze/rasti, zloma, 
razpada/dezintegracije, krize in revolucije. Zdi se, da je takšen model lahko 
uporabnejši od preveč enostavnega Kuhnovega modela z zgolj dvema stopn-
jama normalnega in revolucionarnega raziskovanja; pri tem smo Kuhnovo poj-
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movanje revolucije obdržali kot zadnjo med Toynbeejevimi petimi stopnjami 
razvoja posamezne paradigme.

Pred dvajsetim stoletjem, do dobe ko sta Jožef Stefan in Hermann Helm-
holtz obvladovala ključna akademska položaja na Dunaju oziroma v Berlinu, 
je posameznim panogam tedanje fizike, torej mehaniki, optiki, raziskovan-
ju toplote in elektriki z magnetizmom, mogoče določiti dve, tri ali celo štiri 
prevladujoče paradigme. Domnevamo, da so se vse paradigme razvijale v sto-
pnjah, podobnih Toynbeejevim stopnjam razvoja celotnih civilizacij; pri tem 
smo ključni Toynbeejev pojem univerzalnih cerkev nadomestili z univerzalno 
znanstveno raziskovalno metodo. Tako kot je Toynbee še posebno v zrelih letih 
rad poudarjal, da univerzalne cerkve utegnejo preživeti civilizacije, v katerih so 
se začele razvijati, se zdi, da fizikalne paradigme prav tako uspešno rade pod-
edujejo svoje raziskovalne metode od svojih ovrženih paradigem-predhodnic.

Omejili smo se predvsem na raziskovanje toplote, ki je bilo še posebej 
uspešno v Habsburški monarhiji pod vodstvom koroškega Slovenca Jožefa 
Stefana; le-ta je znal zastopnikom svoje atomistični statistični mehaniki nak-
lonjene smeri raziskovanja preskrbeti domala vse najpomembnejše kat-
edre v monarhiji, podobno kot se je stoletje prej posrečilo zagovornikom 
Boškovićevih idej. Preučili smo vse ravni razvoja vključno z manj odmevnimi 
objavami, da bi se skozi podrobni študij dokopali do splošnih značilnosti raz-
voja fizikalnih paradigem. Dokazali smo, da najdaljša univerzalna stanja v svojih 
obdobjih razpada razvijejo tiste paradigme, katerih zloma ni povzročila nekom-
petentnost, temveč predvsem notranja nuja po širjenju preverjenih uveljavljenih 
idej v nova področja raziskovanja. Podobnost med univerzalnim stanjem stare 
paradigme in rastjo nove odraža dediščino njune skupne univerzalne razisko-
valne metode.

Zanimale so nas značilnosti predparadigmatskih okolic različnih paradi-
gem; posebno pozornost smo tudi tu posvetili razvoju termodinamike. Skušali 
smo najti uporabne prijeme za določitev predparadigmatske okolice z največ 
možnostmi za razvoj v novo prevladujočo paradigmo, ki bo po krizi-revoluciji 
nadomestila staro. Pri tem smo posebno pozornost znova posvetili dogajanjem 
na obrobjih vključno z deželami, poseljenimi s Slovenci, in ne zgolj osnovnim 
tokovom znanstvenega napredka v vodilnih središčih raziskovanja.
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World War I left a deep notch in the history of the world and Slovenia, which 
was unprecedented in such form in the history of warfare. Previous war conflicts 
only included soldiers in battlefields, while the rest of the population did not 
directly experience the maelstrom of war or bear its consequences. World War 
I, however, affected and destroyed families of soldiers and people in the imme-
diate surroundings of the battlefields as well as places hundreds of kilometres 
away. Inhabitants of these places felt the consequences of war in the lack of 
food, clothing, footwear, heating and lighting, and could not remain indiffer-
ent. The fact was that the living conditions deteriorated for all strata of society. 
The countries that were directly involved in the war expected that it would not 
last long; they therefore provided for no additional supplies, but thought they 
would survive the war with what they had. Very soon after the beginning of the 
war, this opinion proved wrong and turned out to be one of the most impor-
tant causes of distress among the civilian population. Lack of food had a direct 
impact on the quality of life. The entire economic system was unprepared for a 
long-lasting and total war. The war changed the basic doctrines of the national 
economy, resulting in the collapse of the principle of freedom of traffic as well 
as the personal freedom of people who saw consumption as the driving force 
behind the economic development. In 1914, the Austro-Hungarian Empire had 
to, in the shortest possible time, change its economic base and transform it into 
an arms (or war) and supply economy, having to ensure 'healthy' conditions 
that would allow for the continuation of war.1 Transformation was possible 
in industry, especially where weapons and ammunition had already been pro-
duced before the war. The agriculture faced many more adaptation problems. 
Labour shortage, due to the enlistment of men in the army2, and poor farming 
machinery put the country in a difficult situation.3 

The Municipality of Maribor was aware of the necessity to transform the 
economy. Even before the beginning of the war, it tried to dispose of its largely 
agricultural production and ensure all the neccesary steps to promote industrial 
development. Until that time, the most important economic plants belonged to 
the Southern Railway with its two railway stations, workshops and a workers' 
colony in Studenci. To ensure industrialisation, Maribor had to obtain adequate 
supplies of energy. The Municipality of Maribor thus revived the idea of building a 

1 Jože Šorn, Slovensko gospodarstvo v poprevratnih letih 1919–1924 (Slovenian economy in the post-
revolutionary years between 1919 and 1924) (Ljubljana, 1997), 21–25 (hereinafter : Šorn, Slovensko 
gospodarstvo v poprevratnih letih 1919–1924); Petra Svoljšak, "Leta strahote (Years of horror)", in: 
Slovenska kronika XX. Stoletja (Slovene Chronicle of the 20th Century) (Ljubljana, 1977), 149–151 
(hereinafter: Svoljšak, "Leta strahote").

2 "Slovenski fantje gredo navdušeno v vojsko (Slovenian men join the army with enthusiasm)", Slovenski 
gospodar newspaper, 30 July 1914, No. 32: 2.

3 Šorn, Slovensko gospodarstvo v poprevratnih letih 1919–1924, 22.
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power plant on the Drava River. Already in early 1910, the Albert Buss & Co. con-
struction company, together with the Austrian company of Upper Styrian indus-
trialists and the Maribor industrialist Karl Scherbaum, applied for a concession 
for the use of the Drava River in the municipalities of Ožbalt, Zgornji Boč, Rdeči 
breg, Vurmat and Maribor. In December of that year, these locations were visited 
and inspected to determine a suitable place for the construction of a hydroelec-
tric power plant. The construction, however, was impossible at that time, as the 
city had neither financial reserves nor adequate energy consumers. Negotiations 
therefore started with the Steiermärkische Elektrizitäts Gesellschaft from Graz 
which, at that time, managed the energy from the Fala power plant.4 

To this end, a detailed draft supply contract was submitted to the city 
municipality on 9 July 1914. City councillors were acquainted with it at the 
meeting of 15 June 1914. This contract would ensure construction of an elec-
tricity grid in Maribor, which, in accordance with the contract conditions, 
would also have to include the surrounding municipalities of Košaki, Nova vas, 

4 Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor (Regional Archives Maribor) (hereinafter: PAM), Municipality of Maribor 
Fund, box 48, Meeting of the City Council of the Municipality of Maribor, 13 May 1914. On the elec-
trification of the Lower Styria see: Gregor Novak, Zgodovina elektrarne Fala (History of the Fala Power 
Plant) – thesis, Faculty of Arts of the University of Maribor (Maribor, 2007).

Fala power plant (Regional Archives Maribor, Fund Fala power plant, Photographic Archives of Fala 
power plant)
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Pobrežje, Počehova, Radvanje, Razvanje, Rošpoh, Studenci, Sv. Peter, Tezno and 
Zrkovci. The distribution network would belong to the city municipality which 
would also acquire a 10 percent share of invoicing in the supply of electricity to 
the Southern Railway. The Fala power plant gained the right to directly provide 
electricity to all industrial plants in Maribor and the neighbouring municipali-
ties with at least 150 kW consumption. Of the fees paid, the Steiermärkische 
Elektrizitäts Gesellschaft would get 50 percent of the profit per year for the 
cunsumption of up to 10,000 kWh, 60 percent of the profit for the cunsump-
tion ranging from 10,000 to 30,000 kWh, and 65 percent of the profit for the 
consumption of over 30,000 kWh. The remainder would go to the Municipal-
ity of Maribor which would have a 10 percent discount on the price provided 
to business entities.5 The contract ensured the supply of energy for 10 years or 
until Maribor launched its new power plant. The city municipality was also able 
to introduce a contract security mechanism which allowed it to negotiate a 
new price each year on 1 January or terminate the contract early. These terms 
were advantageous to both parties, as the Steiermärkische Elektrizitäts Gesells-
chaft ensured the supply of electricity for at least several years. Moreover, the 
company had hoped that Maribor would cancel the construction of a costly 
hydroelectric power plant, which really happened in the end.

Before the beginning of World War I, the Austro-Hungarian Empire believed 
that, due to its cereal and livestock export, it would have no supply problems and 
that the Austrian economy and agriculture were stable and could withstand the 
pressures of war. However, the analysts of that time misjudged the situation, as 
the Monarchy's provisioning in nearly all areas depended on its Hungarian side 
which, even before the outbreak of World War I, reduced the delivery of cereal, 
livestock and other food to the Austrian part of the Monarchy. The economic 
development of the Austro-Hungarian Empire had therefore already deterio-
rated significantly before the war. This, according to Jože Šorn, could be attrib-
uted to the situation in the Balkans, particularly the pressure on the Austrian 
economy after the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina at the end of the 
19th century. From that time on, there was stagnation in the Austrian economy, 
reflected in the increased unemployment and reduced working hours as well as 
in the reduced import of food products.6 Austria became increasingly depend-
ent on Hungary. After having imported 10,212,300 metric quintals of cereal in 
1914, this quantity was almost halved in 1915 to only 5,198,600 metric quin-
tals (in 1917, merely 276,800 metric quintals of cereal were imported). These 
problems presented a new challenge to the economy: how to ensure supply 

5 PAM, Municipality of Maribor Fund, box 48, Meeting of the City Council of the Municipality of 
Maribor, 15 June 1914.

6 Šorn, Slovenian economy in the post-revolutionary years between 1919 and 1924, 21. 
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of the army and the population. Despite great pressures on agriculture, it was 
almost impossible to increase production due to labour shortages and poor 
harvests. The collapse in the import of livestock was even worse. In 1914, the 
Austrian half of the Monarchy imported nearly 779,700 pigs, while this number 
decreased to merely 113,700 head of cattle by 1917.7 

Table 18: Own production and the quantity of cereal imported into the Austrian part of the Monarchy9

Year Own production in the 
Austrian provinces

Import into the Austrian 
provinces Total

Before the war 28.2 13.3 41.3

1915–16 23.2 10.9 34.1

1916–17 20.3 3.7 24

1917–18 18.7 3.7 22.4

The Table shows Austria's dependence on Hungarian agriculture. In the 
first years of the war, the Austrian part of the Monarchy (consisting of Lower 
and Upper Austria, Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia, Carniola, Gorizia, Trieste, Istria, 
Tyrol, Vorarlberg, Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia and Dalmatia) imported over 30 
percent of its annual cereal stock from Hungary. It should be noted that, in the 
years before the war, the Table only takes into account wheat and rye, while 
in the war years, barley and maize are also taken into account. By the end of 
the war, the Austrian part of the Monarchy was thus faced with an extreme 
lack of crops. 

Concurrently with the first engagements in World War I, the Monarchy 
embarked on a violent propaganda campaign to raise morale and prepare peo-
ple for war. Emperor Franz Joseph II himself encouraged his people to partici-
pate in war and thus help build the Austrian war machinery; this, however, in 
the long term, led to the collapse of the Austrian economy.10 At the end of June 
1914, Austria still claimed that there was enough money and that "/…/ a round 
sum of 300,000 crowns would be needed" for the first part of the war, which, 

7 Bojan Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh (Brown bread in place of a bread roll) (Celje, 2001) 
(hereinafter: Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh), 14.

8 Numbers are expressed in million metric quintals of food. 
9 Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh, 15.
10 "Mojim narodom (To my people)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 30 July 1914, No. 32: 3; "Mojim 

narodom (To my people)", Slovenec newspaper, 31 July 1914, No. 45: 1.
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however, should not be a problem, as the money had supposedly already been 
provided.11

Thus, at the beginning of the war, the Monarchy and its individual units 
and provinces truly believed they were well prepared for war. As early as on 25 
July 1914, the Austro-Hungarian Empire adopted a number of statutory pro-
visions which would prepare its economy for war. In particular, negotiations 
were started with banks and savings banks to provide the necessary loans.12 On 
1 August 1914, the first laws were adopted, interfering directly in the economy, 
limiting the export of goods and ensuring the supply of the population. The 
Ministry of the Interior strictly prohibited the export of food (flour and bak-
ery products, cereals, vegetables, rice, animals and animal products).13 Thus, the 
state, on the Emperor's order, ensured the right to the "/…/ inventory of vital 
stocks". Following the Emperor's order, all producers, sellers, warehouse owners 
and companies engaged in the production and sale of food, had to report their 
stocks to the district authorities. In case of resistance, the state would resort to 
repressive measures (fines of 1,000 crowns or 3 months imprisonment).14 

The state was aware of the problems in the area of agriculture, as, due to the 
departure of men to the front, there was a lack of people left for harvesting. To 
accelerate the harvest and prevent frauds in the storing of crops for the supply 
of the army, the state, on the Emperor's order of 5 August 1914, selected super-
visors to organise and supervise the work. According to the Slovenski gospodar 
newspaper, the Maribor district was under the responsibility of the head of the 
Fruit and Wine Growing School, Fran Zwitter. As the commissioner in charge, 
he was responsible for providing sufficient manpower to ensure effective and 
rapid harvesting and storing of crops. On the order of the Emperor, he was also 
able to obtain manpower from among the young people in schools and shel-
ters. Relatively quickly, a propaganda campaign was started among school stu-
dents to assist in solving the agricultural crisis and participate in austerity meas-
ures.15 By decision of the Ministry of Education, school students were instructed 

11 "Vojska! (Army!)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 28 July 1914, No. 32a: 1–2. The 32a issue of the 
Slovenski gospodar newspaper is dated 28 July 1914. 

12 "Denar imamo (We have the money)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 28 July 1914, No. 32a: 2.
13 Državni zakonik za kraljevine in dežele, zastopane v državnem zboru (National Code of Kingdoms 

and Provinces represented in the National Assembly), (Vienna, 1914), No. 192/1914 (hereinafter: 
National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly).

14 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 194/1914.
15 "Važne komisije v vsaki občini (Important committees in each municipality)", Straža newspaper, 10 

August, No. 50: 3; "Spravljanje poljskih pridelkov, okraj Maribor (Crop harvesting, Maribor district)", 
Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 27 August 1914, No. 36: 5; "Za nadzornike pri setvi in spravljanju 
pridelkov! (For sowing and harvesting supervisors!)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 10 September 
1914, No. 38: 5; National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, 
No. 199/1914; National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 
200/1914; Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh, 16.
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to participate in crop harvesting to facilitate the work of farmers. Thus, Zwitter 
was able to send children aged over 10 from educational institutions to work 
in the fields. If necessary, the city municipality was able to adjust classes or even 
cancel them. This was especially true in the case of urban children; those from 
rural areas, including the Maribor district, were able to finish the school year 
early to help work in the fields from the very beginning of the war.16 

Together with these measures, the Ministry of Agriculture addressed farm-
ers on 19 August 1914 and encouraged them to do everything in their power 
to maximise the production of crops in 1915. They should primarily sow "/…/ 
wheat, rye, potatoes and legumes to complement the food obtained from live-
stock production and dairy industry/…/". Where the climate was appropriate, 
maize should also be planted.17 

In late August 1914, the Maribor district continued with the propaganda 
campaign.18 Newspapers encouraged people to invest money in banks and sav-

16 "Šolski otroci naj pomagajo pri delu na polju (School children to help work in the fields)", Slovenski 
gospodar newspaper, 18 March 1915, No. 11: 5.

17 "Kaj naj sejemo? (What to sow?)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 27 August 1914, No. 36: 5; "Jesenska 
setev (Autumn sowing)", Straža newspaper, 7 September 1914, No. 61: 4.

18 "Resen opomin kmetom (A serious warning to farmers)", Straža newspaper, 17 August 1914, No. 52: 3.

The old and the new Emperor's Bridge in Maribor (Regional Archives Maribor, Photographic Archives)
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ings banks in order to secure the necessary funds for the war. They appealed 
especially to the rural population to not be afraid to invest their surplus in 
farmers' savings banks, as these were able to pay out the money invested at any 
time. Stock farmers were advised to invest in horses and other beasts of burden, 
as there would be a shortage of these after the war. Arable farmers were called 
to invest money from the sale of crops in banks, as it was impossible to "/…/ 
store it so well at home; moreover, there was a danger of spending the money 
needlessly if stored at home."19 

In October 1914, the government, on the Emperor's order, was granted 
authorisation to freely introduce mechanisms to promote agriculture, indus-
try, trade and craft. This meant that people were to save money and, except in 
urgent cases, avoid unnecessary (and, above all, uncontrolled) trade in prop-
erty and livestock. The state also addressed the issue of profiteers who tried to 
make profit through war shortages. On the Emperor's order, the state raised its 
voice against usury and even predicted deportation as a possible penalty.20 

In the last months of 1914, the situation in the cereal market became more 
and more unbearable and the government realised that swift action was neces-
sary. As noted by Bojan Himmelreich, the authorities were several weeks late 
with imposing market restrictions. The highest possible prices of cereal and 
flour were, on the order of the Emperor, only established in November 1914.21 
At that time, however, they could not be kept, as they were already lower than 
the daily prices. This allowed traders to act according to the daily instead of the 
highest possible prices when concluding bargains.22 In December 1914, after a 
failed attempt at regulating the cereal market, the government started regulat-
ing the potato trade. It set the maximum price of table and industrial potatoes.

19 "Posojilnice in vojska (Loan banks and the army)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 27 August 1914, No. 
36: 3; "Vojska in posojilnice (The army and loan banks)", Straža newspaper, 31 July 1914, No. 45: 5.

20 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 274/1914, 
National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 275/1914; 
"Neupravičeno dvigovanje cen živil (Unjustified food price rises)", Straža newspaper, 17 August 1914, 
No. 52: 4. See also: "Posojilnice in vojska (Loan banks and the army)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 
27 August 1914, No. 36: 3; "Pozor živinorejci! (Attention, stock farmers!)", Slovenski gospodar newspa-
per, 10 September 1914, No. 38: 5; "Za nadzornike pri setvi in spravljanju pridelkov! (For sowing and 
harvesting supervisors!)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 10 September 1914, No. 38: 5.

21 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 325/1914; 
Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh, 22–23.

22 "Uradno nastavljena cena živil (Officially set price of food)", Straža newspaper, 31 July 1914, No. 45: 
5; "Maksimalna tarifa za živila (Maximum food rate)", Straža newspaper, 1 August 1914, No. 46: 2; 
Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh,  23. 
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Table 2: Maximum price of potatoes, set by the order of 20 December 191423

Province

Price in crowns for 1 metric quintal of potatoes

Table potatoes, selected (yellow, white, 
pink)

Unselected potatoes (potatoes for 
industry and feed)

Lower Austria 9 6

Upper Austria 10 6

Salzburg 10.50 7

Styria 10.50 6.50

Carinthia 10.50 6.50

Carniola 10.50 6.50

Gorizia, Trieste, Istria 11 7

Tyrol 11 6.50

Vorarlberg 11 6.50

Bohemia 9 6

Moravia 9 6

Silesia 9 6

Dalmatia 12 7

The Table shows that prices in individual provinces under the Austrian 
crown were very different. It is interesting to note that prices in Slovenian lands 
were among the highest, surpassed only by prices in the Primorska region and 
Dalmatia, while prices in the central Austrian provinces were lower by approxi-
mately 10 percent.

Even before the war, according to the Small Business Act, the state had the 
right to set the highest price for the most essential items; however, this was 
not done unless absolutely necessary. War, on the other hand, forced the state 
to determine prices and raise taxes as well as carry out construction work 
which, in the shortest possible time, would enable the establishment of mili-
tary strongholds.24 

With regard to the economy, the state set itself a priority task of determin-
ing actual cereal stocks and regulate cereal processing and trade. At the end of 

23 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 345/1914.
24 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 346/1914; 

National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 347/1914.
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November 1914, on the recommendation of the Ministry of Commerce and 
Agriculture, farmers and millers were ordered to produce only three types of 
flour (pastry flour for baking, cooking flour and bread flour). Flour also had to 
be mixed. Cooking wheat flour thus had to contain 70 percent of wheat and 30 
percent of barley flour, while bread flour had to contain 70 percent of wheat 
and 30 percent of corn or potato flour. Due to the shortage, the government 
even considered holding lectures for housewives on how to cook in the condi-
tions of war.25 

Despite the apparent shortage in Maribor and its surroundings, with pre-
dominantly Slovenian farmers being unable to provide enough crops for the 
city, an additional burden was laid upon the city municipality. On 14 October 
1914, by letter of the military headquarters, the municipality was instructed 
to, as soon as possible, build a barrack camp to accommodate several Austrian 
military detachments. It had to build 10 barracks, each for about 250 men with 
equipment, which meant that the city was responsible for additional 2,500 peo-
ple. As early as on 17 October, the demand was increased to 20 barracks, which, 
however, was the upper limit for the city's economy. The municipality had no 
mechanism of preventing the additonal burden for the population and the city 
budget.26 

Given the economic situation in the country, individual lands tried to 
reduce their budget deficits by increasing cash inflows through increases in 
provincial allowances, which, however, directly affected Slovenian farmers 
in the Maribor district. On January 1915, the Styrian provincial committee 
decided to increase provincial allowances by 15 percent, which was strongly 

25 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 324/1914; 
Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh, 16.

26 PAM, Municipality of Maribor Fund, box 48, Meeting of the City Council of the Municipality of Maribor, 
19 October 1914. At the meeting of 3 June 1914 (before the war with Serbia on 28 June 1914), the city 
municipality received instructions from the military headquarters to provide care and maintenance 
of military facilities in the city. The municipality pointed out, however, that the city budget for the 
maintenance of these facilities was decreased by over 10,000 crowns per year, which could also be 
invested in the economic recovery. PAM, Municipality of Maribor Fund, Archive No. 48, Meeting of the 
City Council of the Municipality of Maribor, 3 June 1914.
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opposed by Dr. Karel Verstovšek27 and Dr. Anton Korošec28. In their opinion, 
this would not have the desired effect on the economy. The Styrian provincial 
budget for 1915 amounted to 18,712,948 crowns. The net income from pro-
vincial taxes, according to the Slovenski gospodar newspaper, amounted to 
1,205,849 crowns, which meant that the total deficit in Styria slightly exceed-
ed 17 million crowns. It is interesting to look at the expenditure justifying 
such a high amount: 

/…/ (1) 89,400 crowns for provincial representation, (0.48 percent); (2) 894,637 
crowns for general provincial administration (4.78 percent); (3) 506,466 crowns 
for the retirement fund (2.7 percent); (4) 454,662 crowns for the provision of 
policing and security matters (2.43 percent); (5) 429,051 crowns for roads, water-
ways and railways (2.29 percent); (6) 491,638 crowns for agriculture (2.63 per-
cent); (7) 8,935,461 crowns for education, particularly folk education (47.08 per-
cent); (8) 4,935,461 crowns for hospitals and care for the poor (26.38 percent); 
(9) 1,908,138 crowns for interest on debt and depreciation (10.20 percent); (10) 

27 VERSTOVŠEK, Karel, politician (26 July 1871, Velenje, † 27 March 1923, Maribor) – As a politician, 
he was constantly faithful to the Slovenian People's Party. He became its representative in Maribor 
in 1901 and, from 1906, assisted in the establishment of the Farmers' Union (established on 21 
January 1907). In 1909, he was elected to the Styrian provincial committee, to the peasant curia of the 
judicial districts of Šoštanj, Slovenj Gradec and Radlje. After the death of the Member of Parliament 
Ježovnik, Verstovšek was elected to the National Assembly. Already as a student, he participated in 
the Slovenian national fight for more rights. At the beginning of World War I, he strongly opposed the 
persecution of nationally minded Slovenians in Styria. He is considered one of the promoters of the 
May Declaration. As president of the National Council for Styria, he, on 1 November 1918, appointed 
Rudolf Maister general and advocated the appointment of Slovenian district governors and mayors in 
Styria. On 5 November 1921, he was appointed commissioner of education and religious affairs of the 
National Government in Ljubljana. Until his death, he strived for the reorganisation of education in 
the national spirit. Slovenian Biographical Lexicon, Book Four (Ljubljana, 1980–91), 415, 416 (herein-
after: SBL, IV). 

28 KOROŠEC, Anton, (12 May 1872, Biserjane near Sveti Jurij ob Ščavnici, † 14 December 1940, Belgrade), 
politician, theologian, member of the Austro-Hungarian National Assembly from 1906, leader of the 
Slovenian People's Party. His belief in the state-forming function of the Slavs in the Monarchy was 
associated with absolute fidelity to the ruler; nevertheless, in 1901, due to his journalistic activity, he 
was summoned before the Maribor Court of Assizes. In 1902, he, for the first time, ran as a candidate 
for a member of the Styrian Provincial Assembly. During World War I he was co-creator of Krek's dem-
ocratic and Yugoslav-oriented part of the Slovenian People's Party. In May 1917, he was elected presi-
dent of the Yugoslav Club. In 1918, he was president of the National Council in Zagreb, and member 
of various governments between 1919 and 1940; he supported the trialist Austria and, for some time, 
the Slovenian autonomy in Yugoslavia; he was an important agent of the Yugoslav Radical Union. 
Korošec was a master of political tactics and a great pragmatist. An objective analysis of his life path 
shows that, despite tactical political upheavals, he was consistent in his underlying political positions: 
in the Christian Socialist concept and movement whose political expression was in the Slovenian 
People's Party; within the Party, he tried to find balance between the different factions and advocated 
tolerance towards all, including the Christian Socialist party. All his life, he strongly rejected liberalism 
and socialism as well as the political organisations based on these ideologies, and remained faithful 
to the idea of an autonomous Slovenia which, after 1918, he wanted to form in the framework of the 
federally regulated Yugoslavia. Encyclopedia of Slovenia, Volume 5 (Kari–Krei) (Ljubljana, 1991), 271, 
272.
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34,000 crowns for crafts and trades (0.18 percent); (11) 10,000 crowns for vari-
ous purposes (0.05 percent).29 

Verstovšek and Korošec argued that this would cause double damage, as it 
was expected that taxes would also be raised by the state.30 Based on the statis-
tical data obtained from the last Austrian population census before the war, the 
rural surroundings of Maribor was, as noted by Dr. Franc Kovačič31, populated 
predominantly by the Slavs. An increase in provincial allowances would thus 

29 "Gospodarstvo štajerske dežele (Styrian economy)", Straža newspaper, 1 February 1915, No. 10: 1–2; 
"Nove deželne doklade (New provincial allowances)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 4 February 
1915, No. 5: 4.

30 "Nove deželne doklade (New provincial allowances)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 21 January 
1915, No. 3: 4; "Nove deželne doklade (New provincial allowances)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 4 
February 1915, No. 5: 4.

31 Franc KOVAČIČ (25 March 1867, Veržej, † 19 March 1939, Maribor), theologian and historian, Pope's 
domestic prelate, professor of theology in Maribor. He attended the general upper secondary school 
in Varaždin and Zagreb; as a theologian, he was educated in Zagreb and Maribor. From August 1894 
to the end of 1894, he served as a chaplain in Spodnja Polskava. He then assumed the position of a 
parish administrator in Spodnja Polskava, which he held until 11 May 1895 when he was transferred 
to the parish administrator position in Studenice. He studied philosophy in Rome from the autumn 
of 1895 until June 1897, after which time he was promoted. On his return, he was appointed assistant 
priest in Studenice. On 1 October 1897 he became professor of fundamental theology at the seminary 
in Maribor. On his initiative, a Historical Society was established in 1903 which, a year later, started 
issuing the Review for History and Ethnography. Kovačič was considered an exceptional expert on the 
Lavantine Diocese and Styrian issues. In 1918, he was appointed member of the expert committee of 
the Paris Peace Conference. Slovenian Biographical Lexicon, Book One (Ljubljana, 1932), 539–540 
(hereinafter: SBL I).

Ethnic structure of Maribor and its surroundings after the official Austrian population census in 1910. 
Carte Ethnographique de la Styrie d'apres la statistique officielle autrichienne de 1910 (Kovačič, La Styrie, 
appendix)
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mainly affect Slovenians in Lower Styria and consequently Maribor, who were 
mostly farmers and were first affected by the war.32 

At the beginning of 1915, the shortage of cereal, flour and other food became 
more severe, as the Austro-Hungarian Empire expanded its battlefields and the 
amount of food, received from Hungary, decreased. On 30 January 1915, the 
state issued an order prohibiting bakers irresponsible use of flour. "/…/ Bakeries 
and pastry shops are prohibited to use wheat, rye and barley flour for sprinkling, 
to separate the dough."33 That food was becoming a real treasure was also evi-
dent in the Maribor district. The Straža newspaper urged people to use cereal 
and eggs wisely. In early January 1915, the municipal office distributed 100,000 
eggs among the population, which were received from the Emperor's regency 
for the supply of the city of Maribor. It is understandable that the eggs were 
used quickly. Moreover, Maribor cereal stocks were also reduced. Therefore, as 
reported by the Straža newspaper, the owner of the Maribor Scherbaum mill 
(together with the miller Majdič and the Celje city mill) was prepared to use his 
connections with the Hungarian cereal producers and traders, and, at his own 
risk, purchase 300 wagons of cereal, provided that the cities of Celje and Graz 
contributed to the purchase of 1,000 wagons of cereal. This proposal was dis-
cussed at the Graz regency and the conclusion was made that, to solve the eco-
nomic crisis, 200,000 crowns could be allocated by the government, 200,000 
crowns by the Styrian provincial committee and 100,000 crowns by the trade 
chamber. Such securities would ensure that Maribor and Celje entrepreneurs 
would get a refund in the event of a sudden drop in cereal prices.34 

On 21 February 1915, the state, for the first time during the war, issued an 
order for the regulation of cereal trade and dairy products trade. From that 
time, cereal and all its products were under control and confiscated to the ben-
efit of the state. As early as on 15 February 1915, the State Ministry of Agriculture 
issued instructions to farmers to ensure sufficient spring sowing.35 On the basis 
of these instructions, farmers were required to sow early vegetables in all the 
fields that had not already been sown for winter sowing. It had become clear 
that the stocks of rice and pulses were very small. Farmers in the Maribor dis-
trict were thus advised (or actually required) to plant all available beds, as, at 
the beginning of a year, "/…/ cauliflower, kohlrabi, kale, lettuce, radish and sum-
mer endive /…/" can be planted, while "/…/ at the end of February, carrots, spin-

32 Franc Kovačič, La Styrie. La Question du Prekmurje, de la Styrie et de la Carinthie (Paris, 1919) (here-
inafter:  Kovačič, La Styrie).

33 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 24/1915.
34 "Oskrbovanje štajerskega prebivalstva z živili (Supplying the Styrian population with food)", Straža 

newspaper, 12 February 1915, No. 13: 4; "Jajca za Maribor (Eggs for Maribor)", Straža newspaper, 8 
January 1915, No. 3: 6; "Zaloge žita (Cereal stocks)", Straža newspaper, 29 January 1915, No. 9: 5.

35 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 38/1915.
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ach, parsley, black salsify and onions can already be planted outdoors /…/."36 
The Ministry of Agriculture authorised municipal offices to supervise and assist 
farmers in sowing. This also gave municipal offices the right to get paid for their 
contribution in the form of crops. Maribor (Slovenian) farmers thus passed into 
complete dependence on the state, as resistance to this measure would signify 
an offence for which the penalty of 1,000 crowns or one month imprisonment 
was envisaged.37 

On 24 February 1915, after the collapse of negotiations in early 1915 in 
Budapest, the purpose of which was to achieve higher import of cereal and 
food products from Hungary, a prohibition came into force on the use of wheat, 
rye, barley, oats, maize and all kinds of mill products. Farmers were forbidden to 
sell or otherwise use the goods specified in the document, which included the 
freedom to enjoy the fruits of their labour. Based on the government regula-
tion it was expected that cereal and flour in the rural area of Maribor would be 

36 "Zagotovitev spomladanske setve (Ensuring the spring sowing)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 11 
February 1915, No. 6: 5.

37 "Zagotovitev spomladanske setve (Ensuring the spring sowing)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 11 
February 1915, No. 6: 5; "Zagotovitev spomladanske setve (Ensuring the spring sowing)", Slovenski 
gospodar newspaper, 25 February 1915, No. 8: 1; "Sadite zgodnji krompir (Plant early potatoes)", 
Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 4 March 1915, No. 9: 4; "Popis žita in moke v Mariboru (Inventory 
of cereal and flour in Maribor)", Straža newspaper, 1 March 1915, No. 18: 5–6; National Code of 
Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 41/1915.

Carl Pessl Winery (Regional Archives Maribor, Photographic Archives)
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inventoried from 28 February to 2 March 1915.38 The purpose of the prohibi-
tion on the use of cereal and flour was, according to the government, only to 
determine the actual stocks in the state, which would allow for a more rational 
use of food. The regulation gave detailed instructions on the use of cereal and 
flour. Farmers were allowed (until the provision changed) to use a maximum of 
7.2 kg of flour or 9 kg of cereal per person per month for the care and subsist-
ence of their families and workers. "/…/ This means 24 dkg of flour (almost ¼ kg 
of flour) or 30 dkg of cereal per person per day." Bakers were only allowed to 
bake as much bread as they actually used in one day. If farmers used excessive 
amounts of cereal and flour, or resorted to evasions, they could be fined from 
2,000 to 20,000 crowns or one-week to one-year imprisonment.39 Uncertainty 
soon prevailed among the farmers in the Maribor district, as there were many 
rumors of confiscations, the use of cereal and flour, and confusions as to what 
the measure actually involved. The Maribor farmers suggested an increase in 
the allowed quantity of cereal and flour, as the peasant cuisine differed from the 
city cuisine. They asked to increase the limit from ¼ kg of flour per day to at least 
1 kg of flour per day, as farmers used cereal and flour not only for baking, but 
also for cooking morning, midday and evening meals. The Straža newspaper 
rightly questioned whether farmers were able to perform heavy physical labour 
with only 300 g of flour which, under the new government provisions, they 
were allowed to consume per day. "/…/ There is great distinction between work 
on farms and work in cities." For normal work, farmers needed up to ¾ kg of 
bread per day. Their work often started around three in the morning and lasted 
all day. "/…/ In cities, the main food is meat. Soup, meat and some vegetables, 
and lunch is ready." According to the Straža newspaper, farmers lived almost 
exclusively off their own products, their menus mainly consisting of cereal, 
potatoes and cabbage. The state's economy and agricultural measures led to 
the fact that farmers in the Maribor district and elsewhere in the land could no 
longer even feed their own children, as daily rations of cereal, as specified by 
the government regulation, were not even enough for them. The Straža news-

38 Interestingly, the state also threatened with a fine of 5,000 crowns or six-month imprisonment for the 
inventory takers appointed by municipal offices. In this way it probably wanted to ensure that work 
was properly performed. See: National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National 
Assembly, No. 41/1915; "Zapora žita in moke (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Slovenski gospodar 
newspaper, 25 February 1915, No. 8: 1; "Zapora žita in moke (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Slovenski 
gospodar newspaper, 4 March 1915, No. 8: 1–2.

39 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 41/1915; "Zapora 
žita in moke (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 25 February 1915, No. 8: 
1; "Uredba glede uporabe žita in moke (Regulation on the use of cereal and flour)", Straža newspaper, 
26 February 1915, No. 17: 1–2; "Zapora žita in moke (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Straža news-
paper, 26 February 1915, No. 17:  6; "Zapora žita in moke (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Slovenski 
gospodar newspaper, 4 March 1915, No. 9: 1–2.
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paper supported its words by scientific research. Although nutritional science 
of the early 20th century was not as developed as it is today, the needs of farmers 
were well understood. According to the Straža newspaper, farmers required 
120 g of protein, 60 g of fat, 540 g of starch and 80 g of various minerals per day. 
One kilogram of cereal contained 130 g of protein; however, as farmers rarely 
consumed pure wheat bread, their daily needs were not met. The main food of 
farmers was farinaceous food, which was one of the arguments of Slovenian 
farmers to require an increase in cereal rations to 1 kg per day.40 Restriction on 
the use of cereal and flour would, as argued, also impact livestock production. 
The Slovenski gospodar newspaper stressed that farmers used cereal for feeding 
poultry, pigs, calves and foals.41 At the same time, Slovenian newspapers calmed 
farmers that bran, beans, buckwheat, millet and lentils were not included in the 
state limitations and regulations. Also, at that time, constraints did not apply to 
potatoes, turnip and broad beans. Based on this, farmers would have enough 
food to not be affected by the shortage.42 Thus, on 26 February 1915, the gov-
ernment, in order to ensure use of potatoes in meals, even limited the use of 
potatoes in brandy making.43 

On 1 March 1915 – based on the government regulation published at 
the end of February – stocktaking of cereal and flour was announced for the 
Maribor district. For this purpose, the city authority sent all craftsmen and 
traders documentation on which they indicated their cereal stocks. They had 
to return the documentation to the city authorities by 2 March, otherwise 
they would be punished. On Monday and Tuesday, 1 and 2 March, individual 
households were also inventoried on the field. These had the right to declare 
their stocks at the nearest police station. The Emperor's order stated that 
cereal owners could declare they had no more than 20 kg of cereal and mill 
products. This amount of cereal was considered suitable for their own needs. 
Despite the declaration of stocks, official stock takers in the Maribor area 

40 "Koliko žita potrebuje kmet na dan (How much cereal a day do farmers need)", Straža newspaper, 11 
March 1915, No. 20: 3.

41 "Zapora žita in moke (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 4 March 1915, 
No. 9: 1–2.

42 "Nova navodila glede zapore (New instructions regarding the blockade)", Slovenski gospodar news-
paper, 4 March 1915, No. 9: 2; "Zapora moke in žita (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Slovenski gospo-
dar newspaper, 11 March 1915, No. 9: 6; "Žito za perutnino (Cereal for poultry)", Slovenski gospodar 
newspaper, 11 March 1915, No. 9: 1–2; "Moka potrebna v gospodinjstvu se ne bode razlastila (Flour 
needed in households will not be expropriated)", Straža newspaper, 1 March 1915, No. 18: 5; "Kaj 
spada pod zaporo (What is included in the blockade)", Straža newspaper, 1 March 1915, No. 18: 5; 
"Zadnje žito (Last cereal)", Straža newspaper, 1 March 1915, No. 18: 5; "Svinje in perutnina (Pigs and 
poultry)", Straža newspaper, 1 March 1915, No. 18: 5; "Daleč premalo (Far too little)", Straža newspa-
per, 1 March 1915, No. 18: 5; "Naredba o uporabi mešane moke (Decree on the use of mixed flour)", 
Straža newspaper, 1 March 1915, No. 18: 5.

43 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 46/1915.
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had the right to enter households and convince themselves of the quantity 
of stocks. Slovenian newspapers thus warned the population not to defy the 
government measures, as this would cause unnecessary complications.44 The 
first interim results of stocks in the Maribor district were known around 15 
March. As reported by the Slovenski gospodar and Straža newspapers, stocks 
were not significant, as the yield per hectare was decreased due to poor har-
vest. While cereal stocks were still unknown, new stocktaking was already 
underway in the Maribor district, this time of livestock. For this purpose, 
farmers were asked to provide the Maribor city authorities with inventories 
of livestock in their barns in order to help determine the actual stocks. At the 
same time, farmers were urged to use milk and livestock wisely. The use or 
production of cream and milk in feed was punished with a fine of 2 to 200 
crowns or six-hour to two-week imprisonment.45 

On 3 March 1915, the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of the Interi-
or again published the law that regulated the handling of raw land. The law had 
already been published on 10 October 1914, but this time, the measures were 
tightened. All landowners were ordered to prepare the previously fallow land 
for spring sowing. If this was not done by 23 April, the Maribor city authorities 
would seize this fallow land and plant appropriate crops on it. This right would 
enter into force on 25 April. In this way, owners – based on the regulation – "/…/ 
would have no right to the harvest. /…/ Complaints against the decisions of the 
district political authorities /…/ to the next level are inadmissible."46 The rural 
population (including the one in the Maribor district) expressed disapproval of 
the government's measures. Farmers pointed to the numerous constraints they 
were faced with. They had problems with the cultivation of land, as there was 
a shortage of workers due to the increasingly more frequent enlistments into 
the army. Farmers thus asked the representative body of the Municipality of 
Maribor to allow workers in Maribor industrial plants two-week leaves several 
times a year to work in the fields.47 

In the Maribor district, rationalisation in the true sense of the word was 
carried out in mid-April 1915 when it became apparent that the war affected 
people much more than they had expected. In April 1915, the Straža newspa-

44 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 41/1915; "Zapora 
žita in moke (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 25 February 1915, No. 
8: 1; "Popisi žita in moke v Mariboru (Inventory of cereal and flour in Maribor)", Straža newspaper, 
1 March 1915, No. 18: 3–4; "Zapora žita in moke (Blockade of cereal and flour)", Slovenski gospodar 
newspaper, 4 March 1915, No. 8: 1–2.

45 "Omejitev uporabe mleka (Limitation of the use of milk)", Straža newspaper, 15 March 1915, No. 22, 
p, 4; "Štetje živine (Livestock count)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 18 March 1915, No. 11: 4.

46 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 55/1915; 
"Obdelovanje zemlje (Land cultivation)", Straža newspaper, 20 March 1915, No. 23: 1–2.

47 "Kmečke skrbi (Farmers' worries)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 25 March 1915, No. 19: 1.
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per first reported on the introduction of bread cards, which were introduced in 
Graz, Celje, Ptuj and Maribor at the request of the provincial authorities. Their 
purpose was to limit the use of flour and bread, and provide an overview of 
domestic supplies of the population.48 All over the land, bread cards were intro-

48 Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh, 28–29; "Krušne izkaznice in moka (Bread cards and flour)", 
Straža newspaper, 26 April 1915, No. 33: 4. 

The Glavni trg square 
in Maribor (Regional 
Archives Maribor, 
Photographic Arch-
ives)
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duced on 24 June. Families that exceeded the limit on the ownership of flour 
and cereal were temporarily denied bread cards, until they ran out of their own 
supplies. The regulation brought a novelty to farmers, as their rations, in com-
parison to the city rations which were still subjected to the daily limit of 200 
g of cereal, were increased to 240 g of flour and 300 g of cereal per day. In the 
coming weeks and months, the government repeatedly interfered in the supply 
of the population and, with constant new provisions, introduced or expanded 
restrictions on the supply of food.49 This was becoming unbearable for people 
who were experiencing ever more frequent tensions that often ended in physi-
cal altercations. As reported by the Slovenski gospodar newspaper, farmers in 
cities were often targets of anger of the urban population who saw rural mer-
chants as usurious people who used war for the winding of prices and mak-
ing of profit. Preserved is a report of an event at the Maribor market, where a 
farmer was trying to sell her dairy products and the enraged crowd attacked 
and insulted her, smashing her bottles and thus destroying her daily milk yield. 
One potato seller was assaulted with fists and bags.50 

Due to the lack of food, prices increased uncontrollably. The Straža news-
paper reported that "/…/ urban stores selling flour, rice and potatos (in Freihaus 
and Viktring streets) again raised the price of flour. Bread flour which used to 
cost 52 farthings now costs 54 farthings."51 Less than a year and a half from the 
beginning of the war, prices in the Austrian part of the Monarchy went wild. 
Himmelreich notes that, from July 1914 to December 1915, prices in Austria 
increased by as much as 104 percent.52 The problem in Maribor was that the 
city population saw farmers as usurious people who must have had more than 
enough food if they were able to sell it. 

Despite the rationalisation of food and the limitation of sale quantities, the 
state had no effective mechanism to control the implementation of admin-
istrative measures. Each one of them was a burden to the public officials or 
provoked the need for new employment. In April 1914 (before the war), the 
Municipality of Maribor made a projection of annual costs incurred by the city 
bureaucratic apparatus. The data showed that the city municipality allocated 

49 "Krušne karte za celo deželo (Bread cards for the entire country)", Straža newspaper, 23 May 1915, 
No. 42, Year 7: 4; National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, 
No. 75/1915; National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 
113/1915; National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 
167/1915.

50 "V obrambo kmečkega ljudstva (In defence of the rural population)", Slovenski gospodar newspaper, 
15 April 1915, No. 15: 1.

51 "Maribor", Straža newspaper, 3 May 1915, No. 35: 4.
52 "Zopetno zvišanje cen (New price increase)", Straža newspaper, 27 September 1915, No. 77: 4; 

"Maksimalne cene za krompir (Maximum price of potatoes)", Straža newspaper, 11 October 1915, 
No. 81: 2–3; Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh, 15.
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25,283.96 crowns a year only for the salaries of city officials. To this amount, 
another 9,432.29 crowns had to be added for a variety of bonuses received 
by the city officials, as well as the costs of medical care, which amounted to 
2,600.00 crowns per year. This meant that the Municipality of Maribor spent 
34,716.25 crowns per year only to provide payment to its officials.53 Food con-
sumption was largely dependent on the discipline of the population. By impos-
ing penalties, the state tried to infuse people with fear to respect the prohibi-
tions and orders; however, it had no bureaucratic apparatus of surveillance.54 
During the war, the shortage became so great that administrative bodies with 
small local jurisdiction were no longer able to provide solutions. Free trade that 
would follow the laws of supply and demand was not possible as the produc-
tion was curtailed all over the land, not just in individual parts (for example in 
Lower Styria). The state thus tried to prevent starvation among the population 
through the provision of production, through confiscations, the establishment 
of maximum prices allowed, and the regulation of consumption. By an empe-
rial regulation, a Kriegs-Getreide-Verkehrsanstalt (Agency for Wartime Grain 
Traffic) was established in February 1915 in Vienna.55 

In mid-June 1915, the state and the above-mentioned Agency issued a 
regulation on the use of cereal and flour produced in 1915, trying to ensure 
enough food for the following years of war. The state decided to introduce a 
cereal monopoly which included "/…/ wheat, spelt, rye, rye-wheat maslin, bar-
ley, buckwheat, oats and maize" produced in 1915, as well as stocks of cereal 
and mill products, which people would not be allowed to use until 15 August 
1915 and which were not owned by the military administration. On the order 
of the Ministry of the Interior, control and cereal market were taken over by 
the Agency for Wartime Grain Traffic whose powers were extended to include 
the authority to establish local umbrella organisations and do business with the 

53 PAM, Municipality of Maribor Fund,box 48, Meeting of the City Council of the Municipality of 
Maribor, 3 April 1914; PAM, Municipality of Maribor Fund,box 48, Meeting of the City Council of the 
Municipality of Maribor, 22 April 1914.

54 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 194/1914; 
National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 274/1914, 
National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 275/1914; 
National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 41/1915; National 
Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 93/1917; National Code of 
Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 413/1917.

55 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 41/1915; National 
Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 47/1915; National Code of 
Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 167/1915. See also: Himmelreich, 
Namesto žemlje črni kruh, 35. 
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Hungarian Chamber of Commerce.56 In the coming months, the Maribor local 
committee of the Agency for Wartime Grain Traffic continuously inventoried 
food items and controlled their consumption. In some cases, in the Maribor 
district, it even confiscated certain foods, thereby causing complaints among 
people.57 A total of 75 commissioners operated in Styria, who, at the end of 
1915 and the beginning of 1916, boasted of having provided over 15 wagons 
of cereal by the end of 1915 only through economising. Moreover, the Mari-
bor authorities concluded contracts with certain mills which supplied both 
the army and the civilian population. Four mills took care of the needs of the 
army in Lower Styria, namely "/…/ the Majdič and the city mill in Celje, and the 
Šerbaum and Franc mill in Maribor."58 

In addition to administrative offices which regulated supply of the popula-
tion at the national level, provincial offices were established in 1916 and 1917. 
In the framework of the Styrian provincial branch office, a Styrian provincial 
store was established in September 1916, its task to regulate the purchase of all 
the food products that were not in the jurisdiction of the Agency for Wartime 
Grain Traffic in Graz. In addition, the Styrian branch office established an advi-
sory committee for the supply of the population with cereal and cereal prod-
ucts, as well as a food advisory committee which became operational in January 
1917. The formation of these offices was the first attempt at decentralising the 
supply, although no one even thought about the possibility of the state releas-
ing the matter from its hands. The state continued to introduce various restric-
tions on food consumption, and, as reported by the Straža newspaper, often 
confiscated lard and animal products.59 Slovenian farmers became increasingly 
suspicious of the state, believing it was exploiting them. They, on the one hand, 
made sure the state received their crops, while, on the other hand, they were at 

56 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 167/1915; 
"Uporaba kruha in moke za prihodnje leto (Use of bread and flour in the year ahead)", Straža news-
paper, 25 June 1915, No. 50: 4; "Uporaba novega žita in moke (Use of new cereal and flour)", Straža 
newspaper, 2 July 1915, No. 52: 1–2.

57 "Promet z žitom in mlinskimi izdelki (Traffic in cereal and mill products)", Straža newspaper, 27 
August 1915, No. 68: 4; "Semenska žita (Seed cereal)", Straža newspaper, 30 August 1915, No. 69, Year 
7: 3; "Popisovanje zalog žita, moke, fižola (Inventory of cereal, flour and bean stocks)", Straža newspa-
per, 27 September 1915, No. 77: 3; "Pomoč pri pomanjkanju jajc, mleka in krompirja (Assistance in the 
lack of eggs, milk and potatoes)", Straža newspaper, 29 October 1915, No. 86: 2; "Zasega krompirja in 
jajc v mariborskem okraju (Seizure of potatoes and eggs in the Maribor district)", Slovenski gospodar 
newspaper, 2 November 1915, No. 87: 1–2; "Podružnica vojno žitno prometnega zavoda v Gradcu 
(Branch Office of the Agency for Wartime Grain Traffic in Graz)", Straža newspaper, 5 October 1915, 
No. 88: 1–2.

58 "Podružnica vojno žitno prometnega zavoda v Gradcu (Branch Office of the Agency for Wartime 
Grain Traffic in Graz)", Straža newspaper, 5 October 1915, No. 88: 1–2.

59 "Najvišje cene za špeh in svinjsko mast (Highest prices of bacon and lard)", Straža newspaper, 7 
January 1916, No. 2: 4; "Cene za drobovino (Price of offal)", Straža newspaper, 14 January 1916, No. 4: 
5; National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 15/1916.
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a disadvantage compared to the urban population which was mostly of Ger-
man origin. During the war, the Austrian half of the Monarchy started discus-
sions on the Monarchy's transformation after the end of the war. As reported 
by Dr. Karel Verstovšek, Slovenians in the Maribor district were excluded from 
these discussions, which explains the growing dissatisfaction among the Slove-
nian population and its distrust of the state.60 On the Emperor's order, an Office 
for Human Consumption was established in November 1916. The Office, as an 
umbrella organisation, regulated the supply of the population either directly 
or indirectly, and fulfilled government orders in this respect. In this way, the 
state avoided complications regarding the competence of invididual ministries 
which, in the previous years, had to monitor government orders in the field of 
food supply.61 Also at that time, a special municipal advisory supply committee 
was already in operation in the city municipality. It supplied the town and the 
surrounding population with cereal, potatoes, flour and other food. From the 
beginning of the war, it purchased a total of 352 wagons of food in the value of 
1,815,000 crowns. Due to the long duration of the war, the need for food esca-
lated and the Municipality of Maribor granted a subsidy to the advisory com-
mittee and allocated money to it from the city budget.62 Despite assistance in 
supply, farmers became highly suspicious of various state offices, as they only 
saw them as additional state and municipal exploitative elements. "/…/ The 
bureaucratic apparatus governing the farming people is foreign. Every day, a 
bag of paragraphs is thrown on a cold barn where cereal is stored." Farmers felt 
that the bureaucrats knew nothing of farming and issued new orders on a daily 
basis on how fast and what to sow. Should farmers fail to meet the required 
'norm', they were labelled as lazy and threatened with the dispossession of 
land. "/…/ What can a young man do, if he has been riding Latin for eight years 
and threshing law for four years, if he knows nothing of a farming work plan, 
/…/, the speed of oxen and the threshing order on a farm."63 It was becoming 

60 "Nemški Nationalverband (German Nationalverband)", Straža newspaper, 24 January 1916, No. 7: 
1; "Program nemškega Nationalverbanda (German Nationalverband programme)", Straža news-
paper, 11 February 1916, No. 12: 1–2; "Narodna in deželna samouprava (National and provincial 
self-government)", Straža newspaper, 20 March 1916, No. 23: 2; "Kaj pa mi Slovenci (What about us 
Slovenians)", Straža newspaper, 27 March 1916, No. 25: 1–2.

61 National Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 383/1916; National 
Code of Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 401/1916; National Code of 
Kingdoms and Provinces represented in the National Assembly, No. 402/1916. Regarding the establish-
ment of food and supply offices see: Himmelreich, Namesto žemlje črni kruh, 37–38.

62 PAM, Municipality of Maribor Fund, box 49, Meeting of the City Council of the Municipality of 
Maribor, 29 March 1916.

63 "Uradi in kmet (Offices and farmers)", Straža newspaper, 6 November 1916, No. 89: 2; "Razlike med 
trgovci in obrtniki v mestih in na kmetih (Differences between merchants and craftsmen in towns 
and on farms)", Straža newspaper, 13 November 1916, No. 91: 2, "Nekaj o enakopravnosti (Something 
on equality)", Straža newspaper, 11 December 1916, No. 99: 2.
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increasingly obvious that Slovenian farmers were tired of the war, the state and 
its officials. It was thus not surprising that, in 1917/18, they became receptive 
to the ideas of Yugoslavism and saw solutions to their situation in the establish-
ment of a new State of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs.64 

Gregor Jenuš

GOSPODARSKA PODOBA MARIBORA IN NJEGOVE OKOLICE  
V PRVI SVETOVNI VOJNI

POVZETEK

Avstro-Ogrska je v prvo svetovno vojno stopila nepripravljena. Pred pričetkom 
vonje namreč ni poskrbela za preoblikovanje gospodarstva ter si zagotovila 
zadostne količine zalog hrane, ki bi omogočile normalno preskrbo tako voja-
kov kot tudi civilnega prebivalstva. Prva svetovna vojna je namreč spremenila 
dotedanje razumevanje vojskovanja, s tem ko se je spremenila v totalno vojno, 
ki je neposredno prizadela tudi prebivalstvo, ki je bilo od bojišč oddaljeno 
več sto kilometrov. V najkrajšem možnem času je zato morala država poskr-
beti za reorganizacijo svojega gospodarstva, kar pa se je v kmetijstvu izkazalo 
za izjemno težko. Mesto Maribor in njegova okolica sta pred pričetkom prve 
svetovne vojne imela značaj ruralnega področja, ki, če izvzamemo obrate Južne 
državne železnice, ni izstopalo z industrijsko proizvodnjo. Ravno zato pa je bilo 
preoblikovanje gospodarstva v vojno gospodarstvo na mariborskem območju 
izjemno težavno. Mariborski ali kar slovenski kmet se je namreč znašel v sit-
uaciji, ko je moral zagotoviti prehrano in oskrbo tako mesta, vojske, kot tudi 
lastnih družin. Ker pa pred vojno mehanizacija na področju kmetijstva ni 
dosegla visoke stopnje in tudi niso uvajali novih, uspešnejših kultur z večjim 

64 "Naše zahteve (Our requirements)", Straža newspaper, 23 February 1917, No. 16: 1–2; "Deželna 
avtonomija (Provincial autonomy)", Straža newspaper, 26 February 1917, No. 17: 1–2; "Slovensko 
spodještajerstvo na Štajerskem (Slovenian Lower Styrianism in Styria)", Straža newspaper, 5 March 
1917, No. 19: 1–2.
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hektarskim donosom, so bili kmetje v težavnem položaju. Oskrba mesta Mari-
bor in njegove širše okolice je bila tako sprva skoraj popolnoma odvisna od 
državne pomoči. Država je sicer razmeroma hitro pričela z uvajanjem zakon-
skih določb, ki so z omejevanjem porabe in zaplembami poskušale preprečiti 
pomanjkanje, a je bila pri teh ukrepih le malo uspešna. Razmeroma hitro je bil 
tako kmet postavljen v položaj, ko je hrano sicer pridelal, a mu je bila zaradi 
potreb vojske in mest odvzeta. Njegov dnevni obrok je bil tako zmanjšan na 
le nekaj sto gramov žita na dan. Če pomislimo, da kmečki jedilnik praktično 
ni vseboval mesa in da je bila prehrana kmetov skoraj izključno sestavljena iz 
žita, stročnic in krompirja, je vprašanje, ki so ga kmetje zastavljali vladi, kako 
naj težko fizično delajo na poljih s tako slabo prehrano, upravičeno. Nelagodje 
in trenja med prebivalstvom pa so povečevale tudi razlike in seveda človeška 
zavist. Kmetje so v mestnem prebivalstvu videli izkoriščevalce kmečkega stanu, 
saj je bilo slednje pri dobavi živil vedno na prvem mestu. Mestno prebivalstvo 
pa ni razumelo, zakaj se je prebivalstvo ruralnega zaledja toliko pritoževalo, ko 
pa so bili ravno kmetje tisti, ki so hrano pridelovali in bi je zato morali imeti 
na pretek. V teh okoliščinah je tako vse pogosteje prihajalo do trenj in celo 
fizičnih obračunov, ki se vsaj v prvih letih vojne niso dogajali zaradi nacional-
nih razlik in dejstva, da je bilo mestno prebivalstvo večinoma nemško, kmečko 
pa slovensko. Trenja so se pojavljala zaradi boja za preživetje. Kljub vsemu so 
poskusi slovenskih narodnih buditeljev o ustanovitvi lastne države s trajanjem 
vojne tudi pri mariborskem kmetu padle na plodovita tla. Kmetje so namreč v 
avstrijskem birokratskem sistemu videli izkoriščevalca njihovega trdega dela, 
zato ne preseneča, da se je s koncem vojne vse več kmetov navduševalo nad 
samoodločbo slovenskega naroda. 
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When focusing on the urbanistic image of Murska Sobota, one cannot overlook 
the fact that until 1919 the image of this regional centre was shaped by a group 
of Hungarian architects, who mostly built or renovated buildings in the neohi-
storical styles (historicism, Neoclassicism, Neo-Baroque and secession prevail). 
In the interwar period1 the town was enriched by a few town houses designed 
by a local, Franc (Feri) Novak, born in Murska Sobota in 1906. He continued 
his work after the war until his premature demise in 1959. In the time before 
the war he had already begun planning an urbanistic design of the town, which 
at that time appeared quite scattered, particularly so since no market centre 
or mediaeval centre had been formed. He set the goal to first build a core with 
a starting point, from which the town would spread to the south and east to 
the outskirts in the fields and meadows. Due to the marshy composition of the 
soil, expansion towards the north was not possible.2 Thus in 1937, following 
Novak's plans, the town or Szapáry park was reorganised, the tree-lined lane 
was planted anew, a walkway was set up, a three-storeyed workmen's home 
was built, which, together with the erection of the victory monument on Trg 
zmage [Victory Square] (former Glavni trg [Main Square] or Trg kneza Koclja 
[Prince Kocelj's Square]) in 1945, contributed substantially to the physiognomy 
of the new town core. Around the victory monument new functional buildings 
(apartment and office buildings) were raised after World War II.3 In 1966 the 
urbanistic plan of Murska Sobota was adopted and construction was carried 
out by the local Projektivni biro [Design Bureau]. From then on buildings were 
constructed in the broader area in accordance with the needs for new apart-
ment units, shops, industrial facilities.4 Projektivni biro or Mestni projektivni 
biro [Town Design Bureau] was established in the summer of 19535 and from 

1 More detailed information on the new buildings: Borut Brumen, Na robu zgodovine in spomina: 
urbana kultura Murske Sobote med letoma 1919 in 1941 [At the Edge of History and Memory: Urban 
Culture of Murska Sobota between 1919 and 1941] (Murska Sobota, 1995).

2 Franc Obal, "Razvoj prekmurskega stavbarstva in arhitekture v 20. stoletju" [Development of 
Prekmurian Construction and Architecture in the 20th Century], v: Prekmurje na obrobju ali v stičišču 
evropskih komunikacij, zbornik referatov z znanstvene konference ob 80. obletnici priključitve 
Prekmurja k Sloveniji, Murska Sobota, 9. do 11. september 1999 (Zbornik soboškega muzeja. Posebna 
izdaja) (Murska Sobota, 2000), 203 (hereinafter: Obal, "Razvoj prekmurskega stavbarstva").

3 Ibidem.
4 Ibidem, 204. 
5 "Mestni projektivni biro, Murska Sobota (Trg zmage). Naloge ustanove so: Projektiranje, sestava 

potrebnega elaborata za vse gradbene objekte nizkih in visokih gradb. Ustanovitelj: LO mestne občine 
Murska Sobota, odločba št. 1623/1-53 z dne 1. VII. 1953." Uradni list Ljudske republike Slovenije za leto 
1953 (Ljubljana, 1953). Register ustanov s samostojnim finansiranjem, 270) [Mestni projektivni biro, 
Murska Sobota (Trg zmage). The institution's tasks are: Designing, compiling the necessary report for 
all construction facilities of low and tall buildings. Founder: Local Committee of the Municipality of 
Murska Sobota, Decision No. 1623/1-53 as of 1st July 1953. Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia 
for 1953. Register of Institutions with Independent Financing, 270)]. Accessible at: http://www.sis-
tory.si/publikacije/prenos/?urn=SISTORY:ID:664#page=647.
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then on designed all the new buildings in Murska Sobota and beyond. 
On today's Slovenska ulica [Slovene Street] (once Titova ulica [Tito's Stre-

et]) buildings were raised that reflect functionalist monumentalism, which flirts 
with the ideology of socialist realism and the oversized look that "killed" the 
horizontal image of the streets of Murska Sobota.6 Postwar construction ended 
this with a rather "sleepy" image of the town, with the tallest buildings having 
no more than a couple of storeys. The roadside type of construction was pre-
served, but ended the idyllic standard provincial construction with elements of 
historicism. By 1972 a core was finally formed around the victory monument 
with the construction of Dom tehnike [Home of Technology] and a shopping 
centre following the plans of architect Vlado Goldinski.7 After the attainment 
of independence, with the adoption of a town-planning scheme for the nar-
rower town centre between the streets Kocljeva ulica and Slomškova ulica and 
Trg zmage in 1997, construction in Murska Sobota continues. New buildings 
and an expansion of the industrial zone at the outskirts of town prevail.8 

As the central spot of the urbanistic development of Murska Sobota, Trg 
zmage with its monument of the same name (victory monument) is a materi-
alised consequence of the arrival of the Red Army soldiers (from the left wing 
of the Third Ukrainian front9) and their liberation of Prekmurje. It was built in 
1945. It probably would not have been built in 1948 (conflict with the Infor-
mation Bureau), however, the government did adopt Zakon o varstvu kulturnih 
spomenikov in prirodnih znamenitosti [Protection of Cultural Monuments and 
Natural Heritage Act] in 1948. This was followed by the establishment of local 
and regional museums (in Murska Sobota the latter found its location in a castle 
opposite the victory monument) and institutes for the protection of immovable 
heritage.10 In 1956 Murska Sobota held a conference of Slovene conservators, at 
which they discussed the cultural and historical image of monuments from the 
point of view of archaeology, ethnology, art and architectonics. The discourse 
also included technical monuments and monuments of NOB [National Libera-
tion Struggle] (to which belong two of the most striking ones: the monument to 

6 Obal, "Razvoj prekmurskega stavbarstva", 203. 
7 Ibidem, 205.
8 Ibidem, 209.
9 More on the Ukrainian Front: Marjan Žnidarič, "Partizanske enote in zavezniki v severovzhodni 

Sloveniji v zadnjih mesecih vojne" [Partisan Units and Allies in North-East Slovenia in the Last Few 
Months of the War], Časopis za zgodovino in narodopisje 34 (2005): 344.

10 Irena Šavel, "Prekmurska kulturna dediščina in njeno mesto v razvoju regije" [Prekmurian Cultural 
Heritage and Its Place in the Development of the Region], v: Prekmurje na obrobju ali v stičišču evrop-
skih komunikacij, zbornik referatov z znanstvene konference ob 80. obletnici priključitve Prekmurja 
k Sloveniji, Murska Sobota, 9. do 11. september 1999 (Zbornik soboškega muzeja. Posebna izdaja) 
(Murska Sobota, 2000), 217.
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Štefan Kovač and the victory monument), as well as natural monuments.11

A direct consequence of the arrival of Russian soldiers to Prekmurje or to 
Murska Sobota on 3rd April 1945 (liberation of Murska Sobota) and of Soviet 
Union as the great victor was the establishment of authority. At the municipal 
level this meant that after Ferdinand Hartner the position of Commander of 
Murska Sobota was given in just two months' time – from April to mid-May – 
to the Red Army Major, Fedor Barsukov, who was succeeded by the following 
year by the tinsmith Karel Jug (followed by the sociopolitical worker and tea-
cher Jožef Velnar, and between 1948 and 1951 by the construction worker 
Jože Kološa).12 Another, more meaningful consequence of the arrival of Red 
Army soldiers was reflected in the sphere of the cultural everyday: assembli-
es, cultural events, work and humanitarian campaigns took place one after 
another. Invitations to these and newspaper reports on them were published 
daily… The symbolism of the arrival of the Red Army culminated in the summer, 
three months after the liberation of Slovenia, with a solemn unveiling of the 
victory monument on 12th August 1945. The inhabitants of Murska Sobota or of 
Prekmurje repaid the Soviet victims in their typical way – with a monumental 
monument.13 A coincidence or a kind of symbolic message is also reflected in 
the date of the erection of the victory monument: the solemn unveiling also 
marks the passing of 26 years since the occupation of Prekmurje in 1919 by the 
Yugoslav army. 

 This was a time of inclusion in postwar life14, of many work campaigns 
(which did not stop over the years) and preparations for elections to the con-
stituent assembly on 11th November 1945.15 This was also the time for the first 
analyses on the merits of individuals for liberating Prekmurje and the accusa-
tion of collaborators with the occupier. It was only in January 1945 that the 
sole Prekmurian army formation, Prekmurska četa [Prekmurian corps], was 
founded, whose fighters participated in the final operations together with the 
Red Army members. Inhabitants along the Mura River did not exactly favour 
the Russian liberators, which is why the euphoria during the unveiling of the 
monument on Trg zmage was most likely insincere, even though until 1948 

11 Ibidem, 216. 
12 Soboške novine, January 2010, 8.
13 Metka Fujs, "Osvoboditev ali okupacija, Madžari, Vendi ali Slovenci" [Liberation or Occupation, the 

Hungarians, the Wends or the Slovenes], v: Katalog stalne razstave, Pokrajinski muzej Murska Sobota 
(Murska Sobota, 1997), 306.

14 More detailed information on the postwar renovation: Metka Fujs, "Obnova v Prekmurju" [Renovation 
in Prekmurje], v: Zbornik soboškega muzeja 2 (Murska Sobota, 1992).

15 More detailed information on the elections: Martin Šteiner, "Volitve v konstituanto 11. 11. 1945 v 
Prekmurju" [Elections to the Constituency on 11th November 1945 in Prekmurje], v: Zbornik soboškega 
muzeja 4 (Murska Sobota, 1995) (hereinafter: Šteiner, "Volitve" [Elections]).
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the politics and the renovation of the town and landscape did not give up on 
Stalin's legacy.

The victory monument is a standard monument, typical of all of Eastern 
Europe. The design of the monument is the work of a Russian architect, a mili-
tary engineer in fact, Jurij Arončik, while the bronze statues, 2 metres and 40 cm 
in height, were the work of Slovenes. The Red Army soldier was created by Boris 
Kalin, while the partisan was done by his younger brother Zdenko. The monu-
ment measures 17 metres in height16 and is topped by a bronze star – a symbol 
under which and for which the soldiers fought. The two cannons are the attri-
butes that define the monument as a military one. There is also the Russian T 34 
tank and the firm posture of the two soldiers guarding an imaginary entrance to 
a tomb. As Robert Inhof writes from a cultural and artistic point of view, every 
monument has its destiny and the victory monument is no exception.17 It should 

16 The exact height is: 17.35 metres; Franc Kuzmič, Kronologija Murske Sobote od 1255 do 2008 
[Chronology of Murska Sobota from 1255 to 2008] (hereinafter: Kuzmič, Kronologija); http://www.
pok-muzej-ms.si/?jezik=slo&vsebina=dok&id=173. 

17 Vestnik, 7th March 1996, 11. 

Erection of the vic-
tory monument in 
the summer of 1945 
(Pokrajinski muzej 
Murska Sobota. Kat-
alog stalne razstave 
[Regional Museum 
of Murska Sobota. 
Permanent Exhibition 
Catalogue] (Murska 
Sobota, 1997), 305)
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be mentioned that all of the construction work was headed by a local – architect 
Feri Novak and that the monument is covered with Italian Carrara marble.18

The unveiling of the monument was reported by several newspapers, all of 
which unanimously welcomed the solemn event and praised the Russian libe-
rators as Slavic brothers and allies: 

Last Sunday Prekmurje witnessed a grand manifestation: the unveiling of the 
Monument of Victory and Eternal Brotherhood. This mighty monument is an 
artistic work of contemporary sculpture. It stands on a large market in the centre 
of town. It was erected by the Slovene people in thanks to and memory of the 
fighters of the celebrated Red and Yugoslav Armies.19 

On the preserved photographs, taken on the day of the unveiling of the 
monument, at first glance do not show a crowd of people joining the cele-
bration; in the published news items representatives of the RA with the Sovi-
et Ambassador Sadčikov are mentioned above all.20 Unfortunately there is no 
mention of the two Slovenes – the Kalin brothers, who had created the statues 
of the Red Army soldier and the partisan… In a way this is to be expected of that 
time: encouraging notes on the victories of the local and allied army, reports 
on the final conflicts on the fronts, and solemn events all placed the obligatory 
accompanying phenomena of the manifestations in the forefront, which for 
years (and decades) after the war remained the dominant form of describing 
events in print. The reactions of the locals to the arrival of the Slavic allies were 
at first truly spontaneous and sincere, as were the reactions to the aforemen-
tioned unveiling in the newspapers and gazettes: "The speakers emphasised 
the eternal brotherhood of the Yugoslav and Soviet nations, while the people 
spontaneously cheered for both leaders of the heroic nations."21 By 1948 much 
ink had been spilled concerning the mutual affection between Stalin and Tito; 
the spirit of the mutual acknowledgment of the merits for liberation is also 
demonstrated by the fact that Marshal Tito was awarded the Order of Victo-
ry. Less than a month after the unveiling of the monument in Murska Sobota, 

18 Kuzmič, Kronologija.
19 "Kaj je novega? Odkritje Spomenika zmage in večnega bratstva v Murski Soboti" [What's New? 

Unveiling of the Monument of Victory and Eternal Brotherhood in Murska Sobota], Nova pot: vestnik 
OF celjskega okrožja [New Path: Gazette of the LF of the Celje District] (hereinafter: Nova pot), 17th 
August 1945, 2).

20 "In addition to the large crowd from the near and distant surroundings and from many places in 
Slovenia, this powerful manifestation was attended by representatives of the RA with the Soviet 
Ambassador Sadčikov, representatives of our army and of the central and Slovene government." 
Ibidem.

21 Ibidem.
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Ambassador Sadčikov thus awarded Tito with the highest Soviet decoration.22 
In four days' time, from 30th March to 4th April 1945, Prekmurje was libe-

rated in its entirety by the soldiers of the Red Army (arrival to Murska Sobota 
and Dolnja Lendava on the 3rd and 4th April, respectively), which was followed 
by the setting up of the command of the town itself and of the countryside; 
on 8th April 1945 a delegation of Slovenski narodnoosvobodilni svet [Slovene 
National Liberation Council] 23 arrived from Hungary and consequently started 
the publication of the newspaper Novi čas [A New Era]. The first issue of this 
daily newspaper was issued on 15th April 1945; the partisan and writer Ferdo 
Godina was appointed Editor. By 12th May 19 issues came out; it was printed 

22 "The Soviet Ambassador Sadčikov presented Marshal Tito with the highest Soviet decoration, 'The 
Order of Victory', with which he was decorated on 9th September by the Presidency of the Supreme 
Soviet of the USSR for exceptional merit in military operations of great proportions, which had con-
tributed to the victory of the United Nations over Hitlerite Germany." Nova pot, 12th October 1945, 4.

23 Metka Fujs, "Prekmurci v dvajsetem stoletju" [Prekmurje Slovenes in the 20th Century] v: Prekmurje na 
obrobju ali v stičišču evropskih komunikacij, zbornik referatov z znanstvene konference ob 80. oblet-
nici priključitve Prekmurja k Sloveniji, Murska Sobota, 9. do 11. september 1999 (Zbornik soboškega 
muzeja. Posebna izdaja) (Murska Sobota, 2000), 74.

Unveiling of the monument on 12th August 1945 (Pokrajinski muzej Murska Sobota. Katalog stalne 
razstave, 321)
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every other day at the Prekmurska tiskarna printing house24 and was the first 
Slovene daily newspaper after its liberation.25 In its introductory issue it also 
published an appeal "To Our Readers" in which the locals were asked to inform 
the editorial office of anything that supports and emphasises the support of 
the army and the liberation of the entire Slovene territory, and of "how the Red 
Army was welcomed…".26 In addition to general world news and news from the 
battlefields, the first issue mostly contained news on the mutual co-operation 
and friendship between the Soviet Union and Tito's Yugoslavia, and above all 
the local news on the liberation of Prekmurje by the Russian soldiers. Also pre-
sent are appeals for fighting for the liberation of other parts of Slovene territory 
with the support of the Red Army27 and the first emotional record of the burial 
of the Soviet soldier, Bazarov, in front of the Murska Sobota Castle.28 In the spi-
rit of the time and the liberation of Prekmurje such records and atmosphere 
was expected29; culture was to mostly serve the people; the new social reali-
ty was idealised; art placed emphasis on social realism.30 The general shortage 
did not supress mutual co-operation and humanitarian campaigns; barely two 

24 Prekmurska tiskarna began printing before the war; in April and May 1945 it printed day and night, 
even 14 hours straight. (Niki Brumen, "Tiskarne v Pomurju" [Printing Houses in the Pomurje Region], 
Kronika 9, No. 2 (1961): 85 (hereinafter: Brumen, "Tiskarne") .

25 Suzana Szabo Pahič, "Časopisje v Prekmurju 1941—1945" [Newspapers in Prekmurje 1941–1945], 
Časopis za zgodovino in narodopisje 19, No. 2 (1990): 227–228.

26 Novi čas: Glasilo Osvobodilne fronte za Štajersko in Prekmurje [A New Era: Bulletin of the Liberation 
Front for Štajerska and Prekmurje] (hereinafter: Novi čas), 15th April 1945, 3.

27 "Join our brigades that are marching under Tito, together with the brotherly Red Army, towards our 
Ljubljana, our Trieste!" Ibidem, 1.

28 "All of liberated Eastern Europe is scattered with the graves of Soviet heroes. Thus several Red Army 
soldiers have given their lives for the freedom of Prekmurje and on the morning of 12th April Murska 
Sobota laid an officer of the Red Army, Captain Bazarov, who fell in a battle against the Fascist con-
quers, to his final rest … /…/ The hero's body was carried to his grave in front of the Murska Sobota 
Castle by many citizens and the honorary corps of the Red Army and the Yugoslav Army. Before his 
burial, his comrade Captain Šitov said farewell to the fallen fighter and stated that Bazarov was a 
faithful son of the homeland to his very end and that together with the Red Army he had crossed 
a famous path from Stalingrad to Slovene towns. The Red Army did not stop at the borders of its 
homeland but continues to fight for the freedom of all the oppressed Slavic and other nations. The 
captain ended the speech by cheering Marshal Stalin, the Red Army, Soviet Union and the Bolshevik 
party, after which the band played the Soviet national anthem. As a representative of our army, Major 
Roman Pezdir said farewell to the fallen captain. He expressed his thanks to the fallen hero and the 
Red Army … The young girls of Murska Sobota showered the fallen hero's grave with flowers and the 
representatives of local authorities placed beautiful wreaths on it." Ibidem, 4)

29 An example of the reception of Russian soldiers in Brezovica: "The people from Brezovica pri Turnišču 
eagerly awaited the approaching liberating Red Army. When hearing that the Russians had come, the 
young and old, bearing Slovene and Soviet flags, gathered in front of the village. The arrival of the first 
Red Army soldiers, led by the female partisan, Atena, was welcomed by the people with loud cheers: 
Hail the Red Army! Hail Marshal Stalin! Hail Marshal Tito! At the centre of the village girls dressed in 
white welcomed the liberators with flowers and cheers." Ibidem.

30 Božo Repe, "Odnos do dogodkov ob koncu vojne v zavesti Slovencev" [The Attitude towards the 
Events at the End of the War in the Consciousness of Slovenes], Časopis za zgodovino in narodopisje 
34 (2005): 386.
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weeks after the arrival of the Red Army some 300 activists from the Murska 
Sobota district gathered in the hall of the Murska Sobota Castle on 17th April. 
This assembly was opened by the district secretary Ferdo Godina; it was also 
attended by members of the Slovene Anti-Fascist Women's League (SPŽZ) and 
the female assembly participants were also asked to "respond to the appeal 
of the Russian hospital and donate blood for the wounded Red Army soldiers 
in large numbers".31 The assembly ended in accordance with standard proto-
col with cheers for Marshal Tito, Marshal Stalin, the Yugoslav Army and the 
brotherly Red Army, and with the anthem Naprej, zastave Slave [Forward, Flags 
of Glory]...32 The appeal to attend a blood donor campaign was not the only 
one in those days and months; even before the mentioned assembly, the same 
newspaper published a report on the blood donor campaign for wounded Red 
Army soldiers, which had been attended by members and designees of the Mur-
ska Sobota OF [Liberation Front] town committee.33 In April the blood donor 
campaigns were truly attention-grabbing and whoever did not respond, despi-
te being in good health, was often frowned upon, which was noted down in 
newspapers, since the so-called Russian hospital in Murska Sobota asked the 
population to donate blood for wounded Soviet soldiers on a daily basis. A car-
penter, Franc Tot, lived on Grajska ulica street in Murska Sobota and was visited 
by a youth activist in April. The news in the newspaper describes his reaction to 
the visit thus: 

… the youth activist knocked on his door and asked: 'Comrade, will you donate 
blood?' The corpulent, strong carpenter, a Hungarian at heart, replied to her: 'I 
will donate next time' and went away. Carpenter Tot never hesitated when Hun-
garians needed help. Today we judge people by their actions, by their willingness 
to sacrifice, to help. Only such people belong in the Slovene community. There is 
no room for speculators or dodgers in our ranks.34

In the weeks following the arrival of the Red Army soldiers the locals of 
many villages prepared receptions in their honour, for instance in Bratonci, 
Črenšovci, Beltinci and Turnišče; in the latter even the nuns scatttered flowers 
on the road: 

31 Novi čas, 19th April 1945, 2.
32 Ibidem.
33 "Blood for wounded fighters: members and designees of the Murska Sobota OF [Liberation Front] 

town committee responded to the appeal for donating blood. After a medical examination every one 
of them gave blood in an amount that was appropriate for their physical strength, which will help the 
wounded Red Army fighters for our freedom. The Murska Sobota OF town committee has set a fine 
example. You should line up too!" Ibidem.

34 Novi čas, 21st April 1945, 3.
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In Črenšovci the villagers welcomed their liberators by cheering the Red Army 
and with flowers. An especially warm welcome took place in Turnišče, where the 
fluttering of numerous flags greeted the Red Army soldiers. The village girls and 
the Turnišče nuns scattered flowers on the road on which the liberating army was 
approaching. The enthusiasm grew further when the partisans came to town. In 
Beltinci as well people decorated streets and houses with Yugoslav and Soviet 
flags. The walls and fences were filled with welcome notes for the Red Army, Mar-
shal Stalin, Marshal Tito and the new Yugoslavia. In honour of the Red Army the 
villagers hosted a meeting.35 

How sincere these manifestations were one cannot judge from today's 
point of view nor in light of the events that followed in the months after the 
liberation of Slovene territory (postwar killings, staged judicial proceedings 
and, last but not least, the elections of 1945, when more of the people of Prek-
murje voted for the king than for the People's Front). At least for the first days 
and weeks after the arrival of the Russians it can be concluded that the reacti-
ons of the Prekmurje Slovenes were spontaneous, even among the ordained. 
Humanitarian campaigns should be pointed out, i.e. the regular supply of the 
soldiers or wounded. From the day the Red Army soldiers arrived and throug-
hout April it was mostly the youth that responded to the appeals of the authority 
and organised campaigns for gathering provisions (which for a region, whose 
rural population did not live in affluence even before the war, is praiseworthy) 
and donating blood. The girls and women of Murska Sobota thus started a food 
gathering campaign: 

The girls of Murska Sobota set in motion a campaign for wounded Red Army sol-
diers. They divided streets among them and in a few days collected 150 kg of 
flour, 100 eggs, 10 kg of lard, a great deal of pastry and more. On Saturday and 
Sunday they visited the wounded Red Army fighters and handed out 600 packets 
containing gifts. The Red Army soldiers, who were wounded and far from their 
homeland, fighting against criminal Fascism, were delighted with the visit and 
the gifts as though they were children. One of them told the youth activists: In all 
the eight years I have spent in the army I have never been as happy as I am now, 
living among my Yugoslav brothers.36 

The women of Murska Sobota visited the wounded soldiers at the town 
hospital daily: 

35 Novi čas, 17th April 1945, 2. 
36 Ibidem. 
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Slovene women and girls from Murska Sobota visit the Russian wounded at the 
hospital every day and bring them gifts. Even though most of the women are 
poor, they have prepared cakes, meat, fruit and tobacco for the wounded Red 
Army soldiers, and almost every one of them brought a bouquet of flowers.37 

The example of Murska Sobota spread to other villages: 

Prekmurian girls in the countryside are also visiting the wounded Red Army 
soldiers, giving them gifts and washing their clothes. For instance in Tešanovci, 
Bogojina, Moravci, and Mlajtinci. In this way the rural youth is expressing its grati-
tude and love towards the Red Army that had banished the occupier from our 
land…38 

Such campaigns are almost symbolically reminiscent of 1919, when rural 
women and girls saved chicken eggs and baked cakes in hope of the immi-
nent arrival of the then Yugoslav Army, which had eventually dragged on to the 
second half of the year. The reactions of the hospitalised Russian soldiers to the 
gifts of the local women were always emotional: "With tears in their eyes, the 
Red Army soldiers accepted the flowers; they felt as if their mothers, wives and 
girlfriends were bringing them."39 In Murska Sobota the mutual gratitude was 
also demonstrated by cultural and artistic events. On the evening of 19th April, 
artists of the Russian army group organised an event in front of the castle. They 
sang Russian songs and danced national dances. A newspaper wrote: 

The Red Army soldiers, who had brought us freedom and shed blood on our land, 
are gradually bringing to us their art, song, music, and film. We hope to also get 
to know the Soviet theatre, which has been world-renowned for over twenty 
years.40 

Whether the not exactly mass attendance at the event in front of the castle 
was a consequence of "poor weather" or the fact that the event took place 
on Thursday evening, one cannot deduce from what is written. However, the 
reporter did invite the readers to the next such event on Saturday and Sun-
day, respectively, and requested mass attendance – as is "proper for the Slove-
ne Murska Sobota".41 In other parts of Slovenia cultural events "with a Russian 

37 Novi čas, 21st April 1945, 2.
38 Ibidem.
39 Ibidem, 3. 
40 Ibidem, 4.
41 Ibidem. 
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tone" or repertoire came to life later on (Soviet feature films or documentary 
films in cinemas) and perhaps were not particularly suited for the deeply reli-
gious inhabitants along the Mura River. Yet it must be understood that these 
events took place not only as a demonstration of military superiority but also 
as an expression of gratitude to the local men and women, who took care of 
their soldiers. 

With 1st May, Labour Day, the manifestations gained new momentum. In 
speeches and newspaper reports the diction stays the same: the brotherly Red 
Army, singing of the Soviet anthem, followed by the Slovene one, i.e. Hej, Slova-
ni! [Hey, Slavs!] (if one is to believe the sequence of events on 1st May in Murska 
Sobota, it is quite revealing), cheers for Stalin, Tito, Yugoslavia etc.42 The role 
of central speaker on Victory Day (9th May 1945) was, of course, given to the 
town's commander, comrade Major Barsukov, who was given a roaring wel-
come and showered with flowers…43 The newspaper Novi čas published a full-
-page article on 1st May on the celebration in Bogojina in honour of the fourth 
anniversary of the Liberation Front on 29th April 1945. The number of people 
that actually gathered at this and other manifestations can be guessed. Reports 
rarely give us any numbers but it can be deduced that several hundred or even 
thousands gathered, as, for example, at the celebration in Bogojina: 

On the 29th of this month, Bogojina witnessed a grand holiday. Despite cloudy 
weather thousands and thousands of people gathered to celebrate the liberation 
of Prekmurje and the fourth anniversary of the Liberation Front…44 

Although the attendance at such events was "compulsory", it was proba-
bly spontaneous in the first few months; it is not known, however, whether 
the poem by Igo Gruden, Pozdrav krasnoarmejcem [Salute to the Red Army 

42 "At the end of the strong words from the speaker those who had gathered poured out their emotions 
and demonstrated for our army and for the brotherly Red Army. The 1st May assembly ended with 
singing of the Soviet and Yugoslav anthems, after which the youth activitsts formed a procession and, 
with a crowd of the inhabitants of Murska Sobota, headed towards the Soviet town command, where 
they continued to demonstrate for the Red Army and showered its representatives with flowers and 
cheers. They locked arms with them and led them through the streets. For long after that the song of 
the youth activists, which echoed the unforgettable 1st May celebration, could be heard among the 
beautifully decorated houses of Murska Sobota." Novi čas, 2nd May 1945. 

43 "The people's assembly in Murska Sobota on Victory Day: The town's commander, comrade Major 
Barsukov, who was greeted enthusiastically, spoke on behalf of the Red Army and in his speech 
remembered the fallen heroes – the Red Army soldiers and the Yugoslavs. /…/ He concluded his 
speech with cheers for the Red Army, Marshal Stalin, Yugoslavia and its leader, Marshal Tito. With 
tears in their eyes, the crowd showered the speaker with flowers and loudly demonstrated for the 
famous Red Army." Novi čas, 10th May 1945, 4.

44 Novi čas, 1st May 1945, 3–4.
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Soldiers]45, was created spontaneously as in those days and months he had 
composed quite a few poems on order.46

In the second half of 1945 the population showed ambivalence in its atti-
tude towards the Russian liberators; unlike Murska Sobota, with time the peo-
ple of Goričko favoured them less and less. In the spring the attitude towards 
Russian soldiers was the same as elsewhere in Prekmurje. In Gornji Petrovci the 
villagers prepared milk, eggs (meat was in short supply and eggs were a repla-
cement source of protein) and other food for the Russian hospital and the Red 
Cross on a daily basis. In Šulinci, which had only eighty houses, they collected 
40 litres of milk and 200 eggs per day.47 It was similar in Gornja Lendava (today: 
Grad), where, in addition to milk and eggs, the wounded were supplied with 
sorrel, onion, sauerkraut and wine. They donated around 75 pillows, sheets and 
other bed linen, over 100 plates, some 90 coffee cups and just as many glasses.48 
It was similar in Mala Polana.49 If the news published in the local newspapers at 
the beginning of April report daily on the sincere, voluntary campaigns of the 
locals, in this piece of news from May one already detects the phrase "Russian 
command" and a potential departure from the demands of the current autho-
rity, the Murska Sobota town Soviet command: 

… in that time we executed everything that the Russian command had demand-
ed of us. We have executed the preparation for the mobilisation to the Yugoslav 
Army, a population census, raised money for a printing fund…50 

It is precisely in Gornja Lendava that to this day the memory of the woun-
ded or ill Red Army soldiers, who were also stationed in the mighty castle, has 
been preserved in a more negative than positive way. A hospital was set up in 
the castle but was not heated, which is why the stationed soldiers kept themsel-
ves warm in the cold April weather by burning the parquet floor in the baroque 
fireplaces and clay ovens…51 Perhaps as the result of being tired of constantly 
being denied and of wanting to establish a local, Slovene authority as quic-
kly as possible, the locals dared to express their dissatisfaction aloud, with the 

45 "Salute to the Red Army soldiers. The Red Army soldiers, the borderless people of the world, we have 
followed the song of your steps…". Ibidem, 4.

46 http://users.volja.net/agruden/igo_z.htm.
47 Novi čas, 25th April 1945, 2.
48 Novi čas, 6th May 1945, 2. 
49 "The youth of Mala Polana collected 210 eggs, 2 kg of lard, 2 kg of sugar and 10 kg of flour for the 

wounded. /…/ In Cankova, Korovci and Krašči the female youth activists collected 300 eggs, 60 kg of 
flour, 7 kg of lard and 6 kg of fruit slices for the wounded Red Army soldiers." Novi čas, 23rd April 1945, 
2. 

50 Novi čas, 6th May 1945, 2.
51 http://www.pomurje.si/turizem/znamenitosti/grad-na-gorickem/.
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support of the local clergy, which did not favour the "bolshevist newcomers".52 
At the time of the pre-election assemblies in October 1945 a candidate and 
writer, Miško Kranjec, made an appearance in Bodonci. During his appearan-
ce the locals also raised the issue of the black market or "white money" (pen-
gőji in Hungarian), with which the Red Army, and later on the Yugoslav Army, 
paid the people but who could then not exchange it. Moreover, a social welfare 
clerk informed them that 5000 Bosnian children – war orphans were coming 
to Prekmurje. The gathered people were, however, prepared to look after these 
children and adopt them, despite the fact that they amounted to 5% of the 
population of Prekmurje. A false theory spread through a part of the popula-
tion stating that in exchange for accepting these orphans the same number of 
children from Prekmurje would leave for Russia!53 

Poročevalec, Napredek, and Volilni vestnik [Reporter, Progress, and Election 
Gazette] are newspapers which were issued in Prekmurje for a brief time in the 
spring and summer of 194554, until Ljudski glas [Voice of the People] (today's 
Vestnik [Gazette]) began coming out in 1949. In the interim period, from the 
final issue of Novi čas to the publication of the first issue of Ljudski glas in 1949, 
the informing of Prekmurian readers was left to other, central Slovene newspa-
pers, in part because on 6th May 1945 the bank Prekmurska banka was liqui-
dated55, and consequently so was the printing house Prekmurska tiskarna in 
Murska Sobota on 4th december 1946.56 With 1949, when Ljudski glas – the 
gazette of the Liberation Front of the Mura Region also began publication 
(until 1952, when it was renamed Obmurski tednik [The Mura Weekly], and 
later Vestnik) – the so-called socialist construction of a new narrower and bro-
ader homeland begins. Therefore the most important informative role in this 
period is, in addition to radio, held by the local newspapers. Since newspapers 
in the period from the beginning to the end of World War II comprised printed 

52 Martin Šteiner, "Prekmurje pod rdečo zvezdo" [Prekmurje under the Red Star], v: Katalog stalne raz-
stave, Pokrajinski muzej Murska Sobota (Murska Sobota, 1997), 322.

53 Šteiner, "Volitve" [Elections], 119–120, 124.
54 Brumen, "Tiskarne": 92.
55 "ORDINANCE of the Delegation of the Presidency of the Slovene National Liberation Council (SNOS) 

on the liquidation of Prekmurska banka d. d. in Murska Sobota (Muraszombati Takarékpénztár r. t.). 
Article 1 As of the date of this Ordinance the liquidation of Prekmurska banka d. d. in Murska Sobota 
(Muraszombati takarékpénztár r. t.) is ordered. Article 2 Appointed as liquidator is the subsidiary of 
Denarni zavod Slovenije in Murska Sobota, which takes over all the property of Prekmurska banka d. d. 
and the guarantee for the liabilities of Prekmurska banka d. d. up to the amount of the assets. Article 3 
The creditors of Prekmurska banka d. d. are asked to report their claims to the liquidator by 1st June 1945 
at the premises of the subsidiary of Denarni zavod Slovenije in Murska Sobota, Aleksandrova cesta street 
(the premises of the former Prekmurska banka d. d.), as after this date the liquidator will not be accept-
ing any more guarantees. Article 4 All debtors must settle their obligations or arrange for the payment 
of the same by 1st June 1945. Murska Sobota, 6th May 1945. For the Delegation of the Presidency of the 
Slovene National Liberation Council. Secretary: Vlado Krivic." Novi čas, 9th May 1945, 4.

56 Brumen, "Tiskarne": 85.
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The cover of the weekly newspaper Ljudski glas with the victory monument (25th February 1949)
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matter from the Hungarian occupier (the first and the leading one was Muraz-
sombat es Vidéke), the national liberation printed matter, such as Novi čas and 
Ljudski glas, was that much more influential, for there was practically no natio-
nally awakening printed matter during the occupation in Prekmurje, with the 
exception of a few leaflets that were copied and disseminated in August 1941 
by Štefan Kovač and his activist colleagues, yet even these leaflets called for the 
support of the Red Army and Stalin57. 

The town park with its monument was a "meeting point" in the postwar 
years, a genuine "Treffpunkt", particularly during the compulsory national cele-
brations. It was an available space, it was near as regards location, and it was in 
the centre of town. The invitations published in the weekly newspaper Ljudski 
glas attest to this: for every 1st May celebration, arrival of Tito's relay, Republic 
Day or Army Day etc. the place of the event or the gathering place for the visi-
tors is either the town park or the victory monument (Trg zmage). The cover of 
the weekly with a simple drawing of the victory monument in the upper left-
-hand corner is meaningful as well. 

 In December 1949, as a result of rejecting everything that is reminiscent of 
Stalin or due to the conflict with the Information Bureau, the accompanying 
logotype with the poplars and the victory monument was replaced by a star 
over the Triglav mountain, rising proudly over the Adriatic Sea; in 1950 the star 
was given a red colour. Due to the conflict with the Soviets, Stalin's image was 
removed from the victory monument.  

On the cover of the newspaper Ljudski glas of 5th September 1952 a photo-
graph of the victory monument was published (newspaper photographs were 
rare at the time).

The postwar Murska Sobota, as all other larger towns in that time, witnes-
sed an accelerated industrial development, which caused more and more wor-
kforce to move there. Architecture also adapted to the new circumstances and 
is often described by laymen as monotonous socialist architecture. In the town 
core elegant blocks of flats, only a few storeys high, were being constructed; 
through the decades the building of modern blocks of flats spread to the out-
skirts of the town. At this point the so-called socialist architecture is interesting 
with regard to its tourism potential; such a project was supported in Velenje, 
which is known for its ten-metre sculpture of Josip Broz Tito. It was unveiled in 
1974 and is part of the cultural and historical heritage of the town; after all, it is 
the greatest or tallest monument to Tito in the world. 

Since the victory monument of Murska Sobota is (was) the central spot 

57 Ferdo Godina, Prekmurje 1941–1945. Prispevki k zgodovini NOB [Prekmurje 1941–1945. 
Contributions to the History of the National Liberation Struggle] (Murska Sobota, 1980), 70–75.
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of the town park, the authorities also endeavoured to keep the park nice and 
orderly. Thus during the "Week of Flowers and Greenery" in September 1959 
the inhabitants were asked to clean the public and private areas, roads and dit-
ches, and especially pointed out Trg zmage, where "weeds were in abundance".58 
There are often conflicting opinions among the public regarding the point of 
preserving the victory monument, seeing how after the fall of the Iron Curtain 
many countries of the former Eastern Bloc vehemently tore down any memori-
als celebrating the Red Army, Russian soldiers and the former rulers. The unen-
ding discourse on the attempts to revise and "erase" historical events, which 

58 Ljudski glas, 13th July 1950.

The monument originally included Stalin's image, which was taken down demonstratively during the 
conflict with the Information Bureau (Pokrajinski muzej Murska Sobota. Katalog stalne razstave, 322)
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Ljudski glas (22nd 
December 1949) and 
Ljudski glas (27th April 
1950)
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due to Stalinism has given an unfairly negative image to the fallen Russian sol-
diers during World War II, was also expressed in Murska Sobota after its inde-
pendence in the recurrent desecration of this Murska Sobota monument (graf-
fiti, overturning of one of the cannons etc.). One can often read or hear in the 
media that this monument (the so-called Red Army Soldier and the Partisan) 
does not belong in the town core with the park and the neighbouring buildin-
gs from earlier periods (Regional Museum, Evangelican church, the Dobray or 
Zvezda Hotel…). The static nature of the monument is often described with the 
words "it sticks out" or "it boasts"… This belittles the nearly 800 fallen Russian 
soldiers who took part in the final battles for the liberation of Prekmurje and of 
whom 521 were buried in the Murska Sobota cemetery. 

Even in the new millennium Trg zmage remains a frequent gathering place 
of passers-by; various cultural and entertaining events are held in the nearby 
park, as the square is seen as a good orientation spot when strolling through 

Ljudski glas (5th September 1952)
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the town. The monument is not the only "relic of the past" from Communi-
sm or the more society-friendly Socialism; with new approaches many of the 
monuments and buildings of Murska Sobota from the time of Socialism can be 
objectively and attractively included in the tourism offer. Even if such represen-
tation is not planned, visitors can hardly avoid an encounter with the monu-
ment on Trg zmage. The change of system thus brought about the desired fre-
edom of expression, which in the case of the naming of streets and squares 
in the new country often turned to conflicts between contradictory political 
or party connotations. Thus in the years after the attainment of independence 
hooligans desecrated the monument on several occasions and expressed their 
"artistic talent" with swastikas and choice inscriptions; they showed special 
engagement in January 2002, when they overturned one of the cannons on 
the monument on Trg zmage off its high marble pedestal. Workers from the 
Murska Sobota unit of the electrical company Elektro Maribor had their hands 
full by using a special lift to place the overturned cannon back on its pedestal.59 
After 1991 the central part of the town, with its park and Trg zmage, became 
(remained) the place for organised fairs with a broad tourism offer. The cen-
tral events are round number anniversaries and celebrations concerning nati-
onality or the European Union, but most of all events with a broad catering 
offer, such as outdoor New Year's Eve parties, St Nicholas celebrations, Trejzino 
senje [St Theresa's Fair], the June Soboški dnevi [Murska Sobota's Days] (which 
coincide with a national holiday), Bogračiada [Bograč Fest]… Perhaps the most 
meaningful memory and warning of the war horrors and the days following the 
arrival of the Red Army soldiers to Murska Sobota so far has been the peace rally 
against the war in Iraq, which was organised by the students of Prekmurian 
secondary schools under the auspices of Dijaška organizacija Slovenije [the Stu-
dent Organisation of Slovenia]. The young, unburdened by the postwar history, 
gathered with their banners calling for peace precisely in front of the monu-
ment on Trg zmage…60 

59 News. Dnevnik.si, 28th January 2002; http://www.dnevnik.si/.
60 Soboške novine, 22nd April 2003.
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Darja Kerec

MURSKA SOBOTA IN PRIHOD RDEČE ARMADE: NJEN VPLIV 
NA ARHITEKTURO, KULTURO IN VSAKDANJE ŽIVLJENJE

POVZETEK 

Prekmurje oz. Mursko Soboto so 3. aprila 1945 osvobodili vojaki Rdeče arma-
de iz sestave levega krila III. ukrajinske fronte. Prihod Rusov je imel na Mur-
sko Soboto in celotno pokrajino ob Muri materialne in duhovne posledice, na 
ostale dele slovenskega ozemlja ruski škorenj ni stopil. Prva posledica prihoda 
rdečearmejcev je bila vzpostavitev ''ruske oblasti'': od aprila do srede maja je 
Murski Soboti županoval major Rdeče armade Fedor Barsukov. Januarja 1945 je 
bila ustanovljena edina prekmurska vojaška formacija Prekmurska četa, katere 
borci so skupaj s pripadniki Rdeče armade sodelovali pri zaključnih operacijah. 
Zaradi vnovične madžarske okupacije je bil odziv na prihod ruskih osvobodi-
teljev pozitiven, a ne vseskozi, po letu 1948 pa se je, kot drugod po ožji in širši 
domovini, odnos do Sovjetske zveze in Stalina spremenil. V prvih dveh letih po 
osvoboditvi lahko govorimo o skoraj simptomatični naklonjenosti do rdeče-
armejcev (z izjemo duhovščine, razlaščenih industrialcev ter tudi prebivalcev 
madžarske narodnosti). Ta naklonjenost se najbolj zrcali v novicah dveh lokal-
nih časopisov: Novi čas ter Ljudski glas, ki sta dnevno oz. tedensko Prekmurce 
obveščala o dogodkih po svetu in doma. Praviloma ena do dve strani sta bili 
namenjeni novicam oz. poročilom o napredovanju Rdeče armade ter zavezni-
kov po Evropi, drugi dve pa lokalnim dogodkom (pogrebi rdečearmejcev, ki so 
padli na prekmurski zemlji, zborovanja ter proslave v zahvalo osvoboditeljem 
ter prostovoljne (humanitarne) zbiralne akcije lokalnih prebivalcev za ruske 
vojake). Že 12. avgusta 1945 so sredi Murske Sobote, na Trgu zmage, odkrili t.i. 
dobrih 17 metrov visok spomenik zmage, ki je plod rusko-slovenskega sode-
lovanja (delo vojnega inženirja Arončika ter bratov Kalin, ki sta izdelala spo-
menika partizana ter rdečearmejca). Podobno kot Prešernov spomenik sredi 
Ljubljane tudi soboški spomenik zmage kljub poosamosvojitvenim pobudam, 
da bi spomenik odstranili, v 21. stoletju predstavlja orientacijsko točko ter eno 
glavnih arhitekturnih in umetnostnih spomenikov Murske Sobote, širše pa svo-
jevrstno atrakcijo: ta spomenik je namreč edini take vrste na slovenskih tleh. 
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It has been half a century since the astonishing publication of the 57th edition 
of Nova revija, in which the editors and the authors bravely addressed some of 
the previously silenced issues of the Yugoslav and Slovenian reality, including 
the national issue, the issues of human dignity and the civil society.

In this article I attempt to compare the conceptualisation of the national 
issue by the official ideology, which politically speaking was the property of the 
Communist Party and rested on the Marxist ideological basis, and the ideas of 
the intellectuals pertaining to the circle surrounding Nova revija, who did not 
merely formulate a different view of the national issue, but also of the entire 
social and political reality, thus indicating the path of development. Historical 
facts which followed proved the message of the 57th edition of Nova revija to 
have been right.

Ideological and Political Monopoly of the National Issue

The national issue was not among the key issues of Socialism, but it was among 
the key reasons for the disintegration of the state of Yugoslavia. In the peri-
od following World War II, the discussion of the national issue could not be 
completely eradicated from politics, but it was kept within the Party frame in 
the political sense, while in the ideological sense it was outlined by the Marx-
ist ideology. The matter was open for official discussion especially in the times 
of important systemic changes, such as the constitutional changes and impor-
tant Party plenary meetings. The Communist Party assumed control over the 
debate and prevented its development outside this framework in order to 
avoid unforeseeable consequences. 

In line with the ideologically monolithic system, the ideological and con-
tent frame for the discussion of the national issue was provided by the chief sys-
tem ideologue, Edvard Kardelj. One of such attempts can be seen in the preface 
to the second edition of his book on the development of the Slovenian nation-
al issue from as early as the 1950s.1 Kardelj developed his ideas on the national 
issue later as well. His definition of a nation from the 1970s is the following: 

The emergence of a nation is a specific manifestation of the social life on the 
basis and in the frames of a certain cultural and linguistic community, namely, a 
historically embedded synthesis of certain socio-economic factors and the eth-
nic structure. A nation is therefore a specific people's community, emerging on 

1 Edvard Kardelj (Sperans), Razvoj slovenskega narodnega vprašanja, 2nd ed. (Ljubljana, 1957), XIII–
LXXVII. 
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the basis of the social division of labour in the epoch of capitalism, on a united 
territory and in the frame of a common language and close ethnic and cultural 
proximity in general.2 

What logically proceeds from this is the following statement, claiming that 
"/.../ a nation as we know it today /is/ a historical socio-economic and cultural-
political phenomenon, which appeared within certain conditions of the social 

2 Ibid., 34.

Front page of the 57th 
edition of Nova revija 
(Photo: Andreja Valič 
Zver)
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division of labour."3 In this work, Kardelj writes on 'the general international 
process of the merging of nations' and on the processes within which "nar-
row nationalism /.../ will inevitably make place for that which is universally 
human."4

With the form of the social division of labour in accordance with Marx-
ism, Edvard Kardelj included in his analysis the so-called dynamic or histori-
cal element. Just like the process of the social division of labour caused people 
to unite into nations, it will lead to their disintegration when, in line with his 
expectations, new forms of cohabitation appear. Of course all depends on the 
transformation of man and the development forces in Socialism or Commu-
nism, where an individual will be freed of "all that is ethnic and national," wrote 
sociologist Tine Hribar in his critical assessment of the Marxist treatment of the 
nation.5 In the end of the 1960s, Kardelj's theorizing on the matter of the nation 
was critically rejected also by Slovenian writer from Trieste, Boris Pahor, who 
says that "/.../ anyone who first maintains that people fought and endured hard-
ships mostly to improve their social position, and then expects them to learn 
sacrifice and generosity for the purpose of cohabitation is a double utopian."6

Philosopher Ivo Urbančič is right in his assessment that the Communist 
Party always gave precedence to the class over the national issue, including in 
the context of solving national and social crises. Kardelj was therefore espe-
cially critical of the so-called Slovenian nationalism: 

In this sense, the Slovenian nationalism is also a part of that rotten, with the dirt of 
the past soiled current in our social development, which – regardless of whether 
its promulgators are aware of it – brings back to life those forces which in past so 
often betrayed the Slovenian nation or subjected it to defeat and disaster.7

Kardelj's discussion of the national issue was also the starting point for 
other similar discussions of that time. Such 'authorities' were represented in 
Serbia by sociologist Nadjan Pašić,8 in Croatia by sociologist, jurist, and politi-
cian Stipe Šuvar,9 and in Slovenia by historian and politician Janko Pleterski10 

3 Edvard Kardelj, Izbrano delo II (Ljubljana, 1973), 62 (further reading: Kardelj, Izbrano delo II).
4 Ibid., 62–63.
5 Tine Hribar, "Slovenska državnost", Nova revija, Vol. VI, No. 57 (1987): 11 (further reading: Hribar, 

"Slovenska državnost").
6 Boris Pahor, Odisej ob jamboru: glose in polemični zapiski, 3rd ed. (Koper, 1993), 48.
7 Kardelj, Izbrano delo II, 52.
8 Nadjan Pašić, Nacionalno pitanje u savremenoj epohi (Beograd, 1973).
9 Stipe Šuvar, Nacije i međunacionalni odnosi (Zagreb, 1970).
10 Janko Pleterski, Nacije, Jugoslavija, revolucija (Beograd, 1985).
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and sociologist Rudi Rizman.11 In his work Marxism and the National Issue the 
latter states: 

The nation is just one of the numerous forms of coexistence and association 
of people, which originated from a long and contradictory historical develop-
ment. /.../ The emergence of nations coincides with the rise of the first capitalist 
processes in feudalism, especially with the development of trade and monetary 
circulation, which triggered broader internal economic relations among peo-
ples and broke up narrow local economic and political boundaries. Language, 
common culture and ethnic traits destroyed the narrow local frames, which thus 
became adequate external frames for broader economic (capital) integration; 
this new social frame is a broader people's community, namely, the nationality or 
the nation. By striving to change the old feudal society, the new capitalist society 
changed the general form of collective existence; the old association made way 
for the new association, which was in the function of the production of a new, 
broader space of economic powers – the market. In this way, the bourgeoisie 
concluded the process of replacing the old ethnic groups with the new societies, 
which it then characterised as national. The idea of national sovereignty served 
the bourgeoisie (also) for more or less successful masking of the contradictori-
ness between the social character of the wage work of the working class and the 
private usurpation of the 'national' capital.12

From this definition stems the typical Marxist perception of the nation, 
existentially linked to capitalism and its 'production mode'. It is the 'economic 
base' and the 'social division of labour' that serve as key frames of Kardelj's elab-
oration. Rizman later also argued that the national (using both of the existing 
Slovenian terms "narodno" and "nacionalno" as synonyms) is a form of class 
domination and therefore an instrument of the class struggle. Despite the fact 
that Rizman presented his theory as "open for new theoretic reflections and 
uninterrupted spiritual innovation", he never took a step forward and 'liber-
ated' the national issue of senseless ideological additions on which he based his 
discussion. Admittedly, this was the only possible way within the official bound-
aries of the so-called committed social science.

Marxism and the official Party politics encountered even greater explana-
tory problems when they came in contact with practice, for example, with the 
relations between the nations in Yugoslavia. Marxists generally, just like the 
Communist Party, rejected the Yugoslav unitarism as well as separatist nation-

11 Rudi Rizman, Marksizem in nacionalno vprašanje, Razvoj temeljnih koncepcij o narodu v marksistični 
družbeni misli (Ljubljana, 1980).

12 Ibid., 406–407.
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alism. Though it is true that within the Yugoslav republics one could find dif-
ferent shades and emphases of the analyses, the unity of ideas regarding this 
issue was very important for the stability of the state. Soon after the revolution, 
Kardelj listed three reasons and in the 1970s added new ones as to why even 
in Socialism national conflicts would not be easily resolved. In addition to the 
remains of the classical bourgeois nationalism and the state nationalism, he 
stresses the development differences within Yugoslavia.13

Alternative Views of the National Issue 

A slight deviation from the Marxist context was represented by the discussion 
of the nation in the publication Problemi in the beginning of the 1970s. In his 
article titled The Issue of the Nation, literary historian Dušan Pirjevec thus com-
pared Kardelj's and Renan's theory of the nation, searching for differences, and 
even more for similarities.14 The new problematization of the national issue 
stirred up the ruling structures. Especially Pirjevec, who was seen as a Heidegger 
follower, provoked a heated reaction from the Communist Party: 

Therefore their trumpets are challenging the fight against Marxism, the fight 
against the class struggle of the proletariat. /.../ It is a fact that they have already 
started the fight. /.../ At first organised in the construction of the ideologeme they 
offer us, where the basic frame is represented by the "new" problematization 
of the national issue, while through it they promote all the rest of the theoretic 
material.15 

This assessment was very significant and, in a way, true. The potential, includ-
ing political potential, contained by the national issue was so immense that it 
could seriously endanger the primacy of the ruling paradigm. And it did, together 
with other important topics of the 1980s, such as the civil society, human rights 
and liberties, and democracy, except that the concept of the nation carries a 
much more powerful political potential than the rest of the concepts. 

In the 1980s, which was the period of the opening up of the Slovenian 
society, Marxism was thus gradually losing monopoly of the reception of the 
national issue. The concepts of Kardelj and his supporters were losing their 
explicative and convincing power, especially since they defended the thesis 
about the disappearance of the nation in the face of clear signs of the revitalisa-

13 Ibid., 427.
14 Dušan Pirjevec, "Vprašanje naroda", Problemi, Vol. 8, No. 91/92 (1970): 1–19.
15 Tine Hribar, Evroslovenstvo (Ljubljana, 2004), 29.
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tion of the national issue in international relations. Setting up the ideological 
construct over reality naturally failed to convince the critical part of the expert 
public; much less the thesis about the merging of the nation or about its disap-
pearance. The thesis about how the national issue had to be conceived within 
its comprehensive class and social determinism (Kardelj, Rizman) lost its cred-
ibility as well. 

The process of the strengthening of Slovenian self-confidence intensi-
fied in the mid-1980s, when the number of debates on the Slovenian national 
issue increased, as well as the number of newspaper polemics and the oppo-
sition against unitarist and centralist tendencies in the Yugoslav federation. 
The 31/32 edition of Revija 2000, published in 1986, dealt with the Sloveni-
an national issue from different aspects. Editor-in-chief of Revija 2000, Peter 
Kovačič - Peršin, deliberated on the national issue as a cultural issue, while the 
magazine also published the articles of sociologists Spomenka Hribar and Tine 
Hribar, jurist France Bučar and publicist Viktor Blažič. Due to its length, the 
contribution of historian Janko Prunk was separately published as a book on 
the Slovenian national programmes in the period 1848–1945.16

After two years of the opposition from the authorities, the publication of 
Nova revija started in 1982. The idea of its founding emerged at the beginning 
of the 1980s. At the time, writers Dimitrij Rupel, Niko Grafenauer and other 
supporters of the cause demanded that the authorities permit the publication 
of a magazine which would fulfil the needs of the circle of authors and readers 
who were not satisfied with the existing supply on the periodical and literary 
market. Niko Grafenauer, a poet, translator, essayist, and editor, who partici-
pated in the creation of Nova revija and together with Dimitrij Rupel edited it 
in the time of the 57th edition, described its beginnings as an attempt 'to start 
afresh' and to create "/.../ a publication of such mental orientation as rejected 
by the Party".17 Even before founding Nova revija, its initiators were subjected 
to media lynching and obstruction.18 

Nova revija united a broad circle of participants of very different beliefs, 
mostly intellectuals. In the following years, it faced outrage of the authorities 
and orchestrated media opposition, but it nevertheless continued to publish a 
lot of the previously silenced and forgotten facets of the Yugoslav reality (such 
as censorship, the Slovenian national issue, verbal offence, death penalty, free-
dom of intellectual work, persecuted authors, victims of politically-motivated 
judicial trials, prisoners in Communist concentration camps, victims of politi-

16 Janko Prunk, Slovenski narodni vzpon (Ljubljana, 1992), 409–410.
17 Grega Repovž, "Pod budnim očesom Udbe in Kosa: Niko Grafenauer, Nova revija, o osemdesetih", 

Delo, Sobotna priloga, 29.4.2000, 14 (further reading: Repovž, "Pod budnim očesom"). 
18 Ibid., 14.
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cal purges, persecution of Informbiro members, figures such as poet and poli-
tician Edvard Kocbek, intellectual and political prisoner Angela Vode, social 
scientist and political prisoner Jože Pučnik, Ph.D, politician Stane Kavčič, etc.), 
which only increased its influence.19 

In the previously mentioned 57th edition of Nova revija with Contributions to 
the Slovenian National Programme,20 published in February 1987, Slovenian intel-
lectuals called for the elimination of Communism, less jurisdiction of the federa-

19 Ibid., 98.
20 Nova revija, Vol. VI, No. 57 (1987).

Prispevki za slovenski 
nacionalni program 
(Contributions to the 
Slovenian National 
Programme) – intro-
duction to the 57th 
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ja (Photo: Andreja 
Valič Zver)
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tion, multi-party democracy, and the separation of powers for systematic mutual 
supervision of subsystems.21 The 57th edition was supposedly prepared in secrecy.22

The main authors of the 57th edition of Nova revija were Jože Pučnik, 
Tine Hribar, Ivo Urbančič, Dimitrij Rupel, France Bučar and Peter Jambrek. 
In addition to them the articles for the 57th edition of Nova revija were writ-
ten by Spomenka Hribar, Veljko Namorš, Alenka Goljevšček, Gregor Tomc, 
Janez Jerovšek, Veljko Rus, Marjan Rožanc, Jože Snoj, Drago Jančar, and Niko 
Grafenauer, who were members of the then Slovenian intellectual elite.23 

21 Jože Pučnik, Politične priprave na osamosvojitev (pričevanje). Slovenska osamosvojitev 1991: 
Pričevanja in analize (Ljubljana, 2002), 78.

22 Repovž, "Pod budnim očesom", 15.
23 Nova revija, Vol. VI, No. 57 (1987).
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(Photo: Andreja Valič 
Zver)
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For the Slovenian Nation and the Civil Society (Jože Pučnik)

Jože Pučnik is undoubtedly the central figure of the Slovenian Spring. In 1980s, 
first as sociologist and later as politician, he kept coming home from Germany 
where he had been driven by the Communist regime, which sentenced him to 
lengthy prison sentences in the end of the 1950s and in the beginning of the 
1960s. At the time of the publication of the 57th edition of Nova revija, he pub-
lished his work Society, Culture and Technology, which was reprinted in 2008. 
As the head of Demos – the united opposition of Slovenia, he worded a clear 
demand for national independence in addition to requesting democracy, as he 
believed that in the circumstances the very existence of the Slovenian nation 
was endangered in its core. 

In his contribution The Political System of the Civil Society – The Explication 
of the Basic Principles for the 57th edition of Nova revija, Jože Pučnik assessed 
that instead of a modern political system, what prevailed in Slovenia was "the 
archaic principle of repressive dealing with diversity".24 Without any hesitation 
he wrote that "what we have is a totalitarian political system".25 

In the given moment, Pučnik proposed "demythologising" Slovenia of its 
Leninist taboos and replacing them with concrete discourse and the principles 
of the civil society and the pluralist political system. For the first time, he men-
tioned the necessity of "the emergence of any form of political parties" which 
are the best and the most efficient social technology. He proposed amending 
the constitutional and the legal order.26 All along, Pučnik was aware of the fact 
that the (old) political elite would not easily give up its position and the per-
taining privileges. 

In continuation, he discussed the relations between Slovenia and Yugoslavia. 
He established that the undeniable rights of any nation were to have sovereignty, 
to organise its own state, and to defend both from any outside interference.27 He 
believed that there were fundamental differences in language, economy, art, in 
the perception of the law, the political system, as well as in education, science 
and the environment. On the other hand, the Yugoslav nations were connected 
and were being "purposely merged" for decades. According to Pučnik, in the first 
Yugoslavia the connective instrument was the Yugoslav nationalism, while in the 
second, it was Leninism. Being voluntaristic, both technologies were inefficient 
and failed to "effectively integrate much subtler processes of culture".28

24 Jože Pučnik, "Politični sistem civilne družbe", Nova revija, Vol. VI, No. 57 (1987): 131.
25 Ibid., 134.
26 Ibid., 139–140.
27 Ibid., 140.
28 Ibid., 141–142.
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The sovereign statehood of a nation is by systematics a political category, while 
in its operative role in the culture of a nation, it is the basis of the delicate pro-
cesses of the national identity growth and thus the requirement of the essence of 
the nationality as the (political) nation, as opposed to a constantly assimilating 
people. With regard to these issues any compromise is worthless and destined to 
fail in the medium term. The simple question, which symbolises all of the subtle 
cultural happening is this: do we Slovenians have a sovereign statehood or not. I 
am convinced that we do not have it yet, but that we must attain it.29

Why such "either-or" explication of the content of a category, as categories 
are usually relative in character? Probably because, being a structuralist who 
placed emphasis on technology, system, and structures, Pučnik knew very well 
that in this case there can be no middle way. The Yugoslav system simply did 
not permit sovereignty to the federation members. Pučnik was always consist-
ent: clearly posed questions require clear starting points that alone can provide 
a clear answer. Politically, he articulated it in Demos's programme, which was 
based on two fundamental premises: gaining independence and democracy.

He defined democracy as the most efficient technology, but also as a sys-
tem in which legitimacy stems from a person, a rational subject.30 He refers to 
this specific system of legitimacy as civility: "Civility is a specific technology of 
managing relations and problem solving, where the issue of legitimacy of the 
structures is resolved by making a person the measure and criterion."31 

Pučnik also distinguishes between two scopes of the concept of democ-
racy: "The concept of democracy is defined as a specific structure of a political 
system, though it is naturally not limited to it. Democracy is a specific form of 
coordination of culture, particularly of society as the institutionalised part of 
culture."32 Democracy is therefore also a social category, extending to all the 
social subsystems. For Pučnik the concept of the society is narrower than the 
concept of culture. Pučnik established that "democracy /... is/ the alpha and the 
omega of everything". According to his words "true democracy /... means/ that 
every person has the opportunity to exercise his rights by means of institutions 
– not being granted or denied these rights by the grace of an almighty emper-
or". The place to exercise democracy, according to Pučnik, is the democratically 
elected parliament.33 In all totalitarian regimes, state apparatuses accumulated 

29 Ibid., 142.
30 Jože Pučnik, Kultura, družba, tehnologija, 1st reprint (Ljubljana, 2008), 325 (further reading: Pučnik, 

Kultura, družba, tehnologija).
31 Ibid., 383. 
32 Ibid., 325.
33 Mirko Lorenci, "'Notorični' demokrat", Večer, 15.1.1990, 4.
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and usurped power. Pučnik interpreted the concept of "the Socialist democra-
cy" as the attempt to "permanently install the Party as state leadership." Accord-
ing to his words, every form of Socialism so far led to the Party usurping the 
state, which led him to conclude that at least until then "Socialism and democ-
racy were structurally incompatible". According to Pučnik, democracy made 
it very difficult for mistakes and failures to be concealed, which led to regu-
lar release of tensions. He accused the Yugoslav Communists of spreading the 
AVNOJ fairytale of brotherhood, unity, and love among the Yugoslav nations 
together with repressing true conflicts and thus preventing their resolving. In 
was his conviction that this pushed Yugoslavia to the brink of the civil war. He 
saw the solution to the structurally programmed conflicts in the functioning 

Dr. Jože Pučnik
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of the rule of law, which "outlines the patterns of solutions for all the foresee-
able conflicts and in addition provides a frame procedure for dealing with the 
unforeseeable ones". 

Democracy is not a value in itself and it cannot be an ideal. Democracy is some-
thing much more banal and therefore much more important. Democracy is (at 
least until this day) the most efficient technology, which makes it possible for us 
to bear the society, the state.34

The process of modernisation consists of enforcing the civil society, that is, 
altering the political system in the direction of democracy. However, not every 
loosening of a totalitarian system, in other words, liberalisation, constitutes 
democracy. In this sense, Pučnik's distinction between democracy and liberal-
ism or liberal periods is significant. This latter period, relatively liberal in the 
second half of the 1980s, does not yet signify democracy35, as it remains within 
the Leninist structures. "The basic difference between the liberal period and 
its freedoms on the one side and the democratic political system on the other 
is structural in the sense that liberality is merely permitted, merely tolerated."36 
There are no constitutionally and legally guaranteed rights and freedoms. For 
Pučnik, democratisation was primarily a structural, institutional, or a techno-
logical matter.

According to Pučnik, the functioning of every social system is based on 
the management of differences within it. In democracy, this is done humanely, 
transparently, and publicly. An individual, placed in the centre, supervises the 
authority through institutions. Pučnik believed that a self-managing Socialist 
system remaining within the structural frames of Communism or Leninism 
was an illusion. It is in fact ruled by the Party, which always knows best and 
never trusts the people, which is why it theocratically usurps the monopoly of 
the truth.37 For him, the then political system was Leninist, not civilian, and as 
such totalitarian. Pučnik claimed – in the mid 1980s – that two things must 
be implemented: "the final realisation of the Slovenian national sovereignty as 
the sovereignty of the Slovenian nationality, which would only then become 
a political nation", while his second demand was "the establishing of the civil 
society".

Interestingly, his book Culture, Society and Technology envisioned some 
political-party directions, which supposedly have roots in Slovenian con-

34 Jože Pučnik, "Osem tez o demokraciji", Mladina, 19.1.1990, 27. 
35 Pučnik, Kultura, družba, tehnologija, 426.
36 Ibid., 430.
37 Ibid., 354.
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sciousness. These are Leninism, social democratism, Christian socialism, and 
social ecologism. He did not ascribe a realistic chance to liberalism as a special 
political programme and organisation.38 Political democratisation in Slovenia 
assumed somewhat different forms from the ones anticipated by Pučnik in the 
time when ideological-political pluralism was not yet established. Neverthe-
less, his theoretical and practical contributions to the formation of the national 
and democratic consciousness in the second half of the 1980s was outstand-
ing. What was crucial was his realisation that the democratic structures must 
be implemented outside of the systemic frame represented by the Socialist self-
management, which he saw as a form of Leninism.

Establishing National Autonomy as a (Political) Nation (Tine Hribar)

In the introductory article of the 57th edition of Nova revija with the meaning-
ful title Slovenian Statehood, Tine Hribar first delineated the meanings of relat-
ed notions, such as ethnicity, people, nationality and (political) nation, with the 
latter being "an intersection of the nationality and the state, ideally the nation 
with sovereign political authority, namely, its own state".39 Tine Hribar is critical 
of the then social and political system. He refers to it as "the pre-civilian society 
forms". He believes that these forms impede the renaissance of the nation, refer-
ring in particular to the 1970s, when the Party ideologically seized the nation. 

Hribar argues about the incapacity of the Party and the single-party sys-
tem in general at solving the national issue. On the one hand, this is due to 
ideological reasons (Kardelj's thesis on the disappearance of the nation, the 
class issue taking precedence over the national, etc.), while on the other hand 
there were organisational reasons, as, according to Hribar, Slovenian Party did 
not even have its own programme, but adopted the common Yugoslav Com-
munists' programme instead. Hribar critically assessed the situation in the then 
Slovenia, claiming that the Socialist Republic of Slovenia is neither a republic, 
nor a national formation of the Slovenian nation, but – quoting Urbančič – 
"a civil-administrative unit of associated labour".40 Above Slovenians there is 
a meta-ethnic, supranational formation; namely, the state of Yugoslavia. Self-
management also does not stand for autonomy, but dictatorship.41 The ontol-
ogy of work and the working class have become decelerating and obsolete, 
claims Hribar, while the principle of the avant-garde has worn out. Hribar very 

38 Ibid., 450.
39 Hribar, "Slovenska državnost", 3.
40 Ibid., 22.
41 Ibid., 23.
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clearly indicates a comprehensive way out of the situation: 
1. Ensuring conditions in which an individual will be the actual subject, 

an autonomous person.
2. Establishing the actual republic in order to establish the public as the 

public. 
3. Establishing autonomy of the nation; namely, "guaranteeing it the sta-

tus of the subject in the world, with the subject being attainable only by 
means of its own country, as a political nation".42

Democracy as the Requirement for Resolving the National Issue 
(Dimitrij Rupel)

During the renaissance of the Slovenian national movement and in the con-
text of the confrontation between unitarist and nationalist tendencies, Dimi-

42 Ibid., 25.

Dr. Tine Hribar (www.delo.si)
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trij Rupel saw the solution in the implementation of democracy, as he believed 
the undemocratic conception of the society to pose the greatest danger to the 
nation.43 The alternative against unitarism is therefore not nationalism, but a 
democratic society. A democratic, pluralist and functional social order is cru-
cial for solving the national issue. While rejecting the Comintern, or the Com-
munist approach which saw the nation as a mere social phenomenon in time 
and space, occurring in a certain historical period and destined to disappear, 
he basically stopped right before reaching the top. The type of social order – 
democracy instead of Socialism, in his case – was expected to satisfactorily 
resolve the national issue of the Slovenians in Yugoslavia. 

43 Jože Pogačnik (ur.), Slovenska misel. Eseji o slovenstvu (Ljubljana, 1987), 408. 

Dr. Dimitrij Rupel 
(http://lit.ijs.si)
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Later, in the 57th edition of Nova revija, Dimitrij Rupel published an article 
titled The Answer to the Slovenian National Issue. In it, he searches for the answer 
as to whether the cultural autonomy alone suffices as a substitute for the political 
constitution or not. Following Urbančič and Pirjevec, Rupel recapped the differ-
ence in understanding of the nationality and the (political) nation, as well as the 
crucial standpoint that establishing the nation as the ethnic structure can best be 
guaranteed by a state.44 He analysed Slovenian conversions throughout history 
and attempted to substantiate social, political, and international changes: 

It is my thesis that nowadays in Slovenia these characteristics are (epochally 
speaking) in decline, while 'primary values', such as national affiliation, civic dig-
nity, personal integrity, etc. are on the rise. Among these (promising) occurrences, 
we can include the demands for 'the civil society', new 'alternative movements', 
examples of 'upstanding attitude' in culture...45 

According to Rupel, Slovenianhood must be uplifted to all the 'sectors' of 
the Slovenian society, while conversions in the function of the national exist-
ence in the sense of assuming foreign religions, ideologies, state forms, are no 
longer necessary.46 

The Nation in the Perspective of the Information and Cybernetic 
Technology (Ivo Urbančič)

In the turbulent 1980s, he published a number of excellent works on the 
national issue.47 The existential questions of the nation form the central part 
of his opus. In the 57th edition of Nova revija, he published an article titled The 
Yugoslav "Nationalist Crisis" and the Slovenians in the Perspective of the End of 
Nation. In his article, Urbančič continues the discussion of the topic he dealt 
with in the book titled An Introduction to the Question of the Nation.48 In the 
first part, he tackles the problems of theory, discussing several thematic sets 
(the fate of the ethnic and the national in the modern processes of the world 
universalism of human life, the problem of theoretical differentiation between 
the ethnicity and the nation, the difference and the original sameness of the 

44 Dimitrij Rupel, "Odgovor na slovensko narodno vprašanje", Nova revija, Vol. VI, No. 57 (1987): 57–73.
45 Ibid., 62.
46 Ibid., 73.
47 For example: Ivo Urbančič, "K teoriji nacije, naroda, etnosa s posebnim ozirom na Slovence", 

Družboslovne razprave, Vol. 2, No. 2 (1985): 5–71.
48 Ivo Urbančič, Uvod v vprašanje naroda (Maribor, 1981).
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Marxist and the classical philosophical theory of the nation, the question about 
the point of the synthesis of the ethnic and the "economical" in the historical 
genesis of the nation, the concept of the nation and the problem of the ethnic, 
the elusiveness of the ethnic in ethnology, sociology and other social sciences, 
an attempt of the preconceived outline of the essence of the ethnicity). In the 
second part, the author deals with the possibilities and the impossibilities of 
the Slovenian nation and its culture.

His interpretation of the political nation alone suggests the philosophical 
treatment of the problem. For him, the political nation is the 'system of power' 
which encompasses all that is of the same descend or considers itself of the same 
lineage. As 'the absolute subject', it is its own product and production force at the 
same time: "Every nation is thus its own all-encompassing cosmos (national-civil 
cosmos")."49 Urbančič's concept of the nation is wide enough to encompass the 
ethnic and the civil-political-systemic aspects. He believes that there are times, 
which are epochal, a turning point, that change "entirely the essential order of 
the existing". Urbančič anticipates the end of the current "national-civil epoch 
of the world history".50 Replacing the nation, a new system of power, no longer 
based on the nationality (the ethnically factual human race), could be formed. 
The nationality, says Urbančič, in this new essential sense, as a historical existen-
tialist possibility, is no longer a nation. Urbančič tops the end of the nation with 
the end of "the real-socialist system". Both existences are being eaten away by 
the new information-cybernetic technology. Urbančič bravely demands not just 
a correction but the "genotypical" abolishment of the system. And even though 
nationalism of the unitarist or separatist type, just like the nation, is of epochal 
past importance, Urbančič even considers himself a nationalist in the context of 
the Yugoslav nationalist crisis. The origin of the nationalist crisis lies in "the very 
genotypical structural core of the civil-societal system".51 

The society is developing in the direction of increased differentiation, plu-
ralisation, fragmentation, towards autonomy, which is in striking contrast with 
the domination of the unitarist system. Urbančič realises that there are histori-
cally primordial republic nations in the then Yugoslavia, with the exception of 
the Albanians. He calls for a thorough change in this direction, namely, for the 
strengthening of the Slovenian nation, which "can be fully expressed only in 
an organised and institutionalised political form" in line with the development 
trends of the "information cybernetic revolution".52

49 Ivo Urbančič, "Jugoslovanska 'nacionalistična kriza' in Slovenci v perspektivi konca nacije", Nova revi-
ja, Vol. VI, No. 57 (1987): 31.

50 Ibid., 31.
51 Ibid., 33.
52 Ibid., 56.
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He is therefore not satisfied just with the modernisation and democratisa-
tion of the social and political structures, just with cultural autonomy. Urbančič 
is very clear in his demand for the Slovenian state.

Just like Ivo Urbančič also Jože Pučnik, Tine Hribar, Dimitrij Rupel and oth-
ers saw the possibility for resolving the existing national conflicts in the mod-
ernisation of the social and political structures, in establishing the civil society 
and human rights. Despite stressing similar ideas and concepts, they articulat-
ed them in quite different ways. The new conceptualisation of the Slovenian 
national issue had a big impact on the formation of the new political culture 
and the strengthening of the national identity among the Slovenians.

Ivo Urbančič 
(http://m.delo.si)
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The Political Reaction 

The standpoints of the authors of the 57th edition of Nova revija were met with 
a harsh response of the Yugoslav public, which saw them as yet another attempt 
of the Slovenians to break up the federative community. What began was a true 
political lynching of Nova revija, its editors, and authors. There were increased 
demands for banning the publication, outraged media attacks, offensive state-
ments and speeches, and even damning official evaluations of political forums 
and organisations. A particularly strong protest was lodged by the representa-
tives of the war veterans' organisations and the elementary Party organisations, 
which wrote that they 

indignantly reject and harshly condemn unhistorical, anti-Communist, anti-self 
management assessments, related to the history of the National Liberation Battle 
and the formation of the Slovenian statehood in the frame of the new Yugoslavia, 
and resolutely demand that the authors of the articles in Nova revija /.../ who are 
members of the Communist Party be expelled and be held criminally accounta-
ble.53 

In March 1987, one of the leading Marxist ideologues, Boris Majer, pub-
lished in Delo a series of theoretical deliberations on "the philosophical politi-
cal thesis of Urbančič (and others) in Nova revija".54 Editor-in-chief of Dnevnik, 
Milan Meden, affirmed in the deliberation on Nova revija titled A Way to a Truly 
Productive Programme that "the only alternative to the current social situation 
is to remain unswayed on the path of the original Socialist and self-managing 
social renovation...".55 A response also came from the members of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia for the ideological-theoreti-
cal work and the commission for intra-national relations. What calls for a par-

53 Anonymous, "Borci odločno protestirajo", Delo, 18.3.1987, 2.
54 Boris Majer, "Ob filozofsko političnih tezah Urbančiča in drugih v Novi reviji: Brez težnje po boljšem 

pravičnejšem svetu človek ne more pokončno živeti", Delo, 18.3.1987, 5; Boris Majer, "Ob filozofsko 
političnih tezah Urbančiča in drugih v Novi reviji: Delavski razred in komunistična partija sta združila 
vse napredne sile", Delo, 19.3.1987, 5; Boris Majer, "Ob filozofsko političnih tezah Urbančiča in drugih 
v Novi reviji: Še tako napreden sistem nam ne bo kar sam prinesel boljšega življenja", Delo, 20.3.1987, 
5, Boris Majer, "Ob filozofsko političnih tezah Urbančiča in drugih v Novi reviji: Socializem, nova 
kvaliteta življenja, zahteva tudi drugačen odnos do dela", Delo, 24.3.1987, 5, Boris Majer, "Ob filozofsko 
političnih tezah Urbančiča in drugih v Novi reviji: Samoupravni socialistični odnosi se ne reproduci-
rajo sami od sebe", Delo, 25.3.1987, 5, Boris Majer, "Ob filozofsko političnih tezah Urbančiča in drugih 
v Novi reviji: Vulgarni stereotipi o narodih lahko postanejo vir nestrpnosti, sovraštva", Delo, 26.3.1987, 
9, Boris Majer, "Ob filozofsko političnih tezah Urbančiča in drugih v Novi reviji: Preusmerjati pozor-
nost od spornih vprašanj h "gonji" je le poceni trik", Delo, 27.3.1987, 5.

55 Milan Meden, "Premislek ob 'Novi reviji', št. 57: Kako do res produktivnega programa?", Dnevnik, 
24.2.1987, 3.
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ticularly firm rebuttal are the theses which treat the national liberation battle as 
"an extended Communist coup d'etat" or "a shortened revolution". In this way 
they are trying to challenge the legality of the right of the Communist Party to 
found the new Yugoslavia," affirmed sociologist Fuad Muhić. In the opening 
paper, a member of the Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of Yugoslavia, Dušan Dragosavac, established that "the memorandum of 
Serbian academicians" and "the national programme" of Nova revija /... are/ 
expressions of Pan-Serbian and Slovenian chauvinism".56 The participants of 
the extraordinary session of the presidency of the Socialist Association of the 
Working People spent several hours discussing the 57th edition of Nova revija, 
and there were also numerous calls for judicial prosecution of the authors of 
the articles.57 Editors of Nova revija Niko Grafenauer and Dimitrij Rupel were 
replaced, while Slovenian authorities shied away from prosecuting disputable 
authors for fear of aggravating the crisis. According to Niko Grafenauer 

56 Žarko Rajković, "Na okopih šovinizma", Delo, 20.3.2012, 1.
57 Niko Grafenauer, "Sedeminpetdeseta številka Nove revije", v: Slovenska kronika 1941–1995 

(Ljubljana, 1997), 400.

Božo Grafenauer, a poet, translator, essayist, and former editor of Nova revija (www.siol.net
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/.../ the young part of the Party needed such digression at that exact time, as it 
sped up the rearrangement within the Party itself. The 'old Communists' demand-
ed that Nova revija be banned and individual authors and editors be 'locked up', 
while younger Communists tried to block this – and succeeded.58 

One can agree with Grafenauer's assessment, as the time coincided with the 
intergenerational conflicts between the so-called hard line and the soft line 
within the Slovenian League of Communists, while Slovenian Communists 
were at the same time also under the pressure of Milošević and the unitarist 
forces within the Yugoslav federation. The open fight with 'disobedient intel-
lectuals' would most certainly harm them, as it would strengthen the 'old forc-
es' within the Communist Party of Slovenia and benefit the advocates of pro-
Serbian centralist tendencies.

Conclusion – Nova Revija as the Political Platform of the Slovenian 
Spring

Historian Igor Grdina believes that "Nova revija did not only play the role of the 
intellectual laboratory, whose topics and initiatives set in public the tone and 
the tempo of both the timeless and the topical thinking, but also assumed the 
uneasy tasks of the analytical service of the Slovenian independence," which, 
according to his words, were carried out with "penetrating sensitivity and sur-
prising accuracy".59 "The publication of the 57th edition of Nova revija clearly 
showed that the initiative for the formation of the Slovenian national pro-
gramme was assumed by the intellectual opposition," assesses historian Božo 
Repe.60 Social scientist Adolf Bibič acknowledges that Nova revija has a special 
place in "the articulation of the problem of democracy, political pluralism, civil 
society, the role of the army, reconciliation, and especially in addressing the Slo-
venian national issue".61 One can agree with these assessments and point out 
Nova revija as one of the most important agents of the liberalisation. 

Nova revija was an important modernisation force, existing outside of 
the Party and the system, which clearly exceeded its literary and artistic sig-
nificance. It was a first-rate political publication, which mobilised, inspired, and 
co-shaped the new political culture and new political relations in Slovenia in 
the 1980s and the 1990s. This is why in the political sense it represented a form 

58 Repovž, "Pod budnim očesom", 15.
59 Igor Grdina, Moč umetnosti in sila politike (Ljubljana, 2007), 13.
60 Božo Repe, Jutri je nov dan: Slovenci in razpad Jugoslavije (Ljubljana, 2002), 101. 
61 Adolf Bibič, Politološki preseki: civilna družba in politični pluralizem (Ljubljana, 1997), 98. 
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of the political platform and the preparation for the milestone events and pro-
cesses of the Slovenian Spring, which we perceive as the implementation of 
democracy and the independent Slovenian state. 

Andreja Valič Zver

NOVA REVIJA KOT POLITIČNA PLATFORMA SLOVENSKE POMLADI
Ob petindvajsetletnici izida 57. številke Nove revije

POVZETEK

Pred petindvajsetimi leti je 57. številka Nove revije s Prispevki za slovenski 
nacionalni program dodobra pretresla slovensko in jugoslovansko javnost. 
Narodno vprašanje je namreč postavila v povsem novo luč, poleg tega pa v 
zvezi z njim obravnavala še ostala relevantna družbena in politična vprašanja 
na način, ki je pomenil temeljit prelom od uradnih in uveljavljenih razlag. 

Reakcija oblastnih struktur, zlasti Zveze komunistov in Zveze borcev je bila 
ostra. Ne glede na to, in na sankcije, ki so doletele snovalce 57. številke Nove 
revije, je le razbila ideološki in politični monopol interpretacije družbene stvar-
nosti. 

Uradna doktrina, ki je temeljila na marksizmu, je poudarjala, da je narod 
minljiv družbeni fenomen, nastal na določeni stopnji družbene delitve dela 
in kot tak se bo v prihodnje, bojda v brezrazredni družbi, izgubil v splošnem 
mednarodnem procesu spajanja narodov. Poleg tega je uradna doktrina – ver-
jetno tudi zaradi nerešenih vprašanj v Jugoslaviji – zavračala vse oblike nacion-
alizmov, ki naj bi bili po Kardelju s preteklimi političnimi silami okuženi pojavi. 

Takšna stališča niso bila množično sprejeta, a so bila v danem sistemu edino 
dovoljena, alternativna pa ni bilo lahko artikulirati. Še dokaj ohlapni liberali-
zacijski procesi sredi osemdesetih so vendarle omogočili nekatere premike tudi 
na tem področju in izid obravnavane tematske številke Nove revije je eden od 
najbolj znamenitih manifestacij postopnega odpiranja slovenske družbe. V tej 
tematski številki so posebej izstopali prispevki Jožeta Pučnika, Tineta Hribarja, 
Iva Urbančiča in Dimitrija Rupla, ki so bili predmet avtoričine analize vsebine.
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Njihovo skupno sporočilo je, 
1. da je težnja vsakega naroda, zato tudi slovenskega, po emancipaciji in 

vzpostaviti lastne suverene države normalna razvojna zahteva;
2. da je v okviru modernizacijskega procesa nujno potrebno vzpostaviti 

tudi civilno družbo, se pravi družbo, ki je prosta totalitarnih spon; ter
3. da je dostojanstvo človeka, se pravi sistem človekovih pravic in 

svoboščin mogoč le v pravni državi in demokraciji. 

S svojimi prispevki in široko razpravo v slovenskem javnem mnenju je 
Nova revija ne le prevzela teoretski ali ideološki primat, marveč tudi politično 
pobudo pri reševanju slovenskega narodnega vprašanja, ki si ga je do tedaj las-
tila Zveza komunistov Slovenije. S tem je ustvarjala podlage za politično alter-
nativo, ki jo je kasneje prevzela združena opozicija Slovenije Demos, in jo s 
prevzemom oblasti, v procesu demokratizacije in vzpostavitvijo samostojne 
slovenske države tudi v praksi uresničila.
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Introduction

In the beginning of the 1950s, as a result of post-war settlement of Europe, a 
small group of politically influential personalities drawn up a roadmap for joint 
cooperation, which in 1993 (formally) resulted in today's European Union1 
(EU). Less than four decades later, at the end of the 1980s, (post-)socialist 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe started to knocking on the door of 
European integration. Under the pressures of democratization of these coun-
tries, collapse of the military and political division of Europe, disintegration of 
economic boundaries between formerly divided blocks of the continent,2 and 
as a result of economic pressures of "old" Member States to expand the com-
mon market to the East, the EC/EU has opened to new members. In the sum-
mer of 1993, the European Council in Copenhagen decided that post-socialist 
countries from Central and Eastern Europe can enter into the EU under certain 
criteria, which has required in particular: 1) institutional stability, which sho-
uld ensure a democratic and constitutional order and the protection of human 
rights and minority rights (political criterion); 2) the establishment and deve-
lopment of a functioning market economy, which should be capable to survi-
ve an openness and a competitiveness of the European common market and 
market forces (economic criterion); 3) ability to take over the obligations ari-
sing from full EU membership, together with a commitment to achieving aims 
of political, economic and monetary union (i.e. all prospective members must 
enact legislation in order to bring their laws into line with the body of Europe-
an law built up over the history of the EU).3 This led to the biggest enlargement 
in the history of the EU when in May 2004 ten new countries joined the associ-
ation, including Slovenia.

This article observes twenty years of relations between Slovenia and the EU. 
For this purpose we use the classification, developed by Börzel and Risse4 with 

1 Today's European Union has evolved from three separate Communities based on the three founding 
treaties: the Treaty of Paris, which in 1951/1952 established the European Coal and Steel Community 
(ECSC), and the Treaties of Rome, which in 1957/1958 established the European Economic 
Community (EEC) and the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM). A merger of the 
three Communities into a single European Community took place with the signing of the Treaty on 
European Union in Maastricht in 1992. For consistency, in the article we will use the term European 
Union (EU) for the description of the EEC, the EC as well as the EU.

2 Damjan Lajh and Danica Fink-Hafner, "Institucionalno prilagajanje slovenske izvršne oblasti 
povezovanju Slovenije z ES/EU: mednarodno primerjalni pogled", Teorija in praksa 39, No. 6 
(2002): 976.

3 Hanns D. Jacobsen, "The European Union's Eastward Enlargement", European Integration online 
Papers 1, No. 14 (1997).

4 Tanja Börzel and Thomas Risse, "Conceptualizing the Domestic Impact of Europe", in: The Politics 
of Europeanization, eds. Kevin Featherstone and Claudio M. Radaelli (Oxford–New York, 2003), 
57–80. 
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the aim to study Europeanization processes, i.e. the impact of the EU on the EU 
member as well as candidate/accession states. As a starting point to recognize 
dimensions by which we can analyse the impact of Europeanization processes 
and the consequent changes at the national level, authors used rather ambi-
guous conception of politics/polity/policy: politics as a struggle for power, 
polity as the functioning of political institutions, and public policies as mana-
ging various aspects of society. In this article we restrict ourselves to the last two 
aspects: a) adaptation of functioning (institutions) of the political system, and 
b) adjustments in the particular areas of public policies. In our research we will 
concentrate especially to those selected (sub-) fields, which has had – in our 
opinion – the greatest impact on the creation of the modern Slovenian state in 
twenty years of its existence.

Cooperation in the European Union as a Unique Supranational 
Arrangement: Big Expectations but also Commitments of Young 
Democracies

The EU today is the result of a voluntary process of economic and political inte-
gration and cooperation of European countries, which began in the field of 
coal and steel and matured into a broad economic, social and political regional 
integration, which has developed a common set of institutions at the suprana-
tional level and a common set of public policies covering virtually the entire 
policy spectrum.5 Although the EU is frequently compared with other ("clas-
sical") international organizations, it varies from them greatly in both form 
and the extent of participation.6 As a result, in recent years the EU has received 
quite a paradigmatic description as the "sui generis supranational structure", as 
by its nature does not correspond to any of the standard categories of politi-
cal arrangements (either in terms of national political systems, either in terms 
of international organizations).7 In this unique structure is part of the powers 

5 See, for example, Desmond Dinan, Ever Closer Union. An Introduction to European Integration 
(Houndmills –Basingstoke–Hampshire–London, 1999); Simon Hix, The Political System of the 
European Union (Houndmills–Basingstoke–Hampshire–New York, 1999) (hereinafter: Hix, The 
Political System of the European Union); Michelle Cini, ed., European Union Politics (Oxford–New 
York, 2007); Helen Wallace, Mark A. Pollack and Alasdair R. Young, eds., Policy–Making in the 
European Union (Oxford–New York, 2010).

6 Andrew Jordan, "The European Union: An Evolving System of Multi-level Governance... Or 
Government?", Policy & Politics 29, No. 2 (2001): 194 (hereinafter: Jordan, "The European Union: 
An Evolving System of Multi-level Governance).

7 Alberta M. Sbragia, "The European Community: A Balancing Act", Publius: The Journal of Federalism 
23, Summer (1993): 24; Fritz W. Scharpf, "Notes Toward a Theory of Multilevel Governing in 
Europe", MPIfG Discussion Paper 00, No. 5 (2000): 8.
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transferred from the national level of EU member states to the supranational 
level, i.e. to institutions that are not subjected to the control of democratic 
mechanisms, such as are characteristics of the nation-states. Therefore, today 
the EU shows the elements of intergovernmental decision-making as well as 
supranationalism. This means that the EU in certain areas of public policies acts 
as a quasi-federal state, while in other areas, decisions are made through inter-
governmental negotiations, based on the doctrine of consent, which is typical 
for the decision-making within international organizations.8 

Accession of young democracies to the above-presented European inte-
gration during the 1990s was on the one hand marked with great expectations, 
while on the other hand it required many adjustments, both in the field of func-
tioning of institutions of political and economic system as well as in the field 
of various public policies. These adjustments are related to the achievements 
of "European" standards in various areas of political, economic and social sys-
tem, as well as to the urgency towards a successful activity (especially in the 
sense of representing their interests) within the Union in terms of full member-
ship. In political science literature such adjustments are described with the so-
called processes of Europeanization. Lippert et al.,9 for example, talk about five 
stages of the process of Europeanization. In the pre-stage of Europeanization, 
as they call it, first contacts between the EU and applicant countries are estab-
lished. Then follows the first phase of Europeanization, a signature of a special 
agreement,10 which consists a "backbone" of (future) institutional relations. 
The second phase of Europeanization embraces the pre-accession period, 
which leads to the first basic (incremental) institutional adjustments, especial-
ly towards the effective coordination of European affairs at the national level 
(Europeanization of "macro" political structures). The third phase of Europe-
anization includes the negotiation process, when first, either gradual or radical 
changes in the various fields of public policies occur. The fourth and last phase 
of Europeanization covers the period of full membership. In the case of pre-
stage and the first stage of Europeanization of EU accession countries, as desig-
nated by Lippert et al., Ágh11 speaks about the "anticipatory Europeanization", 
which in the case of Central and Eastern European post-socialist countries 
took place in the first half of the 1990s and was combined with the processes of 
democratization and modernization under the control of various international 

8 Jordan, "The European Union: An Evolving System of Multi-level Governance": 194–195.
9 Barbara Lippert, Gaby Umbach and Wolfgang Wessels, "Europeanization of CEE Executives: EU 

Membership Negotiations as a Shaping Power", Journal of European Public Policy 8, No. 6 (2001): 
985–1000.

10 In the case of Central and Eastern European countries we speak about the European Agreement.
11 Attila Ágh, Anticipatory and Adaptive Europeanization in Hungary (Budapest, 2003), 117.
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organizations (i.e. not only the EU but also, for example, the World Bank and 
the International Monetary Fund) as institutional mentors. From the second 
stage of Europeanization on, as defined by Lippert et al., Ágh12 speaks about 
"adaptive Europeanization", which in the case of Central and Eastern European 
post-socialist countries began after the 1998, when the negotiations with the 
EU on their full membership formally started. Given the facts exposed, it is no 
surprise that the process of integration into the EU and adaptations to Euro-
pean standards in post-socialist Central and Eastern European countries was 
generally linked to the processes of democratization, liberalization and privati-
zation.13 

A Brief Overview of the Process of Slovenian Accession to the 
European Union

The process of Slovenia's independence in the late 1980s and early 1990s was 
heavily marked with the idea of accession to the   European integration. Even 
before the formal declaration of independence, the Slovenian membership in 
the EU was recognized as an important step towards a democratic, economi-
cally successful and internationally recognized country.14 Accession into the EU 
had not run totally smooth, as the young Slovenian state faced the problems 
shortly after the establishment of first relationships with the EU – both in the 
process of negotiating the European Agreement as well as in the phase of its 
implementation. Most exposed problems were the questions of the purchase 
of Slovenian real estates by foreigners, which was initiated by Italy,15 and the 
problem of closure/transformation of duty free shops, which was raised under 
the pressures of the neighbouring countries Austria and Italy.16 Despite such 
problems, the process of Slovenia's integration into the EU represented con-
sensually adopted national goal of the political elite. Naturally, in this period 

12 Ibid.
13 Simon Hix and Klaus H. Goetz, "Introduction: European Integration and National Political 

Systems", in: eds. Simon Hix and Klaus H. Goetz, Europeanised Politics? European Integration and 
National Political Systems (London–Portland, 2001), 21.

14 Danica Fink-Hafner and Damjan Lajh, Proces evropeizacije in prilagajanje političnih ustanov na 
nacionalni ravni (Ljubljana, 2005), 53–54 (hereinafter: Fink-Hafner and Lajh, Proces evropeizaci-
je in prilagajanje političnih ustanov na nacionalni ravni).

15 See Irena Brinar and Marjan Svetličič, "Enlargement of the European Union: the Case of Slovenia", 
Journal of European Public Policy 6, No. 5 (1999): 802–821; Fink-Hafner and Lajh, Proces evro-
peizacije in prilagajanje političnih ustanov na nacionalni ravni.

16 See Danica Fink-Hafner and Damjan Lajh, "Lessons from Managing Conflict Situations in the EU 
Accession Negotiations: the Case of Slovenia", Central European Political Science Review 5, No. 15 
(2004): 52–73.
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some differences in the political parties' views on specific "European" issues 
appeared, but with the exception of only one parliamentary party, the Sloveni-
an National Party, all other parties clearly agreed and supported the country's 
entry into the EU. Moreover, leaders of all parliamentary parties, except already 
mentioned Slovenian National Party, at the beginning of July 1997 even signed 
a special agreement on cooperation during the process of Slovenian integra-
tion into the EU.17 In addition, the entire period of Slovenia's integration into 
the EU was characterized also by very high public support for European inte-
gration. This was especially shown in the referendum on joining the EU, where 
accession into the EU was confirmed with the "plebiscite majority" (almost 90 
per cent) of Slovenians.18

Table 1: Timeline of the Slovenian integration to the European Union19

15 January 1992 European Community officially recognized independent Republic of 
Slovenia.

13 April 1992 First diplomatic relations between Slovenia and the European Community 
were established.

15 March 1995

Negotiations on the Europe Agreement between the Republic of Slovenia 
on the one hand and the European Communities and their Member States, 
acting within the framework of the European Union, on the other hand, had 
started.

19 May 1995 Negotiations on the Europe Agreement were concluded.

10 June 1996 Europe Agreement was signed; on the same day Slovenia formally put in 
application for the EU membership. 

11 November 1996

Interim Agreement on trade and trade relations between the European 
Community, European Coal and Steel Community and European Atomic 
Energy Community on the one hand and the Republic of Slovenia on the 
other was signed. 

3 July 1997
Leaders of Slovenian parliamentary political parties (except the Slovenian 
National Party) signed a special agreement on cooperation during the 
process of Slovenia's accession into the EU. 

13 July 1997
On the demand of the EU the National Assembly changed the Article 68 of 
the Slovenian Constitution as a precondition for the enforcement of the 
Europe Agreement. 

15 July 1997 Ratification of the Europe Agreement in the National Assembly.

September 1997 Slovenian government adopted the Strategy of the Republic of Slovenia on 
the accession into the EU.

17 Fink-Hafner and Lajh, Proces evropeizacije in prilagajanje političnih ustanov na nacionalni ravni, 
56.

18 See Alenka Krašovec and Damjan Lajh, "The Slovenian EU Accession Referendum: A Cat-and-Mouse 
Game", West European Politics 27, No. 4 (2004): 603–623; Danica Fink-Hafner and Damjan Lajh, The 
2008 Slovenian EU Presidency: A New Synergy for Europe? (Stockholm, 2008), 24 (hereinafter: The 
2008 Slovenian EU Presidency).

19 Adapted by Fink-Hafner and Lajh, The 2008 Slovenian EU Presidency, 18–19.
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31 March 1998 Accession negotiations to enter the EU formally started. 

April 1998
Slovenian National Assembly adopted a decision on the priority treatment 
of European legislation in order to speed up the process of adopting the 
common European legal order and its translation into the Slovenian law. 

1 February 1999 European Agreement entered into force. 

May 1999 Slovenian government adopted the national program for the adoption of 
the European legal order until the end of 2002.

13 December 2002 Accession negotiations were officially concluded. 

25 March 2003 Accession referendum to the EU was conducted (turnover 60.4 percent; 
89.6 percent of voters supported the accession into the EU).

1 May 2004 Slovenia becomes a full member of the EU.

13 June 2004 First elections to the European Parliament.

1 January 2007 Slovenia adopted the common European currency Euro.

21 December 2007 Slovenia becomes a part of the Schengen area.

1 January 2008 For the period of six months Slovenia took over the Presidency of the 
Council of the EU. 

7 June 2009 Second elections to the European Parliament.

In the following sections of the article we will focus to the adjustments in 
the field of functioning of the institutions of the political system and in some 
areas of public policies as a result of Slovenia's integration into the EU. At this 
point it is necessary to note that both aspects of adaptations exist significant 
differences regarding the timing of the analysis (pre-accession period, the 
period of full membership), as well as the arrangement of (policy) field at the 
supranational level in terms of level of the transfer of sovereignty (binding legi-
slation versus non-binding guidelines and recommendations).

Changes in the Operation of (Institutions of) Slovenian Political 
System

The need for institutional adaptation at the national level is most evidently 
manifested in the inter-ministerial coordination of European affairs, which is 
required both in the circumstances of full EU membership and during the pre-
-accession negotiations.20 On the one hand, the need for coordination mecha-
nisms on the part of accession countries primarily derives from the intersecto-

20 Danica Fink-Hafner and Damjan Lajh, Managing Europe from Home: the Europeanisation of the 
Slovenian Core Executive (Ljubljana, 2003), 22–24.
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ral and interdisciplinary character of negotiations for EU membership, whereas 
in the time of full EU membership, the quick and appropriate coordination (in 
terms of subject matter) is very important for the capability of individual Mem-
ber States to successfully assert their interests in the decision-making processes 
at the EU level, which is due to the specificities of structure and that same deci-
sion-making at the supranational level. In this regard, it is of special importance 
that all government representatives' activities are coordinated both in terms of 
strategy and substance at every decision-making level.21 

Fink-Hafner and Lajh22 maintain that Slovenian experience of Europeani-
zation effects on the national political system confirm the thesis that, with Euro-
pean integration, national institutions, processes, traditions and politico-cultu-
ral context rather undergo gradual adaptation than radical change. Therefore, 
in general, it can be argued that the adaptation of Slovenian political system 
to European integration has been predominantly pragmatic and flexible. This 
means that, during the phase of entering the EU (i.e., the pre-accession period 
and the time of negotiations), Slovenia established an institutional structure 
which was adjusted to the adoption of the EU acquis and the common Euro-
pean policies, whereas in the accession period (i.e., between the signature of 
the accession treaty and full membership), it was rearranging its institutional 
setup to meet the demands of the processes of formulating common European 
policies.23

In Slovenia, the system of coordination of European affairs has been deve-
loped as a response to the needs emerging in the process of approaching the 
EU. In the first years following the independence and at the beginning of esta-
blishment of institutional relations with the EU, no special coordination of 
European affairs was set up in Slovenia. The key turning point occurred at the 
end of 1997 and in early 1998 when incremental institutional adaptation was 
supplemented by radical change. The latter entailed a shift from a decentra-
lised system towards a centralised arrangement of coordination of European 
affairs and marked the beginning of tendencies towards moving the topics of 
formulation and implementation of European public policies away from "fore-
ign affairs", to their systemic interiorisation (i.e., shifting them to "domestic 
affairs"). In the process of Slovenia's integration into the EU, the role of Slove-

21 Damjan Lajh and Danica Fink-Hafner, "Institucionalno prilagajanje slovenske izvršne oblasti 
povezovanju Slovenije z ES/EU", Teorija in praksa 39, No. 6 (2002): 976–977.

22 Fink-Hafner and Lajh, Proces evropeizacije in prilagajanje političnih ustanov na nacionalni ravni.
23 Danica Fink-Hafner, "Europeanization in Managing EU Affairs: Between Divergence and Convergence, 

a Comparative Study of Estonia, Hungary and Slovenia", Public Administration 85, No. 3 (2007): 805–
828 (hereinafter: Fink-Hafner, "Europeanization in Managing EU Affairs").
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nian legislature deserves special emphasis.24 However, this is not surprising, as 
integration into the EU was perceived as a collective task of the political elite, 
governmental and oppositional alike. Therefore, Slovenian government paid 
due respect to the demands of substantial participation of the National Assem-
bly in the decision-making on European affairs. The parliament's most influ-
ential tasks were a) harmonisation of Slovenian legislation with the European 
acquis and b) the deliberation on and confirmation of proposed negotiation 
bases before they were reported to Brussels.25

Directly prior to the onset of Slovenia's full EU membership, two impor-
tant adaptations of the political system were conducted. First, the amendments 

24 See Drago Zajc, "National Parliaments of the New Member Countries in the EU – Adaption of the 
Slovene National Assembly to the New Challenges", Politička misao 45, No. 5 (2008): 3–22; Drago 
Zajc, "Nacionalni parlamenti v procesu odločanja na ravni Evropske unije", in: Evropska unija od A do 
Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč and Damjan Lajh (Ljubljana, 2009), 242–246. 

25 Fink-Hafner and Lajh, Proces evropeizacije in prilagajanje političnih ustanov na nacionalni ravni, 
67–68.

Ceremony of Accession Treaty Signature, Athens, 16 April 2003. Signature of the Treaty for Slovenia, 
President of the Republic Dr. Janez Drnovšek and Prime Minister Mr. Anton Rop (The Council of the 
European Union, Photographic Library, accessed on: http://ue.eu.int/council)
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Mosaic "Together in Europe", discovered at the ceremony of Slovenian accession to the EU on 1 May 
2004 in two border towns, Slovenian Nova Gorica and Italian Gorizia. Mosaic was created by Franco 
Vecchiet, Trieste artist of Slovenian descent (http://kraji.eu/slovenija) 
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to the Slovenian Constitution in 200326 set down the relationships between 
the national political system and the EU political system. Second, in late March 
2004, a more detailed legislative definition of the relationships between the 
National Assembly and the Government as regards the decision-making on EU 
affairs was adopted.27 The latter arrangement defines the executive as the agent 
representing and arguing for the positions of the Republic of Slovenia in the EU 
institutions, whereas the National Assembly cooperates in the formulation of 
the standpoints of Slovenia on EU matters, which would fall under its jurisdic-
tion according to their substance, Slovenian Constitution and the law.28

Full EU membership meant a turning point in the development of Euro-
pean affairs coordination at the Slovenian national level. Following the initial 
polycentric phase, coordination of European affairs began to exhibit tenden-
cies towards centralisation. Thus, in the period of full EU membership (which 
coincided with the change of government in the fall of 2004, comm. D.L.), the 
central political coordination point in the hierarchy of domestic management 
of European affairs shifted towards the Prime Minister, where it was finally con-
solidated during Slovenia's Council of the EU Presidency.29 Following the for-
mal entry of Slovenia to the EU, European affairs finally became "internalised", 
domestic affairs. This process has reached a majority of officials at the national 
level, although the shortage of the so-called European specialists in the rela-
tively small Slovenian administration had been markedly evident during the 
phase of Slovenia's accession to the EU and has remained firmly present in 
the circumstances of full EU membership as well.30 The problem of the limi-
ted number of staff became especially acute during Slovenia's Presidency of the 
Council of the EU.31 Additionally, it is noteworthy that an important part of the 
so-called EU staff/specialists have moved either to the EU institutions or the 

26 The constitutional amendment, represented by the Article 3.a, allows for the delegation of execution 
of a part of sovereign rights to international organisations, provided that a) these international organ-
isations are based on the observation of human rights and fundamental freedoms, democracy and 
the rule of law; and b) that the international treaty which sets down this delegation is ratified by the 
National Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia by a two-thirds majority vote (see Constitutional Act 
amending Chapter 1 and Articles 47 and 68 of the Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia, Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 24/2003).

27 See Act on Cooperation between the National Assembly and the Government in EU Affairs (Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 34/2004, No. 43/2010, No. 107/2010).

28 For a more detailed analysis of the aforementioned political system adaptations see Fink-Hafner and 
Lajh, Proces evropeizacije in prilagajanje političnih ustanov na nacionalni ravni, 82–86.

29 Fink-Hafner, "Europeanization in Managing EU Affairs".
30 Fink-Hafner and Lajh, Proces evropeizacije in prilagajanje političnih ustanov na nacionalni ravni; 

Fink-Hafner, "Europeanization in Managing EU Affairs"; Alenka Krašovec and Damjan Lajh, "Specialisti 
za zadeve Evropske unije in njihova vloga v volilnih procesih", in: Volitve v Evropski parlament 2009, 
ed. Alenka Krašovec (Ljubljana, 2010), 117–140. 

31 See Fink-Hafner and Lajh, The 2008 Slovenian EU Presidency, 40–42.
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Permanent Representation of the Republic of Slovenia to the EU in Brussels. 
It has already been mentioned that decision-making at multiple levels is 

characteristic of the EU and, as a consequence, the results of many common 
European policies are dependent upon the compromises and deals between 
a number of various actors due to horizontal and vertical polycentric structu-
re of the EU. Thus, in terms of managing European affairs, not only horizon-
tal cooperation between (political) actors on the executive-legislative line is 
important, but also the vertical relationships between the sub-national (i.e., 
regional and local), national and supranational levels. The latter are especially 
important from the aspect of the efficiency and effectiveness of implementing 
public policies.32 Such interplay of various levels of decision-making is termed 
Multilevel Governance by political science literature. The core argument of this 
concept is that European integrations produce processes in which the influ-
ence on the processes of formulation and implementation of public policies is 
distributed among several different levels of governance (i.e., decision-making) 
– supranational, national and subnational, whereby decision-making compe-
tences are dispersed across actors at various levels and not monopolised by the 
national executives.33 In this context, one of the most important consequences 
of European integration is the multiplication of channels for (public) policy 
"European" activities of subnational actors,34 which happens either with a view 
to better implementation of public policies or to a more efficient drawing on 
European funds and becomes evident in the form of establishing partnership 
relations, especially at the regional level. This is especially relevant for Slovenia, 
which has predominantly been subject to fragmentation of local communiti-
es in the last twenty years instead of their wider regional integration. Hence, 
the currently established (subnational) territorial arrangement of Slovenia is 
closely coupled with the problem of "institutional deficit" at the inter-muni-
cipal or regional level.35 This vacuum, generated at the interface between the 
state administration and the local self-government, is thought by many as exer-

32 Jon Pierre and Guy B. Peters, Governance, Politics and the State (New York, 2000), 20; Beate Kohler-
Koch, "Catching up with Change: the Transformation of Governance in the European Union", Journal 
of European Public Policy 3, No. 3 (1996): 373–375.

33 Liesbet Hooghe, "Introduction: Reconciling EU-Wide Policy and National Diversity", in: Cohesion 
Policy and European Integration: Building Multi-Level Governance, ed. Liesbet Hooghe (Oxford– New 
York, 1996), 1–27; Liesbet Hooghe and Gary Marks, Multi-Level Governance and European Integration 
(Lanham–Boulder–New York–Oxford, 2001); Nick Bernard, Multilevel Governance in the European 
Union (The Hague–London–New York, 2002).

34 Liesbet Hooghe, "Subnational Mobilization in the European Union", West European Politics 18, No. 3 
(1995): 175–98; Charlie Jeffery, "Sub-National Mobilization and European Integration: Does it Make 
Any Difference?", Journal of Common Market Studies 38, No. 1 (2000): 1–23.

35 Damjan Lajh, Evropeizacija in regionalizacija: spremembe na (sub)nacionalni ravni in implement-
acija kohezijske politike EU v Sloveniji (Ljubljana, 2006).
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ting negative effects on the performance of both national and local level. As a 
matter of fact, the matters deriving from common interests within a certain 
locality do not simply stop on the borders of a municipality in question, but 
transcend them and spill over to the wider territorial units.36 This shortcoming 
was in part, but not at all sufficiently, suppressed by the process of Slovenia's 
accession to the EU. When entering the EU, Slovenia had to functionally adopt 
towards establishing a partnership arrangement as the necessary (pre)conditi-
on for a successful implementation of common European policies, especially 
the Cohesion Policy. In this regard, it had to territorially adapt to the European 
NUTS classification. Thus, at the NUTS-1 level, Slovenia is defined as the whole, 
at the NUTS-2 level, it is divided into two cohesion regions and at the NUTS-3, 
it is divided into 12 statistical or developmental regions.37 Additionally, drawing 
on the funds of the European budget represents a catalyst for the cooperation 
of local public policy actors (especially municipalities) at the "regional" level or 
at the level of statistical regions. In this respect, the institutional gap between 
the national and local levels has at least in part been filled through the establis-
hment of a network of regional development agencies.38

Public Policies' Changes

Like other states, Slovenia is an "Europeanization hybrid",39 as the Europeani-
zation has varying degrees of influence on individual public policies.40 Clearly, 
the extent of this influence is primarily dependent upon the characteristics of 
the policy field in question: its arrangement at the supranational level in terms 
of extent of nation-states' ceding of sovereignty to the supranational level41 
and the resulting existence of legally (non-)binding legislation in a certain field 
("hard" versus "soft" law). 

36 Janez Šmidovnik, "Local Government and State Administration", in: Making a New Nation: The 
Formation of Slovenia, eds. Danica Fink-Hafner and John R. Robbins (Aldershot–Brookfield USA–
Singapore–Sydney, 1997), 189.

37 Marjan Ravbar, "Regionalizem v Evropski uniji", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč and 
Damjan Lajh (Ljubljana, 2009), 342. 

38 See Damjan Lajh, "Implementing the EU's Structural Policy and Subnational Mobilisation in Slovenia", 
Central European Political Science Review 5, No. 15 (2004): 95–114; Damjan Lajh, "Kohezijska poli-
tika", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč and Damjan Lajh (Ljubljana, 2009), 190–194. 

39 Christoph Knill, The Europeanisation of National Administrations. Patterns of Institutional Change 
and Persistence (Cambridge, 2001), 213. 

40 See Kajnč and Lajh, eds., Evropska unija od A do Ž.
41 The Treaty of Lisbon has individual policy domains divided into several categories, which are a) 

within exclusive competence of the EU; b) within exclusive competence of Member States and c) a 
matter of shared competence between the EU level and the Member States (see Articles 3–6 of the 
Consolidated version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 2008).
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When viewed from the citizens' aspect, the two most important policy 
changes accomplished in the period of Slovenia's full EU membership have cer-
tainly been the adoption of the common currency, the Euro, at the start of 2007 
and the entry into the Schengen Area at the end of that same year. On its acces-
sion to the EU in May 2004, Slovenia also entered the Economic and Monetary 
Union (the EMU),42 but with deferred adoption of the common European cur-
rency, the Euro. Two and a half years later, after having met all Maastricht con-
vergence criteria, Slovenia became the thirteenth Eurozone Member State on 
January 1, 2007 and the first new (post-socialist) EU Member State to adopt the 
Euro. In this manner, Slovenia ceded its sovereignty of pursuing an indepen-
dent monetary and currency exchange rate policy to the supranational level.43 
Slovenia underwent adoption of the Euro according to the so-called "big bang" 
scenario. This meant that the introduction of the Euro coincided with the 
release of coins and banknotes and the dual currency circulation period was 
short. When introducing the new currency, Slovenia took into consideration 
the preceding experience of those states that had already successfully adopted 
the Euro, thus avoiding potential unnecessary difficulties.44 Prior to the intro-
duction of the Euro, Slovenian citizens had been the ones who had the greatest 
knowledge of the common European currency among the citizens of the then 
new EU Member States45 and who had also displayed a high degree of trust in 
it. According to the Political Barometer survey, undertaken in March 2007,46 
which occurred practically simultaneously with the introduction of the Euro, 
the common European currency was trusted by 61 per cent of respondents, 
which was also the highest recorded degree of trust in any institution of the 
system. More than five years later, in June 2012,47 the common European cur-
rency was still trusted by 30 per cent of survey respondents. Obviously, the trust 
of Slovenian citizens decreased between the introduction of the Euro and the 
2012, yet it remained relatively high compared to the degrees of trust in other 

42 Accession to the EMU is compulsory for new EU Member States, which obviously includes Slovenia. 
On their entry to the EU, these states committed themselves to adopting the common European 
currency when they were ready, i.e. when they met the Maastricht convergence criteria (for a more 
detailed account of these criteria see Vladimir Lavrač, "Ekonomska in monetarna unija", in: Evropska 
unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč and Damjan Lajh (Ljubjana, 2009), 52–53).

43 Ibid. 
44 Urška Štorman, "Evro", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč and Damjan Lajh (Ljubljana, 

2009), 56. 
45 See Flash Eurobarometer 191. Introduction of the Euro in the New Member States Analytical Report. 

European Commission.
46 CJMMK, Politbarometer 03/2007 (Ljubljana, 2007).
47 CJMMK, Politbarometer 03/2012 (Ljubljana, 2012).
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institutions of the system.48 Interestingly, Slovenian citizens have expressed a 
higher degree of trust in the Euro than in the EU – in March 2007, the EU was 
trusted by 40 per cent of respondents,49 whereas in June 2012, the respective 
share was 19 per cent.50

If the year 2007 began with the introduction of the common European cur-
rency for Slovenia, it ended with the accession to the vast area within the EU 
that has no internal borders – on December 21, 2007, Slovenia became a part of 
the Schengen Area. This meant the abolition of border control on internal bor-
ders of Schengen Member States (in case of Slovenia, on the borders with Italy, 
Austria and Hungary). At the same time, accompanying measures were introdu-
ced to enable the abolition of internal border controls, especially those concer-
ning cooperation in the fields of police and justice relating to criminal affairs. 
For Slovenia, admission to the EU also brought about the obligation to set up 
an appropriate EU regime on its external border (Slovenian border with Croatia 
represents a segment of EU's external border), meaning that Slovenian customs 
and inspection bodies have been performing customs, veterinary and phytosa-

48 According to the Politbarometer public opinion poll, in June 2012, Slovenian citizens included in 
the survey expressed greater trust in the following institutions of the system than in the Euro: the 
Slovenian Armed Forces, the President of the Republic of Slovenia, healthcare, the police, the educa-
tion system and the media (CJMMK, Politbarometer 03/2012 (Ljubljana, 2012)).

49 CJMMK, Politbarometer 03/2007 (Ljubljana, 2007).
50 CJMMK, Politbarometer 03/2012 (Ljubljana, 2012).

The EU-US Summit held during the Slovenian Presidency of the European Union in Brdo, Slovenia, 10 
June 2008 (Slovenian Presidency of the EU 2008 Web Page, accessed on: http://www.eu2008.si) 
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nitary controls for all EU Member States since Slovenia's accession to the EU.51

As far as citizens of EU Member States are concerned, it is important that they 
perceive the integration as beneficial to them or that they share in the advan-
tages that the deepening of European integration brings about. In this respect, 
redistributive policies, which are based on the idea that a significant proportion 
of budgetary expenditure is earmarked for specific purposes of redistributing 
the resources from one social group to the other, are especially important.52 On 
its entrance to the EU, Slovenia became entitled to payments from the Cohe-
sion Policy funds. In the first period after it had achieved its full membership, 
i.e., until the end of 2006, Slovenia was entitled to 405.4 million Euros. Of this, 
236.8 million Euros were earmarked to be disbursed from Structural Funds and 
168.6 million Euros were planned to be released from the Cohesion Fund. In 
the period of current financial perspective of 2007–2013, Slovenia is entitled 
to a total of 4.205 billion Euros. Of this, 4.101 billion Euros are intended for the 
convergence objective and 104 million Euros for the objective of European ter-
ritorial cooperation.53 Even though public often witnesses critiques (and fears) 
as to the poor performance of drawing on the European funds,54 the fact is that 
successfully implemented projects (especially those referring to infrastructure) 
are met with positive recognition on the part of local population and do in fact 
contribute towards a higher degree of trust in the European integration. 

Apart from the Cohesion Policy, another important redistributive policy 
is the Common Agricultural Policy. According to Erjavec,55 the income of the 
agriculture has increased since Slovenia entered the EU; however, the econo-
mic situation of the food processing industry has deteriorated, as it had been 
subject to protection from imports and export subsidies prior to the accession. 
In the period of 2007–2013, the influx of funds from the European budget will 
have reached about two billion Euros. Hereby, the list of measures of the rural 
development programme includes agricultural and environmental measures, 
compensatory payments for farming in areas with more difficult conditions, 
investments in agriculture and food production and the diversification of inco-
mes of individual farms.56 

51 Radica Nusdorfer, "Območje svobode, varnosti in pravice", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina 
Kajnč and Damjan Lajh (Ljubljana, 2009), 258. 

52 Hix, The Political System of the European Union, 241.
53 Damjan Lajh, "Multi-Level Governance and the Implementation of EU Cohesion Policy in Slovenia", 

in: New Actors in a New Environment: Accession to the European Union, Civil Society and Multi-Level 
Governance, ed. Katia Hristova-Valtcheva (Sofia, 2009), 194.

54 Updated data on drawing on the European funds are accessible at the web portal "EU Structural Funds 
and Cohesion Fund in Slovenia" (http://www.eu-skladi.si/).

55 Emil Erjavec, "Skupna kmetijska politika", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč in Damjan 
Lajh (Ljubljana, 2009), 357.

56 Ibid., 356–357.
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In 2000, during the period of Slovenia's accession to the EU, the so-called 
Lisbon Strategy was adopted,57 which was directed towards an accelerated con-
struction of a knowledge-based economy and society. An important part of this 
strategy was represented by sustainable development that would lead to the 
most competitive economy in the world, which could provide its citizens with 
high-quality and stable jobs.58 In this context, guidelines, recommendations 
and activities in the fields of employment, education and research are assigned 
an important task. In this manner, the European Employment Strategy affec-
ts the implementation of measures of active employment policy in Slovenia, 
which are divided into four priority areas: counselling and assistance in search 
of employment, education and training, incentives for finding employment 

57 This refers to the conclusions made by the European Council at its session in March 2000 in Lisbon.
58 Maja Bučar, "Lizbonska strategija", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč and Damjan Lajh 

(Ljubljana, 2009), 230. 

Slovenian deputies in the European Parliament, 2009 (European Parliament, Information Office in 
Slovenia, accessed on: http://www.europarl.si/view/sl/evropski_parlament)
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and self-employment and programmes for increasing social inclusion.59 In the 
field of education and training, an important funding programme is represen-
ted by the "Lifelong Learning", which contains four parallel programme doma-
ins: "Comenius" for primary and secondary education, "Erasmus" for higher 
and university education, "Leonardo da Vinci" for vocational and professional 
education and training and "Grundtvig" for education of adults.60 Slovenia has 
also entered active participation in the processes of formulation of European 
research space. Alongside the cooperation in various projects and activities, 
Slovenia launched the so-called "Ljubljana Process" during its Council of the 
EU Presidency, which laid new foundations for the vision of development of 
European research space and its management.61

Cooperation in European integration can bring about certain problems for 
individual policy sectors. For instance, introduction of stricter environmental 
standards imposes certain implementation costs and (consequently) imple-
mentation deficit(s) on EU Member States. Thus, the European Commission 
has filed several lawsuits before the Court of Justice of the European Union aga-
inst Slovenia, because of its non-compliance with environmental legislation.62 
In March 2009, Slovenia was for the first time faced with charges before the 
Court of Justice of the European Union in Luxembourg, because it had failed to 
transpose a directive on environmental liability to its national legislation befo-
re the specified deadline. In its judgement, the Court imposed no sanctions on 
Slovenia as no requests for them had been made on the part of the plaintiff, i.e., 
the European Commission. As an interesting fact, let us add that it was for the 
first time in the history of the Court that the original judgement was written in 
Slovenian and that the language of the proceedings was Slovenian.

Concluding Thoughts

During the last twenty years, the European Union has undoubtedly played an 
important role in the formation of the young Slovenian state – it intervened 
into the operation of the latter's political system as well as into the regulation of 
individual policy domains. However, since the process of Europeanization does 

59 Miroljub Ignjatović, "Evropska strategija zaposlovanja", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč 
and Damjan Lajh (Ljubljana, 2009), 107. 

60 Manja Klemenčič, "Izobraževanje in usposabljanje", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč and 
Damjan Lajh (Ljubljana, 2009), 191. 

61 Tomaž Boh, "Evropski raziskovalni proctor", in: Evropska unija od A do Ž, eds. Sabina Kajnč and 
Damjan Lajh (Ljubljana, 2009), 145. 

62 See, e.g., Case C-49/10: 29 January 2010 – European Commission v Republic of Slovenia; Case 
C-365/10: Action brought on 22 July 2010 – European Commission v Republic of Slovenia.
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not merely flow one-way, the EU, in turn, has itself significantly changed and is 
now certainly not the same regional integration as it used to be in late 1980's 
and early 1990's. These changes have undoubtedly been profoundly influenced 
by the accession of twelve new (mostly post-socialist) states to the integration 
and the developments in global economic markets at the beginning of the 21st 
century. Even though the EU is currently one of the strongest economies in the 
world and one of the most developed regional integrations, it features relati-
vely large economic discrepancies, with the number of less-developed regions 
only increasing after the last EU enlargement. However, when world financial 
markets underwent a global crisis in 2008, the EU as a whole was faced with 
great difficulties, which some of the most pessimistic scenarios claim to questi-
on the existence of the common European currency, the Euro, or even the enti-
re European integration as such. The EU has been actively reacting to financial 
crisis and has adopted the European plan for measures intended to stimulate 
the economy, though judgements on their efficiency differ. 

Slovenia has been hit especially hard by this crisis. Yet despite poor public 
finance conditions and ever increasing public borrowing, Slovenia, too, has 
to issue financial guarantees to states in greatest financial distress (i.e., Gree-
ce, Ireland and Portugal) so as to help with the provision of financial stability 
across the entire Eurozone. Even though Slovenia and the EU as a whole have 

Janez Potočnik, European Commissioner for Science & Research (2004–2009) and European 
Commissioner for the Environment (2010–2014) (European Commission, Audiovisual Services, 
accessed on: http://ec.europa.eu/avservices/photo)
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been combating global economic crisis in the recent years, Slovenian citizens 
still tend to trust the European integration. Hence, according to the data of the 
Eurobarometer survey, conducted in the fall of 2010,63 Slovenia remains on top 
of the EU-27 Member States in terms of expressed support for individual poli-
cies that would strengthen the European integration: 84 per cent of survey par-
ticipants claimed they supported the common defence and security policy, 83 
per cent supported the EMU with the Euro as the single currency, 77 per cent 
were in favour of the common foreign policy, whereas further EU enlargement 
was supported by 66 per cent of survey participants. Even in terms of facing the 
crisis, the EU was recognised as the most successful actor by Slovenian citizens 
taking part in the survey: 51 per cent of respondents claimed that the EU was 
efficient at combating the crisis, whereas 43 per cent expressed the opinion 
that the EU was inefficient. On the contrary, 86 per cent of respondents claimed 
that Slovenian government had not been efficient in its dealing with the crisis 
and only 12 per cent claimed it had been.

To sum up, Slovenia has been successfully navigating the (un-)calm Euro-
pean waters during its first twenty years of independence. With few exceptions, 
it has gone with the flow and has as a consequence been presented as an exem-
plary pupil to other (post-socialist) countries. Slovenian citizens still trust the 
European integration, leading us to conclude that their expectations of the full 
EU membership have (so far) been fulfilled.

63 Standard Eurobarometer 74. Javno mnenje v Evropski uniji, jesen 2010. Nacionalno poročilo – 
Slovenija. Evropska komisija.
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Damjan Lajh

DVAJSET LET ODNOSOV MED SLOVENIJO IN EVROPSKO UNIJO

POVZETEK

V članku obravnavamo dvajset let odnosov med Slovenijo in Evropsko unijo 
(EU). V ta namen uporabimo klasifikacijo, ki sta jo za proučevanje vpliva EU 
oziroma procesov evropeizacije oblikovala Börzelova in Risse. Avtorja sta kot 
izhodiščno točko prepoznavanja razsežnosti, po katerih lahko analiziramo 
vpliv evropeizacije in posledično spremembe na nacionalni ravni, uporabila 
večznačno pojmovanje politike v smislu politike kot boja za oblast (politics), 
delovanja političnih institucij (polity) in javnih politik (policies). V članku se 
omejimo na zadnja dva vidika: a) prilagoditve na področju delovanja (insti-
tucij) političnega sistema in b) prilagoditve na posameznih javnopolitičnih 
področjih. Pri našem raziskovanju se osredotočimo zlasti na tista izbrana (pod)
področja, ki so po našem mnenju v največji meri (so)oblikovala moderno slo-
vensko državo v dvajsetih letih njenega obstoja.

Proces osamosvajanja Republike Slovenije konec osemdesetih in začetek 
devetdesetih let prejšnjega stoletja je bil močno zaznamovan z idejo o vklju-
čevanju v evropske povezovalne tokove. Že pred razglasitvijo formalne neod-
visnosti je bilo članstvo Slovenije v EU prepoznano kot pomemben korak na 
poti k demokratični, ekonomsko uspešni in mednarodno prepoznavni državi. 
Vključevanje v EU sicer ni potekalo povsem brez težav, saj se je mlada sloven-
ska država s problemi soočala že kmalu po vzpostavitvi prvih odnosov z EU 
– tako v procesu pogajanj o sklenitvi evropskega sporazuma, kot tudi pri nje-
govi implementaciji. Kljub temu je proces vključevanja Slovenije v EU s strani 
politične elite predstavljal konsenzualno sprejet nacionalni cilj. Seveda so se v 
tem obdobju pokazale tudi nekatere razlike v strankarskih pogledih na posa-
mezna "evropska" vprašanja, a z izjemo le ene parlamentarne stranke so vse 
druge stranke nedvoumno soglašale in podpirale vstop države v EU. Prav tako 
je celotno obdobje vključevanja Slovenije v EU bilo zaznamovano z zelo visoko 
podporo državljanov evropskemu povezovanju. To se je še posebej pokazalo na 
referendumu o vstopu v EU, kjer je s plebiscitarno večino (skoraj 90 odstotkov) 
vstop v EU bil potrjen tudi s strani ljudstva.

V zadnjih dvajsetih letih je EU zagotovo imela pomembno vlogo pri izo-
blikovanju mlade slovenske države – posegala je tako na področje delovanja 
političnega sistema kot v urejanje posameznih področij javnih politik. Ker pa 
proces evropeizacije ni zgolj enosmeren proces, se je tudi sama EU v zadnjem 
obdobju močno spremenila in vsekakor to ni več enaka regionalna integracija, 
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kot je bila ob koncu osemdesetih in v začetku devetdesetih let prejšnjega stole-
tja. Na te spremembe sta gotovo imela pomemben vpliv vstop dvanajst novih 
(večinoma posocialističnih) držav v integracijo in dogajanja na globalnih eko-
nomskih trgih v začetku 21. stoletja. 

Ugotovimo lahko, da je Slovenija v prvih dvajsetih letih samostojnosti uspe-
šno krmarila v (ne)mirnih evropskih vodah. Z redkimi izjemami je v glavnem 
plula s tokom in zato bila predstavljena kot vzorna učenka in zgled drugim 
(posocialističnim) državam, medtem ko slovenski državljani, kljub spreme-
njenim (zlasti ekonomskim) okoliščinam evropski povezavi še vedno znatno 
zaupajo.
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The building complex, which is surrounded by today's Koroška, Strossmayer-
jeva, Orožnova and Gospejna streets in Maribor, had already passed through 
several owners and building phases before Hermann, Baron of Gödel Lannoy, 
bought and remodelled it into his town palace in 1869. The building plot was 
situated in the western part of the town, at the edge of the medieval town walls 
and the western town gate. In order to discuss Hermann's renovation and fur-
nishings of the palace adequately, it is necessary to briefly present here the build-
ing history of the complex as well as the commissioner himself. Despite being 
referred to in existing literature, the palace has not yet been discussed in any 
detail; the present contribution seeks to further our knowledge of it by shed-
ding light on the period of the Gödel Lannoy family's ownership. The article is 
based on archival material relating to the houses Orožnova 11, Gospejna 3 and 
Koroška 26 in Maribor, kept in the Regional Archive Maribor (Pokrajinski arhiv 
Maribor) and the Styrian Provincial Archive (Steiermärkisches Landesarchiv) in 
Graz. Another important source is a photo collection kept in Maribor Regional 
Museum (Pokrajinski muzej Maribor) presenting the building during its recon-
struction into Maribor Art Gallery (1951–1954). A booklet about the Lannoy 
family and the Gödel Lannoy palace, published in 1888 by an unknown writer 
signed only as "T. Nob. de S." or "Nob. Degli Sf.", has also proved to be an indis-
pensable resource for the study of the palace. 1 

Jože Curk has already put forward the notion that the documented his-
tory of this building complex began around 1300 when two small single-sto-
ry houses were built, standing in parallel with their gables pointing towards 
(today's) Koroška Street, near the western town gate.2 Between the houses 
was the entry into the common courtyard. In 1314, townswoman Kunegund 
donated the eastern house to the Benedictine monastery in Šentpavel v Labot-
ski dolini (St. Paul in Lavanttal). Two years later the western house was donated 
to the same abbey by townsman Walker.3 The monastery managed to arrange 
the status of a free house (ger. Freihaus) for the then joined houses and used 
them as the administrative seat for the monasterial properties in the town and 
surrounding area. The buildings were probably damaged during the Ottoman 
siege of Maribor in 1532, and the Benedictines decided to rebuild and enlarge 

1 The copy in Maribor University Library consists of three fascicles: 1. T. Nob. de S., Genealogie und 
Geschichte des, dem flanderischen Uradel angehörigen freiherrlichen Geschlechtes der Lannoy. Der 
freiherrlichen Familie Goedel-Lannoy gewidmet von Verfasser (Maribor, 1888), 1–24; 2. Nob. Degli 
Sf., Palais Lannoy, 1–20; 3. Ursprung des Lannoy'schen Wappens: Der drei grünen Löwen im silbernen 
Meeresgrunde. Aus einer alten Sage zur Zeit der ersten Kreuzzüge nach Harrand von Wildon (hereinaf-
ter: Nob. Degli Sf., Palais Lannoy).

2 Jože Curk, "Oris 12 najpomembnejših gradbenih objektov v Mariboru II", Časopis za zgodovino in 
narodopisje 60/2 (1989): 199–204 (hereinafter: Curk, "Oris").

3 Jože Mlinarič, Gradivo za zgodovino Maribora III (Maribor, 1977), 32, 41.
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them. Soon after 1532 they linked both freestanding houses with a common 
entrance hall, probably added two storeys and oriented the main front of the 
house to Koroška Street. The reliefs on the keystones of the vaulted entrance 
hall show the coats-of-arms of Styria, Austria, Carniola, the Hapsburg Empire 
and of an unknown person, possibly the builder. The house had two courtyard 
wings of different length and a relatively long rectangular garden, stretching 
even further north than today's Orožnova Street. Somewhere between 1550 
and 1552, a tower belonging to the town gate fortifications was added to the 
south-western edge of the Benedictine house. This building phase is visible on 
one of the the oldest surviving Maribor townscapes from around 1657 and 
kept in the Styrian Provincial Archive in Graz.4 

The next major changes are documented in the second half of the 18th 
century, after the house was bought by Celestine nuns in 1759. The former Ben-
edictine house was chosen by the nun Maria Karolina Manzador, who became 
the first prior of the monastery, while the nuns arrived the following year from 
Steyr in Upper Austria.5 They rebuilt the house at Koroška Street to ensure their 
dwellings were in seclusion and to accommodate the appartments for the two 
or three lay persons leading the school for girls, for which the nuns received 
permission from Empress Maria Theresia. The staircase was embellished with 
simple stucco decoration, while the front of the house was decorated with late 
baroque-style mortar frames between the windows. (Fig. 1) 

In contrast to the Benedictines, who had used their Maribor free-house 
purely for administrative purposes, the Celestines needed a church for their 
activities. Soon after their arrival, they began to build a church dedicated to 
the Annunciation roughly in the middle of the former garden. On the town-
scape of Maribor painted by Joseph Goebler in 1771 on the vaults of the former 
Minorite church in Maribor,6 we can see that the Celestine church faced the 
west and had a small bell tower with an onion-shaped roof over the eastern 
main front section. It was built as a vaulted hall church with a two-axial and 
one storey extension in the south. The groundfloor of the south extension was 
used as a sacristy, while the nuns' choir was placed in the upper section. The 
architect, possibly Johann Nepomuk Fuchs, designed a unified five-axial east-
ern front for the church and its south extension, decorated with pilasters and a 
late baroque shaped window and two vases in the upper section of the façade. 
The only surviving liturgical furnishing of the church is the former main altar, 
originally occupying the western section of the church interior. The nuns com-

4 The painting is reproduced in: Jože Curk and Primož Premzl, Mariborske vedute (Maribor, 2004), 
30–31 (hireinafter: Curk and Premzl, Mariborske vedute).

5 Fran Kovačič, Zgodovina Lavantinske škofije 1228–1928 (Maribor, 1928), 283–284.
6 The fresco painting is reproduced in: Curk and Premzl, Mariborske vedute, 46–47.
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missioned it in 1766 in the workshop of the Maribor sculptor Josef Holzinger.7 
After 1782, the altar was moved to the parish church in Zgornja Polskava. The 
Celestines lived in Maribor for only 22 years, as their monastery was abolished 
during the Josephinian reforms in 1782. 

After its abolition, the buildings were used for military purposes until 1811, 
when they were acquired to house the Maribor authority regional headquar-
ters. Only the southern part of the complex facing Koroška Street was used for 
administrative purposes and the appartment of the district chief officer; the 
former church was sold to a merchant. In 1829 the town gate was demolished 
and around 1840 the west wing of the house on Koroška Street was enlarged by 
nine window axes, so that it extended to the south annex of the former church. 
The extension wing was built based on the plans by Anton Wagner, dated 1839 
and kept in the Regional Archive Maribor.8 (Fig. 2) 

7 Sergej Vrišer, Jožef Holzinger (Maribor, 1997), 50–53.
8 Regional Archive Maribor / Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor (hereinafter: PAM), PAM/1806/001/00082 

(Zbirka gradbenih načrtov III/7).

Fig. 1: Ubald Nasimbeni, south front of the house at Koroška 26, 1939 (Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor / 
Regional Archive Maribor)
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According to Wagner's plan, the enlarged building housed business premises 
(carriage house, stables, wood repository) on the ground floor, the writing rooms 
of the local authority offices on the first floor and apartments on the second floor. 
The building was used as local authority headquarters until 1860. Unfortunately, 
it remains unclear when the building was bought by Hermann baron Lannoy; 
however, it was still owned by his son Richard Basso, Baron Gödel Lannoy, in 
1915, when he commissioned the plans for new toilets on the ground floor with 
the architects Friedriger and Czeike.9 In 1925 the building was owned by Oskar 
Orosel and ten years later by his widow Olga Orosel.10 After World War II, the 
whole building was given over to private appartments and in the last few dec-
ades, some sections of the building have been used by Maribor Art Gallery. 

The church itself came into private hands in 1814, when it was sold to 
the merchant Ignaz Kreinz, who used it as a storehouse.11 Later, it was owned 
by Ludwig Perko. He sold it in 1841 to the enterpreuneur Carl Gerdes from 
Bremen, who turned the church into a coffee substitute factory. Two plans 

9 PAM, Uprava za gradnje in regulacije, MA/371, Koroška 26.
10 Mariborski adresar 1925 (ed. Vilko Weixl) (Maribor, 1925), 60 (hereinafter: Mariborski adresar 

1925); Veliki adresar Maribora, Celja in Ptuja in občin bivše Mariborske oblasti (Maribor, 1935), 112 
(hereinafter: Veliki adresar Maribora, Celja in Ptuja).

11 Curk, "Oris": 201.

Fig.. 2: Anton Wagner, plans for the west extension wing of the house Koroška 26, 1839 (Pokrajinski arhiv 
Maribor / Regional Archive Maribor)
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relating to this reconstruction are still in existence, the older by Anton Wagner, 
kept in Graz and until now overlooked by researchers, is dated 1841;12 the sec-
ond by Johann Georg Nafz was drawn up in 1844.13 (Fig. 3) 

It is obvious from the comparison of both plans that it was Wagner who 
projected the interior arrangement of the new factory, while Nafz merely added 
some improvements. Two additional, simply constructed wooden storeys were 
built in the previous church hall according to Wagner's plans. The eastern front 
remained almost unchanged, whereas a large door was built in the west side of 
the former church. The two-axial south extension was also rebuilt in order to 
serve the factory's purposes. The extension was also enlarged by one storey to 
create additonal space, but it was not made of wood as Wagner proposed but 
with brick vaulting as suggested by Nafz. This was almost certainly based on 
statical reasons and fire safety, since Gerdes installed large factory equipment 

12 Styrian Provincial Archive / Steiermärkisches Landesarchiv in Graz (hereinafter: StLA), Kreisamt 
Marburg, K 11.

13 PAM, Uprava za gradnje in regulacije, MA/128, Gospejna 3.

Fig. 3: Johann Georg Nafz, plans for Carl Gerdes' coffee substitute factory (improvement of the plan by 
Anton Wagner), 1844 (Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor / Regional Archive Maribor)
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(included in Nafz's plan). In the period that Hermann Gödel Lannoy owned 
the building, this additional storey was referred to as the mezzanin. To be accu-
rate, only the former south extension was used as a coffee substitute factory; 
two simple wooden storeys in the former church most likely served as a drying 
house for the required ingredients.

The enterpreneur built his town palace in the former garden next to the 
factory, occupying the whole northern section of the plot facing Orožnova 
Street. The one-storeyed palace in late Neo-Classical style was designed in 1844 
by the architect Josef Hasslinger.14 (Fig. 4) 

In the area between the factory and the mansion the architect designed 
a three-axial connection wing containing a well illuminated room facing east 
and a corridor facing west. There was a small courtyard and a garden in the 
south-western section of the palace and the factory, surrounded by a fence. All 
four sides of the palace were decorated with Neo-Classical elements. On the 
walls of the ground floor, masonry cut in massive blocks is simulated in stucco, 
while the windows and doors are accentuated with chamfered rustication. In 
the upper floor the walls are smooth and the windows are embellished with 
pediments, supported by corbels and decorated with acroteria. The outermost 
axes of the north front are accentuated with pilasters. The inner arrangement 
of the palace followed the usual manner with economical spaces on the ground 
floor and the owner's apartment on the upper floor. On Hasslinger's plan the 
function of the ground floor rooms is marked with great accuracy: there was 
a kitchen, a pantry, a bath room, a servants' room and toilets in the western 
part of the palace, while in the eastern part a pantry, a cloakroom, a room for 
officials, a carriage house, stables and a connecting corridor were located. The 
main entrance was in the middle of the north front side. The owner's family 
and their guests reached the staircase leading to the first floor through a nar-
row passage. Directly in front of the stairs was the drawing room. Access into 
the other seven rooms on the first floor was either from a staircase or from the 
drawing room and all the rooms were connected through doors in the middle 
of the walls. The architect marked only the function of some rooms of the first 
floor: the drawing room, a guest room in the south-eastern corner, an ante-
chamber next to the staircase, a bedroom in the eastern part as well as a winter 
garden and a terrace in the connecting wing between the main body of the 
palace and the former church. No detailed descriptions of Gerdes' palace exist; 
there is only a breif mention of it by Rudolf Gustav Puff from 1846 that this is 
a contemporary house, in which everything is practical: (mural) paintings, fur-

14 StLA, Kreisamt Marburg, Fasz. 129 XI 6., fol. 370–372 (K. 28). 
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Fig.. 4: Josef Hasslinger, plans for Gerdes' town palace, 1844 (Steiermärkisches Landesarchiv, Graz / 
Styrian Provincial Archive, Graz)
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nishings and heating,15 as well as two lythographies, showing the palace – the 
factory complex from the north-east and west side.16 Gerdes' family lived in the 
palace for only 20 years. In the mid-sixties Gerdes moved his factory to what is 
now Koroška Street (number 31), where he built a less luxurious mansion but a 
much bigger coffee substitute factory.17 From 1865 until1869 the former Celes-
tine church was used for the services of the Maribor Evangelical community.

In 1869, Hermann baron Gödel Lannoy (1820–1892) purchased the 
former factory and the palace. He was born in Maribor as the second son of 
an Austrian official, a cashier of the Maribor district (ger. Kreisamtskassierer) 
Franz Sales Gödel and Franziska Zöhrer.18 Like his elder brother Rudolf Oskar 
(1814–1883), he completed law studies in Vienna; both brothers enjoyed suc-
cessful careers. Rudolf Oskar began his career in 1836 as a probationer in the 
Primorska regional headquarters (ger. Küstenlandgubernium) in Trieste, and 
moved next year to Vienna, where he was employed at the trade ministry (ger. 
Allgemeine Hofkammer), responsible also for consular services. In 1840 he was 
named chancellor of the Austrian consulate general in Alexandria and six years 
later chancellor of the new established Austrian consulate general in Istanbul. 
Between 1850 and 1855 he was consul general for Syria and Palestine, and 
from 1853 also for Moldavia. From 1864 he was consul general for Serbia, but in 
1866 he returned from his diplomatic posts and became president of the cen-
tral naval office (ger. Zentralseebehörde) in Trieste. During his service in Egypt, 
he collected antiquities and later displayed his collection in his country manor 
Jelše near Šmarje, which he purchased in 1845, but fully rebuilt and furnished 
in the orientalising style around 1860.19 In December 1852 Rudolf Oskar Gödel 
was adopted by the childless Belgian baron Heinrich Eduard Josef of Lannoy, 

15 Rudolf Gustav Puff, Maribor. Njegova okolica, prebivalci in zgodovina (Maribor, 1999), 61 (hereinaf-
ter: Puff, Maribor)

16 Curk and Premzl, Mariborske vedute, 84–85.
17 A lithography showing the new mansion and factory is published in: Curk and Premzl, Mariborske 

vedute, 107.
18 Unless otherwise stated, the biographical data and the data on the career of both brothers are taken 

from: Wolfgang Suppan, Heinrich Eduard Josef von Lannoy (1787–1853). Leben und Werke, phil. 
diss. (Graz, 1959), 52–55 (hereinafter: Suppan, Heinrich Eduard Josef von Lannoy). The author accu-
rately quoted the previous literature on the topic. Their father, Franz Sales Gödel, attented Maribor 
grammar school in 1804; he later fought in the battle at Kismegyr. Around 1814 he was an official 
in Mahrenberg (Radlje ob Dravi), where his elder son was born, but from 1820 at the latest, he was 
employed in Maribor; in 1846 he was still the cashier of the Maribor district. See: Puff, Maribor, 133.

19 The career and the Egyptian collection of Rudolf Oskar was discussed thoroughly by: Gottfried 
Hamernik, "Rudolf von Gödel–Lannoy – auf den Spuren eines vergessenen Sammlers", in: Egypt 
and Austria II (eds. J. Holaubek, H. Navrátilová, W. B. Oerter). Proceedings of the Prague Symposium, 
October 5th to 7th, 2005 (Prague, 2006), 55–64 (hereinafter: Hamernik, "Rudolf von Gödel–Lannoy 
– auf den Spuren eines vergessenen Sammlers"); Tomislav Kajfež, "Med službeno dolžnostjo in zbi-
rateljsko strastjo. Slovenski zbiratelji starin iz vrst avstrijskih diplomatov v Egiptu", in: Slovenci in čar 
Egipta. Diplomati, zbiralci, misijonarji in popotniki (ed. Irena Lazar) (Koper, 2010), 41–46. 
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owner of the manor house Viltuš near Maribor.20 He was related to the baron 
through his marriage to Therese of Carneri, a half sister of the baron's wife Mag-
dalena Katharina Josephine of Carneri.21 In January 1857 King Leopold of Bel-
gium elevated him into Belgian baronial ranks; in February 1861 he was granted 
an Austrian knighthood and in March 1871 Emperor Franz Josef bestowed the 
rank of Austrian baron upon him.22 Rudolf Oskar was allowed to add Lannoy 
to his name and to use the family coat-of-arms. The title was later inherited by 
his only son Emil Bartholomäus, who also had a diplomatic career and was the 
ambassador in Portugal from 1889 to 1895, but died childless between 1931 
and 1935, probably in Maribor.23 Beside this so-called "older baronial branch", 
the younger brother Hermann Wladislaw Gödel founded the "younger baro-
nial branch" of the family. Hermann began his career in Dalmatia and became 
a district judge in Koper in 1848 and two years later councillor in the finan-
cial office (ger. Finanzprokuratur) in Trieste. He then moved to Budapest and 
became financial procurator (ger. Finanzprokurator) in Bratislava in 1854 and 
in Venice in 1858. From 1866 he was Austrian military intendant in Italy, but he 
later returned to his previous post and worked as financial procurator in Lower 
Austria until his retirement in 1880. In his political career he became a deputy 
of the Slovenian national conservative party in the parliament in 1879 and its 
second vice-president (ger. zweiter Vizepräsident des Abgeordnetenhauses des 
Reichsrates), as well as a deputy in the Styrian assembly, where he was named 
governer deputy (ger. Landeshauptmann Stellvertreter) in 1884. Rudolf Oskar 
and Hermann of Gödel Lannoy received several orders for their service; Her-
mann was also an honorary member of the Order of the Knights of St John. 
He had four children with his wife Clementine Theresa Luisa of Syrk, but all 

20 Heinrich Eduard Josef, Baron of Lannoy (1787–1853), an appreciated composer and conductor, 
descended from old nobility; sixteen members of the family, army officers and statesmen, had been 
awarded the highest imperial Order of the Golden Vlies. Heinrich was actually descended from an 
illegitimate branch of the family. His father Peter Josef Albert (1733–1825) moved after his retire-
ment to Austria and in 1808 he bought the dominion Viltuš near Maribor. Next year he was awarded 
an Austrian baronial rank. In 1819 Heinrich married Magdalena Josephine of Carneri. After the death 
of his father he inherited the dominion Viltuš. He died in Vienna in 1853. Viltuš was inherited by his 
widow Josephine and after her death in 1857 it passed into the hands of her brother Bartholomäus of 
Carneri. See: Suppan, Heinrich Eduard Josef von Lannoy, 11–53.

21 For a short presentation of the work of Therese's twin brother Bartholomäus of Carneri see: Rudolf 
Pertassek, Marburg, von der "Marchburch" zur Universitätsstadt. 700 Jahre Geschichte, Wirtschaft und 
Kultur einer untersteirischen Stadt und ihrer Umgebung (Graz, 2000), 174–175.

22 All three certificates are preserved in the Regional Archive in Maribor: PAM/1659 Rodbina Gödel – 
Lannoy (1849–1887), škatla 2.

23 In 1925 and 1931 he is recorded as the owner of the house Gospejna 11 in Maribor, where he also 
lived, but in 1935 the house was already owned by Helena Semsich. See: Mariborski adresar 1925, 
56; Adresar za mesto Maribor (ed. Franc Krajnc) (Maribor, 1931), 61 (hereinafter: Adresar za mesto 
Maribor); Veliki adresar Maribora, Celja in Ptuja, 110.
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of them died young, so he adopted his nephew Richard Basso (1854–1930).24 
Richard was born in Trieste, but when he was only a few months old his father 
died and he was raised by Hermann alongside his own children. In 1884, Rich-
ard Basso was granted imperial permission to add Gödel Lannoy to his own 
name. He attended the naval academy in Rijeka (Fiume) and made a career in 
the Austrian navy; he achieved the post of ordinance officer of the commander 
of the imperial navy and of the Corvette Captai, while for his efforts during the 
Austrian polar expedition to the Jan Mayen islands he was awarded the Knights 
cross of Franz Josef Orden. The photos he took during the expedition were 
recently published by Herbert Justnik.25 In 1885 he married Friederike, the 
daughter of the previously mentioned Bartholomäus of Carneri, but their mar-
riage remained childless and with him the younger baronial branch of Gödel 
Lannoy also died out. He lived for at least some time in Maribor; in 1912 he is 
recorded as being a member of the Maribor Yachting club and in 1915 he com-
missioned some minor building changes to his palace.26 

In the context of the present study it is of great importance that the pro-
fessionally, politically and socially successful brothers Rudolf Oskar and Her-
mann Gödel Lannoy devoted much of their attention to the reconstruction 
of their mansions and their furnishings. Their ascension from lower official to 
bourgeois and noble ranks, as well as their sojourn in Austrian, Italian, Near 
and Middle Eastern cities and capitals, is clearly reflected in their residences. 
Around 1860 Rudolf Oskar employed the architect Franz Stichel to rebuild the 
existing baroque-style Jelše country seat into an orientalising mansion using 
Ottoman, Egyptian and Arabic architectural forms, symbols (the crescent) 
and inscriptions (Bismillah). The interior was also embellished with oriental 
architectural and ornamental forms and objects from the Middle and Far East. 
In 1863 the topographer Carl Reichert described the first-floor hall as being 
built in "Moresque style" with alabaster arches and delicate stuccos follow-
ing the models in Alhambra; the finest Chinese porcelain was also displayed 
on the walls there. The armoury was decorated in "Neo-Turkish Style" and 
there was a large collection of oriental weapons and other objects; the dining 
room was presented in the "Damascus manner" with Arabic arches and gilded 
inscriptions; the ladies boudoir followed the style of the elegant Konstantin-

24 The most exhaustive biography of Richard Basso of Gödel Lannoy was published by: Herbert Justnik, 
Wissenschaftliche Landschaftsfotografie. Die Fotografien der Oesterreichischen Polar-Expedition auf 
der Insel Jan Mayen (1881/83), diploma work (Wien, 2007), 74–78.

25 Ibid.
26 Richard obviously wanted to settle the problems with the toilets in the palace and in the adjacent 

house in Koroška 26. The plans drawn up by the architects Friedriger and Czeike are preserved in 
Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor. 
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opel harems, while Byzantine style predominated in the chapel.27 The roman-
tic oriental entirety, reflecting the taste of the bourgeois consule general, was 
interrupted only in the staircase hall, were he left intact the previous baroque 
stuccos and paintings commissioned by the counts of Gaisruck, representing 
a triumphant Christian soldier in a battle with Ottomans or Hungarians, Four 
Elements, birds, trophies of war, sitting Ottomans, Gaisruck coat-of-arms, 
etc. The imagery of baroque paintings and stuccos partially match the orien-
tal interiors, but their preservation was surely also an hommage by the newly 
enobled Rudolf Oskar to the previous old aristocracy owners, the counts of 
Gaisruck. What the battle scene depicted had already been forgotten by the 
19th century, as it was described then as the victory of Sigismund of Dietrich-
stein over a peasant uprising in Brežice, 151528, although it most probably rep-
resents the duke Karl of Lorraine during his campaigns in Hungary after the 
siege of Vienna in 1683. Unfortunately, World War II and the events following 
it proved fatal for the interior furnishings and collections. Only the remains 
of the former oriental splendour can be seen in the manor house itself and as 
regards the collection, only one piece was identified in the national museum 
in Prague (a piece of the stone sarcophagus of Merimose, the regent of Nubia 
during the reign of King Amenophis III).29 

A similar destiny befell the mansion of the younger brother Hermann, who 
bought the former Gerdes' palace and coffee substitute factory and rebuilt it 
into a town mansion with a romantic garden. As with Jelše, all that remains 
of the interior decoration is written sources and photographs. In Maribor it 
was not just the events during the war that proved fatal for Hermann's man-
sion, but also the purist approach of the art historians and architects Jaroslav 
Černigoj and Saša Dev, who transformed the mansion into Maribor Art Gal-
lery between 1951 and 1954. They removed all the furnishings and rebuilt 
the building completely, leaving only the ceiling painting in the great hall and 
some inlaid wooden floor and stone tiling. During the reconstruction some 
occasional photographs were taken showing the workers, some of the build-
ing details and parts of the furnishings. These photographs, combined with 
a detailed description of the mansion written and published in 1888 by the 
already mentioned anonymous "T. Nob. de S." or "Nob. Degli Sf.", probably a 
friend of the owner, give us the opportunity to reconstruct the image of the 
mansion, as it was rebuilt, furnished and painted for Hermann Gödel Lannoy 
after 1869. 

27 Ivan Stopar, Dvorec Jelše pri Šmarju (Ljubljana, 1998), 14–15 (hereinafter: Stopar, Dvorec Jelše pri 
Šmarju).

28 Ibid., 9.
29 Hamernik, "Rudolf von Gödel–Lannoy – auf den Spuren eines vergessenen Sammlers".
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Major architectural changes took place in the former church and factory 
respectively following the plans of the architect Tschernitschek.30 Instead of 
the two wooden storeys built for Gerdes' factory, only one was installed, which 
separated the low hall in the ground floor from the vaulted great hall in the first 
floor. The former church and annex building in the south acquired a new man-
sard and pitched roof and the west face was embellished with Neo-Renaissance 
and Neo-Baroque architectural elements. A balcony supported by three thin 
metal columns was added, as was access from the great hall. (Fig. 5, 6) 

A much smaller balcony with a beautiful view to the west was built in the 
middle of the mansard roof. In the middle of the lintel they placed the Lannoy 

30 The name of the architect appears in the booklet by T. Nob. de S. I was not able to find the plans by 
Tschernitschek.

Fig. 5: The west fro-
nt of the palace 
and garden, 1951 
(Pokrajinski muzej 
Maribor / Maribor 
Regional Museum)
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coat-of-arms, which, according to "T. Nob. de S.", was carved from white mar-
ble. The historically conscious owner also left the Ottoman stone cannonballs 
built into the front walls, according to legend deriving from the Ottoman siege 
of Maribor in 1532. A tower with a spiral staircase was built into the edge of the 
former church and the connecting wing. Although it was demolished in 1951 
we can study its forms on some of the photographs and renovation plans of 
the palace kept in the Maribor Regional Archive. Another tower with a rectan-
gular ground plan was built in the south-western corner of the property. Built 
as a garden shed, it measured only 6.84 x 5.57 m and had a ground and upper 
floor topped by a mansard roof. A pleasant drawing of the tower was produced 
in 1922 by the mason and carpenter Franjo Spes, who was commissioned by the 
tenant Anton Kosič to plan a breakfast room in the upper floor; the palace was 
then owned by Albert of Fodroczy. (Fig. 7) Surrounded by the buildings described 
here and enclosed by a fence, a small garden was arranged and planted with dark 
pines and oleanders and orange and lemon trees in vessels around a well. 

The architecture of the former Gerdes mansion was not changed signifi-
cantly, but the owner devoted much attention to the interior decoration. In the 
words of "T. Nob. de S.", Hermann Gödel Lannoy wanted to combine comfort 
with good taste, but in contrast to the orientalism of his brother, he chose the 
"Italian character" for his mansion. As presumed, his understanding of Italian 
character was based on his own visual experience during his service in Trieste 
and Venice. Hermann's comprehension of Italian character and good taste was 
shaped by the romantic historicism or Eclecticism of Triestine palaces from 
the period of Hapsburg rule; however, before making comparisons, it is worth 
consulting the description by "T. Nob. de S." in order to understand the interior 
arrangement and furnishings of the palace.31 He began his description of the 
interior at the portal in Orožnova Street. In the vestibule he mentions a large 
double glass-door with alegoric figures, geniuses and arabesque ornaments 
made by prof. Oster in Vienna. The door protected the adjoining staircase from 
cold air, as this area of the building was already heated by the air-heating system 
constructed by Nicoladoni from Vienna. The staircase was illuminated through 
a window with cut glass flowers and monograms. The ceiling of the staircase 
was painted with geniuses hunting butterflies and hummingbirds; the perspec-
tive of this painting was often admired by the owner's guests, although the 
author does not mention the name of the painter or the painting technique. 
There were slates of Pohorje-marble on the floor and the wrought-iron banis-
ters of the staircase were gilded. The lionheads, which held the heavy silky cords 
and pompons of the handrail, were also gilded. The staircase was illuminated 

31 Unless stated otherwise, the description is taken from: Nob. Degli Sf., Palais Lannoy.
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with gaslights, a bronze candelabrum and a Moor holding a bronze girandole (a 
branched candlestick) in his raised arm; the Moor was made by Mathäus Rath, 
a sculptor from Maribor. Reaching the first floor the gilded wrought-iron ban-
isters continued, but were interrupted by massive marble-green stone newels 
with capitals in the form of palm trees and aloes, which gave the whole stair-
case a greenhouse character. (Fig. 8)

Through a solid oak door one could reach the drawing room, decorated 
with antique wallpapers and an oak and nut tree panelled ceiling with oil paint-
ings. Francesco Barazzutti of Gemona painted groups of children symbolising 
human weaknesses and the painter Löffler added the Four seasons. Rectangular 
fields above the doors were decorated with reliefs showing puttos who played 
the timbals, lyre and trombone as Bacchants. The large bronze chandelier was 
made in 15th century Italian style. On the walls hung antique family portraits, a 
portrait of a Venetian senator by Morone (probably Giovanni Battista Moroni) 
and some portraits of Spanish grandees from the reign of Emperor Charles VI. 
Many other elements were also antique: the large mirrors, decorated with coat-
of-arms and angels, fayence-vases, oriental furniture pieces, Venetian console 
tables, clocks and glasses. A photo of a part of the ceiling was taken during the 
restoration works in the early fifties. It shows the painted groups of children, 

Fig. 6: The west front of the palace and garden, 2009 (Photo: Polona Vidmar)
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the chandelier, a relief above a door and a section of wallpapers with floral 
ornaments. (Fig. 9) 

Two enormous oak doors led from the drawing room into the family 
appartments. To the left (west side) was the owner's study, which was decorated 
in Alt-Deutsch style with bullseye panes and a massive oak ceiling with various 
state coat-of-arms and a Venetian lion. The richly gilded leather wall hangings 
were from Japan, and the elaborate boiseries were made by Faßler from Graz. 

Fig. 7: Franjo Spes and son, plans for a breakfast room in the former garden shed, 1922 (Pokrajinski arhiv 
Maribor / Regional Archive Maribor)
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The mechanism of the beautiful clock decorated with a gilded lion was a work 
by Dittinger from Maribor. In the other corner stood an iron suit of armour of 
the Order of the Knights of St John from the 14th century, while above it two 
paintings hung: an oil painting of St John the Baptist (patron of the Order) by 
Alessandro Mordasco and a painting of a boy in the same suit by Canon (Hans 
Canon was the pseudonym of the painter Johann Straširipka). There were also 
family portraits on the walls, among others showing Hans von Schärfenberg, a 
former state captain of Styria (1562–1580), another count of Schärfenberg, a 
baron Lannoy etc. The bullseye panes were made by Pöschl in Maribor and the 
painted coat-of-arms between them were bought in Innsbruck. The tapestries, 
which were used as curtains, and antique pieces of furniture were bought from 
Schak in Vienna. In front of the bookshelf lay giant polar bear and polar fox 
furs, brought from the polar expedition by the owner's son. The adjacent room 
was the owner's wife's study, which was decorated in oriental style with Persian 
carpets, vases, pitchers and paintings by Guido Reni and Giovanni de Paula Ferg 
(probably Franz de Paula Ferg). A closed passage led from the study of the lady 
of the house in the south western part of the palace into the medieval dining 
room, which also connected to the main reception room of the palace. The 
artistic wooden ceiling of the dining room was made by Feßler in Graz after a 
drawing by Barazzutti. The flower and fruit still lifes were painted directly onto 

Fig. 8: The staircase under reconstruction, 1951 (Pokrajinski muzej Maribor / Maribor Regional Museum)
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wood by Felice Barazzutti, a brother of the previously mentioned Francesco. 
A preserved photo of the ceiling shows the geometric order of the panelling 
with an octagonal field in the middle surrounded by hexagons, rectangles and 
triangles. Felice's still lifes were painted only in the surrounding hexagonal and 
rectangle fields. In the middle, one can see the remains of a chandelier made of 
polished brass ("cuivrepoli") in the Viennese factory Melzer & Neurath. (Fig. 10) 

The room was decorated with Spanish green-golden wall hangings with 
arabesque as well as Japanese ornaments and other bowls and old English tin 
plates. The furnishings came from Ludwig's in Vienna. The author of the book-
let highlighted a walnut-credence with lionheads and arabesques that held old 
Nuerenberg cups with family coats-of-arms, some of the oldest works of Styr-
ian glass production, old German jars and Venetian cups.

After describing the dining room, the writer returned to the reception room 
and described the rooms in an eastern direction. The first room to the east was 
the reception room of the lady, decorated with silver and cream wall hangings 
and velvet curtains in a peacock colour. The lady of the house had two suites 
of furniture, one cream coloured and the other peacock green. The second 
one had ebony and mother-of-pearl ornaments with Wedgewood backrests 
depicting scenes from Sir Walter Scott's novels. The mirrors, the trumeau and 

Fig. 9: The ceiling in the drawing room, 1951 (Pokrajinski muzej Maribor / Maribor Regional Museum)
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the fictive fireplace were black with mother-of-pearl elements. Above the fire-
place in the corner was a painting by Salvator Rosa, while on the walls sconces 
and paintings of the family were hung. The adjacent room, used for gaming, 
was most tastefully decorated in the words of the writer of the booklet. The 
walls were green pattern-welded and the ceiling was richly decorated, having 
been painted in red and gold by Francesco Barazzutti. Stained glass windows 
with exotic birds were produced by prof. Gayling in Vienna. There were red 
wool settees with embroideries and elegant gambling tables in the corners and 
a beautiful carved table in the middle of the room as well as an Old-Venetian set 
of shelfs and an Old-Venetian writing desk by Noghera with a wooden mosaic 
inside. The adjacent room was used by the lady of the house as her bedroom 
and boudoir. It was covered with carpets and the walls, windows and doors 
were decorated in a floral fabric. The lady had a tester bed in a corner; the draw-
er case, mirrors and Old-Venetian style washbasin were from Schak in Vienna. 
Lind, the painter, made paintings on a gold background for some smaller pieces 
of furniture. The adjacent bedroom of the owner was simply decorated with 
an antique Italian writing desk and some weapons. The master's bedroom was 
arranged in the northern part of the former Gerdes' winter garden. Its southern 
section was used by servants of the house. 

Fig. 10: The ceiling in the dining room, 1951 (Pokrajinski muzej Maribor / Maribor Regional Museum)
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A small door led from the master's bedroom to the portico with dark green 
stucco columns and an Old-Venetian iron lantern. On the other side of the 
portico was a large oak door carved with figures on the portico side and with 
inlaid wood on the other. It led to the main reception room, named "Matheser-
saal", after a fresco painting on its ceiling. The walls were painted with a cherry 
red Damascus pattern and the ceiling was divided by painted ornaments in 
five fields depicting historical scenes. Francesco Barazzutti needed almost two 
years to complete the work (1882 to 1883). The frescos depict the encounter 
of Pope Leo I. with Attila, the victory of Christians during the Ottoman siege of 
Maribor in 1532 (Fig. 11), the victory of the knights of the Order of St John over 
the Ottoman fleet, Emperor Charles V. releasing the Christian slaves in Tunis, 
the release of Vienna by Jan Sobiesky in 1683 and the Four Seasons. The writer 
described the frescos with great admiration, above all the natural colouring, 
correct perspective and the three-dimensional effects of the figures and orna-
ments. In the room there was also a large Venetian mirror by Brustolone with 
the coats-of-arms of the doge Memo and four putti symbolising Four elements. 
The branched candleholders, gilded furniture, tapestries and lantern mirrors 
in the corners were bought from Schak's in Vienna. Three photos of the hall 
taken in 1951/1952 are preserved depicting the hall as described by "T. Nob. 
de S.", although the palace had passed through the hands of several owners 
in the meantime. After Hermann's death in 1892, it was inherited by Richard 
Basso of Gödel Lannoy, who probably sold it soon after World War I to Albert 
of Fodroczy; in 1925 Albert and Eleonora of Fodroczy were recorded as its 
owners,32 in 1931 Sandor of Fodroczi,33 in 1935 Albrecht and Elvira Fodroczy 
and Evgen Brödl-Berezy;34 after World War II it was nationalised. On the floor 
the white and black marble pavement tiles still stood, there was dark panelling 
on the lower section of the walls and a Damaskus pattern in the upper section. 
The Venetian mirror was still in its place on the wall opposite the balcony. The 
gilded furniture, branched candelabra, etc. were still in the hall, but some pieces 
of furniture had obviously been brought from other rooms. When the palace 
was transformed into Maribor Art Gallery, the marble tiles were replaced with 
simple parquetry and the walls were painted white, but as regards the furniture, 
it is possible that it was not discarded but transported into Maribor museum, 
although without indicating that it is from the palais Gödel Lannoy. There is 
still hope that at least some pieces have survived and can be identified through 
further research.

From the main reception room one could reach the guest rooms, which 

32 Mariborski adresar 1925, 66.
33 Adresar za mesto Maribor, 61.
34 Veliki adresar Maribora, Celja in Ptuja, 116.
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the writer described as having seven meter high, so-called Babylonian vaults. 
The height is exaggerated, although it is unclear why "T. Nob. de S." defined the 
late Baroque style vaults of the former Celestine choir as Babylonian. However, 
on the vaults of the guest rooms were paintings showing a doge, a dogaresse, 
a knight of the Order of St John and a Celestine nun. In one of the rooms the 
Triumph of Galathea and Parts of the day were painted. The sopraporta paint-
ings were made by Löffler. In one of the rooms, the writer noticed a Virgin of 
Mercy with a pope, cardinals, an emperor, and kings and princes under her pro-
tecting mantle, painted in the 14th century, and a well in the adjacent hallway. 
A closed mirror door connected the guest rooms with the second floor of the 
adjacent building, which the writer supposed was the former monastery. But 
as we have already seen, the adjacent building was built no earlier than 1840 
after the plans by Anton Wagner, only the section facing Koroška Street was 
older. The writer mentioned 27 bright and spacious rooms and a hall in the 
building; he was convinced that it had been used as an appartment by most 
Austrian monarchs since Charles V., on their visits to Maribor. Emperor Franz 
Josef I and his wife were supposed to have stayed there during their last visit in 
1863. It is quite remarkable how fast the duration of the building time of the 
Maribor local authority headquarters was forgotten, unless the writer deliber-
ately wanted to present the whole building as older than it actually was. It is 

Fig. 11: Francesco Barazzutti, Victory of Christian defenders in the Ottoman siege of Maribor, 1532, 
painted 1882/1883 (Photo: Polona Vidmar)
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not clear from the text if the former headquarters were owned by Hermann of 
Gödel Lannoy in 1888 when the booklet was published, but it is possible, as the 
writer mentioned the door between both buildings. 

Access from the guest rooms to the corridor was provided by a mirror door, 
and through that to a staircase to the upper storeys and the Belvedere. In front 
of the entrance to the former "cloister chapel" the writer noticed a stone plaque 
with the inscription "et ambas professiones deposuit in Maria Zell" and the year 
1552. He connected it with the unusual event of a nun taking confession in 
Maria Zell instead of in her own cloister, but we as we have already seen, the 
nunnery was actually established sometime after 1760. A heavy iron door pro-
vided access to the next staircase, which led to a bright lobby with a circular 
window giving a beautiful view over the whole town and its eastern surround-
ings. A further staircase led to the Belvedere, a bright room with circular win-
dows and access to a stone balcony with delightful views to the west. The Bel-
vedere was located in the mansard roof, built during Hermann's ownership of 
the palace, but the windows were actually oval-shaped and the balcony is made 
of wrought iron. On the ground floor of that part of the building the writer 
described the economical spaces of the house, all provided with water conduit, 
such as kitchens, stables, laundry, a room for ironing, etc. In the porter's appart-
ment in the mezzanin facing the courtyard, the writer mentioned a confine-
ment for nuns, where nuns were imprisoned in the Middle Ages, sometimes for 
a limited period but sometimes also until death. At the end of his description of 
the palace the writer recapitulated the belief that the older parts of the palace 
are so full of historic memories that it is really worth visiting. He also mentioned 
the cross of the Order of the Knights of St John and a stone inscription plaque 
built into the east face of the former church commemorating the bombard-
ment of the church during the siege of Maribor in 1532.

Disregarding the inadequate knowledge of local history and the unreliable 
stylistic classifications, the booklet by "T. Nob. de S." offers a valuable insight 
into the domestic world and artistic preferences of a rich and newly enobled 
high official of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. As already stated, it was Trieste 
with its aristocratic and bourgeois residences that most heavily influenced Her-
mann's of Gödel Lannoy and his preference for "Italian character". Despite the 
numerous moves he made because of his official postings, he spent most of the 
1850s and 1860s in Trieste and Venice, where he could have observed the con-
struction and furnishing of several residences. One such sumptuous residence 
which may have been admired by Baron Hermann was Palazzo Revoltella, a 
Neo-Renaissance palace, designed in 1852/1853 by the Berlin architect Frie-
drich Hitzig for one of the most influential Triestine enterpreneurs and finan-
ciers, Pasquale Revoltella. The palace was built and furnished between 1854 
and 1858. The image of the interiors of Baron Hermann's palace in Maribor, 
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obtained through description and photographs, evokes strongly the relatively 
well preserved or restored interiors of Palazzo Revoltella.35 The marble and fine 
inlaid wooden flooring, the wood panelling of the lower parts of the rooms, the 
wall hangings with floral motivs, the coffered or painted ceilings, the staircase 
with gilded wrough-iron banisters, the Neo-Baroque and Neo-Rococo furni-
ture pieces, the brassed chandeliers, the portraits, alegoric and historical paint-
ings, etc. – all of these were common interior decoration features around 1860 
and 1870, but their similarities transcend the common taste of the period. Let 
us only mention here the coffered ceiling painted by Augusto Tominz with chil-
dren symbolizing Arts and Professions in Palazzo Revoltella and the previously 
mentioned coffered ceiling of the drawing room with children symbolizing 
human weaknesses in Maribor, painted by Francesco and Felice Barazzutti, or 
the preference of the commissioners for local historical topics (Trieste's dedi-
cation to Austria, 1382 and The Free Port Proclamation, 1719, both painted by 
Cesare Dell'Aqua in 1855 and 1856 and the Victory of Christian defenders in the 
Ottoman siege of Maribor, 1532, painted by Francesco Barazzutti in 1882/83). 
Other prominent examples of Triestine residences undoubtedly admired by 
Hermann of Gödel Lannoy were Villa Lazarovich and Castle Miramar. Arch-
duke Ferdinand Maximilian rented Villa Lazarovich on San Vito hill in Trieste 
in 1852, furnished it according to his own taste and used it as his residence 
during his sojourns in Trieste until Miramar Castle was prepared for arrival of 
the archducal couple in 1860. The interiors of Miramar were designed by the 
wood sculptor and gilder Franz Hofmann and his son Julius, but they had to 
follow the instructions of the commissioner Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian. 
He insisted on an "Old-English" style of the furnishings, a relatively undefined 
historical style, but a combination of styles, such as Tudor, Jacobean, Elisabe-
than etc.), combined with the modern idea of "comfort" as an essential compo-
nent of the comtemporary cultivation of home décor.36 The interiors of Palais 
Gödel Lannoy in Maribor reflected these ideas in a more moderate provincial 
environment. As we have already seen, it was the commissioner who insisted 
on comfort in combination with good taste and Italian character regarding the 
interior decoration of his palace. The majority of pieces of furniture and other 
elements of interior decoration were bought in Vienna and were either Alt-
Deutsch or Old-Venetian, also not exactly defined historical styles, but rather 
a combination of Gothic, German and Italian Renaissance and Baroque ele-
ments. Only one room, the study of the lady of the house, was decorated in 

35 For the interiors of Palazzo Revoltella, see the illustrated book: Maria Masau Dan and Susanna 
Gregorat, Museo Revoltella. Il Palazzo baronale. The guide (Trieste, 2008).

36 Eliana Perotti, Das Schloss Miramar in Triest (1856–1870). Erzherzog Ferdinand Maximilian als 
Bauherr und Auftraggeber (Wien–Köln–Weimar, 2002), 53.
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Oriental style, which surely reflects the preferences of the owner's wife. It is to 
be regretted that in the 1950s historism was regarded as inferior even among 
art historians and architects and that because of their purist approach Maribor 
lost its best example of a well considered and well preserved palace, a "Gesamt-
kunstwerk" of Eclecticism.*37 

Polona Vidmar

PALAČA HERMANNA BARONA GÖDEL LANNOYA V MARIBORU

POVZETEK

Na zahodnem obrobju Maribora, med sedanjimi Koroško cesto ter Strossmay-
erjevo, Orožnovo in Gospejno ulico, je v obdobju med 14. in 20. stoletjem nast-
al raznolik stavbni sestav. Kakor je ugotovil že Jože Curk, sta bili okrog leta 1300 
ob Koroški cesti zgrajeni meščanski hiši, ki sta ju lastnika Kunigunda in Walker 
podarila benediktinskemu samostanu v Šentpavlu na Koroškem. Benediktinci 
so si zanju uredili status svobodne hiše in ju uporabljali kot sedež svojih posesti 
v mariborski okolici. Po osmanskem obleganju Maribora 1532 so hiši povezali s 
skupno vežo in ju povišali za dve nadstropji. Leta 1759 so hišo kupile celestinke 
in v njej uredile klavzuro in stanovanja za učiteljice, v letih 1760 do 1760 pa 
so na nekdanjem vrtu zgradile cerkev Marijinega Oznanjenja. Po razpustitvi 
celestinskega samostana je stavbe sprva uporabljala vojska, nato pa so jih leta 
1811 predali mariborskemu okrožnemu uradu. Le-ta je v južnem delu stavbne-
ga sestava uredil stanovanjske in pisarniške prostore, ki so jih okrog leta 1840 
povečali po načrtih Antona Wagnerja. Nekdanjo cerkev so že leta 1814 prodali 
trgovcu Ignazu Kreinzu. Kreinz in njegov naslednik Ludwig Perko sta cerkev 
uporabljala za skladišče. Leta 1841 jo je kupil poslovnež Carl Gerdes iz Bremna 
in v južnem prizidku cerkve uredil tovarno kavnih nadomestkov, v cerkveni 
prostor pa so vstavili dodatni leseni etaži, najbrž za sušenje sestavin za kavni 

* This paper has been prepared as part of the research project L6-4315 "Visual Arts and Architecture in 
the Spatial Context of the City of the City of Maribor", by the Slovenian Research Agency (ARRS).
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nadomestek. Načrti prezidave v tovarno so bili delo Antona Wagnerja, leta 
1844 pa jih je izboljšal zidarski mojster Johann Georg Nafz. Istega leta je Gerdes 
pri arhitektu Josefu Hasslingerju naročil načrte za mestno palačo, ki jo je nam-
eraval zgraditi na severnem obrobju parcele, ob sedanji Orožnovi ulici. Do leta 
1846 je bila po Hasslingerjevih načrtih zgrajena palača v poznoklasicističnem 
slogu z vzhodnim krilom, ki jo je povezalo s stavbo nekdanje cerkve. Po bese-
dah Rudolfa Puffa je šlo za sodobno stavbo, v kateri je vse smotrno: poslikave, 
oprema in ogrevanje. Gerdesovo palačo in tovarno je leta 1869 kupil Hermann 
baron Gödel Lannoy (1820–1892), sin blagajnika mariborskega okrožnega 
urada, ki mu je po študiju prava na dunajski univerzi uspelo narediti zavidljivo 
uradniško kariero. Potem ko je baron Heinrich Lannoy, potomec stare belgi-
jske plemiške rodbine, leta 1852 posinovil njegovega starejšega brata Rudolfa 
Oskarja Gödla, pa je smel tudi Hermann k svojemu imenu dodati še Lannoy 
in velja za začetnika t.i. mlajše baronske veje Gödel Lannoy. Hermann je dal 
Gerdesovo palačo in tovarno prezidati po načrtih arhitekta Tschernitschka. 
Zunanjščino je pustil skoraj nespremenjeno, saj je s poznoklasicističnim slo-
gom povsem ustrezala njegovemu okusu, uredili so le mansardno streho nad 
nekdanjo cerkvijo, prizidali polžasto stopnišče in altano pred slavnostno 
dvorano, zgradili stolpiču podobno vrtno uto v jugozahodnem delu vrta ter 
opremili zahodno cerkveno pročelje z novorenesančnimi in novobaročnimi 
elementi ter grbom rodbine Lannoy. Veliko več pozornosti je baron namenil 
notranjščini, v kateri je želel združiti udobje z dobrim okusom in dati palači 
italijanski značaj. Ureditev prostorov je podrobno opisal neznani pisec "T. Nob. 
de S." ali "Nob. Degli Sf." v knjižici, ki jo je posvetil baronovi družini. Na pod-
lagi opisov prostorov in redkih še ohranjenih elementov (poslikava oboka 
slavnostne dvorane, parket, kamnit tlak) smemo zaključiti, da je bilo baronovo 
razumevanja udobja, dobrega okusa in italijanskega značaja posledica nje-
govega poznavanja palač v Trstu in Benetkah, kjer je nekaj desetletij služboval 
kot visok avstrijski uradnik. Navdušile so ga predvsem tržaške palače in dvorci 
(Palazzo Revoltella, Villa Lazarovich, Miramar). Nadvojvoda Ferdinand Maksi-
milijan je od oblikovalcev notranje opreme dvorca Miramar zahteval opremo v 
"staro-angleškem slogu", vztrajal pa je tudi pri moderni ideji "udobja". Hermann 
Gödel Lannoy pa je zaželeni italijanski značaj dosegel predvsem z zaposlitvi-
jo slikarjev Francesca in Feliceja Barazzuttija iz Humina (Gemona) v Furlaniji 
ter s številnimi kosi pohištva in drugih delov notranje opreme v takoimeno-
vanem "staro-beneškem slogu". Večino kosov je hkrati s pohištvom v "slogu 
Alt-Deutsch" kupil na Dunaju. Pri vseh navedenih ne gre za jasno definirane 
historične sloge, pač pa za posnemanje in kombiniranje različnih elementov 
iz obdobja gotike, renesanse in baroka, kar slogovno opredeljujemo kot his-
torizem ali eklekticizem. Obžalujemo lahko, da se razmeroma dobro ohran-
jena in vsaj še delno opremljena palača v letih okrog 1950, ko so jo preurejali v 
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Umetnostno galerijo Maribor, tudi umetnostnim zgodovinarjem in arhitektom 
ni zdela vredna ohranitve. Z njihovim purističnim pristopom k obnovi smo v 
Mariboru izgubili najboljši primer celostno zasnovane notranje opreme pos-
vetne stavbe iz obdobja historizma.  
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Dr. Mihael Napotnik (1850−1922),1 Prince-Bishop of Lavantine Diocese 
between 1889 and 1922, has for a long time been quite a familiar personage to 
scholars of the history of Styria at the turn of the nineteenth to the twentieth 
century).2 In recent decades, light has been thrown upon his role both in reli-
gious and political spheres, but the church architecture of his time – in spite 
of the fact that his era was highly productive in art – has not been paid due 
scholarly attention.3 Newly erected or enlarged churches have so far been dis-
cussed only by Avguštin Stegenšek. In 1914, on the occasion of the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of Napotnik's term as bishop, Stegenšek published four extensive 
papers in which he reported on all the building campaigns of the bishop's era. 
He presented the history of the construction of each building and also gave 
short descriptions of these monuments, while comparison with contempo-
rary monuments in other dioceses is lacking.4 The present paper deals with the 
main characteristics of church architecture in Napotnik's era and tries to set the 
buildings in the context of contemporary Austro-Hungarian architecture. Also 
briefly discussed are the impact of bishops' synods and Napotnik's own texts 
about contemporary building practice.

* * *

Throughout the "long nineteenth century" the imperial capital, Vienna, 

1 The paper summarises the principal findings of the doctoral dissertation: Franci Lazarini, Cerkvena 
arhitektura lavantinske škofije v času knezoškofa dr. Mihaela Napotnika (1889−1922) (Maribor, 
Univerza v Mariboru, Filozofska fakulteta, 2012), doctoral dissertation.

2 On Prince-Bishop Napotnik: Franc Lukman, "Napotnik Mihael", in: Slovenski biografski leksikon 2 
(Ljubljana, 1933−1952), 190−192; France M. Dolinar, "Napotnik, Mihael (1850–1922)", in: Die 
Bischöfe der deutschsprachigen Länder 1785/1803 bis 1945 : ein biographisches Lexikon, ed. 
Erwin Gatz (Berlin, 1983), 529–531; France Martin Dolinar, "Napotnik, Mihael", in: Enciklopedija 
Slovenije 7 (Ljubljana, 1993), 286−287; Edo Škulj (ed.), Napotnikov simpozij v Rimu (Celje, 1993); 
Andrej Hozjan, "Michael (Mihael) Napotnik", in: Das "Frintaneum" in Wien und seine Mitglieder aus 
der Kirchenprovinzen Wien, Salzburg und Görz (1816−1918) : ein biographisches Lexikon, ed. Karl 
Heinz Frankl, Peter G. Tropper (Klagenfurt–Laibach–Wien, 2006), 132−133; Gregor Jenuš, Knezoškof 
Mihael Napotnik − življenje in delo (Maribor, Univerza v Mariboru, Pedagoška fakulteta, 2006), 
diploma thesis; Matjaž Ambrožič, "Lavantinska škofija za časa Slomškovih naslednikov (1862−1922)", 
Studia Historica Slovenica 10, No. 2−3 (2010): 399−428.

3 A very sketchy study, without analyses of individual monuments: Andrej Kropej, "Napotnikov odnos 
do cerkvene umetnosti, Ljubitelj krščanske umetnosti", in: Napotnikov simpozij v Rimu, ed. Edo Škulj 
(Celje, 1993), 155−162.

4 Avguštin Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve", Ljubitelj krščanske umetnosti 1, No. 3−4 (1914): 90−173 
(hereinafter: Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve"); Avguštin Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske cerkve", 
Ljubitelj krščanske umetnosti 1, No. 3−4 (1914): 174−188 (hereinafter: Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske 
cerkve"); Avguštin Stegenšek, "Nove podružnice", Ljubitelj krščanske umetnosti 1, No. 3−4 (1914): 
189−197 (hereinafter: Stegenšek, "Nove podružnice"); Avguštin Stegenšek, "Prenovljene cerkve", 
Ljubitelj krščanske umetnosti 1, No. 3−4 (1914): 198−221.
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remained the most important art centre in the Habsburg monarchy. This is par-
ticularly true of architecture, since all prominent Austrian architects studied in 
Vienna. The construction of churches in late historicism (ca. 1880−1914) in the 
capital of Austria-Hungary was to a considerable extent marked by the students 
and followers of Baron Friedrich Schmidt (1825−1891), the key representative 
in the empire of the Neo-Gothic movement. As regards the style, Neo-Goth-
ic prevailed at first, but was soon replaced by Neo-Romanesque, whereas the 
Neo-Renaissance and Neo-Baroque in church architecture were only modestly 
represented.5

In spite of the strong influence Vienna exerted on the province, ecclesiasti-
cal architecture in Styria in the last decades of the nineteenth century devel-
oped relatively independently. Credit goes mainly to president of the Christian 
Art Society of the Seckau Diocese, Msgr. Johann Graus (1836−1921), who at that 
time was promoting the Renaissance (it is true that he comprehended it rather 
broadly, as he also regarded the Baroque as a late form of the Renaissance).6 
Under his influence and through the practice of the architects, Robert Miko-
vics and Hans Pascher, the new buildings in both Styrian dioceses adopted the 
style of the so-called 'Styrian Neo-Renaissance', with its typical combination of 
Renaissance and early-Baroque elements. Otherwise, the Neo-Gothic style was 
also employed, while Neo-Romanesque examples are almost absent.7

From the late eighteenth century onwards, all building campaigns in the 
Lavantine Diocese were only modest; artistically more significant architectural 
monuments began to be built only in the latter half of the nineteenth century. 
However, with the term of Mihael Napotnik as prince-bishop (1889−1922), 
an era of flourishing architecture dawned, as regards both the number and the 
quality of buildings constructed. The widespread building campaigns resulted 
from the relatively prosperous economic situation, the regained position of 

5 On sacred architecture of late historicism in Vienna: Renate Wagner-Rieger, Wiens Architektur im 
19. Jahrhundert (Wien, 1970), 237−241; Inge Scheidl, Schöner Schein und Experiment : katholischer 
Kirchenbau im Wien der Jahrhundertwende (Wien–Köln–Weimar, 2003) (hereinafter: Scheidl, 
Schöner Schein und Experiment).

6 On Graus and his attitutude to architecture: Gottfried Biedermann, "Aspekte der Bewertung 
historischer Stile bei Johann Graus", in: Vis Imaginis : baročno slikarstvo in grafika : jubilejni zbornik za 
Anico Cevc, ed. Barbara Murovec (Ljubljana, 2006), 421–426; Gottfried Biedermann, „Monsignore Dr. 
theol. h. c. Johann Graus (1836–1921) : Theologe – Kunsthistoriker – Denkmalpfleger – Fotograf“, 
Studia Historica Slovenica 7, No. 3–4 (2007): 529–568; Barbara Schaukal, „Graus, Johann (Johann 
Evangelist)“, in: Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon : die Bildenden Künstler aller Zeiten und Völker 61 
(München–Leipzig, 2009), 21.

7 On sacred architecture in Styria in the 19th and early 20th centuries: Friedrich Bouvier, "Sakralbauten", 
in: Stadterweiterung von Graz : 1850−1914, ed. Sokratis Dimitriou (Graz–Wien, 1979), 83−102 
(hereinafter: Bouvier, "Sakralbauten"); Christian Brugger, Kirchenbauten in der Zeit des Historismus in 
der Steiermark (Graz, Karl-Franzens-Universität, 1995), doctoral dissertation (hereinafter: Brugger, 
Kirchenbauten).
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the Church in society (particularly from Taaffe's government onwards), and 
the desire to make manifest this fact. An important encouragement also came 
from the Court Office, which issued regulations for measures in church archi-
tecture, stipulating 64 cm of space per worshipper on all four sides, i.e. 1.63 m2 
per person.8 To comply with this rule required that in many places old build-
ings had to be demolished and new ones constructed, or at least the existing 
ones were extended. During the thirty-three years of Napotnik's term as bish-
op (to be precise: even fewer, because the majority of buildings were erected 
before the outbreak of the First World War), fifteen new churches were built in 
Lower Styria (ten of them parish churches), while ten shrines were enlarged to 
a greater or lesser degree. Thus, building work took place at as many as twen-

8 Decree by the Court Office of 25 May 1847. See Actiones et Constitutiones Synodi dioecesanae, quam 
anno sacro 1900 instituit atque peregit Michael Napotnik, Princeps-Episcopus Lavantinus (Marburgi, 
1901), 376 (hereinafter: Actiones et Constitutiones).

Richard Jordan, 
Maribor, Franciscan 
church, 1893−1895, 
consecrated 1900, 
façade (Photo: Franci 
Lazarini)
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ty-five sites throughout the diocese, but the greatest density of newly built or 
extended churches was in the wider area of the town of Celje, particularly in 
the Lower Savinja Valley (Spodnja Savinjska dolina). The reason lay in the eco-
nomic development of the valley, which led to an increase in the population; 
consequently, the need for more spacious sacred buildings arose.9

More prominent architecture, that is parish churches, was mainly planned 
by renowned architects of Graz. A significant exception seems to be the Francis-
can church of Our Lady of Mercy in Maribor (1893−1895, consecrated 1900)10 
and the parish church of St. Bartholomew in Vojnik (1896−1899),11 both 
designed by Richard Jordan (1847−1922),12 one of the key architects of late 
historicism in Vienna. These two Neo-Romanesque buildings brought quality 
examples of Viennese architecture to the Lavantine Diocese; they were unique 
cases within the context of Styria, since there are no examples of a direct out-
growth of Viennese late historicist sacred architecture in the neighbouring 
Seckau Diocese. However, also in Lower Styria the great majority of ecclesiasti-
cal architecture was built under the influence of Graz and the ideals pursued by 
Johann Graus, therefore the style of the Styrian Neo-Renaissance prevailed dur-
ing the time discussed. While the architect Robert Mikovics (1852−1894)13 due 
to his untimely death contributed only a single, but very interesting, architectur-
al monument enlargement of the parish church of the Holy Cross in Poljčane, 

9 Economic development in the Spodnja Savinjska dolina (the Lower Savinja Valley) has been related 
primarily to the cultivation of hops (from the mid-19th century onwards); the area received an 
additional impetus when the railway line from Celje toVelenje was constructed in 1891.

10 On the Franciscan church in Maribor: Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor (PAM), fond: PAM/1806, Zbirka 
gradbenih načrtov, Ma/930, Partizanska c. 2; Ma/1841 Ul. V. Kraigherja 2; Michael Napotnik, Die 
Basilika zur Heiligen Maria, Mutter der Barmherzigkeit, in der Grazervorstadt zu Marburg (Marburg, 
1909), 83−97 (hereinafter: Napotnik, Basilika); Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 107−120; Iztok 
Premrov, "Arhitektura 19. stoletja v Mariboru", Časopis za zgodovino in narodopisje NS 10, No. 2 
(1974): 367−369. 

11 On the church in Vojnik: Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 158−161; Metoda Kemperl, "Župnijska 
cerkev sv. Jerneja v Vojniku", in: Leksikon cerkva na Slovenskem : Škofija Celje : 6: Dekanija Nova 
Cerkev, ed. Luka Vidmar (Celje, 2006), 72−73.

12 On Richard Jordan: "Jordan, Richard", in: Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden Künstler : von der Antike 
bis zur Gegenwart 19 (Leipzig, 1926), 161; Martin Stangl, Richard Jordan : Sakralbauten (Wien, 
Universität Wien, 1999), diploma thesis. Regrettably, the text merely gives descriptions of the 
buildings in present-day Austria, but without architectural analysis.

13 Biographical information on Robert Mikovics: Elisabeth Brigitte Kreinz, Der Grazer Architekt Robert 
Mikovics (1852−1894) (Graz, Karl-Franzens-Universität, 1993), diploma thesis, 15−18 (hereinafter: 
Kreinz, Der Grazer Architekt Robert Mikovics).
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1895−1896),14 his successor Hans Pascher (1858−1942)15 designed the major-
ity of the newly built churches in Napotnik's time. Pascher provided the plans 
for the following parish churches: St. Paul in Prebold (1895−1898),16 St. John 
the Baptist in Čadram (1895−1899),17 St. Nicholas in Žalec (1903−1906),18 the 
church of the Assumption in Cirkovce (1904−1906),19 St. James the Great at Dol 
pri Hrastniku (1908−1909),20 Our Lady of Lourdes in Brestanica (1908−1911)21 
and the subsidiary church of St. Pancratius at Radelca (1898−1904).22 As men-
tioned before, in Pascher's work, the style of Styrian Neo-Renaissance prevails, 
with the exception of the basilica in Brestanica, the second key building project 
in the era of Napotnik, in which the architect shifted from the forms of Graz to 
those of Vienna and designed the church in Neo-Romanesque style. The most 

14 On the enlargement of the church in Poljčane: Jožef Pajek, Zgodovina Poličanske župnije z nekaterimi 
pogledi v njeno okolico (Maribor, 1898), 82−86, 109−111; Stegenšek, „Povečane župnijske cerkve“: 177; 
Simona Kostanjšek Brglez, „Cerkveni spomeniki“, in: Zbornik občine Poljčane, ed. Sašo Radovanovič 
(Poljčane, 2011) (being printed). I owe thanks to the author for showing me the yet unpublished 
paper.

15 Biographical information on Hans Pascher: Karin Brantner, Der Architekt Hans Pascher (1858−1942) 
: Kirchenneubauten in der heutigen Steiermark (Graz, Karl-Franzens-Universität, 1993), diploma 
thesis, 11, 13−14 (hereinafter: Brantner, Der Architekt Hans Pascher); on Pascher's works in Slovenia: 
France Stele, "Pascher Hans", in: Slovenski biografski leksikon 2 (Ljubljana, 1933−1952), 263; Mirko 
Jutršek [sic], "Pascher, Hans", in: Enciklopedija Jugoslavije 6 (Zagreb, 1965), 434; Franci Lazarini, 
"Arhitekt Hans Pascher in cerkvena arhitektura poznega historizma na slovenskem Štajerskem", Studia 
Historica Slovenica 11, No. 2–3 (2011): 807–828 (hereinafter: Lazarini, "Arhitekt Hans Pascher").

16 On the church in Prebold: Steiermärkisches Landesarchiv Graz (StLA), fond: Plännesammlung 
(Staatliche), folder 67, plans of the parish church in Prebold (St. Paul im Sannthal); Parish office of 
Prebold, plans of the exterior of the parish church; Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 138−140; 
Metoda Kemperl, "Župnijska cerkev sv. Pavla v Preboldu", in: Leksikon cerkva na Slovenskem : Škofija 
Celje : 1: Dekanija Braslovče, ed. Luka Vidmar (Celje, 2008), 50−53.

17 On the church in Čadram: StLA, fond: Plännesammlung (Staatliche), folder 68, plans of the parish 
church in Čadram (Cadram bei Oplotnitz); Avguštin Stegenšek, Konjiška dekanija (Maribor, 1909), 
107−109 (hereinafter: Stegenšek, Konjiška dekanija); Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 93−97.

18 On the church in Žalec: StLA, fond: Plännesammlung (Staatliche), folder 80, plans of the bell tower 
of the parish church in Žalec (Sachsenfeld bei Cilli); Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 161−170; 
Marijan Marolt, Dekanija Celje : 2. del: cerkvene umetnine izven celjske župnije (Maribor, 1932), 
123−127 (hereinafter: Marolt, Dekanija Celje 2); Metoda Kemperl, "Župnijska cerkev sv. Nikolaja 
v Žalcu", in: Leksikon cerkva na Slovenskem : Škofija Maribor : 28: Dekanija Žalec, ed. Luka Vidmar 
(Celje, 2004), 82−85.

19 On the church in Cirkovce: StLA, fond: Plännesammlung (Staatliche), folder 68, plans of the parish 
church in Cirkovce (Cirkovce bei Pragerhof); Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 90−91.

20 On the church in Dol pri Hrastniku: StLA, fond: Plännesammlung (Staatliche), folder 80, plans of the 
parish church in Dol pri Hrastniku (Dol bei Römerbad); Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 98−106; 
Janko Orožen, Zgodovina Trbovelj, Hrastnika in Dola : I. Od početka do 1918 (Trbovlje, 1958), 
678−680. 

21 On the church in Brestanica: StLA, fond: Plännesammlung (Staatliche), folder 80, plans of the parish 
church at Brestanica (Reichenburg); Parish office of Brestanica, plans of the church and furnishings; 
"Maria-Lourdes−Jubiläumskirche in Reichenburg a. d. Save (Steiermark)", Der Bautechniker : 
Zentralorgan für österreichische Bauwesen 36 (1916): 401−403; Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 
121−137.

22 On the church at Radelca: StLA, fond: Plännesammlung (Staatliche), folder 67, plans of the subsidiary 
church at Radelca (St. Pongratz bei Remschnigg); Stegenšek, "Nove podružnice": 193−195.
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Robert Mikovics, Poljčane, Parish church, enlargement 1895−1896, exterior (Photo: Franci Lazarini)

Robert Mikovics, Poljčane, Parish church, enlargement 1895−1896, exterior (Photo: Franci Lazarini)
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unusual seems to be the third master of Graz, i.e. Adolf Wagner (1844−1918).23 
He made the plan for the parish church of St. Martin in Teharje (1906−1908),24 
which is, to be sure, Neo-Renaissance, but built independently of both Graus's 
and Viennese ideals. It is also outstanding within the architect's oeuvre, since 
he designed almost all of his church buildings in the Neo-Gothic style (the 
remaining churches are located in the neighbouring Ljubljana Diocese). The 
architectural features of the building, its exterior in particular, become even 
more understandable if we take account of the original plan, according to 
which the presbytery should have been roofed with a dome that is even more 
reminiscent of certain Italian Renaissance examples. Also interesting is the bell-
tower, which is almost identical to the one of the church of Madonna di San 
Biagio in Montepulciano. 

23 Essential information on Adolf Wagner: Bruno Binder, "Wagner, Adolf", in: Allgemeines Lexikon der 
bildenden Künstler : von der Antike bis zur Gegenwart 35 (Leipzig, 1942), 27.

24 On the church in Teharje: Nadškofijski arhiv Maribor (NŠAM), fond: Župnija sv. Martina na Teharjih, 
fascicle 11, plans of the new parish church (Pfarr Kirche Tüchern); Parish office of Teharje, plans of 
the parish church (xerox copies); Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 141−155; Marolt, Dekanija 
Celje 2, 189−196; Jože Curk, Topografsko gradivo I : sakralni spomeniki na območju občine Celje (Celje, 
1966), typescript, 96−97.

Hans Pascher, Čadram, Parish church, 1895−1899, interior (Photo: Franci Lazarini)
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Hans Pascher, Brestanica, Parish church, 1908−1911, exterior (Photo: Franci Lazarini)

Hans Pascher, Brestanica, Parish church, 1908−1911, interior (Photo: Franci Lazarini)
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It should be especially underlined that the quality of the work of the archi-
tects of Vienna and Graz is by no means inferior to that of their work in Vienna 
or Graz. It can even be said that Pascher reached the apex of his creativity in his 
basilica in Brestanica. Likewise, the Franciscan church in Maribor is one of the 
most outstanding buildings in the oeuvre of Richard Jordan.

In addition to the above-mentioned architects, a number of master build-
ers of Lower Styria were also active in the field of sacred architecture. With the 
exception of the parish church of St. Rupert in Videm – Krško (built 1893−1897; 
the name of its architect remains in doubt; proceeding from different sources, 
Stegenšek states it was either master Berdnik or Gustav Bezba),25 they made 
plans for subsidiary churches: Vincenc Grein, master builder of Vojnik, for the 
churches of Our Lady of Lourdes in Migojnice (1890−1891)26 and St. Rade-

25 On the church in Videm − Krško: NŠAM, fond: Popis cerkva, DXIII Videm ob Savi, Videm ob Savi, 2−3; 
Stegenšek, "Nove župnijske cerkve": 156−157. Essential information also in: Emilijan Cevc, "Kulturni 
spomeniki v Krškem in bližnji okolici", in: Krško skozi čas 1477−1977 : zbornik ob 500-letnici mesta, 
ed. Lado Smrekar (Krško, 1977), 192.

26 On the church in Migojnice: Stegenšek, "Nove podružnice": 191−193; Marolt, Dekanija Celje 2, 
217−218; Metoda Kemperl, "Podružnična cerkev Lurške Matere Božje na Gradišču nad Migojnicami", 
in: Leksikon cerkva na Slovenskem : Škofija Maribor : 28: Dekanija Žalec, ed. Luka Vidmar (Celje, 
2004), 51−52.

Adolf Wagner, Teharje, Parish church, 1906−1908, façade (Photo: Franci Lazarini)
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gund at Radegunda nad Šmihelom (completed 1900);27 and Franc Celot-
ti, his fellow builder of Ptuj, for the churches of the Holy Family in Sela near 
Ptuj (1901−1904)28 and St. Anthony the Abbot in Župečja vas (1904−1910).29 
These masters mainly followed the examples of the 'great architects', but in a 
simplified way; some more innovation can be observed only in Celotti's two 
churches, designed in the Neo-Gothic style, which otherwise did not take 

27 On the church at Radegunda nad Šmihelom: Avguštin Stegenšek, Dekanija Gornjegrajska (Maribor, 
1905), 100−103 (hereinafter: Stegenšek, Dekanija Gornjegrajska); Stegenšek, "Nove podružnice": 
195−196; Metoda Kemperl, "Podružnična cerkev sv. Radegunde v Radegundi", in: Leksikon cerkva na 
Slovenskem : Škofija Maribor : 5: Dekanija Gornji Grad, ed. Luka Vidmar (Celje, 2004), 149−150. 

28 On the church in Sela near Ptuj: Stegenšek, "Nove podružnice", 190−191.
29 On the church in Župečja vas: Stegenšek, "Nove podružnice": 189; Sonja Pišek, "100 let cerkve Antona 

Puščavnika : farni zapisi in zapisi ključarjev na kratko", in: Župečja vas skozi čas : zbornik ob 100-letnici 
cerkve v Župečji vasi, ed. Marjan Bezjak (Župečja vas, 2010), 45−49.

Franc Celotti, Žup-
ečja vas, Subsidiary 
church, 1904−1910, 
exterior (Photo: Fran-
ci Lazarini)
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roots in the late historicist sacred architecture in Lower Styria. Master builders, 
whether from the Slovene or Austrian parts of Styria, and also from elsewhere, 
also made plans for extensions of older churches (the only exception was the 
church in Poljčane which, as mentioned before, was enlarged to the plans of 
the architect Mikovics). Extensions of churches were very topical at the time, 
because they were supervised by the monument protection service; apart from 
preserving architecturally significant parts of the old buildings, the designers 
also had to take account of the proper exterior look of the extended whole. 
They tackled the task in several ways. The most frequent way was to length-
en the nave (in different ways and to different extents). Such was the case of 
the extensions of the parish churches of St. Elizabeth of Hungary in Ljubno ob 
Savinji (Ferdinand Gologranc, 1896),30 Sts. Philip and James in Laporje (Viktor 
Seiner, 1907),31 the Holy Ghost in Središče ob Dravi (I. Lončarič, 1908),32 and 
the Franciscan church of St. Anthony of Padua in Brežice (Valentin Scagnetti, 
1917; pulled down 1942).33 The church of Capuchin Brothers (St. Cecily) in 
Celje also acquired new lateral chapels in addition to the extended nave and, 
in the first place, a magnificent Neo-Baroque façade (Father Donat Zupančič, 
Ivan Rozman, 1910).34 However, due to the enlargement and the new opulent 

30 On the enlargement of the church in Ljubno ob Savinji: Stegenšek, Dekanija Gornjegrajska, 16; 
Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske cerkve": 176; Jože Curk, Topografsko gradivo V : sakralni spomeniki 
na območju občine Mozirje (Celje, 1966), typescript, 44−45, 47; Metoda Kemperl, "Župnijska cerkev 
sv. Elizabete Ogrske na Ljubnem ob Savinji", in: Leksikon cerkva na Slovenskem : Škofija Maribor : 5: 
Dekanija Gornji Grad, ed. Luka Vidmar (Celje, 2004), 44−46.

31 On the enlargement of the church in Laporje: "Sitzungsberichte", Mitteilungen der K. K. Zentral-
Komission zur Erforschung und Erhaltung der Kunst- und Historischen Denkmale 3S 5 (1906): 6*; 
"Tätigkeitsbericht : Laporje, Pfarrkirche, Erweiterung", Mitteilungen der K. K. Zentral-Komission zur 
Erforschung und Erhaltung der Kunst- und Historischen Denkmale 3S 6 (1907): 89; "Tätigkeitsbericht 
: Laporje, Pfarrkirche, Erweiterung", Mitteilungen der K. K. Zentral-Komission zur Erforschung und 
Erhaltung der Kunst- und Historischen Denkmale 3S 7 (1908): 124; Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske 
cerkve": 174−175; Nika Koščak, Nina Robar, Zgodovina župnije sv. Filipa in Jakoba v obdobju 
1907−2007 (Laporje, 2007), 23.

32 On the enlargement of the church in Središče ob Dravi: "Tätigkeitsbericht : Polstrau, hl. Geistkirche", 
Mitteilungen der K. K. Zentral-Komission zur Erforschung und Erhaltung der Kunst- und Historischen 
Denkmale 3S 7 (1908): 223, 325; Franc Kovačič, Trg Središče : krajepis in zgodovina (Maribor, 1910), 
58−61; Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske cerkve": 183−184.

33 On the history, architecture and enlargement of the Franciscan church in Brežice: Helena Seražin, 
"Arhitektura brežiške frančiškanske cerkve in samostana", in: Tri stoletja brežiških frančiškanov, ed. 
Jože Škofljanec (Brežice, 2010) (being printed). I owe thanks to the author for showing me the yet 
unpublished paper.

34 On the enlargement of the church of Capuchin Brothers) in Celje: Zgodovinski arhiv Celje (ZAC), fond: 
SI_ZAC/0024, Mestna občina Celje, MOC 1850−1918, box 43, plans of the church of the Capuchin 
brothers in Celje (Celje, november 1910); ZAC, fond: SI_ZAC/1022, Načrti, plan 76; "Tätigkeitsbericht 
: Cilli, Kapuzinerkirche", Mitteilungen der K. K. Zentral-Komission für Denkmalpflege 3S 10 (1911): 73; 
Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske cerkve": 187−188; Marijan Marolt, Dekanija Celje : 1. del: cerkvene 
umetnine v celjski župniji (Maribor, 1931), 101. 
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exterior, the church lost the character of Capuchin architecture.35 A completely 
new space for the congregation was constructed for the parish churches of 
St. George in Tabor (Ferdinand Gologranc, 1899)36 and the Exaltation of the 

35 More on the basic characteristics of Capuchin churches: Walther Hümmerich, Anfänge des 
kapuzinischen Klosterbaues : Untersuchungen zur Kapuzinerarchitektur in den rheinischen 
Ordensprovinz (Mainz, 1987), 9−11, 74−77; p. Servus Gieben, "Al di qua e al di là delle Alpi: 
confronte fra architetture cappuccine", in: Architettura cappuccina : atti della giornata di studi storici 
sull'architettura cappuccina : Trento Biblioteca Provinciale Cappuccini 28 maggio 1993, ed. p. Lino 
Mocatti, Silvana Chistè (Trento, 1995), 87, 89. For the original image of the church see e.g.: Ivan Stopar, 
Stare celjske upodobitve (Celje, 1980), 103.

36 On the enlargement of the church in Tabor: Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske cerkve": 179; Jože 
Curk, Topografsko gradivo II : sakralni spomeniki na območju občine Žalec (Celje, 1967), typescript, 
102−103; Metoda Kemperl, "Župnijska cerkev sv. Jurija ob Taboru", in: Leksikon cerkva na Slovenskem 
: Škofija Celje : 1: Dekanija Braslovče, ed. Luka Vidmar (Celje, 2008), 66.

Vincenc Grein, Rade-
gunda nad Šmihelom, 
Subsidiary church, 
completed 1900, int-
erior (Photo: Franci 
Lazarini)
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Cross in Križevci pri Ljutomeru (Karl Spranger, 1891−1892).37 Less frequent 
were the cases when the builders decided to lengthen the presbytery, because 
this entailed incomparably higher costs (more sumptuous decoration of the 
presbytery; new high altar, etc.). There were only two cases of such a solu-
tion: the parish churches of St. Peter in Šempeter v Savinjski dolini (Ferdinand 

37 On the enlargement of the church in Križevci pri Ljutomeru: Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske cerkve": 
180−182; Fran Kovačič, Ljutomer : zgodovina trga in sreza (Maribor, 1926), 231−234 (hereinafter: 
Kovačič, Ljutomer); Jože Curk, Kulturni spomeniki na ozemlju občine Ljutomer (Ljubljana, 1967), 
typescript, 11−12.

Viktor Seiner, Laporje, 
Parish church, en-
largement 1907, 
exterior (Photo: 
Franci Lazarini)
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Gologranc, 1913)38 and St. Peter in Gornja Radgona (K. Riesch, 1888−1890);39 
in the latter case, an aisle was concurrently added to the building, and the nave 
and aisle were vaulted. The enlargement of the church in Poljčane was certainly 

38 On the enlargement of the church in Šempeter v Savinjski dolini: Tätigkeitsbericht : St. Peter im 
Sanntale, Pfarrkirche, Erweiterung", Mitteilungen der K. K. Zentral-Komission für Denkmalpflege 3S 
10 (1911): 159; Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske cerkve": 184−185; Marolt, Dekanija Celje 2, 225−227; 
Metoda Kemperl, "Župnijska cerkev sv. Petra v Šempetru v Savinjski dolini", in: Leksikon cerkva na 
Slovenskem : Škofija Maribor : 28: Dekanija Žalec, ed. Luka Vidmar (Celje, 2004), 74.

39 On the enlargement of the church in Gornja Radgona: Stegenšek, "Povečane župnijske cerkve": 
182−183; Kovačič, Ljutomer, 345−348.

P. Donat Zupančič, 
Ivan Rozman, Celje, 
church of Capuchin 
Brothers, enlarge-
ment 1910, façade 
(Photo: Franci Laz-
arini)
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the largest conversion: almost the entire nave was pulled down and replaced 
with a new church (with regard to the old one, the new one was re-oriented by 
90 degrees) into which the old presbytery was incorporated (now the lateral 
chapel of Our Lady of Lourdes) as well as part of the old nave (now the lateral 
chapel of the Holy Family) and church tower. It can be said that the exten-
sions, irrespective of how they were carried out, did not impair the effect of the 
interior (or the exterior in most cases) in any of the enlarged churches. It was 
mainly the result of the tendency towards stylistic unity of the old and the new, 
which was otherwise gradually going out of fashion at this time.40

* * *

A comparison of late historicist stylistic developments in the Lavantine 

40 On the parish church in Poljčane see note 14.

I. Lončarič, Središče ob Dravi, Parish church, enlargement 1908, exterior (Photo: Franci Lazarini) 
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Diocese with those in the neighbouring dioceses of Seckau and Ljubljana − 
all three dioceses experienced intensified building activity during the time 
discussed − reveals considerable similarities in the two Styrian dioceses, where 
the Neo-Renaissance came to full bloom under the influence of Graus. The 
majority of new churches in the two Styrian dioceses were built in the style 
of the so-called Styrian Neo-Renaissance, which shows that the influence of 
the art society of Graz and its president, Johann Graus, was also great in the 
Slovene part of Styria. Also in the Seckau Diocese the two “society architects” 
dominated: Robert Mikovics (e.g. Klein Mariazell, 1883−1889; Graz, the 
Elisabethinerkirche, 1889−1892; Heiligenkreuz am Waasen, 1889−1894) and 
Hans Pascher (e.g. Feldbach, 1898−1900; Pischelsdorf, 1898−1902).41 Although 
the above-mentioned examples of architecture had similar characteristics, 
there are also several differences between them. One is the wealth and variety 

41 Kreinz, Der Grazer Architekt Robert Mikovics, 36−40; Brantner, Der Architekt Hans Pascher, 18; 
Brugger, Kirchenbauten, 112−115, 225

I. Lončarič, Središče ob Dravi, Parish church, enlargement 1908, interior (Photo: Franci Lazarini)
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of architectural decoration, particularly on the exteriors, since the churches in 
the Austrian part of Styria are decorated more sumptuously, thus being closer to 
the Baroque, whereas the buildings in the Slovene part of Styria are closer to the 
Renaissance. The reason probably lies in the financial resources of the patrons. 
Another difference is the ground-plan layout, as the number of churches with 
a nave and side chapels (Graus, too, advocated this type of ground-plan) is 
greater in the Seckau Diocese,42 while seemingly far less frequent are churches 
with a nave and a transept; this type prevails in the Lavantine Diocese. A shared 
characteristic is, among others, particularly the architectural articulation of the 

42 E.g. Johann Graus, "Die einschiffige Kirchenanlage in ihrer Entwicklung und Bedeutung", in: Vom 
Gebiet der Kirchlichen Kunst (Graz, 1904), 173−220.

Karl Spranger, Kri-
ževci pri Ljutomeru, 
Parish church, enlar-
gement 1891−1892, 
façade (Photo: Franci 
Lazarini)
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interior, where we often find inner buttresses surrounded by pilasters (most 
often Tuscan) and groin vaulting, and the exteriors are decorated, in addition 
to semi-circular upright windows, also by lesenes and/or pilasters. When 
discussing Neo-Renaissance architecture in the Austrian part of Styria, we 
cannot overlook Pascher's church of St. Joseph in Graz (1903−1910); it relies 
more strongly, particularly in the design of its interior, on the architecture of 
the Italian Renaissance (especially on Brunelleschi's churches San Lorenzo 
and Santo Spirito in Florence).43 It is the only example of its kind in Styria, 
because no comparable architecture exists in the Lavantine Diocese (however, 
Pascher's church of St. Anthony of Padua in the Vič quarter of Ljubljana strongly 

43 More on the church of St. Joseph in Graz: Bouvier, "Sakralbauten", 96; Horst Schweigert, Dehio-
Handbuch : die Kunstdenkmäler Österreichs : Graz (Wien, 1979), 199; Brugger, Kirchenbauten, 
116−117; Leopold Bichler, Pfarrkirche zum hl. Josef am Schönaugürtel in Graz (Salzburg, 1998), 6−10.

Karl Spranger, Središče ob Dravi, Parish church, enlargement 1891−1892, interior (Photo: Franci 

Lazarini)
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resembles his Graz church; they were constructed simultaneously).44

Parallel to the Neo-Renaissance – unlike the situation in the Lavantine 
Diocese – also the Neo-Gothic flourished considerably. In addition to the well-
known buildings in Graz, i.e. the churches of the Lazarists (Baron Friedrich 
Schmidt, 1860−1863) and the Sacred Heart of Jesus (Georg Hauberisser the 
Younger, 1881−1891), mention should at least be made of the church in 
the central cemetery in Graz (Karl Laužil, 1886−1887) and those at Admont 
(Wilhelm Bücher, 1866−1869), Grundlsee (R. Mikovics, 1888−1890), 
Mürzzuschlag (Karl Steinhofer, 1900), Weißkirchen (H. Pascher, 1903−1904), 
and Zeltweg (H. Pascher, 1904−1906). The popularity of the style did not 
diminish even after the Styrian Neo-Renaissance had fully gained ground 
under the influence of Graus.45 The situation with the Neo-Romanesque style 
was quite the opposite; it does occur in several prominent buildings in the 
Lavantine Diocese, while in the Seckau Diocese only one church was built in 
this style so popular in Vienna (Maria Fieberbründl, 1879, 1893).46 Similarly to 
the Slovene part of Styria, the Neo-Baroque likewise found only weak echoes in 
its Austrian part. On the other hand, there are several examples of early modern 
architecture (Art Nouveau), but with a single exception (the church of the Holy 
Redemptor in the Graz Landeskrankenhaus, Franjo Gabrić, 1912) they are 
liturgical buildings of the Evangelical Protestant denomination.47 

The two dioceses of Styria thus differ mainly in their relation to the 
contemporary architecture of Vienna. While the architects of Vienna did 
not work in Austrian Styria (although some architects of Graz did study in 
Vienna), Richard Jordan, one of the most outstanding church architects of late 
historicism in the imperial capital, intervened in the situation in the Lavantine 
Diocese. Thus, Lower Styria acquired two buildings (the basilica in Maribor and 
the church in Vojnik) whose forms borrowed from the most topical Viennese 
architecture of their time. These two buildings, together with the 'Lourdes' 
of Brestanica which manifests Viennese influences, brought ecclesiastical 
architecture in the Lavantine Diocese – which had been, as noted before, mostly 
dependent on Graz particularly in the period of late historicism – to the same 
level as the monuments in the imperial capital, and thus gained 'independence', 
albeit momentarily, from the influence of Graz and Graus. 

44 Maja Ciuha-Frančič, Cerkev svetega Antona Padovanskega na Viču v Ljubljani : nadškofijsko svetišče 
sv. Antona Padovanskega (Ljubljana, 2008). On the comparison between the churches of St. Joseph 
in Graz and St. Anthony of Padua in Ljubljana and the churches by Brunelleschi in Florence: Lazarini, 
"Arhitekt Hans Pascher", ___.

45 Bouvier, "Sakralbauten", 84−92; Brugger, Kirchenbauten, 99−111; Friedrich Bouvier, Die Herz-Jesu-
Kirche in Graz (Graz, 2007), 8−21.

46 Brugger, Kirchenbauten, 120−122.
47 See Brugger, Kirchenbauten, 508−511.
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The situation in the Ljubljana Diocese, embracing the whole of Carniola 
in this period, differed considerably. In Carniola, too, building campaigns 
increased towards the end of the nineteenth century. They resulted not only 
from the aforementioned regulation issued by the Court Office and with 
regard to the space in a church planned for each worshipper, but also – and 
chiefly – from the consequences of the Easter earthquake of 1895, after which 
it was necessary, among other things, to build or thoroughly repair numerous 
churches. 

The earliest mature forms of historicism in Carniolan church architecture 
appeared approximately simultaneously with those in Styria, i.e. in the 1880s. 
One of the first important architects was the aforementioned Adolf Wagner 
of Graz, who designed the church in Teharje; between 1874 and 1883, he was 
the city engineer in Ljubljana. In 1881−1883, the Lazarists had the church of 
the Sacred Heart of Jesus in the Tabor quarter of Ljubljana built to his plans, 
together with the Congregation's residence next to it.48 The church was built 
in the Neo-Gothic style; it is made of fire-baked brick without roughcast and 
was the earliest Neo-Gothic brickwork church building in Carniola. Similar to 
it is the parish church of St. Martin in Šmartno pri Litiji, constructed in 1899–
1900, which is the most important of Wagner's sacred buildings in Carniola.49 
Concurrently with Wagner, Baron Friedrich Schmidt, the leading 'Neo-Gothicist' 
in the Empire, was also participating in church architecture in Carniola. Two 
churches were built to his plans but, mainly due to financial reasons, only after 
his death: the Neo-Romanesque parish church of Sts. Fabian and Sebastian in 
Kočevje (plan 1887, construction 1898−1903; the plans were partly modified 
after the architect's death by August Kirstein)50 and the Neo-Gothic parish 
church of St. Martin in Bled (plan 1885, construction 1903−1905).51 

As mentioned before, the earthquake of 1895 had an important influence 
on the construction of churches in Carniola, as several of them had to be 
demolished or re-built. Prince-Bishop of Ljubljana, Jakob Missia (bishop 
1884−1898), invited Raimund Jeblinger (1853−1937) of Linz to Carniola; the 

48 More on the church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus: Andrej Hrausky, Janez Koželj, Arhitekturni vodnik po 
Ljubljani : 100 izbranih stavb (Ljubljana, 2002), 72−73; Matjaž Ambrožič, Ljubljanski knezoškof dr. 
Janez Zlatoust Pogačar : njegova verska, kulturna in politična vloga za zgodovino Slovencev (Ljubljana, 
2003), 325−329.

49 On the church in Šmartno pri Litiji : Andreja Žigon, Cerkev sv. Martina v Šmartnem pri Litiji (Ljubljana, 
1980).

50 More on the construction and architecture of the parish church in Kočevje: Matjaž Ambrožič, Župnijska 
cerkev sv. Fabijana in Boštjana ter sv. Jerneja v Kočevju in njene podružnice (Kočevje, 2003), 29−37; 
Blaž Resman, Helena Seražin, Upravna enota Kočevje : občine Kočevje, Kostelj in Osilnica (Ljubljana, 
2010), 128−131.

51 On the parish church in Bled: Damir Globočnik, Župnijska cerkev sv. Martina na Bledu / The Parish 
Church of St. Martin, Bled (Passau, 2008).
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architect had studied in Munich and had designed several plans for Carniola 
even before the earthquake.52 In a little over three years, Jeblinger prepared 
plans for more than forty new churches, or renovations or repairs in Carniola; 
but the question remains as to how many of these were actually carried out.53 
It was characteristic of Jeblinger that he designed churches in different styles, 
while in the already existing buildings he underlined (sometimes excessively) 
the elements of individual styles. Thus, the exteriors of two Baroque churches 
in Ljubljana were modified to his plans: St. James's54 and St. Peter's (the façade of 
the latter was modified again in 1938−1940). 55 In both, he underlined or even 
added several Baroque elements. On the other hand, in the church of St. John 
the Baptist in the Trnovo quarter of Ljubljana, in a similar way he underlined 
the Neo-Romanesque elements and even changed the shape of the bell-towers 
(square instead of octagonal).56 Of his newly built sacred buildings, mention 
should be made of the Neo-Baroque churches of the Virgin Mary in Polje (now 
part of Ljubljana; 1896−1897)57 and St. Margaret in Vodice (plan 1897),58 the 
Neo-Romanesque church of Sts. Simon and Jude Thaddeus in Črnuče (1897) 
and the extension of the church in Šentvid quarter in Ljubljana (consecrated 
1901).59 

After Prince-Bishop Missia left for Gorizia, the bishop's seat in Ljubljana 
was occupied by Anton Bonaventura Jeglič (bishop 1898−1930). Prior to his 
arrival in Ljubljana, he was auxiliary bishop in Sarajevo, and he now brought 
the Croatian architect Josip Vancaš (1859−1932) with him. Vancaš, apart from 
other works, designed the cathedral in Sarajevo. He was a student of Baron 
Friedrich Schmidt, and made several plans for buildings, both religious and 
secular, in Carniola. In addition to the premises of St. Stanislas College in the 
Šentvid quarter of Ljubljana, he made plans for several churches, such as the 
Neo-Gothic churches in Prečna near Novo mesto (plan 1907, consecrated 

52 On Jeblinger: Bernhard Prokisch, Studien zur kirchlichen Kunst Oberösterreichs im 19. Jahrhundert 
(Wien, Universität Wien, 1984), doctoral dissertation, 131–138, 167–168. On Prince-Bishop Missia 
as art patron: Sergio Tavano, Linz–Lubiana–Gorizia : il cardinale Missia e l'arte (Gorizia, 1989).

53 A list of Jeblinger's plans housed in the Oberösterreichisches Landesarchiv in Linz: Bernhard Prokisch, 
Nachlass Raimund Jeblinger : provisorisches Verzeichniss (Linz, 1992) (online publication available 
at: http://www.landesarchiv-ooe.at/xbcr/SID-3DCFCFBE-91EBB0F4/Jeblinger.pdf) (hereinafter: 
Prokisch, Nachlass Raimund Jeblinger). 

54 Damjan Prelovšek, Sveti Jakob Ljubljana (Ljubljana, 1985), 30−31.
55 Verena Koršič-Zorn, Župnija svetega Petra v Ljubljani : ob 1200-letnici cerkve in 1050-letnici župnije 

(Ljubljana, 2000), 34−35.
56 Peter Krečič, "Stavbna zgodovina in arhitektura župne cerkve", in: Trnovska župnija v Ljubljani : 

1933−1991, ed. Janez Pogačnik (Ljubljana, 1991), 56.
57 On the church of the Virgin Mary in Polje: Metoda Kemperl, Anton Markelj, Polje, kdo bo tebe ljubil… : 

teh naših petsto let (Ljubljana, 1999).
58 See Prokisch, Nachlass Raimund Jeblinger, 37.
59 http://rkd.situla.org, retrieved 04-05-2009.

http://www.landesarchiv-ooe.at/xbcr/SID-3DCFCFBE-91EBB0F4/Jeblinger.pdf
http://rkd.situla.org
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1910) and Mirna Peč (1915), the Neo-Renaissance church in Šmarjeta (plan 
1907, construction 1910−1927), and the Neo-Baroque church in Radeče near 
Zidani most (1909−1912); the façade of the parish church in Mengeš was also 
modified to his plans (1906−1907).60 

In addition to the aforementioned examples, a multitude of other sacred 
buildings were also constructed in the first decades of the twentieth century. The 
Neo-Renaissance church of St. Anthony of Padua in the Vič quarter of Ljubljana, 
built to the plans of the architect Hans Pascher in 1906−1908, has already been 
mentioned; furthermore, mention should be made of the Neo-Renaissance 
church of St. Vitus in Brezje (the basilica of the Virgin Mary the Helper; 
1889−1890, consecrated 1900) by the architect Robert Mikovics61, and the Neo-
Baroque parish church of St. Martin in Žiri (architect August Weber of Vienna; 
1906−1910).62 A more peculiar example from the stylistic aspect is the Salesian 
church of the Virgin Mary the Helper in the Rakovnik quarter of Ljubljana, built 
between 1904 and 1924 to the plans of the architect Mario Ceradini of Turin. 
It freely combines (Neo-)Gothic elements and Tudor arches.63 Simultaneously 
with the church in Rakovnik, the Jesuit church of St. Joseph in Ljubljana was 
built (construction 1912−1914). The building is basically Neo-Romanesque, 
but already manifests several modern tendencies.64 The plans were made by 
Father Anselm Werner, a Benedictine monk of the monastery at Seckau in 
Austrian Styria. He belonged to the Beuron Congregation, which explains the 
characteristics of the Beuron Art School in the architectural sculpture of the 
church (lunette over the portal; ornamentation of the capitals).65

60 Damjan Prelovšek, "Vancaš, Josip", in: Enciklopedija Slovenije 14 (Ljubljana, 2000), 135; Boris Bovha, 
“Arhitekt Josip pl. Vancaš”, in: Zbornik simpozija ob stoletnici začetka gradnje prve slovenske gimnazije, 
ed. Robert A. Jernejčič (Ljubljana, 2002), 20−21; http://rkd.situla.org, retrieved 04-05-2009. 

61 See Kreinz, Der Grazer Architekt Robert Mikovics, 48−49.
62 Information taken from the Register nepremične kulturne dediščine, http://rkd.situla.org, retrieved 

04-05-2009. 
63 Due to financial reasons and the First World War, the construction was suspended in the meantime. 

On Ceradini: Nicola Buhl, "Ceradini, Mario", in: Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon : die Bildenden Künstler 
aller Zeiten und Völker 17 (München–Leipzig, 1997), 539. On the church: Bogdan Kolar, Salezijanci : 
sto let na Slovenskem : 1901−2001 (Ljubljana, 2001), 385−389.

64 On the church of St. Joseph in Ljubljana: Alenka Kuševič, "Cerkev sv. Jožefa v Ljubljani", Varstvo 
spomenikov 38 (1999): 50–79.

65 The Beuron Art School was an artistic trend which was fostered from the 1870s onwards by the 
Benedictine monks in the monastery of Beuron in southern Germany. The main representative and 
intellectual father of the school was Father Desiderius (Christened as Peter) Lenz (1832−1928). In 
1875, that is at the time of Bismarck's Kulturkampf, they were banished from Germany for more than 
a decade, during which time they settled in different locations; from 1883 onwards they also lived at 
Seckau. The Beuron Art School strove to revive ecclesiastical art and sought models in paleo-Christian, 
Byzantine, Egyptian, and partly in early Renaissance art. It should be underlined that the School was 
engaged only in the fields of painting, mosaic-making and sculpture, but not in architecture, as 
various literature sometimes erroneously states. More on the Beuron Art School: "Beuroner Kunst", in: 
Lexikon der Kunst 1 (München, 1996), 521–522. 

http://rkd.situla.org
http://rkd.situla.org
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Thus, it appears that ecclesiastical architecture of late historicism in the 
Ljubljana Diocese was stylistically much less uniform than that in the two 
Styrian dioceses, which was the result of the specific situation at the turn of the 
century, i.e. in the era of the most intensive building campaigns. The Society of 
Christian Art, established in Ljubljana in 1894, had not yet asserted itself and 
gained sufficient experience by the period after the Easter earthquake, so it 
could not properly control the multitude of building campaigns, whether the 
construction of new edifices or conversions of old ones. Nor should the fact 
be overlooked that neither Prince-Bishop Missia nor his successor Jeglič were 
interested in architecture – at least not as much as Prince-Bishop Napotnik in 
Maribor – although there were several notable experts in church architecture 
in their diocese (Janez Flis above all, and Josip Dostal). The architect Jeblinger 
was most responsible for the great variety, making plans in different styles, 
while his contemporary in Styria, Pascher, mainly persisted in the Neo-
Renaissance which was promoted by his superior, Johann Graus. In the late 
phase of historicism, buildings in Carniola were most frequently designed 
in Neo-Romanesque, Neo-Gothic and Neo-Baroque styles (the latter mainly 
in the post-earthquake reconstructions of Baroque churches). On the other 
hand, Neo-Renaissance (unlike Styria) occurs rarely; Pascher's church in the 
Vič quarter (Ljubljana) is a special case, with its interior reminiscent of early-
Renaissance churches in Florence. As in the Lavantine diocese, modern (i.e. Art 
Nouveau) sacred buildings were also not built in the diocese of Ljubljana. 

It should be underlined that unlike Styria – where the most active 
architects from Graz brought models from Vienna in a slightly less 'pure' variant 
(Richard Jordan is an important exception) – more Vienna-bound buildings 
were erected in Carniola (particularly the two churches by Schmidt; his student 
Vancaš was also important). In addition to the works by Jeblinger, who trained 
in Munich, there is even an example of 'Italian' historicism (Ceradini). Carniolan 
late-historisict sacred architecture is thus more varied if compared with that of 
Styria. Unfortunately, the slightly unlucky selection of architects (particularly 
Raimund Jeblinger) gave rise to a number of solutions of lesser quality in the 
first years after the earthquake. 

* * *

The arrangement of church interiors in Napotnik's era reflects the needs of 
the liturgy as fixed by the Council of Trent (1545−1563), but at the same time 
account was also taken of the Instructiones fabricae et suppelectilis ecclesiastice 
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of St. Charles Borromeo (first edition 1576)66 as well as a number of handbooks 
on the construction and furnishings of sacred buildings published in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.67 No essential deviations from 
the aforementioned regulations can be traced. In all churches, the space for 
worshipers (the nave) and the space for the clergy (the presbytery) are clearly 
separated; the latter is always somewhat elevated; however, regretfully, in recent 
decades almost all communion rails, which also physically separated these two 
parts, have been removed. Fairly characteristic of the discussed churches is 
the relatively small number of altars in comparison with earlier periods, since 
there are only three in most of them (high altar and two lateral ones), and side 
altars are almost always oriented in the same way as the high altar.68 The smaller 
number of altars is very likely a belated consequence of Josephinian reforms 
and so-called Jansenism, characteristic of the late eighteenth century, as well 
as a general rationalisation in the nineteenth century.69 Less consistent were 
the designers of churches in the placing of the pulpit to the Gospel side (i.e. the 
worshippers' left side), because in many churches this is on the Epistle side. The 
baptismal font is placed – with a single exception – next to the entrance, but 
there are only three cases (Brestanica, Čadram, Prebold) where it is placed in a 
chapel specially destined for baptism (baptistery); in the majority of cases, the 
baptismal font stood at the beginning of the nave, where in some cases a niche 
in the wall was made for it.

There were additional instructions, which were likewise mainly followed, 
in the decrees issued by the synods which Napotnik summoned in his diocese. 
Questions of building and furnishing churches were discussed at the synods of 
1900 and 1911. Among other things, the two constitutions – the older one (De 
ecclesiarum fabrica)70 strongly relies on Charles Borromeo, while the younger 

66 On the impact of the Council of Trent and the Instructiones by St. Carlo Borromeo on church 
architecture and furnishings: Susanne Mayer-Himmelheber, Bischöfliche Kunstpolitik nach dem 
Tridentinum : der Secunda-Roma-Anspruch Carlo Borromeos und die mailändische Verordnungen zu 
Bau und Ausstattung von Kirchen (München, 1984). A fundamental history book on the Council of 
Trent: Hubert Jedin, Geschichte des Konzils von Trient 1−5 (Freiburg–Basel–Wien, 1949−1975).

67 E. g. Georg Jakob, Die Kunst im Dienste der Kirche : ein Handbuch für Freunde der kirchlichen Kunst 
(Landshut, 1857); Georg Heckner, Praktisches Handbuch der kirchlichen Baukunst : zum gebrauche 
des Clerus und der Bautechniker (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1886); Johann Gerhardy, Praktische Ratschläge 
über kirchliche Gebäude, Kirchengeräte und Paramente (Paderborn, 1895); Janez Flis, Umetnost v 
bogočastni službi (Ljubljana, 1908).

68 The only exception is the Franciscan church in Maribor: it has seven altars, because the need for side 
altars was greater here, since there were more priests.

69 On the attitude to side altars at the time of Jansenism: Ana Lavrič, "Cerkvena umetnost na naših 
tleh v primežu razsvetljenega absolutizma in janzenističnega rigorizma", in: Vita artis perennis : ob 
osemdesetletnici akademika Emilijana Cevca, ed. Alenka Klemenc (Ljubljana, 2000), 448−449. On 
Jansenism on Habsburg territory: Peter Hersche, Der Spätjansenismus in Österreich (Wien, 1977).

70 Actiones et Constitutiones, 375−381
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one (De ruralibus ecclesiis exornandis)71 is independent of his Instructiones − 
also deal with the positioning of a church, its orientation, size, ground plan, 
façade decoration (also sculptural), doors, windows, murals in the interior, 
pavement, furnishings, etc. Moreover, also underlined is the preservation of 
earlier furnishings, particularly those from the Baroque period, which is fairly 
progressive within the context of Central Europe, where Baroque items were 
still being removed from churches in many places at that time. In view of the 
synodal constitutions' texts, Napotnik and his associates appear to have been 
highly interested in church construction and the appertaining furnishings, and 
their demands and suggestions demonstrate a considerable amount of practical 
knowledge, sufficient learning in the field of art history, and an extraordinarily 
progressive attitude to the preservation of Baroque furnishings (particularly 
altars).

Napotnik's interest in sacred art and architecture is especially evident in 
his texts, particularly in published sermons that were given at the consecrations 
of various churches or blessing of church furnishings.72 The sermons are an 
important, yet insufficiently known source of information for art historians 
and other scholars of the period, as they present the histories of individual 
constructions, the masters involved, the benefactors, and occasionally, plans 
for the future. In his sermons, Prince-Bishop, with a religious-educational 
purpose in mind, often explained the paintings and statues in a certain church, 
which can help in the reconstruction of buildings that were later altered; 
unfortunately, he pays less attention to the architectural characteristics of 
churches. The only exception is the sermon given on the occasion of the 
blessing of the foundation stone of the church at Čadram: the bishop precisely 
explains the symbolic meaning of individual parts of the church.73 However, 
it is clear that Napotnik did not make an assessment of styles or search for a 
proper style for sacred buildings, which was typical of his contemporaries. 

In addition to his sermons, the bishop's monograph on the Franciscan 
church in Maribor is worth mentioning among his texts. It was first published 

71 Operationes et Constitutiones Synodi dioecesanae Lavantinae, quam anno Domini 1911 congregavit 
et tenuit Dr. Michael Napotnik, Princeps-Episcopus Lavantinorum (Marburgi, 1912), 627−632.

72 E.g. Michael Napotnik, Die Kapellen-Weihe in der k. k. Staats-Oberrealschule zu Marburg (Marburg, 
1899); Mihael Napotnik, Govori o raznih cerkvenih slovesnostih v Čadramu (Maribor, 1900) 
(hereinafter: Napotnik, Govori); Mihael Napotnik, Spomnite se besed, katere sem vam govoril (Maribor, 
1902), 143−316; Mihael Napotnik, Obris cerkve, zavoda in delovanja častitih gospodov duhovnikov 
misijonarjev sv. Vincencija Pavljana pri sv. Jožefu više Celja (Maribor, 1904); Napotnik, Basilika, 
108−286, 341−385, 415−457; Mihael Napotnik, Znamenite pridižnice v Mariborski baziliki Matere 
milosti slovesno blagoslovljenje (Maribor, 1920).

73 Napotnik, Govori, 69−78. 
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in 1901,74 while the second edition of 1909 was considerably expanded.75 The 
author presents the chronology of the construction, lists the names of the 
masters, and gives a precise description of the building and its furnishings. 
The sumptuously illustrated book also contains other texts which provide 
information about church monuments in the close and remote vicinity. Because 
monographs on sacred architecture written by bishops are extremely rare, the 
fact that the text was written by Prince-Bishop himself is of special importance.

Of the texts that deal with contemporary architecture and art, mention 
should be made of those by Avguštin Stegenšek (1875−1920). Napotnik gave 
him an opportunity to study art history and archaeology, in order that Stegenšek 
could prepare topographical art inventories of the Lavantine Diocese.76 Apart 
from the monuments of earlier periods, Stegenšek accorded equal treatment 
to the sacred architecture of his time in both volumes of his topographical 
inventories.77 On the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of Napotnik's 
term as bishop, Stegenšek presented all the sacred buildings erected in the era 
of Napotnik in four articles in the journal Ljubitelj krščanske umetnosti (Lover 
of Christian Art), which was, among other things, also intended to promote 
new ecclesiastical art in the Slovene lands.78 The above-mentioned texts are the 
key source for studying church architecture of late historicism in the Slovene 
part of Styria. In the person of Avguštin Stegenšek, Prince-Bishop had found an 
excellent collaborator, who exemplarily documented the cultural heritage of 
the diocese and concurrently promoted new trends in art production (not only 
in architecture, but also in other arts). Furthermore, Stegenšek's work marks 
the beginning of the scholarly study of art history in the Lavantine Diocese. 
Hence, it is precisely Prince-Bishop Mihael Napotnik who can be credited with 
introducing professional art history to the Slovene part of Styria.

* * *

Mihael Napotnik, prince-bishop of the Lavantine Diocese, is not only important 
as a church dignitary whose activities calmed the heated political situation in 

74 Michael Napotnik, Einweihungs-Feier der neuerbauten Pfarrkirche zur Heiligen Maria, Mutter der 
Barmherzigkeit, in der Grazervorstadt zu Marburg (Marburg, 1901).

75 Napotnik, Basilika. Whereas the 1901 edition contains 107 pages and is a commemorative book 
published on the occasion of the consecration of the church, the 1909 edition, which contains 538 
pages, has more of a monograph on the Franciscan church in Maribor.

76 On Stegenšek: Marjeta Ciglenečki, "Stegenškovo umetnostnozgodovinsko delo", Studia Historica 
Slovenica 7, No. 3−4 (2007): 591−635 (with bibliography).

77 Stegenšek, Dekanija Gornjegrajska, 16, 100−103; Stegenšek, Konjiška Dekanija, 107−109.
78 See note 4.
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the Slovene part of Styria at the turn of the century and who as a priest was 
an excellent preacher, author of theological treatises and one of the most 
hardworking members of the bishops' conference of Austria; he also played 
a very important role in the context of contemporary sacred architecture and 
art. From his texts (sermons and the monograph on the basilica in Maribor) 
he appears as very well educated, and highly interested in art and architecture. 
Not only his texts testify to this, but also his attention to what was happening 
in the field of sacred architecture and his directing it, whether through synodal 
decrees – which, on the one hand, were rooted in the tradition of post-Trent 
period and, on the other hand, met the needs of the time – or through the 
project for the implementation of topographical art inventories, by means of 
which professional art history was introduced to the Slovene part of Styria. The 
church architecture of his time demonstrates stylistically varied works, but the 
quality of the monuments that were designed primarily by the architects of 
Vienna and Graz is by no means inferior to buildings of the same kind in Vienna 
or Graz. The sacred architecture built in the era of Napotnik − the last building 
campaign to undertaken on such a grand scale in Styria until the present day 
– enriched the Lavantine Diocese with a number of churches which, in terms 
of their quality, rank with the principal architectural monuments of the last 
decades of the Habsburg monarchy.

Franci Lazarini

LAVANTINSKI KNEZOŠKOF DR. MIHAEL NAPOTNIK 
IN CERKVENA ARHITEKTURA NJEGOVEGA ČASA

POVZETEK

Čas knezoškofa dr. Mihaela Napotnika (1889−1922) lahko med drugim 
označimo kot obdobje zadnje obsežnejše gradnje sakralnih stavb na slovenskem 
Štajerskem. V obravnavanem obdobju je bilo zgrajenih kar petnajst novih cerkva 
(od tega deset župnijskih), deset starejših objektov pa je bilo povečanih. Načrte 
za kvalitetnejše objekte so prispevali znani dunajski in graški arhitekti. Richard 
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Jordan, eden ključnih dunajskih arhitekov poznega historizma, je prispeval 
načrta za mariborsko frančiškansko cerkev ter župnijsko cerkev v Vojniku, s 
čimer je v lavantinsko škofijo prinesel najaktualnejšo neoromansko dunajsko 
arhitekturo, kar pomeni posebnost tudi v kontekstu celotne Štajerske, saj v 
sosednji sekovski škofiji neposrednih odvodov dunajske poznohistoristične 
sakralne arhitekture nimamo. Pomembno vlogo pri sakralni novogradnji je v 
obeh štajerskih škofijah igralo Društvo za krščansko umetnost sekovske škofije, 
na čelu z msgr. Johannom Grausom, ki je bilo bolj naklonjeno neorenesansi. 
Pod Grausovim vplivom in s pomočjo arhitektov Roberta Mikovicsa in Hansa 
Pascherja se je na Štajerskem uveljavila štajerska neorenesansa, specifična 
kombinacija renesančnih in zgodnjebaročnih form. Medtem ko je Mikovics 
na Spodnjem Štajerskem zaradi prezgodnje smrti prispeval le en, arhitekturno 
sicer nadvse zanimiv objekt (razširitev župnijske cerkve v Poljčanah), pa je prav 
Pascher avtor največjega števila načrtov za sakralne novogradnje (župnijske 
cerkve v Preboldu, Čadramu, Žalcu, Cirkovcah, Dolu pri Hrastniku, Brestanici 
in podružnica na Radelci). Pri vseh naštetih cerkvah prevladuje štajerska 
neorenesansa, izjemo pa predstavlja neoromanska brestaniška bazilika, s 
katero se je arhitekt približal sočasnem dogajanju na Dunaju. Zanimiv je tudi 
tretji graški arhitekt, Adolf Wagner, avtor župnijske cerkve na Teharjah, ki je 
sicer neorenesančna, a zgrajena neodvisno od graških in Grausovih idealov, 
njena arhitektura pa nam postane razumljiva šele ob upoštevanju prvotnega 
načrta.

Poleg omenjenih arhitektov je delovala še množica stavbnih mojstrov, ki so 
z izjemo župnijske cerkve v Vidmu−Krškem načrtovali podružnice (Migojnice, 
Radegunda nad Šmihelom, Sela, Župečja vas), prav tako pa so prispevali tudi 
načrte za razširitve starejših cerkva. Slednje je v obravnavanem času pomenilo 
svojevrsten izziv, saj je nad razširitvami bdela spomeniškovarstvena služba, 
poleg ohranitve umetnostnozgodovinsko pomembnih delov stavbe, pa so 
morali načrtovalci paziti tudi na primeren izgled povečanega objekta. Povečav 
so se lotevali na različne načine, največkrat so (v različnem obsegu) podaljšali 
ladjo (župnijske cerkve na Ljubnem ob Savinji, v Laporju, Središču ob Dravi, 
frančiškanska cerkev v Brežicah, kapucinska cerkev v Celju – v tem primeru 
so bile dozidane tudi nove stranske kapele), v celoti novo ladjo sta dobili 
cerkvi v Taboru in Križevcih pri Ljutomeru, cerkvama v Šempetru v Savinjski 
dolini in Gornji Radgoni pa so podaljšali prezbiterij (in slednji tudi dozidali 
stransko ladjo). Najobsežnejša je bila povečava poljčanske cerkve, kjer so zaradi 
ohranitve starega prezbiterija, dela ladje in zvonika, spremenili orientacijo 
novega svetišča.

Slogovna primerjava s sočasno zgrajenimi cerkvami v sosednjih sekovski 
in ljubljanski škofiji kaže precejšnje podobnosti med obema štajerskima 
škofijama, večje razlike pa opazimo pri sočasni cerkveni arhitekturi na 
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Kranjskem, ki je slogovno bolj raznolika, a praviloma manj kvalitetna (so pa 
tudi pomembne izjeme).

Knezoškof Napotnik se je za cerkveno arhitekturo in umetnost izjemno 
zanimal, o njej pogosto govoril v pridigah (ki so odličen, a premalo poznan 
vir za umetnostne zgodovinarje), o mariborski baziliki pa je celo napisal 
monografijo. Hkrati pa je cerkveno gradnjo in opremo skušal usmerjati z 
sinodalnimi konstitucijami, ki izhajajo iz Instrukcij Karla Boromejskega, a kažejo 
tudi precejšnjo mero praktičnega znanja in poznavanje potreb tedanjega časa.
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UDK 930(37) "3/4":929Orosius P.
Avtor: MAVER Aleš
Dr., docent
Univerza v Mariboru, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za zgodovino
Koroška cesta 160, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija

Naslov: OROZIJ IN KRŠČANSKA UNIVERZALNA ZGODOVINA V POZNI ANTIKI 

Studia Historica Slovenica 
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 12 (2012), št. 1, str. 9–20, 36 cit., 3 slike

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Orozij, rimska historiografija, pozna antika, kronografija, cerkvena zgodovina, Pompej Trog.
 
Izvleček: Prispevek obravnava mesto Orozijevega spisa Zgodovina proti poganom v krščanski latinski historio-
grafiji 4. in 5. stoletja. Ugotavlja, da je verjetno najčistejši predstavnik žanra univerzalne zgodovine. Čeprav je 
slednja predvsem z Diodorom Sicilskim in Pompejem Trogom imela nekaj poganskih predhodnikov, je ven-
dar značilna zvrst krščanskega zgodovinopisja. Prispevek obravnava vzroke za to in izraža mnenje, da je Orozij 
za razliko od drugih predstavnikov zvrsti obdržal na svojem spisu izrazito rimski pečat. 

UDK 001.891:53(091) 
Avtor: JUŽNIČ Stanislav
Dr. zgod. znanosti, dipl. inž. tehniške fizike
Univerza v Oklahomi, Oddelek za zgodovino znanosti
601 Elm, Soba 622, USA – 73019-3106 Norman, Oklahoma, ZDA 

Naslov: TOYNBEEJEVA KNJIGA NESMISLOV ZA SLOVENCE

Studia Historica Slovenica 
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 12 (2012), št. 1, str. 21–54, 48 cit., 11 slik, 1 preglednica

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Slovenija, Thomas Kuhn, Arnold Toynbee, zgodovina znanosti.
 
Izvleček: Arnold Toynbee je bil med poglavitnimi zagovorniki samostojne slovenske države ob začetku prve 
svetovne vojne. Njegovih zaslug ne gre podcenjevati, čeravno sam ni dočakal osamosvojitve Slovenije. Seveda 
ni bil politični voditelj, kljub temu pa so vsi oblastniki morali upoštevati njegove Survey of International Affairs. 
Kombinacija med Toynbeejevimi razmišljanji in pogledi Thomasa Kuhna na razvoj se zdi uporabna za opis 
razvoja fizike s poudarkom na Srednji Evropi in Sloveniji znotraj nje. Zgodovina posameznih paradigem fizike 
je dopolnjena s Toynbeejevo vizijo o petih stopnjah razvoja civilizacij: geneze/rasti, zloma, dezintegracije, krize 
in revolucije.
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UDK 94(497.4Maribor) "1914/1918":316+33
Avtor: JENUŠ Gregor
Dr., raziskovalni sodelavec  
Arhiv Republike Slovernije  
Zvezdarska 1, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: GOSPODARSKA PODOBA MARIBORA IN NJEGOVE OKOLICE V PRVI SVETOVNI VOJNI

Studia Historica Slovenica 
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 12 (2012), št. 1, str. 55–78, 64 cit., 5 slik, 2 preglednici

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: prva svetovna vojna, 1914–18, Maribor, gospodarsko življenje, socialne razlike. 

Izvleček: Avtor v članku obravnava dogajanje med prvo svetovno vojno in pri tem posebno pozornost na-
menja razvoju gospodarskega in socialnega življenja v mestu Maribor in njegovi širši okolici. Na podlagi avstri-
jske zakonodaje, arhivskega in časopisnega gradiva preučuje gospodarsko in socialno življenje v Mariboru ter 
prikaže razlike med posameznimi družbenimi sloji in vpliv vojne na mariborsko gospodarstvo. 

UDK 94(497.411Murska Sobota)"1945":
725.94(497.411Murska Sobota)

Avtor: KEREC Darja
Dr., docent
Univerza v Ljubljani, Pedagoška fakulteta 
Kardeljeva ploščad 16, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija 

Naslov:  MURSKA SOBOTA IN PRIHOD RDEČE ARMADE: NJEN VPLIV NA ARHITEKTURO, KULTU-
RO IN VSAKDANJE ŽIVLJENJE

Studia Historica Slovenica 
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 12 (2012), št. 1, str. 79–100, 60 cit., 8 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Murska Sobota, Rdeča armada, 1945, Prekmurje, Trg zmage, spomenik zmage, proslava, dobro-
delna akcija, časopis Novi čas, tednik Ljudski glas,  Obmurski tednik.

Izvleček: Avtorica v prispevku na osnovi analize lokalnih časopisov predstavi (pol)uradne odzive prebivalcev 
Murske Sobote in okolice na prihod zavezniških vojakov oz. Rdeče armade v začetku aprila 1945. Odziv je bil 
v prvih mesecih pozitiven, odvijale so se dobrodelne akcije (zbiranja živeža, krvodajalstvo) in slavja v čast vo-
jakom. Že avgusta 1945 je sledilo slavnostno odkritje spomenika zmage v središču mesta, ki je edini spomenik, 
posvečen ruskemu vojaku na slovenskih tleh. Po letu 1948 se je odnos do Sovjetske zveze oz. Rusov ohladil, 
spomenik pa še danes ostaja ena glavnih znamenitosti Murske Sobote.
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UDK 323(497.12) "198":070
Avtor: VALIČ ZVER Andreja
Dr., raziskovalka/direktorica
Študijski center za narodno spravo
Tivolska 42, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: NOVA REVIJA KOT POLITIČNA PLATFORMA SLOVENSKE POMLADI
Podnaslov: Ob petindvajsetletnici izida 57. številke Nove revije

Studia Historica Slovenica 
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 12 (2012), št. 1, str. 101–124, 61 cit., 8 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Nova revija, narodno vprašanje, politična platforma slovenske pomladi, nacija, civilna družba, 
človekove pravice in svoboščine, Zveza komunistov, slovenska pomlad, Demos.

Izvleček: Avtorica predstavi razpravo o narodnem vprašanju iz druge polovice osemdesetih let, s posebnim 
poudarkom na analizi vsebine prispevkov znamenite 57. številke Nove revije. V tem času je Zveza komunistov 
vse bolj izgubljala monopol v interpretaciji družbenih in političnih razmer, vključno z narodnim vprašanjem. 
Omenjena številka Nove revije ni prinesla v slovenski javni in znanstveni diskurz le novih alternativnih 
teoretičnih interpretacij narodnega vprašanja, ampak je obenem obudila še druga vprašanja, ki so bila v tedan-
jem sistemu zatišana, še zlasti demokracije in političnega pluralizma, tržnega gospodarstva, individualne svo-
bode in človekovih pravic. Avtorica ugotovi, da je Nova revija z novo konceptualizacijo teh in drugih relevant-
nih vprašanj v javnosti dejansko ustvarila podlage za politično platformo slovenske pomladi.

UDK 327(4:497.4) "1991/2011"
Avtor: LAJH Damjan
Dr., izredni profesor
Katedra za analizo politik in javno upravo
Jean Monnet Chair na področju evropskih javnopolitičnih procesov
Univerza v Ljubljani, Fakulteta za družbene vede
Kardeljeva ploščad 5, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: DVAJSET LET ODNOSOV MED SLOVENIJO IN EVROPSKO UNIJO

Studia Historica Slovenica 
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 12 (2012), št. 1, str. 125–146, 63 cit., 6 slik, 1 preglednica

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Slovenija, Evropska unija, politične institucije, javnopolitične spremembe, procesi prila-
gajanja.

Izvleček: V članku obravnavamo dvajset let odnosov med Slovenijo in Evropsko unijo. V ta namen uporabimo 
klasifikacijo, ki sta jo za proučevanje procesov evropeizacije oziroma vpliva EU tako na države članice kot 
kandidatke/pristopnice Evropski uniji oblikovala Tanja Börzel in Thomas Risse. Na podlagi izvedene analize 
ugotavljamo, da je Slovenija v prvih dvajsetih letih samostojnosti uspešno krmarila v (ne)mirnih evropskih vo-
dah. Z redkimi izjemami je v glavnem plula s tokom in zato bila predstavljena kot vzorna učenka in zgled dru-
gim (posocialističnim) državam, medtem ko slovenski državljani, kljub spremenjenim (zlasti ekonomskim) 
okoliščinam evropski povezavi še vedno znatno zaupajo.
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UDK 728.83(497.4Maribor) "18"
Avtor: VIDMAR Polona
Dr., izredna profesorica
Univerza v Mariboru, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za umetnostno zgodovino
Koroška cesta 160, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija

Naslov: PALAČA HERMANNA BARONA GÖDEL LANNOYA V MARIBORU

Studia Historica Slovenica 
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 12 (2012), št. 1, str. 147–172, 36 cit., 11 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Hermann Gödel Lannoy, Rudolf Oskar Gödel Lannoy, Carl Gerdes, historizem v Mariboru, ekle-
kticizem v Mariboru, celestinski samostan, posvetna arhitektura v Mariboru.
 
Izvleček: Prispevek obravnava palačo barona Hermanna Gödel Lannoya v Mariboru in zgodovino stavbnega 
kompleksa ob zahodnem robu mesta, katerega del je bila tudi palača. Poudarek je na arhitekturi in opremi 
palače v drugi polovici 19. stoletja, ko jo je pravkar poplemeniteni naročnik, baron Hermann Gödel Lannoy, 
popolnoma prenovil, pri čemer je poskušal združiti udobje z dobrim okusom in dati palači italijanski značaj. 
Naročnikovo razumevanje udobja, dobrega okusa in italijanskega značaja je temeljilo na lastnem poznavanju 
palač v Trstu in Benetkah, ki jih je spoznal med službovanjem v severni Italiji. Da bi dosegel svoj namen, je za-
poslil slikarja Francesca in Feliceja Barazzuttija iz Humina (Gemona) v Furlaniji in kupil večino pohištva v tako 
imenovanih Alt-Deutsch in staro-beneškem slogu na Dunaju. Palača je bila najboljši primer posvetnega histor-
izma ali eklekticizma v Mariboru, vendar je žal izgubila večino svoje celostno zasnovane notranje opreme med 
rekonstrucijo stavbe v Umetnostno galerijo Maribor med letoma 1951 in 1954. 

UDK 726(497.4-18) "1889/1922":929Napotnik M.
Avtor: LAZARINI Franci
Dr., asistent
ZRC SAZU, Umetnostnozgodovinski inštitut Franceta Steleta
Novi trg 2, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija
Univerza v Mariboru, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za umetnostno zgodovino
Koroška cesta 160, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija

Naslov:  LAVANTINSKI KNEZOŠKOF DR. MIHAEL NAPOTNIK IN CERKVENA ARHITEKTURA  
NJEGOVEGA ČASA

Studia Historica Slovenica 
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 12 (2012), št. 1, str. 173–202, 78 cit., 15 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: cerkvena arhitektura, lavantinska škofija, Spodnja Štajerska, Mihael Napotnik, 1889−1922, 
pozni historizem, Richard Jordan, Robert Mikovics, Hans Pascher, Adolf Wagner, povečave cerkva, škofijske 
sinode, pridige.

Izvleček: Prispevek obravnava cerkveno arhitekturo v lavantinski škofiji, zgrajeno v času knezoškofa dr. Mi-
haela Napotnika (1889−1922). V obravnavanem obdobju je bilo zgrajenih kar petnajst novih cerkva, deset 
starejših objektov pa je bilo povečanih. Pomembnejše objekte so prispevali znani dunajski in graški arhitekti 
(Richard Jordan, Robert Mikovics, Hans Pascher, Adolf Wagner), poleg njih pa so delovali tudi različni stavbni 
mojstri, večinoma domačini. Poleg umestitve cerkva v kontekst sočasne avstroogrske arhitekture (s poudark-
om na primerjavi sakralne gradnje poznega historizma v lavantinski, sekovski in ljubljanski škofiji) je v članku 
predstavljen tudi pomen škofijskih sinod ter vloga knezoškofa Napotnika kot pisca o sočasni umetnosti. 
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Uredniška navodila avtorjem
1. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca (SHS) je znans tve na pe rio dič na pub li-

ka ci ja, ki jo iz da ja Zgo do vin sko društvo dr. Fran ca Ko va či ča, Ko roš ka 
ce sta 160, Ma ri bor. Re vi ja ob jav lja član ke s po droč ja zgo do vi ne in os ta-
lih hu ma ni stič nih in druž bo slov nih ved, ki me ji jo na zgo do vin sko zna-
nost.

2. Re vi ja Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca iz ha ja v treh šte vil kah let no. V dveh 
šte vil kah ob jav lja pris pev ke v slo ven skem je zi ku – s pov zet kom (sum-
mary) v an gleš kem, nemš kem, ita li jan skem, fran co skem ali ru skem 
je zi ku in iz vleč kom (ab stract) v an gleš kem je zi ku. Ena šte vil ka je tu je-
je zič na in je na me nje na ob ja vam pris pev kov do ma čih in tu jih av tor jev 
v enem od sve tov nih je zi kov – s pov zet kom (sum mary) v slo ven skem 
je zi ku in iz vleč kom (ab stract) v slo ven skem je zi ku.

3. Pris pe vek, od dan ali po slan ured niš tvu, lah ko ob se ga do 30 eno-
stran sko tip ka nih stra ni s po 30 vr sti ca mi na stran (52.750 zna-
kov). Pris pe vek mora biti od dan na di ske ti (pra vi lo ma z ure je val ni kom 
Word for Win dows) in v iz ti ska ni ob li ki. Sli kov ni ma te rial v ob li ki 
la ser ske ko pi je ali v elek tron ski ob li ki (PDF ali TIF for mat) mora biti 
oprem ljen s pod na pi som in na ved bo vira.

4. Av tor mora na ve sti na sled nje po dat ke: ime in prii mek, aka dem ski 
na slov, de lov no me sto, us ta no vo za po sli tve, njen na slov in mo re bit ni 
na slov elek tron ske po šte (e-mail).

5. Od da ni pris pe vek mora biti oprem ljen: s pov zet kom (30-45 vr stic), 
iz vleč kom (6-10 vr stic) in ključ ni mi be se da mi. 

 Iz vle ček mora biti ra zum ljiv sam po sebi brez bra nja ce lot ne ga be se di-
la član ka. Pri pi sa nju se upo rab lja jo celi stav ki, izo gi ba ti se je tre ba slab-
še zna nim kra ti cam in okraj ša vam. Iz vle ček mora vse bo va ti av tor jev 
pri mar ni na men ozi ro ma do seg član ka, raz log, za kaj je bil na pi san, ter 
opis teh ni ke ra zi sko val ne ga pri sto pa (os nov na me to do loš ka na če la).

 Ključ ne be se de mo ra jo odra ža ti vse bi no pris pev ka in biti pri mer ne za 
kla si fi ka ci jo (UDK).

 Pov ze tek mora pred sta vi ti na men pris pev ka, glav ne zna čil no sti in 
me to do lo gi jo ra zi sko val ne ga dela ter naj po mem bnej še re zul ta te in 
skle pe. 

6. Be se di lo pris pev ka mora biti pre gled no in ra zum lji vo struk tu ri ra-
no (na slo vi po gla vij, pod po gla vij), tako da je mo go če raz bra ti na men, 
me to do dela, re zul ta te in skle pe.
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7. Opom be mo ra jo biti pi sa ne enot no kot sprot ne opom be pod čr to. 
So vse bin ske (av tor jev ko men tar) in bib lio graf ske (na ved ba vira, upo-
rab lje ne – ci ti ra ne li te ra tu re). 

 Bib lio graf ska opom ba mora ob prvi na ved bi vse bo va ti ce lo ten 
na slov oz. na ha ja liš če: ime in prii mek av tor ja, na slov dela (ko gre za 
ob ja vo v re vi ji ali zbor ni ku na slov le-tega), kraj in leto izi da, stra ni 
(pri mer – mo no gra fi ja: Jo že Mli na rič, Stu de niš ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo-
stan : ok. 1245–1782 (Ce lje, 2005), str. …; pri mer – re vi ja: Dar ko Friš, 
"Ba no vin ska kon fe ren ca Ju go slo van ske na cio nal ne stran ke leta 1937 v 
Ljub lja ni", Zgo do vin ski ča so pis 59, št. 1–2 (2005): str. …; pri mer – ča snik: 
(av tor), "Vo li tve v ma ri bor ski mest ni za stop", Slo ven ski gos po dar, 27. 
no vem ber 1873, št. 48, str. …; pri mer – zbornik: Va si lij Me lik, "Vpra ša nje 
re gij v na ši pre te klo sti", v: Re gio nal ni vi di ki slo ven ske zgo do vi ne : zbor-
nik re fe ra tov XXXI. zbo ro va nja slo ven skih zgo do vi nar jev, ur. Peter [tih 
in Bojan Bal ko vec (Ljub lja na, 2004), str. …), nato pa se upo rab lja smi sel-
na okraj ša va (da lje: Mli na rič, Stu de niš ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo stan, str. …).

 Pri na va ja nju ar hiv skih vi rov je tre ba na ve sti: ar hiv (ob prvi na ved bi 
ce lot no ime, v pri me ru, da ga upo rab lja mo več krat, je tre ba na ve sti 
okraj ša vo v ok le pa ju), ime fon da ali zbir ke (sig na tu ro, če jo ima), šte vil-
ko fas ci kla (škat le) in ar hiv ske eno te ter na slov na va ja ne ga do ku men ta 
(pri mer: Po kra jin ski ar hiv Ma ri bor (PAM), fond Pa vel Tur ner, škat la 
7, pi smo Da vo ri na Tr ste nja ka Pa vlu Tur ner ju iz Sta re ga Trga, 7. ju ni ja 
1889.)

8. Pris pev ki so re cen zi ra ni; re cen zi je so ano nim ne. Na os no vi po zi tiv ne-
ga mne nja re cen zen tov je čla nek uvrš čen v ob ja vo.

9. Za znans tve no vse bi no pris pev ka in toč nost po dat kov od go var ja 
av tor.

10. Ured niš tvo pre je te pris pev ke lek to ri ra, av tor lek tu ro pre gle da in jo 
av to ri zi ra. Ured niš tvo po sre du je av tor ju prvo ko rek tu ro pris pev ka, 
ki jo mora vr ni ti ured niš tvo v roku treh dni; šir je nje ob se ga be se di la ob 
ko rek tu rah ni do vo lje no. Pri ko rek tu rah je tre ba upo rab lja ti ko rek tur na 
zna me nja, na ve de na v Slo ven ski pra vo pis (1962), Slo ven ski pra vo pis 1. 
Pra vi la (1990). Dru go ko rek tu ro opra vi ured niš tvo.

11. Do dat na po ja sni la lah ko av tor ji do bi jo na ured niš tvu.

Ured niš tvo SHS
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Editor's Instructions to Authors
1. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca (SHS) is a pe rio di cal scien ti fic pub li ca tion 

pub lis hed by the Hi sto ri cal as so cia tion of Franc Ko va čič Ph D, Ko roš-
ka ce sta 160, Ma ri bor. The pub li ca tion pub lis hes hi sto ri cal ar tic les and 
ot her hu ma ni stic and so cio lo gi cal ar tic les that ad join hi sto ri cal scien ce. 

2. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca is is sued in three vo lu mes a year. The first 
two vo lu mes pub lish ar tic les in Slo ve ne lan gua ge – with sum ma ries in 
En glish, Ger man, Ita lian, French or Rus sian lan gua ge and ab stracts in 
En glish. The third vo lu me is a fo reign lan gua ge vo lu me, which is in ten ded 
for pub lis hing ar tic les writ ten by lo cal and fo reign aut hors in one of the 
world lan gua ges – with sum ma ries and ab stracts in Slo ve ne lan gua ge. 

3. An ar tic le, de li ve red or sent to the edi to rial board, can com pri se of at 
most 30 one-si ded typed pa ges with 30 li nes per page (52,750 
print signs). It has to be de li ve red on a com pu ter di sket te (edi ted in 
Word for Win dows) and in a prin ted form. Ima ge ma te rial in the form 
of a la ser print or in elec tron form (PDF or TIF for mat) must be equip-
ped with sub tit les and the sour ce quo ta tion. 

4. The aut hor must sub mit fol lo wing data: name and sur na me, aca de mic 
tit le, oc cu pa tion, in sti tu tion of oc cu pa tion, its ad dress and e-mail. 

5. De li ve red ar tic le must be equip ped with: a sum mary (30-45 li nes), an 
ab stract (6-10 li nes) and key words.

 Sum mary must be un der stan dab le by it self, wit hout rea ding the ar tic-
le as a who le. In wri ting who le sen ten ces must be used, less known 
ab bre via tions and shor te nings should be avoi ded. Sum mary must con-
tain the aut hor's pri mary goal and the pur po se of the ar tic le, the rea son 
why it was writ ten and the des crip tion of re search tech ni ques  (pri mary 
met ho do lo gi cal prin ci ples).

 Key words must ref lect the con tent of the ar tic le and must be ade qua-
te to clas si fi ca tion (UDK).

 The ab stract must pre sent the pur po se of the ar tic le, its main cha-
rac te ri stics and the met ho do logy of re search work as well as the most 
sig ni fi cant re sults and conc lu sions. 



6. The text of the ar tic le must be clear and in tel li gibly struc tu red (chap-
ter tit les, sub-chap ters) for the pur po se of clear re cog ni tion of ar tic le's 
aim, work met hods, re sults and conc lu sions. 

7. No tes must be uni quely for med as foot no tes, which can be con tex tual 
(aut hor's com ment) and bib lio grap hi cal (sour ce quo ta tion, quo ted li te-
ra tu re).

 On first quo ta tion, a bib lio grap hi cal foot no te must con tain an en ti-
re tit le or lo ca tion: aut hor's name and sur na me, tit le (re view or mis cel-
lany tit le when pub lis hed in it), pla ce and date of is sue, pa ges (exam ple 
– mo no graph: Jo že Mli na rič, Stu de niš ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo stan: ok. 
1245–1782 (Ce lje, 2005), p…; exam ple – re view: Dar ko Friš, "Ba no-
vin ska kon fe ren ca Ju go slo van ske na cio nal ne stran ke leta 1937 v Ljub-
lja ni", Zgo do vin ski ča so pis 59, No. 1–2 (2005): p. …; exam ple – pa per: 
(aut hor), "Vo li tve v ma ri bor ski mest ni za stop", Slo ven ski gos po dar, 27. 
no vem ber 1873, No. 48, p. …; pri mer – mis cel lany: Va si lij Me lik, "Vpra-
ša nje re gij v na ši pre te klo sti", in: Re gio nal ni vi di ki slo ven ske zgo do vi ne: 
zbor nik re fe ra tov XXXI. zbo ro va nja slo ven skih zgo do vi nar jev, ed. Peter 
[tih and Bojan Bal ko vec (Ljub lja na, 2004), p. …). On fol lo wing quo ta-
tions lo gi cal shor te nings are used (Mli na rič, Stu de niš ki do mi ni kan ski 
sa mo stan, p. …).

 Whi le quo ting arc hi val sour ces, the arc hi ve must be sta ted: arc hi ve 
(who le name on first quo ta tion, on fol lo wing quo ta tions use a shor te-
ning in brac kets), name of fond or col lec tion (sig na tu re, if gi ven), num-
ber of fas cic le (box) and arc hi val unit, ad dress of quo ted do cu ment 
(exam ple: Po kra jin ski ar hiv Ma ri bor (PAM), fond Pa vel Tur ner, box 7, 
let ter Da vo ri na Tr ste nja ka to Pa vel Tur ner from Sta ri Trg, 7. June 1889.)

8. Ar tic les are re vie wed; re views are anony mous. An ar tic le is pla ced for 
pub lis hing on the ba sis of re vie wer's po si ti ve view. 

9. Aut hor is res pon sib le for ar tic le's scien ti fic con tent and ac cu racy of 
data. 

10. The edi to rial board ar ran ges the lec tu res hip, which is re vie wed and 
aut ho ri zed by the aut hor. Edi to rial board sends the first cor rec tion 
to the aut hor, who has to re turn it in three days; en lar ge ment of text whi le 
cor rec ting is not per mit ted. Whi le cor rec ting cor rec ti ve signs, as sta ted in 
the ort ho graphy, must be used. The edi to rial board per forms the se cond 
cor rec tion.  

11. Ad di tio nal ex pla na tions are avai lab le at the edi to rial board.

Ed to rial board of SHS
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